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Abstract 
 
This  study  combined  quantitative  and  qualitative  methods  to  investigate  the 
relationship  between  Internet  use  and  identity,  particularly  age identity,  in  older 
Internet users.  It has a theoretical basis in symbolic interactionism – particularly the 
theories  of  Erving  Goffman  –  and  conceptualizes  identities  as  roles  that  are 
negotiated during social interaction. 
 
The focus on older users was motivated by the strong focus of prior Internet research 
on younger users.  Few studies have examined older users specifically, and fewer 
still have examined age identity. 
 
Thus, the focus in this study is on how changes in social interaction that occur due to 
Internet use affect the identity negotiation process.  The research is focused around 
two  key  areas:  whether  older  users  experience  the  same  kinds  of  online  identity 
processes  as  younger  users,  and  the  impact  exposure  to  novel  audiences  has  on 
identity negotiation. 
 
The study consists of two phases.  In the first, a quantitative survey was administered 
in which a measure of age identity was assessed and compared with measures of 
audience novelty.  Results showed that a significant increase in variance of age 
identity is associated with communication with people from other countries.  This 
finding supports the theory that identity is formed in negotiation with the audience 
with whom one communicates, and that expanding this audience may lead to identity 
effects. 
  
  iii 
To investigate this issue more deeply, a qualitative phase was conducted in which 
participants  were  interviewed  using  rapid  ethnography  techniques,  and  at  the 
conclusion of which a model of the interaction between age identity and Internet 
communication  was  developed.    This  model  was  then  verified  with  follow up 
interviews  with  key  informants  and  with  field  observations  from  sites  of  online 
social interaction among seniors. 
 
The model developed during the qualitative stage identifies three ways in which age 
identity is influenced by social interaction on the Internet.  First, the Internet is used 
in response to emotional or practical consequences of ageing.  Second, older Internet 
users could take advantage of the ability to manage their personal front online to 
achieve agelessness, and third, the Internet is used as a backstage area to discuss age 
identity  issues.    The  context  of  these  claims  is  all important;  each  individual’s 
unique circumstances, emotions and motivations influence the way in which they 
will use the Internet and respond to others encountered through it. 
 
The extension of Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor to age identity on the Internet 
and to include the concept of character development, in which identity evolves over 
time in response to inner tensions and external events, is a tentative but powerful 
finding.  It poses a challenge for future research into the nature of identity change, 
both online and offline.  
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All the world’s a stage 
And all the men and women merely players; 
They have their exits and their entrances, 
And one man in his time plays many parts, 
His acts being seven ages. 
 
  As You Like It 2/7, William Shakespeare 
  2 
1  Introduction 
 
1.1  Background to the research problem 
Long fought over by philosophers, sociologists and psychologists, self and identity 
are “cornerstones of well being” (George, 1998).  Despite this significance, they are 
often poorly distinguished.  The distinction is perhaps best explained as that of the 
difference between a process and its outcome – the self is a process, while identity is 
the outcome of that process, described by many in terms of roles. 
 
Thus, identities are the understandings people have about themselves and their places 
in the world that result from the self process, a reflexive activity which according to 
George  Herbert  Mead  (1934)
1,  incorporates  both  their  unique  personality  and 
creativity (the “I”), and the internalised expectations of others (the “me”) (see Gecas, 
1982).   
 
The “me” is the socialised aspect of the self developed through social interaction 
with others, and is considerably powerful as we tend to become the kind of person 
we are expected to be (McCall and Simmons, 1982).  It is difficult to imagine how 
society could function if the “me” were not so powerful.  As children, we learn how 
to  interact  in  society  by  witnessing  the  behaviour  of  others.    In  effect,  we  are 
learning the role descriptions that we adopt during our lives.  Some roles are adopted 
while we are very young, such as gender, but others are not adopted until much later 
                                                 
1 Reconciling the differences between philosophy, sociology and psychology is far too great a task to 
be achieved in a single thesis, and indeed probably in a whole lifetime.  By citing Mead on the first 
page,  this  thesis  clearly  adopts  a  sociological  stance  from  the  beginning  –  albeit  at  the  risk  of 
offending  philosophers  and  psychologists.    Readers  should  rest  assured  that  no  such  offence  is 
intended!  
  3 
in life, such as professional roles or those that come with adulthood – mother or 
father for example. 
 
It is similarly difficult to imagine how society could even have developed if the “I” 
did  not  exist.    Without  unique  personalities,  people  would  lack  innovation  and 
creativity, without which human society could not arise.  Thus, self and identity are 
not only cornerstones of our well being; they are practically a cornerstone of our 
existence.  Socially constructed, they cannot develop in isolation. 
 
This is something we know intuitively to be true, evidence of which can be seen in 
countless folklore tales of wild children raised by animals.  Such stories have been 
told at least since the Roman legend of Romulus and Rebus; our fascination with 
them suggests an innate understanding that without contact with other human beings, 
we cannot fully develop into humans ourselves. 
 
Thus, communication is critical to personal development and the development of 
society.  Social interaction shapes who we are and how we relate to others; change in 
the way we communicate and interact results in change in the nature of people. 
 
This raises a key question: what changes in the nature of people have resulted as the 
Internet has diffused through western society?  Since its commercial adoption in the 
early 1990s, the Internet
2 has altered the way we interact in many ways, from online 
church services (Felps, 2000) and email support services from the Samaritans (Hill, 
                                                 
2 “The Internet” is capitalised in this document to distinguish it from “internets” in general – systems 
of  interconnected  networks  –  that  may  not  be  connected  to  the  global  communications  network 
generally referred as the Internet.  
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2001), to the massive growth of online dating (Hitsch et al., 2005) and electronic 
commerce (Singh and Kundu, 2002). 
 
This is not another report in which it is warned that the sky is falling.  Ever since 
Socrates railed against the invention of writing, new technologies have had their 
critics; more recently the telephone, radio and television and of course the Internet 
all convinced numerous commentators ready to declare these technologies signalled 
the decline of civil society.  Neither is this a shimmering, technophiliac tribute to a 
new era of global communication in which the New Economy eliminates poverty, 
loneliness is abolished, and cultural differences are finally understood.  Rather, this 
thesis does not suppose that the consequences of Internet use are necessarily safe or 
dangerous, desirable or undesirable; simply that it is necessary to comprehend the 
nature of such changes. 
 
If  one  understands  the  changes  to  identity,  one  can  better  understand  human 
behaviour.  It is an enormous undertaking to fully appreciate the diverse implications 
of Internet use in western societies, and no single thesis can claim to answer such 
broad  questions.    What  follows  in  this  thesis  is  a  record  of  a  research  project 
investigating a single aspect of this problem – the impact of Internet use on identity 
construction, and particularly age identity
3, in older adults. 
 
                                                 
3 Age identity is defined in detail in Section   1.4.2.  
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1.2  Personal reflections on the research process 
Although it is something of a cliché, this project has been a personal journey for the 
author
4.    Coming  from  a  scientific/technical  background,  the  researcher  knew 
relatively little about sociological theory and research at the commencement of the 
project, yet the project is thoroughly sociological.  As a computer programmer and 
software developer, all of the researcher’s education, training and experience had 
been in the antithesis of sociology. 
 
Bentley et al. (1992) compare the disciplines of software development and sociology 
in reflections on collaboration between the sociology and engineering departments at 
Lancaster University.  Sociology is a prolonged exercise in which the researcher 
avoids personal judgements and in which vast volumes of data are collected and 
analysed, while by contrast, software engineering is rapid and synthetic, strives to 
conceal detail with abstraction, and requires personal judgements be made all the 
time (often with inadequate information).  This is necessarily so, as software that 
takes too long to develop risks becoming obsolete before it is even finished (Zahra 
and Bogner, 1999). 
 
For this reason the following reflection by Bentley et al. resonated deeply with the 
researcher: “engineers … may find the more remote attitude of sociologists difficult 
to understand” (1992: 127).  The project required of the researcher not only the 
routine  acts  one  conducts  when  undertaking  a  PhD  thesis,  such  as  conducting  a 
literature review, collecting data, analysing data, and so on, but learning to think the 
                                                 
4 The decision to write in the third person rather than the first person was influenced by the author’s 
scientific and technical background, and eliminates the possibility of confusion arising from the use of 
the identity concepts “I” and “me”.  
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way a sociologist thinks.  The result has been a new appreciation on the part of the 
researcher of the contribution sociology can make to technical disciplines.  This is 
perhaps one of sociology’s best kept secrets – while sociologists themselves may be 
fully aware of the contribution their discipline can make in science and engineering, 
scientists, engineers and the like typically are not. 
 
The project takes a small step in bridging this gap by contributing an example of 
how sociological understanding of technology can be used to inform the technical 
and scientific professionals involved in its promotion and development.  In this sense 
the project is to some extent a proof of concept – a demonstration of how sociology 
can  be  used  in  a  technical  arena.    This  is  achieved  by  applying  the  theoretical 
perspective of the sociologist Erving Goffman as a lens to understand the ways in 
which older adult Internet users apply the technology, and the ways in which they 
relate to each other as they do so. 
 
In doing so, the thesis gives a voice to a growing segment of society that is typically 
overlooked in Internet research.  The focus on young age groups such as adolescents 
and  younger  adults  belies  the  fact  that  older  people  are  increasingly  using  the 
Internet.  Indeed, the author frequently encountered anecdotes to the contrary from 
others.  Discussing the thesis topic with friends and colleagues would regularly yield 
comments such as “that’s true, my mother loves the Internet!”  Many people have an 
Internet  enthusiast  in  an  elderly  parent  or  grandparent,  neighbour  or  friend, 
seemingly contradicting the widespread assumption that older people do not use the 
Internet, and the dearth of relevant research. 
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That such comments were so frequent suggests that the topic is one of consequence 
to many.  In the next section, the significance and contribution of the research are 
discussed in more detail. 
 
1.3  Significance and contribution of the research 
It is likely that the number of older Internet users will continue to grow as current 
users grow older and as the population ages in general.  According to the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics, the average age in Australia is projected to increase from 35.9 
years to between 47.9 and 50.5 years over the next 100 years.  Globally, the number 
of people over 60 is expected to triple and the population over 80 is expected to 
increase five fold by 2050 (ABS, 2004). 
 
As the population continues to age, Internet use by older adults has become a policy 
issue.  A multitude of authors have described the “digital divide”
5 – or disparities of 
access between various groups – and noted the need for policy initiatives to promote 
Internet use and narrow the gap.  Such initiatives are typically motivated by desires 
for  economic  development  or  by  concerns  that  the  digital  divide  excludes  some 
members of society from participation and services, as illustrated in the following 
statement  from  the  Australian  Government  Department  of  Communications, 
Information Technology and the Arts (DCITA): 
 
“[Information  and  Communication  Technologies]  have  brought  about 
significant  changes  in  the  way  people  create,  share  and  consume 
information.  It  has  changed  and  continues  to  change  the  way 
organisations within the for profit, public and nonprofit sectors run their 
                                                 
5 See Section   2.4.1 for further discussion of the digital divide.  
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businesses and provide services. As ICT become embedded in daily life, 
there is a growing need for ICT literacy in public and private life. 
 
The  Australian  Government  is  committed  to  ensuring  that  Australian 
communities, households and individuals are able to fully participate in 
the information economy.” (DCITA, 2006). 
 
Similar statements are echoed in green papers, white papers, policy documents and 
consultants’  reports  the  world  over,  and  such  policies  have  been  relatively 
successful.  In Australia, Internet use among the 55 64 and 65 and over age groups 
continues to grow, in contrast to small declines in the 18 24 and 45 54 age groups 
(ABS,  2005).    Further,  Internet  use  among  older  users  is  overwhelmingly  for 
personal and private use in comparison to younger age groups.  In 2002, 91% of 
people aged 65 and over used the Internet for personal and private reasons, compared 
to only 15% for work or business, 18% for education or study, and 9% for voluntary 
or community activities.  In fact, although all age groups reported high levels of 
personal and private Internet usage, the only other age group that exceeded the 65 
and over was 25 34 (92%) (ABS, 2005). 
 
Thus,  Australia  –  and  likely  many  other,  similar  countries  –  is  faced  with  an 
increasingly  aged population,  and  a  growing proportion  of  the  aged  that  use  the 
Internet.  Clearly, the potential for changes in identity and the self due to online 
social interaction is also likely to grow, yet little is known about how online social 
interaction affects older adults in general, and practically nothing is known about 
how it affects identity. 
 
This is not to say that policies which aim to promote access are undesirable or ill 
advised; indeed, access should be promoted for all the reasons stated in the quotation  
  9 
above.    What  is  lacking  is  a  wider  understanding  of  the  consequences  of  such 
policies.  The thesis helps to fill this significant gap in current knowledge.  One of its 
most  important  aims  is  to  provide  a  model  of  the  way  Internet  use  affects  age 
identity,  allowing  policy  makers  to  understand  the  wider  consequences  of  their 
policies. 
 
Finally, the research also makes two important theoretical attempts.  First, it draws 
on  observations  of  online  social  behaviour  to  extend  Goffman’s  dramaturgical 
metaphor  to  include  a  concept  of  character  development,  thus  incorporating  a 
previously  lacking  temporal  dimension  (see  Section    10.4).    Second,  it  applies 
Goffmanian social theory to an area in which it has previously not been applied, and 
in  doing  so  successfully  demonstrates  that  the  development  of  ad  hoc  theory  to 
explain  online  social  behaviour  is  unnecessary.    In  fact,  by  using  Goffmanian 
dramaturgy, including the new insights described above, it is possible to explain 
previously contradictory results surrounding uninhibited communication online. 
 
1.4  Definitions 
Many of the terms used in this thesis could be interpreted differently by different 
readers.  The research is multidisciplinary in nature and draws on computer science 
and information systems, communication studies, management science, sociology, 
social psychology, policy studies and other areas.  The field of social psychology in 
particular can claim both sociological and psychological ancestry, which has led to 
much debate and confusion of terminology; hence some definitions of terms used in 
this research are essential. 
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1.4.1  Identity 
In  Section    1.1  identity  was  described  indistinctly  as  the  outcome  of  reflexive 
dialectic between the “me” and the “I”, and a more concrete definition of the use of 
this term in this study is warranted.  The term has been used in various ways, and 
some discussion of each of these is required in order to define which usages are 
within the scope of this thesis, and those that are not.  First, identity is used by some 
authors to refer to culture; in this usage, “identity” and “ethnicity” are essentially the 
same thing (Gleason, 1983).  The second way in which identity is sometimes defined 
refers to membership of a collective or a social category, a prominent example of 
which is Social  Identity Theory (Tajfel, 1982; Tajfel and Turner, 1986).  In this 
understanding  of  identity,  individuals  ascribe  attributes  of  the  collective  to 
themselves, and identity is limited to the “dominant paradigm”
6 (Crouch and Kaye, 
2005). 
 
Collective  conceptualisations  of  self  and  identity  are  dominated  by  the  third 
category, however (Ellemers et al., 2002), which understands self and identity at a 
personal level.  This third usage understands identity as the meanings individuals 
ascribe to the roles they play in differentiated societies.  Examples include Identity 
Theory (Stryker, 1968), and indeed any other approach derived from Mead (1934) 
and symbolic interactionism (see Stryker and Burke, 2000).   
 
It is primarily this third usage that is intended in this study, although this does not 
imply that the author does not accept that collective identity cannot exert a powerful 
                                                 
6 In other words, individual identity is understood in terms of the identity definition of the group.  
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influence over behaviour, emotions or perceptions (see Ellemers et al., 2002).  The 
focus on personal identities was chosen in this study because of the focus on Internet 
communication.  As increasing amounts of social interaction online are mediated by 
private, person to person communication rather than group communication, it was 
felt that a personal conception of identity would be more fruitful for investigation. 
 
As is elaborated upon later in this thesis, roles and role identity are central concepts 
in the writings of Erving Goffman, who provides the theoretical basis for this study.  
For Goffman, identity is a person’s “subjective sense of his
7 own situation and his 
own continuity and character that an individual comes to obtain as a result of his 
various  social  experiences”,  is  socially  negotiated,  and  is  based  on  the  roles  an 
individual plays in social situations (Goffman, 1963b: 105)
8. 
 
Although there is some commonality between the Goffmanian conception of identity 
and other theories due to their common ancestry, this thesis does not  attempt to 
incorporate all these works
9.  Nevertheless, thanks to their shared origins in Mead 
and  symbolic  interactionism,  there  are  often  aspects  of  the  various  theories  of 
identity that inform the current project. 
 
Identity is multifaceted and complex, and assessing every aspect of an individual’s 
identity  is  far  beyond  the  scope  of  this  project.    The  aspect  of  identity  that  is 
                                                 
7 Gender neutral language is used in this thesis except where directly quoting other sources. 
8 Note that Goffman uses the term “felt identity” in connection with this definition.  For Goffman, 
“social  identities”  and  “personal  identities”  are  given  to  an  individual  by  others  who  are  either 
strangers, or who know the individual well (see Goffman, 1963b).  This is a further illustration of the 
confusion surrounding the word “identity”. 
9 Indeed, to do so will be an enormous task, and will be the culmination of work started by Mead so 
long ago (see Stryker and Burke, 2000).  
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considered in this study is age identity, which in identity research is often provided 
as exemplar but is rarely the focus of analysis and discussion (Blytheway, 2005).  
Age identity is defined in the following section. 
 
1.4.2  Age-identity 
Levy  et  al.  (2003)  suggest  that  defining  who  qualifies  as  an  older  adult  is  a 
methodological challenge.  People become aware of feeling older at various times, 
both before and after the age at which societal values define “old”, and often at 
multiple times during a single life course (Sherman, 1994).  Further, ageing is not a 
Boolean condition in which one is either old or not old – ageing is a process.  As is 
true for all identities, age identity is subjective and a simple numeric assessment is 
likely to be misleading; consider the difference between colloquial expressions such 
as “60 going on 40” and “40 going on 60”. 
 
Yet  even  though  it  is  unrealistic  to  treat  the  65+  age  group  as  a  homogenous 
category, researchers and policy makers often denote old age as 65 years or older, 
mainly because it has historically been the age at which one becomes eligible for 
state pensions, and because it is convenient to have a simple, chronological cut off 
(Bowling et al., 2005; Coughlin, 1999).  Yet while a single identity of “old age” is 
unrealistic, the concept of age identity is not. 
 
Typically, age identity is defined as the age or age group a person identifies with, as 
opposed to their chronological age (Hubley and Hultsch, 1994; Bowling et al. 2005), 
which implicitly acknowledges that there are many different age identities – what 
might be naïvely considered “old age” is actually a range of different age identities,  
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ranging from the “delights of the ‘third age’” to the “vulnerability of the ‘oldest old’” 
(Bowling et al., 2005). 
 
As  stated  above,  this  study  is  concerned  primarily  with  personal  conceptions  of 
identity.    Thus,  in  discussing  age identity  we  are  interested  in  the  personal  role 
understandings of individuals – how an individual’s attitudes, feelings, perceptions 
and beliefs about their age affect the roles they negotiate for themselves in their 
social interactions.  It is useful to consider age identity in terms of performance à la 
Goffman; indeed, the common expression “act your age” alludes to the metaphor of 
identity  performance.    Age  is  constantly  performed,  and  age  roles  constantly 
negotiated (Laz, 1998). 
 
Mutran and George (1982: 867) define age identity as “the components of identity 
that are related to middle and old age”.  The omission of younger age groups perhaps 
reflects a focus among age identity researchers on old age, yet it is contended here 
that it is not only middle aged and old aged people who have a sense of their age, 
evidence of which can be found in a number of popular expressions (which could 
possibly  be  regarded  as  role  descriptions)  used  in  western  societies:  “twenty 
something”,  “thirty something”,  “yuppie”  (i.e.  young,  upwardly mobile 
professional) and “yindie” (i.e. an independently minded yuppie) all implicitly refer 
to age. 
 
A more broad definition is provided by Logan et al. (1992: 452), who assert that age 
identities are “labels that reflect how people perceive themselves in terms of age”.  
This definition has the benefit that it does not exclude any particular age groups – the  
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popular expressions above fit this definition, as do labels for older age groups with 
which age researchers are traditionally more concerned. 
 
It is for this reason that Logan et al.’s definition is used in this study.  Given the 
focus  on  older  adults,  not  all  age  identities  are  within  the  scope  of  the  study, 
however; the labels used to identify age role identities in this study are “middle aged 
person” and “old person”. 
 
Logan et al. also pose the question of what factors affect people’s perceptions of 
these role identities.  In this study, it is assumed that social interaction on the Internet 
is a relevant factor – it is a basic tenet of role/identity theory that role identities are 
socially negotiated; the manner of social interaction may affect this negotiation but 
will not prevent it from happening. 
 
One of the consequences of identity negotiation is that the resultant roles may not be 
of equal status.   Age identity is often the subject of stigma in Western societies 
(Richeson and Shelton, 2006; Hagestad and Uhlenberg, 2002; Hendricks, 2005), and 
most people in Western societies have a fear of ageing.  Thus, despite the fact that 
ageing is a process and not a Boolean, many older adults distance themselves from 
ageing, defining “the other”
10 as the “old” and themselves as the “not old” (Hurd, 
2000).  This final point illustrates that researchers of age identity must pay attention 
to such labels, regardless of their efficacy. 
 
                                                 
10 “The other” is the opposite of the self, which as previously explained can be considered as the “I” 
and the “me”.  
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1.4.3  Computer-mediated communication 
The  literature  on  computer mediated  communication  (CMC)  suffers  the  same 
problem as the literature on identity; many reports in the literature do not define it at 
all,  or  simply  assume  that  the  reader  already  understands  what  it  is.    This  is 
problematic,  because  various  definitions  have  been  used  implicitly  by  different 
authors, often making it difficult to compare research findings directly.  Clouding the 
waters further still is the point that while the term “CMC” is widely used in the 
United  States,  the  term  “ICT”  (Information  and  Communications  Technology)  is 
used in Europe to describe essentially the same thing (Hacker and Mason, 2003). 
 
In the early 1980s, Kerr and Hiltz (1982: 2) described CMC systems as text based, 
centralised systems in which computers were used to “structure, store and process 
communications”.  Herring (1996a) also excludes all uses except that which support 
communication between two human beings, defining CMC as communication that 
takes place between human beings in which the computer is merely the mechanism 
by which this happens. 
 
Later,  Rapaport  (1991)  included  information  retrieval  within  the  scope  of  CMC, 
perhaps foreshadowing the inclusion of applications such as Gopher or the WWW.  
This inclusion of applications other than interpersonal communication is also found 
in Ferris (1997). 
 
While Kerr and Hiltz (1982) may have emphasised the text based nature of CMC, by 
the mid 1990s authors were beginning to take notice of other, non textual aspects of 
CMC.  A study of CMC use in university education defined it as including a wide  
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range  of  digital  applications,  such  as  e mail,  bulletin  boards  (BBSs)  and  online 
special interest  groups,  multimedia  applications,  videoconferencing  and  desktop 
conferencing, and Internet resources like the WWW (Hesketh et al., 1996). 
 
This  is  not  to  over state  the  degree  to  which  authors  have  included  non textual 
communications in their thinking when examining CMC.  In fact, the majority of 
research  is  still  based  in  this  text only,  anonymous  view  of  CMC,  and  this  is 
something  that  Soukup  (2000)  laments,  believing  it  to  be  a  weakness  in  CMC 
research. 
 
Nevertheless, the applications in widespread use today are still largely text based 
(Tidwell and Walther, 2002).  Despite hype in the popular press, multimedia CMC 
applications have been slow to take hold.  In the late 1990s, magazines such as Byte 
and  PC  Magazine  reported  that  multimedia  applications  were  fast  replacing  the 
textual  CMC  that  was  widespread  at  that  time  (Flohr,  1996;  Mendelson,  1997), 
however, the anticipated multimedia revolution in CMC has not been widespread.   
 
E mail, a largely textual application, is still by far the most common Internet activity 
(Nie and Erbring, 2000); the only multimedia aspect of its use today is attaching 
graphics,  sound  files  and  animations.    Typically  such  attachments  are  forwarded 
from one user to another, much like a chain letter, and actual creation of multimedia 
content is not widespread.  While the WWW is obviously an extremely common 
application with a lot of multimedia content, when used to support communication 
between  human  beings,  such  as  in  a  web based  BBS  or  chat  service,  that 
communication  itself  is  generally  text based.    Applications  such  as 
videoconferencing  and  massively  multiplayer  online  role playing  games  
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(MMORPGs)  are  multimedia,  although  neither  is  as  widespread  as  textual 
applications such as e mail, ICQ, and so on. 
 
Soukup  (2000)  makes  two  important points,  however.   First,  CMC  will  advance 
more  quickly  than  it  is possible  to publish  the results  of  scholarly  research,  and 
second it is the task of researchers to use foresight when considering the impact of 
such technology.  It is clear, then, that in order to have any kind of longevity, any 
definition of CMC should not focus on any particular technical characteristic of the 
technology, such as being text based.   
 
Likewise, any definition should not focus on any specific technology.  The World 
Wide Web (WWW) is a useful example.  While some authors have analysed the 
WWW as a form of CMC, it has no interpersonal communication characteristics per 
se.  At a technical level, the WWW is simply an interface specification, and the vast 
majority of websites are functionally no different to any other information retrieval 
system.  Indeed, many information retrieval systems, such as library catalogues and 
so forth, are increasingly becoming available via WWW interfaces. 
 
It thus becomes clear that websites in general do not meet the criterion of mediating 
communication between individuals.  Online shopping malls, library catalogues, and 
search  engines  all  provide  no  facility  to  support  direct  communication  between 
human  beings.    Other  sites  are  exceptions,  such  as  websites  that  contain  chat 
services, BBSs, discussion groups, weblogs (or “blogs”)
11, and so on.  
                                                 
11 “Blogs” are similar to an online diary, published by individuals, and can contain almost anything.  
Some blogs contain primarily links to, and commentary on, other web pages.  Others contain deeply 
personal and lengthy thoughts of the author, while many commercially oriented web sites publish  
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Further,  even  the  presence  of  a  network  is  not  necessarily  a  defining  criterion.  
Communication  between  humans  can  be  supported  without  the  presence  of  a 
network,  such  as  might  occur  in  a  multi user  system  that  is  not  connected  to  a 
network.    Likewise, it is also appropriate to  group together information retrieval 
applications, whether networked or not, as belonging to the same category – WWW 
based  systems  that  serve  a  purely  informational  purpose  are  categorically  no 
different to similar applications that happen not to be web based.  Further, whether 
the information source is stored locally or accessed remotely via a computer network 
is  irrelevant;  indeed,  it  is  conceivable  that  a  user  might  not  even  notice  the 
difference. 
 
It  is  not  appropriate  to  consider  systems  which  serve  a  fundamentally  different 
purpose, supporting interpersonal communication, as belonging to the same category 
as these informational tools.  Thus, we arrive at the definition of CMC used in this 
research: low-cost,  interpersonal  communication  that  takes place  between  human 
beings, and is mediated by technology.  Such communication can be of any type, 
including text based, aural, visual, or perhaps even tactile – although clearly very 
few (if any) tactile systems are in use today. 
 
This definition deliberately avoids questions of  whether specific technologies are 
included, and is useful in the face of rapidly  changing technologies.   The actual 
mechanism  depends  on  current  technology,  and  could  include  e mail,  electronic 
                                                                                                                                          
blogs which are essentially short newspaper opinion columns.  The range of styles and content is 
practically limitless as blogs can contain anything the author wishes.  
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bulletin  board  systems  (BBSs),  chat  services  (whether  provided  using  special 
purpose client software, or via a web browser or other general purpose interface), 
and audiovisual services such as videoconferencing and MMORPGs. 
 
The author has deliberately omitted reference to computers in the above definition.  
It may seem peculiar that a definition of computer mediated communication would 
deliberately  exclude  mention  of computers.    However,  to  exclude  non computer 
based technology from such a definition would serve to exclude the interpersonal 
communication that took place between operators of the Telex and TWX networks
12.  
While “technology mediated communication” might be a more appropriate term, the 
term  computer mediated  communication  is  widely  recognised,  reflecting  the 
pervasiveness of computer use as a means to conduct such communication. 
 
This definition also focuses one’s attention on the social aspect of CMC.  This is not 
a new phenomenon; in much the same way as Internet users conduct text based chat 
today,  Telex  operators  would  send private  messages to  each  other  via  the  Telex 
network, possibly as early as the 1930s (K. Hunt, 2000, pers.  com.).  In the 1960s, 
soon after the development of centralised, multi user, computer systems, people also 
used CMC for social interaction.  It was of course uncommon as the technology 
itself was not widespread, but nevertheless it affected social aspects of people’s lives 
and supported the formation of relationships, including romantic ones, in just the 
same way as the Internet does today (Woolley, 1994). 
                                                 
12  Telex  and  TWX  were  telegraphy  networks  which  used  electromechanical  teleprinters  to  send 
telegrams,  and  were  primarily  used  for  business  communications.    Before  the  development  of 
telegraphy  networks,  telegrams  were  transmitted  by  hand  using  Morse  Code.    A  few  telegraphy 
networks are still in use today, primarily in shipping, news, and weather applications, although they 
are gradually being replaced by Internet based communications.  
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Finally,  by  specifying  that  CMC  is  low cost,  this  definition  excludes  regular 
telephone services from its scope.  This is important because of the different ways in 
which each technology is used – telephone usage typically incurs a charge, often 
based on the distance or duration of the call, and thus communication with strangers 
is typically only made when some particular task requires it.  By comparison, CMC 
typically incurs no charge and is thus widely used to communicate with strangers for 
recreational purposes.  Internet based voice services such as VoIP
13 are included as a 
category of CMC as they are typically low cost and are often used to communicate 
with strangers, albeit after contact has been made via other applications. 
 
1.4.3.1  Types of computer-mediated communication 
Despite  an  extensive  search  of  the  literature,  only  two  taxonomies  of  computer 
mediated communication have been found: Long and Baecker (1997) and Wong 
Bushby (2000).  Both taxonomies categorise communication tools based on generic 
functions, rather than specific technological characteristics.  As discussed in Section 
  1.4.3, this achieves a degree of longevity that would otherwise be lacking.   
 
Wong Bushby (2000) groups CMC into three levels based on key features; the first 
level  represents  communication  features,  the  second  level  represents  features 
promoting productivity, and the third level comprises of features that are said to 
induce new group behaviours.  Yet the paper lacks any specific definition of CMC 
and includes disparate types of software, such as communication tools (including 
                                                 
13 Voice over IP (usually abbreviated to “VoIP”) is a method of transmitting telephone conversations 
over networks based on Internet Protocol (IP), such as the Internet.  VoIP is becoming increasingly 
common in recent years, and services such as Skype and Google Talk are growing in popularity.  
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messaging and chat systems), and task oriented systems such as document databases.   
This detracts from the usefulness of the taxonomy, at least in respect to the current 
study, because task oriented systems are outside the scope of the current project as 
discussed in Section   1.4.3. 
 
Long and Baecker’s (1997) taxonomy, however, does not attempt to include non 
communication tools
14, and is roughly equivalent to the first level of Wong Bushby’s 
taxonomy.  The categorisation of CMC systems used in this thesis is informed by 
both of these taxonomies, and is described in Table 1.  One characteristic that has 
been added and which does not appear in either of the taxonomies discussed above is 
that of peripheral awareness – these systems allow people to maintain peripheral 
awareness of others’ activities; letter writing and telephone have traditionally been 
used  for  this  purpose,  but  e mail  is  becoming  more  common  (Vugt  and 
Markopoulos, 2003). 
 
                                                 
14 Save for the curious inclusion of FTP (File Transfer Protocol), which Long and Baecker (1997) 
consider analogous to an asynchronous discussion forum.  In practice, FTP is typically not used to 
support personal communication, and provides a service more akin to a data repository.  
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Characteristic  Style  Examples 
Asynchronous     
Electronic file transfer  Person to person  E mail file attachments 
Private messaging  Person to person  E mail 
Public messaging  Forum  Usenet, Bulletin Boards 
Multi user virtual environments  Forum  MUDs, MOOs
15 
Peripheral awareness of others’ activities  Person to person  Awareness systems 
Synchronous     
Electronic messaging  Person to person  Instant messages
16. 
Text conferencing  Forum  Chat rooms, IRC 
Audio conferencing  Person to person  Voice over IP 
Video conferencing  Forum  NetMeeting
17 
Table 1: Taxonomy of CMC systems 
 
Systems  are  categorised  by  whether  they  support  synchronous  or  asynchronous 
communication.  Synchronicity simply refers to whether users receive feedback in 
“real time” (Riva and Galimberti, 1998).  Synchronous applications provide virtually 
instantaneous feedback, while asynchronous applications in general do not.  E mail 
is the most common asynchronous application, while proprietary Instant Message 
systems such as AOL Instant Messenger and MSN Messenger are likely the most 
popular synchronous applications today
18. 
 
There  are  practical  advantages  to  both  types  of  communication.    Synchronous 
communication encourages creativity and idea generation (George and Sleeth, 2000), 
while asynchronous communication allows more flexible communication, such as 
across time zones (Wellman and Hampton, 1999). 
 
                                                 
15 MUDs (Multi User Dungeons or Multi User Domains) and MOOs (Object Oriented MUDs) are a 
form of virtual reality and are usually text based.  These systems usually implement a form of online 
role playing game, and allow users to interact with each other within a virtual environment. 
16 Instant messages are typically supported by proprietary systems such as MSN Messenger, AOL 
Instant Messenger (AIM) and ICQ. 
17  NetMeeting  is  a  product  developed  by  Microsoft  Corporation  that  allows  users  to  conduct 
videoconferences by using a camera and microphone connected to their PC. 
18 Riva (2001) cites IRC as the most popular synchronous application; however, services such as AOL 
Instant Messenger and MSN Messenger have rapidly increased in popularity in recent years and are 
now far more popular than IRC.  
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Further, some applications can be used in either manner.  E mail, for example, is 
typically thought of as an asynchronous service.  Messages are delivered and then 
stored until the recipient logs in and receives them.  However, while e mail may be 
implemented as a store and forward system at a technical level, the exchange of 
messages between users often has a rapidity that approaches synchronicity.  Consider 
the example of a flurry of messages back and forth between users on a corporate e 
mail system to arrange a lunch meeting. 
 
It is possible for almost any asynchronous system to be used synchronously, once 
users each discover that the other(s) are logged in.  However, each case must be 
considered in its own right.  In some circumstances, it may be impossible to use e 
mail synchronously, such as when e mail messages are transmitted by the server 
according  to  a  fixed  schedule,  and  not  on  an  as needed  basis.    Such  cases  are 
increasingly uncommon in the developed world, but not entirely unheard of. 
 
Different CMC applications also vary according to the degree in which messages are 
publicly available.  For example, e mail is a more private mode of communication 
than  Usenet.    Likewise,  ICQ
19,  in  which  messages  are  transmitted  to  a  single 
recipient,  is  generally  more  private  than  IRC,  in  which  messages  are  usually 
transmitted to everybody logged into the same channel.   
 
It is important to distinguish between the characteristic and its implementation.  The 
ability of an application to support text conferencing does not imply a degree of 
                                                 
19 ICQ is an older instant message service that allows users to search for other users based on profiles 
created by users to specify biographical details and personal interests.  The name is a pun on the 
phrase “I seek you”.  
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privacy, a point illustrated by the difference in implementation between ICQ and 
IRC. 
 
Another  difference  between  different  applications  is  whether  they  support 
anonymity, and if so, the degree to which they do.  Although early research suggests 
the impact of anonymity depends on the context (Reicher, 1984), it is still thought of 
as a key factor that affects the way people behave online (Wallace, 1999), and as 
with  privacy,  while  some  characteristics  may  provide  for  more  anonymity  than 
others, the degree of anonymity is determined by implementation specific details. 
 
Thus, videoconferencing usually affords less anonymity than text conferencing, as it 
involves transmission of pictures and voices of the participants.  However, in all 
applications there are design decisions made by software authors that may affect the 
degree of anonymity possible, such as including a facility to disguise or hide user 
details, or to alter the level of detail or even suspend transmission of video data. 
 
1.4.4  Comparison of the Internet and computer-mediated communication 
The terms Internet and CMC are often intertwined in the literature, however they are 
not  the  same  thing  and  some  clarification  is  merited.    The  Internet  is  a  global 
communications network, based on a series of technical protocols called TCP/IP.  Its 
origins  can be  traced back  to  1962,  to  a  series  of memoranda  written  by  J.C.R. 
Licklider  of  MIT  about  a  concept  he  termed  the  “Galactic  Network”,  which 
conceptually very closely resembled the Internet as we recognise it today (Leiner et 
al., 1997). 
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The network itself, initially known as ARPANET, was first implemented in 1969 
and connected four computers, at University of California Los Angeles (UCLA), 
Stanford Research  Institute (SRI), University of Californa Santa Barbara and the 
University of Utah.  Contrary to the (widely cited) popular myth, this network was 
never intended to be resistant to nuclear attack
20 (Leiner et al., 1997; Kitchin, 1998). 
 
This network has grown to the point we know it today, and now connects hundreds 
of millions of computers and users around the world.  Interpersonal communication 
over  the  Internet  today  carries  not  only  text,  but  a  wide  range  of  applications 
including  telephone  and  facsimile,  and  multimedia  applications  such  as  video 
conferencing.    At  the  same  time  e mail  is  still  used,  and  a  range  of  text only 
applications have also been developed, including Usenet and Bulletin Board Systems 
(BBSs), chat and instant message services such as IRC, ICQ and MSN Messenger, 
and text based virtual reality systems such as MUDs. 
 
Clearly, what is referred to as CMC describes many of the communication services 
available on the Internet.  Nevertheless, it must be noted that while the Internet is 
widespread, it is not the only form of CMC available.  It is increasingly becoming 
the  platform  for  all  CMC  interaction,  however,  as  alternative  environments  are 
abandoned and replaced with Internet communications.  This phenomenon is due to 
what has been dubbed “convergence” (Schoen et al., 1998: 50), which describes the 
trend  of  a  diverse  range  of  communications  tools,  technologies  and  networks 
converging to a single network. 
                                                 
20 This myth appears to have originated from unrelated work conducted by Paul Baran and others at 
RAND to develop a secure voice communication network that could survive such an attack (Leiner et 
al., 1997).   
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This has contributed to a situation in which a variety of nomenclature has been used 
to  describe  similar  or  identical  concepts.    While  the  term  CMC  is  used  widely, 
literature often refers to “the Internet”, “Internet communication” (e.g. December, 
1996),  “Internet based  communication”  (e.g.  Ohlund  et  al.,  2000),  “Internet 
mediated communication” (e.g. Rouse and Haas, 2003), “cyberspace” (e.g. Kabay, 
1998) and so on, while meaning essentially the same thing.  
 
Using the definition of CMC discussed above, any interpersonal communication via 
the Internet is considered as CMC, and so it is understandable that in some cases 
authors even use these terms interchangeably (e.g. Dietz Uhler and Bishop Clark, 
2002). 
 
The  Internet  is  now  by  far  the  most  widespread  platform  in  use  for  CMC  and 
consequently, this thesis frequently refers to “the Internet”.  It should be understood 
that the emphasis is on its CMC aspects.  The term CMC is also used, generally 
where reference is made to literature that uses this term, or in reference to particular, 
non Internet technologies. 
 
1.5  Thesis structure 
Chapter one (this chapter) describes the sociological context of the research problem 
and  describes  the  significance  of  the  research.    This  chapter  also provides  some 
definitions  of  core  concepts  of  identity,  age identity,  computer mediated 
communication  and  the  Internet.    The  second  chapter  provides  some  historical 
context  of  scholarship  in  this  area, particularly  a progression  from  the  simplistic  
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utopian and dystopian analyses of early works to the more sophisticated middle 
ground occupied by contemporary research. 
 
A parallel progression is illustrated in Chapter 3, which describes the development of 
CMC  theories  from  relatively  naïve  Cues Filtered Out  (CFO)  theories  to  later 
“hyperpersonal” approaches.  However, the study takes the view that special purpose 
theories  of  CMC  are  a  preoccupation  with  the  novelty  of  the  Internet  and  are 
themselves  unnecessary.    Instead,  a  gamut  of  existing  social  theories  that  have 
withstood the test of time can adequately explain online phenomena.  The chapter 
reviews literature in which one such theory, dramaturgy, has been used in this way 
and  concludes  that  although  such  theories  are  practical  and  proven,  very  little 
research on older age groups has been conducted in which they have been used. 
 
Chapter 4 reviews what literature there is on older Internet users and identifies two 
research gaps.  First, there is a dearth of research investigating identity effects of 
Internet use among older adults, and second a need for naturalistic Internet research.  
These gaps are translated into research questions in Chapter 5, and considerations of 
research method and paradigm are presented in Chapter 6.  Principal among these is 
the combination of quantitative and qualitative methods, the subject of controversy 
in some symbolic interactionist quarters.  This study is conducted with the view that 
triangulating research methods can lead to superior understanding, and is composed 
of a quantitative phase followed by a qualitative phase. 
 
A survey was conducted in the quantitative phase, and this is described in Chapter 7.  
This chapter includes analysis of the survey results, and finally poses matters to be  
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investigated  in  further  detail  during  the  qualitative  phase.    Such  matters  are 
investigated in Chapter 8 using interview research, concluding with a model of the 
interaction between Internet communication, identity and ageing.  
 
Chapter  9  verifies  the  model  with  field  observations  and  where  necessary,  with 
follow up interviews with key informants.  Finally, in Chapter 10 the thesis makes 
conclusions regarding the original research questions and discusses some theoretical 
implications.  Recommendations for future research are made and limitations of the 
study are discussed.  Finally, the thesis discusses some policy implications. 
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2  Utopian and Dystopian Reactions to the Internet 
 
2.1  Introduction 
Although it is still a new discipline in comparison with other areas of social research, 
a great deal of research on the Internet and its effects has been conducted.  So much, 
in fact, that “not even the most indefatigable reader” can keep up with the literature 
(Katz and Aspden, 1997: 81).  Studies have been informed by theories drawn from a 
range  of  disciplines,  including  psychology,  sociology,  communications  research, 
organisation studies, information systems, and others.  This interdisciplinary nature 
contributes to the difficulty in keeping up with published research (Lee and Varey, 
1999). 
 
The purpose of Chapters   2 and   3 is to provide an overview of the range of theoretical 
perspectives that have informed Internet research, and to explain the perspective that 
guides this research. 
 
2.2  Utopias and Dystopias 
Alvin Toffler’s (1970) book Future Shock made the point that the rate of change in 
people’s  lives  is  accelerating.    In  particular,  Toffler  asserted  that  as  the  rate  of 
change  increases,  people  will  experience  a  greater  number  of  relationships,  and 
relationships that last a shorter period of time.  Thirty years later, this still appears to 
be true.  James Gleick (1999) explores similar themes, and arrives at much the same 
conclusion: that the rate of change we experience is increasing. 
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Toffler did not break new ground by pointing out that we find such rates of change 
unsettling.  Such change can be in many areas of life, including political, economic, 
social, technological, or environmental change, and the need to constantly adapt to 
altering conditions is a source of stress (Selye, 1956).  Additionally, political and 
economic  change  can  create  instability,  further  unsettling  those  in  societies 
undergoing such change (see Hegre et al., 2001; Kamrava, 1995). 
 
Given  that  the  rate  of  technological  change  increases  as  population  increases 
(Kremer, 1993), and the fact that the world’s human population is the highest it has 
ever been, it is hardly surprising that the world is currently going through a period of 
immense technological change.  The last 150 years have seen the development of 
automobiles,  air  travel,  space  travel,  the  electrical  grid,  a  worldwide  telephone 
network,  computer  microchips,  radio,  optic  fibre  and  satellite  communications 
networks, medical imaging technology, biotechnology, and even nanotechnology. 
 
There have been many applications of such inventions, and the Internet is an obvious 
example.    The  rapidity  with  which  personal  computing  and  the  Internet  have 
proliferated throughout western society is described by what has become known as 
“Moore’s  Law”  (Moore,  1965),  which  contends  that  leading edge  computer 
technology  becomes  twice  as  complex,  and  therefore  powerful,  over  a  period  of 
approximately 18 – 24 months.  While initially simply an observation about the rate 
at which computer circuitry was increasing in sophistication, some believe Moore’s 
Law has become a self fulfilling prophecy (Schaller, 1997).  A similar phenomenon 
has  been  observed  for  bandwidth,  suggesting  that  the  bandwidth  available  to 
consumers is likely to double every 1.9 years (Eldering et al., 1999).  
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By applying Toffler’s theories one would expect that such rapid change might cause 
people intense discomfort or stress.  Recent thinkers, however, have noted a different 
response.  Birkerts (1996: 80) argues that we embrace technological change because 
the new technologies “seem a part of us, an enhancement”.  David Suzuki (2000) has 
suggested that we are even addicted to change.  Those of us in Western societies 
today have not known any other way; we must constantly be bombarded with new 
technology and new entertainment, otherwise we become bored.   
 
That we might embrace technological change does not necessarily mean that it is 
desirable, however.  Birkerts and Suzuki are both of the view that while people may 
embrace it, such technological advances are not without their down side.  For Suzuki 
it  is  the  natural  environment  that  is  most  at  risk,  while  for  Birkerts  it  is  an 
unwelcome  cultural  change,  and  perhaps  even  a  change  in  what  it  means  to  be 
human.   
 
Science fiction has also expressed similar concerns, exemplified in William Gibson’s 
(1984)  novel,  Neuromancer.    It  is  in  this  work  that  Gibson  coined  the  term 
“cyberspace”, describing a world in which human beings and computer networks are 
merged to the point that people can plug their minds straight into the network by 
means of a neural jack. 
 
Even if it is unlikely that the “consensual hallucination” described in Neuromancer 
will ever happen, one of the most conspicuous technological changes of recent times 
has  been  the  growth  of  telecommunications.    While  we  do  not  jack  our  minds  
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directly into the network in the manner described in Gibson’s novel, the Internet has 
become central to everyday life for millions of people in the developed world.  The 
Internet  is  now  the  largest  machine  ever  constructed  (Cornish,  1996),  and  will 
become  even  larger  as  convergence  trends  drive  currently  disparate  networks 
together. 
 
Just as Gibson himself has suggested, despite tempting us to believe that things will 
become  simpler,  the  “electronic  beehive”  of  communications  technology,  as 
Langdon Winner has called it, actually makes life more difficult (Winner, 1990). 
 
Discomfort or addiction?  Utopia or dystopia?  Early writings on the Internet are 
largely polarised into these opposing perspectives.  Kelly (1996) urges us to embrace 
the “electronic hive”, and Birkerts (1996) urges us to refuse it.  Such deliberations 
are examined in more detail in the next section.   
 
2.3  Internet Utopias and Dystopias 
Rheingold (1993), writing as the Internet was just beginning to make a commercial 
impact,  described  it  as  if  it  was  a  1960s  counter culture.    Other  authors  who 
presented similar perspectives include Timothy Leary and John Perry Barlow, for 
both of whom the Internet was a revolutionary technology (Sant, 2003).  In contrast 
to Orwellian fears, Kelly (1996) suggested that the Internet was the end of authority, 
rather than its beginning.  Negroponte (1995) is also decidedly positive, describing 
life “in a world in which the bit has replaced the atom” (Hunt, 1995: 9).   
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However,  even  Negroponte,  a  self confessed  optimist,  hinted  at  the  dark  side  of 
digital communications, including digital vandalism, piracy and data theft, as well as 
redundancies  due  to  technology.    Other  contrary  responses  to  the  utopian 
perspectives  were  swift  (Richards,  1998).    Dystopian  perspectives  of  technology 
have a long tradition, including George Orwell’s 1984 and Aldous Huxley’s Brave 
New World and more recently, William Gibson spawned a slew of commentators and 
imitators (as well as cinematic adaptations such as Johnny Mnemonic). 
 
It is in this tradition that the optimistic fervour present in early writing about the 
Internet provoked a dystopian backlash.  One such example is Clifford Stoll’s (1995) 
Silicon Snake Oil, in which he questioned where the Internet was leading society, 
and  worried  that  rather  than  bringing  people  together,  the  Internet  is  socially 
isolating.  While the Internet promises much, Stoll believed it delivered very little. 
 
Such contrasting views of the Internet in early writing are explained by Fisher and 
Wright (2001), drawing on Ogburn’s (1964) theory of cultural lag.  Cultural lag is 
the temporal gap between development of a technology and its impact on culture 
becoming evident, which is characterised by four distinct stages: 
 
1. Technological – changes in technology 
2. Industrial – changes in industry to accommodate the new technology 
3. Governmental – changes in government, i.e. regulation of the technology 
4. Social Philosophical – changes in social philosophies to adjust to the changes 
which result from the previous stages. 
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It is not until the fourth stage that scholarship fully understands a newly developed 
technology.  Until that time, academic discussions of new technologies tend to be 
skewed,  and  Internet  scholarship  has  not  been  an  exception.    As  Sherry  Turkle 
acknowledged, even though her own writings from the 1990s seem somewhat to 
echo the notion of a virtual world disconnected from physical reality, online and 
offline life can be permeable to each other (Turkle, 1996b). 
 
For Pickering (1995), it seemed that the fourth stage of this process had not yet been 
reached, and in the mid 1990s it was still natural to lapse into hyperbole: 
 
“[D]iscussions  about  the  Internet  are  apt  to  fall  into  misleading 
hyperbole. We find hymns to the broad sunlit uplands of hyperspace or 
jeremiads against the coming electronic dystopia.  The positive hype is 
probably  the  more  dangerous,  since  it  may  encourage  unrealistic 
expectations.” (Pickering, 1995: 11) 
 
While Pickering warns us of the risk of disillusionment when utopias fail to emerge, 
Richards (1998) points that they may not be merely escapist fantasy, but may have a 
transformative purpose.  The utopian visions of democratisation and equality, and 
harmonious, global social interaction may never eventuate, but at the same time they 
have become a goal for technologists to work towards.  Likewise, dystopian visions 
of fragmented society and social isolation have been flagged as a warning to be 
avoided. 
 
2.4  The Internet as a democratic utopia 
The utopian vision of the Internet as a democratising technology has been described 
by many authors.  Supporters of the claim that the Internet is democratising put  
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forward two main ways in which the Internet supports and facilitates democracy.  
First,  supporters  argue  that  the  Internet  facilitates  mass  public polling  (Graham, 
1997),  such  as  that  planned  by  Estonia  to  introduce  online  voting  in  their  2003 
general election (Left, 2001).
21  Second, supporters argue that the Internet allows 
increased participation in democratic debate.   
 
Both of these reasons have been challenged, calling into question the utopian vision.  
The digital divide is the basis of a challenge to the former notion of mass polling, 
and  differences  in  the  way  people  contribute  to  Internet  discussion  undermine 
suggestions that the Internet is a forum for democratic discourse. 
 
2.4.1  Digital divide hinders democratisation 
The “digital divide” is the term used to describe disparities in access to the Internet, 
and has been the subject of much research (Loges and Jung, 2001).  The existence of 
the digital divide has been widely lamented, although its emergence should not have 
come as a surprise.  Successful technologies diffuse through society following what 
is known as an “S” curve (Geroski, 2000), illustrated in Figure 1.  In early stages of a 
technology’s  diffusion  there  is  limited  uptake,  primarily  among  early  adopters.  
There is a lag before the technology becomes acceptable to the mainstream, after 
which  widespread  adoption  begins  to  take  hold.    Finally,  when  the  technology 
reaches saturation point, adoption slows. 
 
                                                 
21 It is interesting to note, however, the Estonian national Internet voting project was not launched 
until August 2003 – after the election – and although it was scheduled to be trialled in 2005 (European 
Communities, 2004), it was cancelled in 2005 due to concerns about the security of such a system 
(Sherriff, 2005).  
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Figure 1: The technology adoption “S” curve 
Adapted from Geroski (2000) 
 
Thus, every technology will initially have some divide between those who do use it 
and those who do not.  In the early stages of diffusion, characteristics that distinguish 
early adopters from the general population will become evident, and in the case of 
the  Internet, early users were typically  younger, white, affluent, highly educated, 
male,  and  from  developed  countries  (Chen  and  Wellman,  2004),  and  not 
representative of society as a whole. 
 
Over time, the Internet has become more widely used in most countries, as predicted 
by  the  S curve.    By  2000,  Internet  access  had  spread  to  43%  of  American 
households, while 55% of Americans had access either at home or elsewhere (Nie 
and  Erbring,  2000).    Home  use  in  Britain  also  grew  rapidly  during  the  1990s, 
quadrupling in the two  years to 1999 (Croft, 1999).  There is evidence that this 
growth in access was due to increased use not only among the typical early adopters, 
Time 
Level 
of 
uptake  
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but  other  sections  of  the  community.    For  example, Wright  (1999)  reported  that 
Internet use among older adults was rapidly increasing.  In more recent times, the 
rate of growth of Internet use has levelled out (Harris Poll, 2001), again following 
the kind of pattern predicted by the S curve. 
 
The depth of the divide differs from one country to the next, as different countries 
have progressed along the S curve to varying degrees.  For example, age is still a 
major barrier to access in China, where less than 1% of Internet users are over 60 
(China Daily, 2004).  This is in contrast to the UK, where 17% of people aged 65 or 
older have been online (BBC News, 2003).  Likewise, while western media tend to 
report  a  narrowing  of  the  digital  divide  (e.g.  Economist,  2005),  in  sub Saharan 
Africa the digital divide continues to increase (Esselaar and Stork, 2005)
22. 
 
Distinguishing characteristics of early adopters similar to those identified above have 
been  reported  in  Australia,  the  country  in  which  the present  study  is  conducted.  
Willis and Tranter’s (2002) study found that: 
 
•  Age has a very strong effect in Australia.  The 18 29 age group was nine times 
more likely to be Internet users than the over 50 age group. 
•  Men  were  approximately  1.5  times  more  likely  to  be  Internet  users  than 
women. 
                                                 
22 While many people worry that the spread of ICTs through developing nations may be a new form 
of cultural imperialism, the author of this study agrees with the view expressed by Demmers and 
O’Neil (2001), that it is patronising and paternalistic to assume that traditional cultures will be unable 
to deal with the consequences of ICT use.  The spread of these technologies is inevitable, and the goal 
of research should be to ameliorate negative impacts, while maximising positive outcomes.  
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•  White collar  workers  were  more  likely  to be  users  than  the  working  class.  
This  is  particularly  true  for  women,  and  female  technical  professionals  in 
Australia  are  19  times  more  likely  to  use  the  Internet  than  working  class 
women. 
•  Income level and Internet use are linearly related in Australia. 
 
Although studies published overseas suggest the divide may be narrowing
23 (Wilson 
et  al.,  2003),  diffusion  rates  in  Australia  are  slowing,  possibly  as  diffusion 
approaches saturation point.  Although socio economic indicators are still important 
predictors of access (Willis and Tranter, 2002), as growth in Internet use flattens out 
and  the  bias  towards  early  adopters  disappears,  other  factors  may  become  more 
important in understanding who is likely to be excluded by the digital divide.  Dutta 
Bergman (2002) suggests that Internet users are more innovative and consumerist 
than non users, although they tend not to be opinion leaders. 
 
The effect of the digital divide on democratic participation has been largely ignored 
by digital divide research (Hacker and Mason, 2003), and the utopian visions of a 
democratising Internet have largely not been challenged.  The Internet cannot be 
democratising if it is not universally accessible (Pardo, 1998), a point not missed by 
Mo  Mowlam,  a  British  cabinet  minister,  who  expressed  concern  that  this  could 
possibly  exclude  minority  groups  due  to  the  digital  divide.    The  US  Justice 
Department also expressed this concern when online voting was used in Alaska and 
Arizona in 2000. 
                                                 
23 For example, five different studies published in 2006 and 2007 suggested that female users now 
out number male users in the United States (eMarketer, 2007).  
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The Estonian government countered this criticism by arguing that voters with no 
electronic access could always vote in the normal way at a polling booth, however, 
the need to supply both traditional polling booths in conjunction with online voting 
neutralises any potential for the Internet to provide unbiased mass public polling. 
 
Even if access were universal, experience with actual elections has shown that any 
increase  in  participation  among  those  with  access  may  even  be  relatively 
insignificant anyway (Mercuri, 2002).   
 
A further problem with digital divide research is “[t]he assumption that ICT access is 
entirely advantageous is at the least contentious” (Willis and Tranter, 2002: 2).  The 
notion  of  a  simple  divide  is  not  helpful,  when  one  considers  the  many  other 
inequalities in conjunction with digital inequalities.  Conceiving of access in terms of 
a digital divide does not help understand the “complex problem of digital access” 
(Willis and Tranter, 2002: 4). 
 
Aside  from  the problem  of  universal  access,  there  is  also  the problem  of  secure 
access.  Some believe that current technology is not sufficient for safe online voting 
(Rubin, 2002; Bannet et al., 2004).  Proponents such as the Estonian government 
claim that digital signatures and smart cards would eliminate fraud (Left, 2001). 
 
Not all proponents of Internet based democracy ignore the need to provide for global 
access to the Internet for any democratising effects to be successful.  Shearer and 
Maurer  (2002)  include  universal  Internet  access  in a  set  of pre conditions  which  
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must be met before any democratisation can be achieved.  It is clear, though, that the 
provision of universal and secure access has not yet been achieved.  Even if it had, 
however, simply allowing the public to vote electronically is not sufficient to sustain 
democracy.  The next section discusses other problems with the utopian dream of a 
democratising Internet. 
 
2.4.2  Problems with democratic participation 
While a universally available, secure Internet might provide a convenient mechanism 
for people to vote, this does not in itself constitute democracy.  As Max Weber 
(1994) observed, referenda are only useful for resolving issues that can be answered 
in a yes or no fashion; either you vote for a proposal, or you vote against it. 
 
As well as voting, democracy also requires debate; hence the inclusion in Shearer 
and Maurer’s (2002) pre conditions the requirement for freedom of speech within 
the Internet.  The Internet may make society more democratic if it increases the level 
of participation in debate.  It does not have to be universal, simply more inclusive 
than  other  fora  for  debate.    This  is  the  second  reason  put  forward  by  Internet 
democracy proponents: that the Internet can foster public debate (Graham, 1997).  
Anne  Campbell  (1998),  a  British  politician,  even  suggests  that  getting  people 
involved in democratic debate is likely to be achieved only through the use of new 
technology such as the Internet. 
 
Despite these optimistic notions, the digital divide will still serve to exclude some 
members of society from participating in democratic debate, although measures can 
of course be taken to counter the effects of the digital divide.  The PEN (Public  
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Electronic Network) system in Santa Monica is an example of how CMC can include 
normally  excluded  groups  in  democratic  participation,  in  this  case  by  involving 
homeless people in  city politics (Van Tassel, 1996).  Nevertheless, the extent to 
which  simply  providing  public  access  terminals  lessens  the  digital  divide  is 
questionable.  Mwesige (2004) found that in poorer countries at least, initiatives such 
as cyber  cafés may actually exacerbate the digital divide, at least when they are 
commercially  oriented,  and  participants  on  the  non profit  PEN  system  described 
above  were  more  likely  to  be  male,  affluent,  and  tertiary  educated  (Van  Tassel, 
1996).
24 
 
Clearly, the Internet may not be the democratising technology that it is sometimes 
claimed to be.  While the Internet does facilitate political discourse, this alone is not 
sufficient to support claims that the Internet is democratising.  As well as problems 
related to the digital divide, other defects are that the autonomy of participants is 
threatened  due  to  commercialisation,  limited  reflexivity  in  online  debate,  lack  of 
respectful  listening  and  consideration  of  different  perspectives,  and  difficulty 
verifying  participants’  identities  and  claims  (Dahlberg,  2001).    Contributions  to 
political debate on the Internet are also skewed by a small number of individuals 
(Jankowski and van Selm, 2000). 
 
Another  key  issue  is  whether  the  public  have  the  “digital  literacy”  required  to 
participate  in  a  technologically  mediated  debate  (Langham,  1994).    Not  only 
required is the ability to use the technology (Jankowski and van Selm, 2000), but 
                                                 
24  A  similar  trend  could  also  be  evident  in  the  use  of  private  Internet  connections  to  support 
democratic participation.  Kaye (2005) noted that weblog users (or “bloggers”) tend to be young, 
male, highly educated and affluent.  They are also relatively politically oriented.  It remains to be seen 
whether this is simply another instance of early adopters of technology fitting this profile.  
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also the ability to cope with communication in a text only medium (Jonas et al., 
2002).  Davis (1998: online) expresses concerns that the Internet may be “upping the 
ante on what it means to be literate”.  The impact is that relying on the Internet to 
support public discourse may serve to exclude people from public debate, rather than 
include them.  People who believe themselves less able to use the Internet are less 
likely  to  seek  out  Internet  access  (Eastin  and  LaRose,  2000),  and  thus  exclude 
themselves from democratic participation online. 
 
Further, there is the problem of low literacy rates in general.  This is particularly so 
in  the  United  States,  where  “nearly  half  of  all  adult  Americans  are  functionally 
illiterate, able to read product labeling or simple newspaper stories but unable either 
to  comprehend  or  compose  more  sophisticated  prose”  (Langham,  1994:  7).  
Compounding this problem is the focus in education systems on print literacy, and 
not on digital media (Langham, 1994). 
 
Havick (2000) points out that a user’s literacy level, combined with the level of skill 
required to use the Internet, cost of access, and the absence of popular programming 
all limit the size of the Internet audience.  Consequently, the Internet will probably 
never reach the same size audience as television.  Further, the Internet audience is 
less heterogeneous, and television disseminates information much more rapidly.  On 
the other hand, the Internet can be used to access a greater range of information, and 
publishing information on the Internet can be achieved at a much lower cost than 
television.  This ease of publication is a double edged sword, however.  Pardo (1998) 
points out that while the Internet can be used to distribute useful information, it can 
also be used to spread misinformation, thus hindering democratic progress.  
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Linked to the idea of increased participation in debate is the view that the Internet 
gives people the freedom to speak their mind without fear of repercussions, thus 
giving people the confidence to contribute to discussion (Jaffe et al., 1995).  The 
traditional view of CMC is that it reduces the importance of status relationships 
(Malone and Rockart, 1991). The argument is that although there may be cultural 
differences  variation  in  the  effects  on  status  differences  (Tan  et  al.,  1998),  the 
anonymity afforded by computer mediation both emboldens people to speak their 
mind,  as  well  as  limiting  the  status  of  previously  high status  individuals.    The 
democratising effects are supposed to be present in scales ranging from societal to 
individual organisation. 
 
Although seemingly plausible, this idea has also attracted criticism; experimental 
and ethnographic research have both revealed that anonymity does not always lead to 
the effects attributed to it (Spears et al., 2001).  At an organisational level, decisions 
made by computer mediated groups are rarely if ever more effective than those made 
by face to face groups (Baltes et al., 2002). 
 
Cooperation  in  electronic  groups  is  also  extremely  fragile  due  to  “electronic 
opportunism”  –  individualistic  or  deceitful  behaviour  online  for  personal  gain 
(Rocco and Warglien, 1996).  This may be caused by the supposed socially isolating 
aspects  of  CMC,  or  simply  the  inability  to  construct  an  ordered  conversation 
(Castelfranchi and Pedone, n.d.). 
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Further, regardless of the effect of anonymity, a considerable proportion of Internet 
communication is not really anonymous at all – pseudonymous is perhaps a better 
description  (MacDougall,  1999).    The  AAAS  Project  on  Anonymous 
Communication distinguishes pseudonymous from pseudo anonymous by the fact 
that  pseudonymous  uses  a  nickname  of  some  sort,  while  in  pseudo anonymous 
communication  a  user  is  assigned  a  code,  such  as  a  student  ID,  such  as 
“12345678@some.school.edu” (Kling et al., 1999).  That is not to say that people 
will  be  discouraged  from  participation  to  the  same  degree  that  they  would  in 
participating in a face to face debate if they felt vulnerable to repercussions for their 
views, however.  Weisband and Reinig (1995) note that the anonymous nature of the 
Internet leads people to perceive e mail as more private than it really is, so perhaps 
concerns about identifiability may not greatly affect the outcome.  As users learn 
about  the  privacy  risks  that  come  with  e mail  use  they  modify  their  behaviour 
accordingly, though, so over time it is likely that the degree to which participation is 
discouraged will grow. 
 
Another criticism focuses on the fallacy that  gender is irrelevant – Yates (1997) 
points out that it is actually central to CMC interactions.  It is for this reason that 
Susan Herring (1996b) argues that the Internet is not actually democratising, because 
women tend to be excluded from online debate.  Thus, while it is argued that CMC 
has democratising properties because it provides equal access to all participants and 
removes  social  and  status  cues  that  inhibit  participation,  in  practice  women  are 
inhibited from participation.  Thus, CMC does not provide a medium for democratic 
discourse, at least in terms of Habermas’ criteria for democratic discourse.  Shandor 
(1995) also puts forward this argument, suggesting that women can be reluctant to  
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participate  in  online  discussions,  because  of  the  fear  that  the  discussion  will  be 
dominated by men.   
 
Herring  (1996b,  1996c)  explains  this  phenomenon  in  terms  of  differences  in 
communication  style  between  men  and  women.    While  men  tend  to  be  more 
adversarial, anarchic and antagonistic, women tend to avoid adversarial content and 
are  thus  implicitly  censored.    The  reasons  for  this  are  not  simply  the  result  of 
stereotypical differences between male and female gender and further investigation 
into  the  cause  of  such  differences  is  required  (Fahy,  2002;  Herring,  1996d).  
Nevertheless, a user’s communication style can help other users judge their gender 
(Savicki et al., 1999), so while users may be able to contribute anonymously, gender 
discrimination  can  still  occur.    Even  if  the  Internet  did  obscure  such  cues,  the 
argument that anonymity is good for democracy implicitly reinforces the belief that 
discrimination is best avoided by hiding one’s differences: 
 
“Clearly,  students  of  online  interaction  have  reason  to  question  the 
claims (often made by young white males) that the online world provides 
a haven from prejudicial treatment.  Such claims reinforce the idea that 
prejudice stems from reaction to difference (skin color, gender cues, etc.) 
and can only be solved by hiding such differences.  This position also 
neatly  sidesteps  any  need  for  change  in  the  offline  world.”  (Kendall, 
1998: 150) 
 
The status differences in real life are also present in debate on the  Internet, and 
discussion can be dominated by a small group or “in crowd” (Jankowski and van 
Selm,  2000).    This  also  damages  the  democratising  possibilities  of  the  Internet, 
because there is little point contributing to online debate if nobody reads or responds 
to your contributions.   
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Finally,  it  should  be  acknowledged  that  to  claim  that  the  Internet  is  inherently 
democratising is a technological determinist viewpoint, often justified by the now 
largely abandoned Cues Filtered Out theory (Kim, 2000). 
 
Yet despite clear evidence to the contrary, there is still a naïve belief in academic, 
industrial,  political  and  educational  discourse  that  CMC  is  democratising  (Yates, 
1997).  Spears et al. (2002) echo these thoughts, pointing out that despite the hype 
surrounding the liberating and democratising potential of the Internet, there is little 
evidence  of  this  happening.    Gurak  (1995)  also  doubts  whether  the  Internet  will 
increase democratic participation.  Nevertheless, even though the Internet has been 
shown to reinforce the existing power patterns in society, some researchers still aim 
for  the  utopian  goal  of  liberating  disenfranchised users.    McDonough  (1999)  for 
example, gives advice on how to develop communication applications that do not 
contribute to existing power patterns. 
 
That so much work should run contrary  to the  available  evidence should not be 
surprising.  Writers in the utopian tradition – Zuboff (1988) for example – have 
postulated  benefits  of  CMC  such  as  democratisation  and  the  coming  of 
telecommuting for decades, however such changes have largely not happened. 
 
2.5  The Internet as a socially isolating dystopia 
In  contrast  to  the  utopian  idea  of  the  Internet  as  a  liberating,  democratising 
technology, facilitating social interaction and cultural exchange, some early writers 
felt that ICTs such as the Internet were detrimental to the social interests of society.  
An example of a commonly held viewpoint was put forward by Griffiths (2000),  
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who wondered whether pathological Internet use might be inevitable, echoing the 
naïve technological determinism characteristic of earlier technology literature. 
 
Stoll (1995) expressed concerns that finding useful information on the Internet was 
difficult, that e mail was less reliable than the U.S. postal service, that the Internet 
was diverting funds from more important needs – libraries spending on technology 
rather  than  books,  for  example.    However,  Stoll’s  (1995)  objections  went  much 
further than this.  He also believed the Internet to be isolating, that it reduced social 
interactions, and that the people promoting the  Internet were those for whom its 
success would be economically advantageous. 
 
Likewise, the concern that economic interests were overshadowing social interests 
was articulated in both academic circles (Winner, 1990; Turkle, 1995) and the public 
press, as illustrated amply in the following excerpt from an article published in the 
letters to the editor section of a major Australian newspaper: 
 
“In our haste to embrace the new technological approach to conducting 
business in the day to day workplace, I believe that we have forgotten 
that human beings have not evolved at the same rate of change as has 
technology. 
 
We are gregarious creatures.  We need human contact, love, emotional 
massaging, empathy, recognition and security. 
 
Far  too  often  in  the  workplace  we  find  ourselves  quite  isolated  and 
openly  discouraged  from  taking  part  in  social  discourse.    Better 
productivity is great, but with the advent of the Internet, we may find that 
our open hostility towards many forms of social contact in the workplace 
has  merely  created  an  evolutionary  misuse  of  the  Internet by  way  of 
compensation.” (Berridge, 2000: 14) 
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Turkle (1995) even made the point that one may not even be chatting with another 
human  being,  suggesting  the  possibility  of  “making  a  pass  at  a  robot”.    Such  a 
possibility has been the objective of artificial intelligence researchers for decades; 
the  well known  Turing  Test  for  artificial  intelligence  suggests  a  machine  is 
artificially  intelligent  if  a  human  being  cannot  distinguish  interaction  with  the 
machine from interaction with another human (Saygin et al., 2000).  The possibility 
that interaction with other people could be replaced with interaction with machines 
raises serious social isolation concerns. 
 
Even more serious concerns than mere social isolation, however, are those felt by 
some  that  Internet  use  could  contribute  to  actively  anti social  behaviour.    The 
anonymous nature of CMC was claimed to reduce inhibition, allowing people to be 
more aggressive (Jauréguiberry, 1989).  Halloran (1995) worried that the Internet 
was thoroughly asocial, that unrestrained flaming was the inevitable result.  As well 
as leading to online hostility, Cornish (1996) predicted that as the Internet becomes 
more widespread, people will become more desocialised, even leading to criminal 
behaviour. 
 
Empirical  research  has  suggested  the  focus  on  hostile  communications  such  as 
flaming was unrealistic, or at best contentious (Lea et al., 1992), however.  Further, 
flaming cannot be a consequence of Internet use as it also occurs in other, offline 
settings.    Flames  are  not  homogenous,  and  there  are  separate  genres  of  flames 
(Vrooman, 2002), so any perspective that considers all flames as belonging to the 
same category is flawed. 
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The converse view, that the Internet is prosocial, was presented by authors such as 
Rheingold  (1993),  who  in  addition  to  his  belief  that  the  Internet  would  have  a 
profound democratising effect felt that the Internet is a haven for the development of 
communities.    For  Rheingold,  the  Internet  is  part  of  the  public  sphere,  and  is 
connecting rather than disconnecting. 
 
More recently, the question of whether the Internet has a beneficial or detrimental 
effect on social connections has been investigated in empirical research.  It certainly 
seems likely that whenever people interact socially they will form relationships with 
others, which would seem to support the hypothesis that the Internet is prosocial.  
Early studies, such as Kraut et al. (1998) and Nie and Erbring (2000), have been 
criticised for a focus on the number of hours spent online, rather than the way the 
Internet is used (Shah et al., 2001).  Other studies, while not achieving the same 
profile, have focused on various aspects of Internet use, particularly in the area of 
online relationships, the majority of which has focused mainly on comparing the 
quality of online and offline relationships (Whitty and Gavin, 2001).   
 
Cornwell  and  Lundgren  (2001),  for  example,  conclude  that  people  in  offline 
romantic  relationships  are  more  committed  to  the  relationship,  and  take  it  more 
seriously,  than  those  in  online  romantic  relationships,  while  those  in  online 
relationships experience less involvement.  Others take the opposite view, finding 
that personal relationships are commonplace and evolve naturally online (Parks and 
Floyd,  1996;  Parks  and  Roberts,  1998).    Indeed,  some  believe  that  online 
relationships  are  as  deep  and  valid  as  face to face  relationships  (Stafford  et  al., 
1999).  
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McKenna  and  Bargh  (1998)  also  found  that  Internet  newsgroups  encourage 
increased connection between participants.  In one of the three studies described in 
their  paper,  over  a  third  of  the  study  participants  reported  revealing  information 
about  their  sexuality  that  they  had  kept  secret  well  into  their  adult  lives.    Thus, 
McKenna and Bargh paint a picture of the Internet that is more intimate than face to 
face interaction. 
 
Curiously, however, revealing intimate information is no more likely to attract  a 
response than a generic message (Rosson, 1999).  Thus, while people may be more 
open about revealing intimate details, this does not necessarily attract others to you 
online.    Rather,  shared  interests  are  important  bases  for  online  relationships 
(Wellman et al., 1996), and online communities develop based on shared interests 
rather than location.  It has even been suggested that these highly connected, interest 
based virtual communities are an entirely new form of community (Wellman and 
Hampton, 1999).  Thus, it may be that, according to Weiss’ (1998) taxonomy, online 
relationships  are  affiliations  rather  than  attachments:  attachments  are  linked  to  a 
sense of security, either one’s own or that of the other person in the attachment.  
Affiliations, however, are based on a sense of alliance with the other. 
 
This does not necessarily mean that users do not seek to form attachments, however.  
Velkovska  (2002)  observes  that  relationships  in  online  chat  services  are 
characterised by a tension between intimacy and anonymity.  Perhaps this tension is 
caused by a desire to form attachments, in an environment that fosters the formation 
of affiliations instead.  
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When attempting to develop romantic relationships, Mantovani (2001) hypothesizes 
that the Internet may allow individuals to use more successful seductive strategies 
than  they  would  be  able  to  face to face.    In  face to face  interaction,  people  are 
initially overwhelmed by the “physical attractiveness stereotype”, in which physical 
attraction  influences  impression  formation.    Consequently,  attractive  people  are 
addressed  more  favourably,  and  in  turn  display  more  favourable  aspects  of  their 
character.  Online, however, Mantovani argues that first impressions of a partner 
tend to be stereotypical. 
 
Further contradicting the fears that Internet use is socially isolating, it can enable 
face to face interaction as use over time can lead to reduced shyness (Roberts et al., 
2000; Stritzke et al., 2004). 
 
While these works are good examples, in general there has been little empirical work 
to determine the extent to which the Internet is socially isolating or not (Spears et al., 
2002).  Further, the results are inconsistent.  Supporting the view that Internet use 
does  not  lead  to  social  isolation,  Sanders  et  al.  (2000)  report  no  difference  in 
depression levels between heavy and light users, even though the same paper reports 
a correlation between heavy Internet use and weaker social ties.  Similar findings 
were made by Katz and Aspden (1997), reporting the results of a telephone survey 
conducted in 1995.  This study did not find any support for pessimistic theories, and 
found no differences in participation in religious, leisure or community organisations 
between users and non users.  Shaw and Gant (2002) even found that Internet use 
actually led to decreased loneliness and depression and improved self esteem.     
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There is also some evidence to support the notion that the Internet actually reduces 
social isolation.  Shaw and Gant (2002) also found that Internet use led to increases 
in  perceived  social  support,  and  according  to  the  University  of  California  Los 
Angeles Internet Report entitled “Surveying the Digital Future”, Internet use has not 
changed the amount of contact Internet users have with others who share the same 
interests.  By the third year of this study, the authors had concluded that Internet 
users  actually  watch  less  television,  spend  more  time  exercising,  reading,  and 
engaged in social activities than non users (Cole et al., 2000; Cole et al., 2003). 
 
Wellman et al. (2001) also found that heavy Internet use was actually correlated with 
increased  participation  in  organisations  such  as  voluntary  work  and  politics,  and 
Wright (2000) found that in the case of elderly users who spend a lot of time online, 
there is the potential for the formation of relatively strong relationships.  However, 
for those who spend less time online, the relationships formed might be considered 
insignificant. 
 
While the validity of supposedly strong online relationships is often challenged by 
those  who  believe  the  Internet  is  socially  isolating,  the  claim  that  face to face 
communication is essential to establish common ground, solidarity and trust, and that 
face to face  is  an  essential  prerequisite  to  group  formation  has  been  disputed 
empirically (Burgoon et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2000). 
 
Supporting the contrary view, that the Internet increases isolation, is the observation 
in Nua Internet Surveys (2001) that 6.5% of male Internet users were addicted to  
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cybersex, possibly leading to spending less time with offline partners.  In a similar, 
albeit  less  sensational  finding,  Nie  (2001)  supports  the  increased  isolation 
perspective and argues that the Internet has the potential to be more isolating than 
television. 
 
At least one study has suggested that Internet addicts are more likely to be lonely 
than others (Morahan Martin and Schumacher, 2000), although it is noted here that 
Internet addiction is a contentious topic.  Its existence is disputed, and it is perhaps 
an impulse control disorder or subset of behavioural addictions (Heron and Shapira, 
2003; Brenner, 1997; Griffiths, 2000; Levy and Strombeck, 2002; Mitchell, 2000).  
Further,  there  is  a  need  to  distinguish  between  addictions  on  the  Internet,  and 
addictions to the Internet (Widyanto and Griffiths, 2006).  In the future, we may 
even not consider Internet addiction to be a problem, and what we currently think of 
as addictive behaviour might be thought of as conventional and normal (Bellamy and 
Hanewicz, 2001). 
 
Whether clinical addiction to the Internet is a distinct condition or not, though, there 
is  certainly  variation  in  the  amount  of  time  people  spend  online,  although  past 
research is again contradictory.  Some research suggests male users are more likely 
to experience problems with heavy Internet use (Morahan Martin and Schumacher, 
2000), while other research suggests there is no difference between male and female 
users (Brenner, 1997; Petrie and Gunn, 1998). 
 
While opinions vary on the effect of gender, the effects of age seem straightforward.  
Kandell (1998) claims that college students are more vulnerable because of their  
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desire to develop a sense of identity, and to develop intimate relationships.  This is 
consistent with the finding that older users are less likely to experience problems 
than younger users (Brenner, 1997).  Possibly driving the vulnerability of younger 
users is the observation by Maczewski (2001) that Internet use allows adolescents to 
feel more powerful, respected and accepted. 
 
Although  studies  consistently  suggest  that  younger  users  may  be  more  prone  to 
problems than older users, the degree to which Internet use is unsettling for younger 
users is yet another area where contradictory findings can be found.  Maczewski 
(2001) argues that initial experiences for youths online can be overwhelming, while 
Wolak et al. (2002) claim that online relationships are an integral part of adolescent 
life – the Internet is something with which younger users have grown up, in contrast 
to older users who have to adjust to the new medium. 
 
Nevertheless, despite suggesting that the Internet can be overwhelming, Maczewski 
(2001) found that the Internet is used by youths to acquire social skills.  A study of 
Swedish teenagers also reported that their dominant attitude towards the Internet was 
that it is a way of making contact with other people (Sjöberg, 1999).  Social use of 
the Internet is not limited to teenagers, although there does appear to be some age 
related effect; Ku (1996) found that in a work setting, younger and non managerial 
users tend to communicate socioemotional content more than older or managerial 
users. 
 
Clearly,  contradictory  empirical  findings  on  whether  Internet  use  leads  to  social 
isolation or increased social contact, or simply has no impact at all, are difficult to  
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reconcile.  One possible explanation emerged from the HomeNet study (Kraut et al., 
1998).    This  study  initially  buttressed  suspicions  that  the  Internet  is  socially 
isolating, and the term “Internet paradox” was used to describe the apparent isolation 
that results, even though it is thought by many to be a social technology.  However, 
by  the  second  phase  of  this  study  it  had  become  clear  that  effects  were  not  as 
straightforward as they first appeared.  Outcomes depend on the type of person using 
the  Internet,  rather  than  on  the  Internet  itself,  with  extroverts  typically  obtaining 
better outcomes than introverts (Kraut et al., 2002). 
 
The user’s personality and circumstances may also affect whether negative social 
outcomes are associated with their Internet use.  Caplan (2003) suggests that lonely 
and depressed individuals may develop a preference for online social interaction, 
which may in turn have an important influence on the development of other negative 
outcomes.  Matzat (2004) also concludes that the Internet is not a constant, and will 
not affect users in the same way in all cases. 
 
As with the supposed democratising effects, it is clear vis-à-vis social contact that 
early reactions to the Internet were simplistic and lacked subtlety.  The Internet is 
neither socially isolating, nor socially liberating; rather, it is likely that the outcome 
of its use has just as much to do with the individual using it as with the technology 
itself. 
 
2.6  The middle ground 
This chapter has explained the way in which research and commentary about the 
Internet  have  followed  the  same  progression  from  simple,  polarised  utopian  and  
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dystopian reactions to richer, more nuanced understandings over time.  Utopian and 
dystopian visions are not necessarily mutually exclusive (Howcroft, 1999), and for 
most people, the impact of the Internet and also the information society as a whole is 
likely to be somewhere in between both extremes (Gómez, 1998).  Noting that the 
Internet may be beneficial at some times, and detrimental at others, Katz and Rice 
(2002b, 2002a) coin the term syntopia – a “together place” that can be either positive 
or negative.  Further, the effects of Internet use on social contact are supplementary 
(Wellman et al., 2001). 
 
In contrast to the earlier hype surrounding the Internet as either an egalitarian and 
prosocial,  or  isolating  and  antisocial,  later  work  takes  a  middle  ground.    After 
sufficient time for reflection had elapsed, these simplistic reactions to the Internet 
were succeeded by more nuanced understandings (DiMaggio et al., 2001), termed 
“technorealism” by Fisher and Wright (2001).   
 
The theories that have been devised to explain the effects of the Internet have been 
developed in the context of this progression, from polarised utopian and dystopian 
notions to the more middle ground accepted today.  Consequently, earlier theories 
typically are characterised by simplistic utopian or dystopian ideas.  The progression 
of theory in CMC and Internet research, and the theoretical framework guiding the 
current project, is described in the next chapter. 
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3  Theoretical Perspectives 
 
3.1  Introduction 
Research into the impact of the Internet sits within a greater field of the social impact 
of  technology  in  general,  and  must  consider  the  presence  of  causality,  and  the 
direction in which it exists.  At essence it is a question of whether characteristics of 
technology  have  a  causal  effect  on  human  behaviour,  or  whether  human 
characteristics have a causal effect on technology.  In other words, technological 
determinism or social determinism.  Taking the middle ground, that technology and 
people exert mutually causal influences, is a perspective dubbed by Markus (1996) 
as the “emergent process view”. 
 
The  technological  determinist  view  holds  that  characteristics  of  technology 
determine  outcomes  caused  by  its  use.    Historically  this  has  been  a  common 
perspective, however it has been rejected both empirically and theoretically (Jones, 
1997),  and  although  it  has  been  dominant  in  society’s  understanding  of  the 
relationship between technology and society, it is a naïve perspective (Wajcman, 
2002) 
 
Social determinism developed out of a reaction to technological determinism (Spears 
et al., 2002).  Also known as the “rational actor perspective” (Markus, 1996), is the 
opposite  extreme  to  technological  determinism,  and  contends  that  technology  is 
socially shaped in both usage and design.  In this view, people are rational actors 
who choose to create and use technology in any way they please. 
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More  recently,  a  midpoint  between  technological  determinism  and  social 
determinism has developed.  This view holds that users of the technology, and the 
technology itself, exert mutually causal influences over each other (Markus, 1996).  
Vrooman  (2002)  agrees,  suggesting  that  technology  shapes,  and  is  shaped  by, 
ideology and social change in equal degrees. 
 
In the remainder of this chapter, the dominant theories that have been used to explain 
the  social  aspects  of  CMC  are  described.    Earlier,  essentially  technological 
determinist  theories  such  as  the  Cues  Filtered  Out  (CFO)  and  Social  Identity 
Deindividuation  (SIDE)  approaches  are  discussed  first,  followed  by  Social 
Information Processing and Hyperpersonal models.  Shortcomings of all of these 
theories are presented, centred on the notion that theories about social interaction 
should not limit themselves to only a single medium. 
 
This  is  followed  by  some  discussion  of  dramaturgy  –  an  existing  theoretical 
approach to explain social interaction and identity negotiation processes in general, 
and which is not limited to online interaction.  Dramaturgy forms the theoretical 
framework  upon  which  this  thesis  is  based,  and  thus  is  related  to  age identity.  
Finally  the  chapter  concludes  with  a  discussion  of  the  performance  of  identity, 
including age identity, on the Internet. 
 
3.1.1  Theories of CMC 
A number of theories have been put forward to explain the impact of computer 
mediated communication.  As early as the 1960s, users had noticed that impressions 
of people  formed  in  a  CMC  context  were  different  to  those  formed  face to face  
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(Woolley,  1994),  and  typically  such  theories  frame  CMC  and  face to face  as 
opposites with contrasting outcomes. 
 
3.1.1.1  Cues-Filtered-Out Approaches 
Stemming from the immediately obvious difference between face to face interaction 
and  computer mediated  interaction,  the  first  widely  held  theoretical  model  to 
develop was the Cues Filtered Out (CFO) approach, also known as “media trait” 
theories (Carlson and Davis, 1998).  The CFO approach is actually an umbrella term 
that  includes  several  theories  that  describe  antisocial  behaviour  and  impersonal 
communication in CMC (Walther et al., 1994; Lamerichs, 2003). 
 
Face to face  interaction  is  typically  regarded  as  a  privileged,  richer  mode  of 
interaction by CFO perspectives.  This is not a particularly novel idea; the notion that 
transmission  of  information  by  technological  means  is  inferior  to  face to face 
communication has perhaps been propagated ever since Plato’s Phaedrus (Wallace, 
1999). 
 
These perspectives  generally  take the view that CMC has less “bandwidth” than 
face to face  interaction  because  of  its  inability  to  convey  body  language,  voice 
intonation,  and  so  on.   The  theory  is  that  this reduced bandwidth  leads  to  more 
serious,  more  task oriented,  impersonal  and  possibly  hostile  communication 
(Schultze, 2002; Hancock and Dunham, 2001;  Wellman and Hampton, 1999), as 
well  as  more  anti normative  and  uninhibited  behaviors  (Kim,  2000).    Highly 
publicised cases of such behaviour, such as the “virtual rape” in LambdaMOO (cf. 
Dibbell, 1996; MacKinnon, 1997), fuelled the development of CFO perspectives.  
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Social Presence Theory (Short et al., 1976) and the Media Richness model (Daft and 
Lengel, 1986) do not differ greatly (Lamerichs, 2003; Spears et al., 2001), and are 
both  CFO  perspectives.    Media  Richness  is  not  supported  by  research  findings, 
however,  in  particular  when  newer  media  are  taken  into  account  (Szlichcinski, 
2001).    Social  presence  refers  to  the  different  mechanisms  by  which  a  medium 
transmits social information, such as facial expression, body language, and verbal 
information.  However, social presence is not a quality of the medium alone, but is 
also a result of an individual’s attitude towards the medium (Short et al., 1976).  The 
“mental set” idea clearly identifies the importance of the mental processes of the 
user, in addition to characteristics of the medium.  Social presence predicts that the 
ability to persuade and influence others decreases with decreasing social presence.  
However, empirical studies have contradicted this prediction (Spears and Lea, 1993). 
 
Developed from a similar direction to Social Presence Theory is Cuelessness Theory 
(Rutter,  1984).    Cuelessness  theory  is  technological  determinist  in  nature  and 
contends  that  the  lack  of  cues  available  in  CMC  creates  psychological  distance 
between  communicators,  leading  to  task oriented  and  depersonalised  content.    In 
turn,  this  leads  to  communication  lacking  spontaneity.    As  with  Social  Presence 
Theory, however, empirical work did not corroborate the predictions of cuelessness 
theory (Spears and Lea, 1993). 
 
The Reduced Social Cues approach (Kiesler et al., 1984; Kiesler, 1986; Sproull and 
Kiesler, 1986) is yet another CFO approach, and based on the notion that the lack of 
cues available in CMC reduces social context, thus reducing the influence of social  
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norms.    This  is  said  to  contribute  to  behaviour  which  is  uninhibited  and  anti 
normative, such  as flaming.   Further, CMC also is said to undermine  status and 
power,  thus  making  leadership  difficult,  although  this  can  also  be  beneficial  by 
contributing to more equal participation in groups (Kiesler and Sproull, 1992).  The 
Reduced Social Cues  approach  again has elements of technological determinism, 
contending that certain outcomes are a consequence of certain fixed characteristics 
of CMC.  Although Reduced Social Cues incorporates social psychological theory 
rather than communication theory, including aspects such as deindividuation (Spears 
et al., 2001), it is still based on the fundamental assumption that CMC filters out 
social information, leading to altered behaviour. 
 
However,  empirical  evidence  does  not  support  the  anti social  predictions  of  the 
Reduced Social Cues approach, or indeed other CFO approaches, leading to their 
increased unpopularity as research progressed (Matzat, 1998; Coleman et al, 1999).   
 
All  of  these  theories  are  flawed  because  their  basic  assumption  –  that  social 
information  is  removed  –  is  unrealistic.    These  approaches  emerged  from 
information theory (Spears et al., 2001), and contend that the reduced bandwidth 
prevents social information from being transmitted.  However, this is contrary to one 
of  the  most  important  bases  of  information  theory,  “Shannon’s  Law”,  which 
stipulates that the amount of information that can be transmitted through is limited 
by  the  bandwidth  and  the  signal to noise  ratio  (Shannon,  1948).    Reducing  the 
bandwidth  or  worsening  the  signal to noise  ratio  will  slow  the  rate  at  which 
information can be transmitted, but will not prevent its transmission completely. 
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Thus, contrary to early fears, the Internet can be “rich and nuanced” (Wellman and 
Hampton, 1999); it is not the case that online interaction completely removes social 
information.  Rather, at issue is simply the question of the rate at which information 
can be transmitted by any particular medium.  Text based interaction online may 
transmit such cues at a lower rate than face to face interaction, but it does not filter 
them out altogether (Walther et al., 1994).  What is more, empirical reports such as 
Baym’s (1995) counter the assertion that textual CMC is “socially impoverished”, 
noting how mediated groups create their own social world. 
 
Not only is the underlying assumption of CFO flawed, its importance has been over 
stated, given Spears’ et al. (2002) observation that: 
 
“[T]he  social  properties  of  communication  do  not  have  to  rely 
exclusively (if at all) on what is transmitted ‘down the wire’; the social 
dimensions  of  self  may  already  be  partly  determined  by  how  the 
communicators define themselves beforehand.” (Spears et al., 2002: 94) 
 
Further,  the  strength  of  initial  empirical  support  for  CFO  approaches  was  over 
estimated (Walther et al., 1994).  Early reports exaggerated the level of anti social 
behaviour  online,  both  in  the  media  (Wellman  and  Gulia,  1999),  and  scholarly 
research (Walther et al., 1994).  Flaming was over reported; Lea et al. (1992) for 
example found very few instances, despite widespread belief at the time that flaming 
was a common event. 
  
3.1.1.2  Social Identity Deindividuation (SIDE) 
Emerging from dissatisfaction with CFO theories such as those described above, 
Social Identity Deindividuation (SIDE) was developed in the early 1990s by Russel  
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Spears  and  Martin  Lea,  and  is  actually  an  offshoot  of  deindividuation  theory 
(Coleman et al., 1999). 
 
While SIDE is a reaction against CFO, the underlying premise – that of the paucity 
of social information communicated in CMC – is present in both theories.  What is 
fundamentally different between the CFO approaches (particularly Reduced Social 
Cues) and SIDE is that, in an online context, what was considered anti normative 
behaviour by the CFO perspectives is considered as possibly normative by SIDE 
(Lamerichs, 2003). 
 
Spears  and  Lea  (1994)  describe  four  contextual  features  of  CMC,  which  when 
modified by the individual’s sense of self and sense of the group, affect behaviour of 
that individual.  These features are anonymity and isolation, and identifiability and 
copresence. 
 
Anonymity is said to create a perception of group homogeneity, and isolation is said 
to increase the users’ focus on themselves.  Presence of these two conditions leads to 
behaviour  which  increasingly  conforms  to  personal  norms,  as  self awareness  is 
heightened, and accountability to group norms is reduced by anonymity.  Anonymity 
is also reported to increase self disclosure (Joinson, 2001); even in a very public 
forum  such  as  the  web,  users  are  prepared  to  disclose  intimate  details  (Rosson, 
1999). 
 
If  the  inverse  situation  occurs,  that  is,  if  users  are  identifiable  and  copresent, 
behaviour  is  said  to  increasingly  conform  to  group  or  situational  norms.   
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Identifiability  is  said  to  create  increased  accountability  to  group  norms,  and 
copresence creates stronger feelings of social support from other members of the 
group.  It is noted here that the existence of collective identity in a purely online 
mode is not without detractors; Ayers (2001), for instance, found that group identity 
concepts developed in the literature were absent in the online group studied, and 
questioned  whether  some  face to face  interaction  might  be  required  in  order  to 
develop a collective identity. 
 
According  to  SIDE  theory,  people  categorise  themselves  as  either  “in group”  or 
“out group”,  based  on  characteristics  of  others  (Jarvenpaa  and  Leidner,  1998).  
However, due to the lack of “individuating” cues that define others as individuals, 
SIDE contends that participants form stereotypical impressions of others (Lea and 
Spears, 1992).  Thus, visual anonymity is a cornerstone of SIDE theory (Spears et 
al., 2002; Joinson, 2001). 
 
Also  according  to  SIDE  theory,  CMC  use  will  reinforce  social  boundaries  –  as 
opposed  to  breaking  them  as  CFO  theories  claim  (Kim,  2000)  –  and  predicts  a 
diminished sense of self and an increased sense of group identity and accountability.  
A  study  by  Coleman et al. (1999)  supports  the  loss  of  individuality,  but  did  not 
support the notion that SIDE explains negative effects of CMC use, and Spears et al. 
(1990)  also  put  forward  the  same  viewpoint.    Taylor  and  MacDonald’s  (2002) 
findings  similarly  do  not  support  the  association  between  deindividuation  and 
uninhibited behaviour; they suggest that a social identity perspective might better 
explain their results. 
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One weakness of SIDE theory is that it assumes that users have complete control 
over the amount of information they reveal to other users – that they are capable of 
maintaining their “social masks” at all time (Mabry, 2001).  Further, causality has 
not been established.  Coleman et al. (1999) suggest that deindividuation is actually 
a  dependent  variable,  rather  than  an  independent  variable.    That  is,  rather  than 
deindividuation affecting Internet use, Internet use causes deindividuation. 
 
A  further  shortcoming  is  that  SIDE  theory  has  only  a  narrow  perspective, 
considering specifically the impact of visual anonymity on CMC users’ definition 
and enactment of social identity (Reicher, 2000). 
 
3.1.1.3  Social Information Processing and the Hyperpersonal Model  
Other challenges to the CFO perspective are the Social Information Processing (SIP) 
(Walther, 1992; Walther et al., 1994) and the Hyperpersonal Model (Walther, 1996, 
1997).  These models contradict the CFO prediction that the absence of cues in CMC 
limits  the  communication  of  social  information,  thus  restricting  the  intensity  of 
relationships formed in CMC.   
 
The Social Information Processing model contends that over time, CMC interaction 
approaches the same level of intimacy as face to face interaction.  The hyperpersonal 
model is an extension of SIP, but also contains elements drawn from SIDE theory, in 
particular the exaggerated sense of relationships (Turner et al., 2001; Jarvenpaa and 
Leidner, 1998).  In a CMC context, users over compensate for the anonymous nature 
of  the  medium  by  making  their  interactions  extremely  intimate  (Tidwell  and 
Walther, 2002).  
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Walther  et  al.  (1994)  assert  that  regardless  of  the  medium  used,  communicators 
experience  similar  needs  for  uncertainty  reduction  and  affinity.    Uncertainty 
Reduction  Theory  (Berger  and  Calabrese,  1975)  also  follows  this  approach, 
describing the way people try to increase their knowledge of others. 
 
This  process  takes  longer  in  a  CMC  context,  but  still  achieves  similar  levels  of 
uncertainty  reduction.    According  to  SIP  theory,  inconsistencies  in  information 
presented by communicators who misrepresent themselves online will be detected 
over  time  and  the  different  impressions  formed  online  and  offline  will  tend  to 
converge (Mabry, 2001). 
 
Further,  because  of  differences  between  media,  communicators  will  adapt  their 
linguistic and textual behaviour in order to solicit and present relational information 
(Walther  et  al.,  1994).    Many  authors  have  noted  the  use  of  paralinguistic 
information  such  as  emoticons  and  smilies  to  counteract  the  lack  of  social 
information present  in  CMC  (e.g.  Chenault,  1998;  Hård,  2000;  Schweizer et  al., 
2001; Kanayama, 2003; Psychology Today, 1995) 
 
The  hyperpersonal  model  is  based  on  this  suggestion  that  the  level  of  social 
information communicated in CMC approaches that communicated in face to face 
interaction, but contends that over time, the level of information communicated in 
CMC can actually exceed that communicated face to face (Walther, 1996; Hancock 
and Dunham, 2001).  Empirical research by Walther (1995, 1997) found that this is 
true  even  for  participants  who  have  never  met  one  another,  and  is  true  for  
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participants from different cultures.  Henderson and Gilding (2004) report that the 
limitations of CMC also do not inhibit the development of trust between users. 
 
Thus,  the  hyperpersonal  model  believes  that  bonds  formed  in  CMC  have  the 
potential to be stronger than those formed in face to face interaction (Kim, 2000).  
That mediated relationships could be stronger than face to face is said to be possible 
because users take advantage of the textual characteristics of the medium to engage 
in “selective self presentation” (Hancock and Dunham, 2001). 
 
3.1.2  Limitations of CMC theories 
All of the theories discussed above have significant shortcomings.  First, both the 
technologically determinist “bandwidth limitation” theories that have emerged from 
the disciplines of Computer Science and Communications Studies and the “social 
deterministic”  views  are  overly  simplistic  (Bargh,  2002).    Mabry  (2001)  also 
concludes that theories with a narrow focus on the presumed communicability of 
message channels are at a disadvantage to theories based on self interest. 
 
As well as the preoccupation with anonymity at the expense of other factors, findings 
from experimental CMC research have also often been inconsistent (Baltes et al., 
2002).    This  is  particularly  important  when  one  considers  that  CFO,  SIDE  and 
Hyperpersonal approaches are all based on short term, experimental research (Kim, 
2000), which may not be generalisable to situations outside the laboratory. 
 
For  example,  one  empirical  study  based  on  natural  sources,  found  that 
confrontational messages were more likely to contain identity information than other  
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messages.  This is completely inconsistent with CFO perspectives, and is consistent 
with SIDE only if one assumes that participants felt strong in group identification 
(Mabry, 2001). 
 
Further,  many  studies  also  do  not  support  the  view  developed  by  experimental 
research that CMC lacks social content.  That this is not true is particularly evident 
among younger and more experienced users (Walther, 1992; Walther, 1996; George 
and Sleeth, 2000). 
 
Another  weakness  with  experimental  CMC  research  is  that  it  has  been  highly 
variable.    Variation  in  the  types  of  CMC  studied  the  wide  range  of  dependent 
variables, the wide range of participants in experimental studies and their degree of 
CMC experience, and the range of tasks and time allocated to complete them has 
contributed to a situation where it is difficult to compare findings from different 
studies (Bordia, 1997; Baltes et al., 2002). 
 
As  well  as  being  overly  reliant  on  experimental  research,  the  literature  also 
emphasised  unrepresentative  applications  and  services.    Research  on  CMC  has 
focused predominantly on textual applications and has largely not addressed audio 
and video applications, which although still uncommon, are becoming increasingly 
popular (Spears et al., 2001).  Research into text based applications has also been 
unrepresentative;  for  example,  although  e mail  is  the  most  common  medium  for 
“augmented” communication within organisations, much of the research into CMC 
is based on chat services (Baltes et al., 2002).  As well, there has been a considerable  
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amount of discussion about MUDs and MOOs, and yet these constitute only a tiny 
fraction of CMC and Internet use. 
 
Finally, there is a need for Internet research that encompasses cultures and that is 
based on methods other than experimental research.  The problem is not just the 
laboratory’s artificial situations, but its artificially short time frames.  As Kim (2000) 
remarks, to fully understand social interactions on the Internet requires naturalistic 
observation and longer term research. 
 
What  is  the purpose  of  such  research?    One  option  is  to  develop  CMC  specific 
theories that overcome the weaknesses already discussed.  However, it is not the 
only option.  Broader theories of social interaction exist and have been the subject of 
decades  of  analysis,  refinement  and  critique.    Such  research  can  also  serve  to 
demonstrate that such theories have just as much relevance online as offline.  The 
proposal that such theories can be applied to CMC is explained in the next section. 
 
3.1.3  On not needing a theory of CMC 
Drawing on genre theory, Erickson (2000) believes that CMC based conversations 
form a distinct genre of their own.  This may be a novel application of a specific 
theory, but the underlying worldview is typical of the majority of CMC research 
conducted  to  date  –  that  online  and  offline  interaction  are  divergent.    They  are 
typically cast as opposites, and researchers have emphasised the differences, rather 
than the similarities. 
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It  is possible,  however,  to  examine  CMC  from  a  different perspective.    Walther 
(1992) argues that the medium is unimportant; social interaction between individuals 
has the purpose of reducing uncertainty and developing affinity.  While Erickson’s 
purpose is to distinguish CMC from other forms of communication, his findings also 
alert one to the fact that CMC is simply another way of interacting; it does not have 
mystical, magical properties that remove it from the physical world.  Rather, CMC is 
as much a part of our physical existence as communicating by telephone or letter 
writing (Tyler, 2002), and to portray online and offline interactions as “worlds apart” 
is a false dichotomy (Leander and McKim, 2003).  Early hyperbole (e.g. Benedikt, 
1991; Stone, 1995; Turkle, 1995) was often based on the assumption that the Internet 
was somehow distinct from normal life, and was often implicitly sympathetic to the 
flawed notion that the mind can transcend the body (Sullins, 2000).  However, the 
Internet is firmly embedded in, and has become a part of, real life (Carter, 2004; 
Powell, 2003) and is dominated by the search for the “real” rather than for virtual 
realities (Kitzmann, 1999; Young, 2004).   
 
This  notion  is  reinforced  by  Mullen’s  (2005)  finding  that  the  stronger  the 
relationship between people,  the  more  likely  they  are  to  communicate  using  any 
electronic medium, including the telephone, e mail, short message system (SMS), 
and Internet based instant message services.  Likewise, Mantovani (1994) suggests 
that CMC reinforces existing patterns of social interaction, while Bordia and Rosnow 
(2001) found that group development processes in CMC are similar to those in face 
to face interaction.  Sternberg (2000) also hints at the connection between online and 
offline interaction, and believes that the study of online behaviour offers promise in 
understanding offline behaviour.    
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The idea that computer mediated and face to face communication are distinct and 
disconnected is simply unrealistic, as all communication is mediated in some way.  
In the case of written communication the medium may be electronic or ink on paper.  
Spoken  communication  may  be  conveyed  by  an  electronic  medium  such  as  a 
telephone, intercom, or two way radio, and may even possibly be delayed by an 
answering machine.   
 
Alternatively, it may be conveyed by the sound of a human voice carrying through 
the air to the recipient, and while communicators may be copresent, they may not 
literally be face to face.  To consider copresent communication as somehow exempt 
from the effects of the  medium is naïve; there  is an obvious difference between 
communicating across a noisy factory floor and in a quiet office, for example. 
 
Not only is mediation omnipresent, it is transparent.  Georg Simmel believed that 
technological  mediators  form  a  “bridge”  between  individuals,  allowing  them  to 
connect  (Virnoche,  2002).    While  for  Simmel  this  formed  a  triad  –  two 
communicators with the mediator forming the third point – the connection begins to 
feel much more like a dyad in modern societies, in which technological mediation 
occurs constantly (Chayko, 2002: 42).  
 
The  overlap  between  CMC  and  face to face  interaction  can  be  seen  in  Walker’s 
(2002) belief that Internet users feel a need to bring their bodies online in some way.  
Whether it is posting a photograph, a weblog of our physical activities, or some other 
means,  we  tend  to  feel  obliged  to  demonstrate  our physical  existence.    In  many  
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French chat rooms it is even expected that users reveal some information about their 
physical  identity  when  joining  the  chat  room;  not  doing  so  is  regarded  as  an 
infringement of etiquette (Romero, 2003). 
 
So why has this unrealistic notion of separation between online and offline emerged?  
Apparent differences observed between online and face to face communication have 
been interpreted by some as evidence that the two worlds are disparate.  Such a 
conclusion  is  flawed,  and  overlooks  the  fact  that  characteristics  assumed  to  be 
exclusive to online communication can be found in other situations. 
 
Visual  anonymity,  for  example,  is  a  characteristic  of  e mail,  an  intercom,  the 
telephone, and even possibly copresent communication – consider the case of office 
workers  speaking  over  partitions  between  cubicles.    Yet  while  theoretical 
perspectives such as CFO and SIDE focus on the effect visual anonymity has on 
interaction, there are other aspects that demand consideration. 
 
Danet  (1996),  for  example,  describes  the  strangely  intimate  nature  of  mediated 
communication: 
 
“The paradoxical combination of both anonymity and intimacy in this 
textual medium (one can type in one’s pyjamas, in the middle of the 
night)  releases  people  from  their  usual  inhibitions,  allowing  them  to 
pretend to be someone other than they are in RL.”  (Danet, 1996: online) 
 
The paradox to which Danet refers is also not exclusive to mediated interaction.  
Drawing on Simmel, Waskul and Douglass (1997), Virnoche  (2002) and Bogard 
(2000) all note that it is this combination of closeness and remoteness that creates  
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“the stranger”, with whom interactions can be similarly liberating; Virnoche gives as 
an example the frank and open conversation that often occurs between passengers on 
air flights. 
 
Further evidence that anonymity is not the only relevant factor is found in Byrne and 
Findlay’s (2004) finding that telephone is preferred to SMS as the medium to make 
the first move into a romantic relationship.  While the greater distance in a textual 
medium such as SMS provides for easier handling of rejection, the “script” for such 
an  interaction  requires  the  use  of  telephone  or  face to face  interaction,  and  any 
deviation might be considered an “offhand script violation”. 
 
Meyrowitz (1997) asserts that in general, every time communication forms change, 
the relationship between the self and others changes, too.  The inclusion of long 
established methods such as telephone and face to face contact in this script, and the 
exclusion of recent technologies such as SMS, gives an indication of the length of 
time for such changes to become entrenched. 
 
The metaphor of the script also highlights that there are social and cultural factors 
that may be revealed by the use of a theatrical analogy.  That there are many such 
aspects deserving of attention is the basis for Reicher’s (2000) call for a theory that 
encompasses the social context in general.  There is no “main effect” of Internet use; 
rather, the consequences of Internet use depend on the individual, their goals and 
their social context (McKenna and Bargh, 2000; Katz and Rice, 2002a; Tyler, 2002; 
Riva, 2002; Matzat, 2004; Bessière et al., 2004).  Tanis (2003) calls for further study 
of the social context of CMC:  
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“The final suggestion is therefore to have a broader focus in the study of 
media effects, looking beyond the mere capacity to convey cues, to the 
wider relation of those cues to the social context, and the nature of the 
tasks at hand.  What cues are used for is not so much determined by the 
medium,  nor  is  it  determined  by  the  one  giving  off  these  signals: 
Ultimately, the understanding of the effects of cues to identity depends 
on our understanding of the receivers of such cues in their attempt to 
decode and make sense of an interaction as it occurs within its proper 
social context.” (Tanis, 2003: 131) 
 
It is thus desirable that any theoretical framework for describing social interaction 
should  be  applicable  regardless  of  the  medium,  including  both  face to face  and 
online  interaction.    There  are  many  such  social  theories  available  which  could 
potentially  be  applied.    Established,  sober  theories  of  social  interaction  such  as 
Heidegger,  Mead  or  Schutz  have  been  used  to  explain  such  interaction  when 
mediated by the Internet (Vieta, 2003). 
 
The  connection  between  Internet  interaction  and  pre existing  theory  is  implicitly 
raised  by  Bargh  and  McKenna’s  (2004)  call  for  a  re examination  of  traditional 
relationship and communication literature in the light of Internet interaction.  The 
assumptions  and biases  of  this  literature  can be  revealed by  differences between 
Internet mediated and other forms of interaction; thus, rather than creating entirely 
new theories to explain social behaviour on the Internet, there is an opportunity to 
refine existing theories to take both offline and online interaction into account. 
 
Social actor approaches are particularly valuable for studying communications on the 
Internet.    Awareness  of  the  audience,  framed  interactions,  expected  and  realized 
reciprocity, and co construction of identity are all fundamental to shaping of identity, 
whether it occurs online or not (Lamb and Davidson, 2002).  
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One such theory is the dramaturgical framework of Erving Goffman – “one of the 
most  profound  minds  in  sociology”  (O’Neill,  1992:  5),  and  “frequently 
acknowledged as the most influential American sociologist of the twentieth century” 
(Fine, 1993: 66 67).  Indeed, even today no fully fledged theory of interaction has 
emerged to rival Goffman’s (Raffel, 2002).   
 
This  project  therefore  takes  Goffman’s  work  as  its  theoretical  starting  point.    A 
particular advantage of basing the study on existing theory, rather than development 
of completely new theoretical models, is that existing social theory is often mature 
and widely applicable.  Goffman is no exception and has much to offer – indeed, it is 
desirable to widen interest in Goffmanian thought so that “every generation does not 
find itself reinventing the wheel” (Smith, 2005: 459).  Dramaturgy transcends age 
and social strata; the examples Goffman (1959a; 1963a) himself uses are drawn from 
a wide range of social settings.   
 
Using an offline theory such as Goffman’s is also particularly appropriate, given the 
focus on older users in the current study.  As the bulk of empirical research on CMC 
and Internet use has focused on younger adult or student populations (e.g. Brignall 
and Van Valey, 2005; Chou and Hsiao, 2000; Chou, 2001; Kandell, 1998; Gatz and 
Hirt,  2000;  Ingram  et  al.,  2000;  Leung,  2001,  2002;  Morahan Martin  and 
Schumacher, 2000; Dell, 2006; Kazmer, 2004; Baym et al., 2004; Shaw and Gant, 
2002;  Rosen  and  Weil,  1995;  Maczewski,  2001;  Bortree,  2005),  it  follows  that 
CMC specific theories are inevitably biased towards younger age groups.  This trend 
shows little sign of abating, and studies of the impact of Internet use on the world’s  
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youth continue to attract huge amounts of funding – for example, the $50 million 
study announced in late 2006 (McConnon, 2006). 
 
In contrast, little empirical research on various other age groups has been conducted, 
including  children  (Livingstone,  2003)  and  older  people  –  particularly  in  the 
relationship between Internet use and social support (Wright, 2000; Selwyn et al., 
2003;  Blit Cohen  and  Litwin,  2004;  Eastman  and  Iyer,  2004,  2005).    Only  two 
studies have been identified in which the interaction of age identity and Internet use 
are examined, neither of which take a dramaturgical approach (Ito et al., 2001; Lin et 
al., 2004). 
 
Goffman’s theory is briefly described in the next section. 
 
3.1.4  Dramaturgy: the theoretical framework for this study 
Erving  Goffman  did  not  produce  a  homogenous  body  of  work,  and  his  earlier 
writings  are  quite  distinct  from  his  later  work.    Widely  regarded  as  a  symbolic 
interactionist
25 (Ritzer, 1996), his early work is focused on interpersonal interaction 
in normal, everyday situations, while his later work is marked by a more linguistic 
focus.  It is during his later work that Goffman also developed his interest in the 
social aspects of mass media, although this interest is evident even in his earlier 
years (for example in a masters thesis completed in 1949) (Ytreberg, 2002). 
 
                                                 
25  While  he  is  widely  regarded  as  a  symbolic  interactionist,  Goffman  himself  did  not  claim  he 
belonged to this school (Ritzer, 1996), or even that he was a theorist (Psathas, 1996).  Indeed, his 
work  is  difficult  to  categorise  and  considered  by  some  to  have  more  in  common  with  social 
anthropology than with symbolic interactionism, and has greatly influenced not only interactionism 
but structuralism and ethnomethodology (Ritzer, 1996; Gonos, 1977).  
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Erving Goffman’s early work is primarily focused on identity and the self.  His most 
famous  contribution  to  sociological  theory  is  the  dramaturgical  framework  for 
analysing social interaction described in Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life 
(1959a).  This work forms “a sort of handbook detailing one sociological perspective 
from which social life can be studied” (Goffman, 1959a: preface).  This, as well as 
Goffman’s  later  works,  contains  moving  and  extraordinary  insights  into  human 
behaviour: 
 
“[Readers] recognized themselves and others and saw that Goffman was 
articulating some of the most fundamental and painful of human social 
experiences.  He showed them suddenly that they were not alone, that 
someone else understood what they know and felt.” (Lofland, 1980: 47) 
 
The essence of dramaturgy is that human behaviour can be understood using the 
metaphor of the actor and the stage.  The metaphor as analytical tool approach of 
dramaturgy is in contrast to dramatism (Burke, 1945, 1969), which contends that life 
is theatre (Clark and Mangham, 2004).  The dramaturgical metaphor is that each of 
us plays many different roles during our day to day lives.  For example, a school 
teacher will play different roles in the classroom, the staff room, or at home.  Even 
within the staff room that same teacher will play different roles, for example, when 
talking to the department head or with a confidant. 
 
The performance presented by an individual exemplifies the values of society more 
than their overall behaviour.  Thus, the performance is designed to portray an ideal, 
rather than a reality.  In order for such performances to be successful, the performer 
must keep information from the audience that contradicts the image the performer is 
trying  to  present,  including  incompatible  profitable  activity,  signs  of  error,  
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preparation for the performance, and unflattering activity.  This is achieved through 
control of front and backstage regions. 
 
“We often find a division into back region, where the performance of a 
routine is prepared, and front region, where the performance is presented.  
Access to these regions is controlled in order to prevent audience from 
seeing  back stage  and  to  prevent  outsiders  from  coming  into  a 
performance that is not addressed to them.” (Goffman, 1959a: 238) 
 
For the individual playing the role of school teacher, the front stage is the classroom 
while students are present.  It is here that the performer must play the part of being a 
teacher.  Backstage is anywhere away from the presence of the students, where the 
teacher is able to prepare the performance.  The frontstage for one performance may 
even be the backstage for another. 
 
Not only do performers attempt to keep the audience from backstage areas, they also 
attempt to keep audiences separate, so that members of the audience for one role 
cannot see other performances not intended for them.  Life would be “unbearably 
sticky” both for the performer and the audience if it was not possible to keep such 
separation.  Audience segregation is thus fostered by both parties (Goffman, 1959a: 
49). 
 
To describe human interaction in terms of performances is not to say that people 
typically act dishonestly or insincerely.  On the contrary, Goffman asserts that people 
often  believe  in  the  part  they  are  playing.    There  will  always  be  insincere 
performances, but there is a tendency for performances to become sincere, even if 
they have cynical origins (McCall and Simmons, 1982). 
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Even when misrepresentation does occur, there are times when it is less serious than 
others.  “Out and out fraud”, as Goffman calls it, is when an individual plays a part 
they have no right to play and such misrepresentation is not tolerated; for example, 
the impersonation of a police officer.  Other cases are less serious, such as appearing 
to be wealthier than one is in reality.  All performances, sincere or not, involve some 
aspect of impression management. 
 
The term used by Goffman to describe the setting in which interaction occurs is the 
situation.  Situations are spatially bounded – people are considered to be in the same 
situation if they are in one another’s immediate presence.  They are also bounded by 
time, beginning when two or more people meet and ending when the second last 
person leaves (Goffman, 1963a: 18). 
 
However,  while  Goffman  considered  situations  in  a  physical  context,  Joshua 
Meyrowitz (1990) has argued that a purely physical definition ignores the use of 
modern  communications  media,  and  that  rather  than  being  physically  bounded; 
situations  are  patterns  of  access  to  information.    It  is  not  being  in  the  physical 
presence of another that places us in the same situation, but being able to receive 
information given off by them, and for them to be able to receive information we 
give  off.    Thus,  situations  are  actually  social  information  systems.    Changes  in 
communication technologies also alter our sense of place (Meyrowitz, 1997), further 
illustrating the relationship between situations and communication. 
 
Performances  are  not  necessarily  an  individual  act,  and  can  be  conducted 
cooperatively  to  maintain  a  definition  of  the  situation.    Communication  between  
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members of a team is a form of communication out of character, and therefore must 
be kept secret from the audience.   
 
After  its  articulation  in  1959,  Goffman’s  work  rapidly  came  to  be  one  of  the 
mainstream theoretical models in social science (Burns, 1992), and since the mid 
1980s Goffman’s research has become popular in management and organizational 
literature (Panteli and Duncan, 2004).  The range of role identities which can be 
adopted by the individual, and performed for audiences in situations as described 
above, is endless.  The present thesis examines one such role identity in particular – 
age identity.  A discussion of this follows in the next section. 
 
3.1.4.1  Dramaturgy and age-identity 
Most contemporary analyses of ageing focus on physical, biological and medical 
concerns  and  do  not  address  social  aspects,  and  the  social  aspects  of  ageing  – 
particularly  identity  of  ageing  –  have  been  largely  overlooked  (Howard,  2000; 
Powell  and  Longino,  2001).    While  there  has  been  some  interest  in  such  social 
aspects  from  postmodernist  researchers  (e.g.  Powell  and  Longino,  2001,  2002; 
Polivka and Longino, 2002; Truchan Tataryn, 2001), there has been little interest in 
age identity  from  the  perspective  of  symbolic  interactionism  in  general,  and 
dramaturgy in particular. 
 
Age identity  can  be  related  to  dramaturgical  thinking,  however,  as  age  is  a 
component of what Goffman calls “personal front” (Quinn, 2005).  Indeed, along 
with gender and race, age is one of the most fundamental cues used by people to 
ascribe categories to others (Gatz and Cotton, 1994).  
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Goffman (1959a: 24) divides a performer’s personal front into “appearance” and 
“manner”, each of which is expected to be consistent with the other.  Thus, physical 
changes in the body which may occur due to ageing inevitably result in changes in 
behaviour, due to pressure to behave in a way consistent with one’s appearance. 
 
Consequently, age identity is unique among roles as people inevitably move from 
not being old to being old (Howard, 2000).  Age categories can thus be considered 
“positioned categories” (Sacks, 1992: 585), meaning that different age categories can 
be positioned within a hierarchy, and over the period of one’s life one moves from 
one category to the next in a natural progression (Nikander, 2000). 
 
Yet the boundaries of age identities are flexible and what constitutes “aged” varies 
both culturally and personally, and subjective age identity is increasingly less likely 
to  match  chronological  age  as people  grow  older  (Howard,  2000;  Russell et  al., 
2005), suggesting that older age identities are unfavourable compared to younger 
identities.    Indeed,  old age  is  a  stigmatised  identity  in  many  western  societies 
(Richeson and Shelton, 2006; Hagestad and Uhlenberg, 2002; Hendricks, 2005), and 
many older people seek to create an impression of a younger self by obscuring signs 
of ageing, especially physical signs
26 (Biggs, 1997). 
 
For some, age identity is thus seen as a matter of lifestyle choice, to be adopted by 
choosing a suitable mask; by choosing to look younger one can adopt a younger age 
                                                 
26 The struggle against ageing is not a modern phenomenon and can be illustrated by many examples 
from history.  In 1513, Spanish explorer Ponce de León travelled to the New World in search of the 
fountain of youth, while various elixirs of life or youth have been sold in Europe since at least the 
Middle Ages (Öberg and Tornstam, 2001).  
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identity  (Biggs,  1997).    Even  in  cases  where  “lifestyle  choice”  seems  a  highly 
inappropriate  way  to  describe  the  adoption  of  a  particular  identity,  for  example 
among those incarcerated in prison, age identities are adopted like masks in order to 
both conceal and express the self (Wahidin, 2002). 
 
Nevertheless, with ageing comes physical and occasional mental decline to which 
one’s identity adjusts.  Although the adaptive process is very poorly understood, 
identity changes to accommodate the loss of loved ones and acknowledgement that 
the  end  of  one’s  life  is  nearer  than  before  (Watson,  2001).    Thus,  there  is  not 
complete freedom of choice when it comes to adoption of age identity.  Further, 
identities can be ascribed by others and are not purely the choice of the identity 
holder.    Age  categories  can  be  invoked  by  others  through  language  in  social 
interaction,  either  by  explicitly  invoking  age categories  or  implicitly  by  framing 
discourse in such a way as to infer the ages of actors (Ylänne McEwen, 1999; Lin et 
al., 2004). 
 
Given the way in which language can be central to the construction of age identity, 
and the fact that social interaction online is more reliant on language than in face to 
face situations, there is clearly the potential for age identity negotiation in social 
interaction on the Internet.  Thus, issues relating to identity negotiation online are 
discussed in the next section. 
 
3.1.5  Identity on the Internet 
While Goffman’s development of dramaturgy predates widespread Internet use it has 
great relevance to the study of Internet mediated social interaction, yet it has been  
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largely  been  absent  from  research  into  virtual  interaction  (Panteli  and  Duncan, 
2004).  In this section, literature relating to the impact of Internet use on identity is 
explored and related to Goffman’s framework. 
 
In much the same manner as other Internet related topics, the impact of the Internet 
on identity has followed the same progression from simplistic, polarised utopian and 
dystopian  views  to  subtler,  more  detailed  understanding.    Early  writings  such  as 
Turkle  (1996a)  supposed  that  CMC  environments  such  as  the  Internet  allowed 
creation  of  new  identities,  and  that  the  Internet  allowed  the  user  to  create  new 
identities without worrying about the roles, or “slots”, that others expect them to 
occupy.    Turkle  claimed  that  online  it’s  easy  to  alter  others’  perceptions  by 
concealing information that contradicts the identity you want to portray.  “The obese 
can be slender, the beautiful plain”, as she famously put it (Turkle, 1995: 12).  Stone 
(1996) also writes to the same theme, suggesting that there is a deliberate purpose in 
the personae that people adopt when online.   
 
Creating and performing new identities in this way is often referred to as “identity 
play”.    Given  a  definition  of  play  as  requiring  both  simulation  of  reality  and 
awareness of that simulation (Fry, 1963), performing an identity online that may not 
mirror the performer’s physical identity can certainly be considered play.  Indeed, 
when we describe an actor performing a role by saying that they are “playing a part”, 
we  are  acknowledging  that  the  performance  is  a  simulation,  and  in  Goffman’s 
dramaturgical  metaphor,  all  front stage  performances,  in  which  actors  play  out 
scripts, are indeed a form of play. 
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While it is certainly true that Internet use may facilitate identity changes, some later 
authors  shy  away  from  the  notion  asserted  by  earlier  authors  that  entirely  new 
identities are created.  Whitley (1997) takes issue with the claims of authors such as 
Turkle and Stone, pointing out that the assumption upon which their argument is 
based is flawed.  Whitley’s point is that although online, “all they see is your words” 
(Turkle, 1996a), creating a new identity is not a simple matter of using different 
words; without being socialised into an identity, all one can achieve is mimicry.  It 
has  also  been  suggested  that  the  view  of  a  post modern  self,  fractured  and 
disconnected to physical existence, is not grounded in social theory (Wynn and Katz, 
1997).  It is not established that escape from one’s physical being is desirable or 
rewarding, and yet utopian writers claim that the Internet will still lead to a cultural 
trend toward a decentralised self. 
 
While the early utopian dream of the Internet as an identity playground completely 
separated from physical reality may not be realistic (Herring, 2002), there are aspects 
of  the  presentation  of  self  on  the  Internet  that  deserve  attention,  particularly  the 
user’s  “belief  in  the  part  one  is  playing”,  as  Goffman  (1959a)  calls  it
27.    While 
Turkle,  Stone  and  others  are  concerned  with  sincere  identities,  the  various  high 
profile  cases  of  identity  misrepresentation  on  the  Internet  are  generally  insincere 
performances in which the performer does not believe.  Possibly the most famous 
such case is reported in Van Gelder (1996) and involves a New York psychiatrist in 
his early 50s, who pretended to be female neuropsychologist in her late 20s, who had 
been the victim of a car accident, leaving her mute, severely disfigured and unable to 
                                                 
27 While the present focus is on applying Goffman’s theory to online social interaction, the author 
notes it can also be used to understand the offline social interaction that surrounds people while they 
are online.  An example of this approach is provided in Powell’s (2003) analysis of an Internet café.  
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walk.  An interesting aspect of this case is that it occurred on a dial up service in 
1983, well before the Internet made an impact on the general public. 
 
Another  more  recent  case  is  that  of  a  user  who  went  by  the  pseudonym  of 
“Dennilfloss”, who claimed online to have murdered his girlfriend “Nowheremom”.  
In fact, Dennilfloss had been posting online under both pseudonyms, and claimed he 
had  created  Nowheremom  to  see  what  it  would  be  like  to  post  as  a  woman.  
Disturbed by his friends’ flirting with Nowheremom he began a relationship between 
his  two  personae,  but  after  becoming  tired  of  playing  two  roles  he  killed  off 
Nowheremom  (Joinson  and  Dietz Uhler,  2002;  McCarthy,  2001).    Similar  high 
profile cases of deception include faked suicides, in which a user’s sibling or friend 
is created to report the news to others; two such cases are reported in McCarthy 
(2002). 
 
It is interesting that such high profile misrepresentation cases usually involve some 
element of illness or injury.  A high profile case that affected the weblog community 
involved a group of schoolgirls who created an imaginary friend, “Kaycee”, who 
developed  leukaemia  and  later  died  from  an  aneurism  (Joinson  and  Dietz Uhler, 
2002).  It is also interesting that this case of deception was a collaborative effort
28, 
whereas  other  high profile  cases  have  generally  been  the  responsibility  of 
individuals. 
 
                                                 
28 In Goffmanian terms this was a team performance.  Team collaboration in misrepresentation is not 
unknown in face to face interaction, either – examples include practical jokes and criminal activity.  
In the case of “Kaycee”, the former is a plausible explanation.  
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That high profile cases often involve illness is supported by Feldman (2000), who 
describes such cases as an online version of the mental disorder Munchausen by 
proxy, termed “Munchausen by Internet”.  Clues that may indicate such a deception 
are indicated in Table 2. 
 
Messages duplicate information from other sources such as textbooks or health related websites 
Frequency and length of messages do not match the illness claimed 
Illness and treatments seem like caricatures based on misconceptions 
Condition characterised by near fatal illness and miraculous recoveries 
Claims are fantastic, inconsistent, or later disproved 
Continually dramatic events in the person’s life in order to demand attention 
Accusations that other online group members are not supportive and that this damages the 
perpetrator’s health 
Resisting telephone contact, sometimes with odd reasons 
Casual response to crises to attract immediate attention 
Posts of others on behalf of the self show similar writing characteristics 
Table 2: Indicators of Munchausen by Internet 
Source: Feldman (2000) 
 
Even  so,  there  is  a  difference  between  multiple  personality  and  the  “normal” 
multiplicity that fascinated authors such as Goffman (see Berger, 1963: 125) in that 
those who experience pathological multiplicity do not feel the same pressure towards 
consistency as the majority of people in society.  Thus, while some users may engage 
in  identity  deception  online  as  a  result  of  mental illness,  it  is  unlikely  that  such 
illness is a factor in the majority of cases. 
 
Turkle (1995) believes that multiple personalities are formed online because of a 
post modern fragmentation of the subject; the notion of multiplicity of the self is 
popular today, and has support from authors such as Jacques Lacan, Gilles Deleuze 
and Félix Guattari (Turkle, 1999).  On the other hand, Walker (2000) suggests that 
an  equally  good  argument  can  be  made  against  such  post modern  claims.    Just 
because  it  is  possible  to  present  inauthentic  selves  which  emphasise  style  over  
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substance  does  not  mean  that  people  will  actually  do  it.    Many  people  use  the 
Internet in conjunction with other media, rather than exclusively and in isolation to 
other media.  Nevertheless, the conception of people as social actors playing multiple 
roles  has  become  fundamental  to  sociology  (Scott,  1999),  and  appears  widely 
manifest on the Internet (Danet, 1996). 
 
Joinson and Dietz Uhler (2002) suggest that a desire to engage in identity play may 
motivate individuals to engage in online identity deception.  Explicit identity play 
seems to occur mostly in MUDs and chat services and occurs in a variety of ways 
(O’Brien, 1999), but the most hotly debated aspect is gender switching (Joinson and 
Dietz Uhler, 2002).  While gender switching may attract public interest, it is actually 
more benign than previously thought, and the extent to which it occurs is unclear.  
Given that behaviour from one place to another is likely to vary online just as it does 
offline, due to the influence of situational context, it seems there is likely a great 
variation in the amount of gender switching that occurs depending on the forum; 
while it may be common in some places (e.g. Mills, 1998), frequent gender play is 
very likely not universal. 
 
Where it does occur, gender switchers are often motivated by a desire to play roles 
unavailable to them in their usual gender, rather than sinister motives.  There are 
mixed attitudes to gender switching among users, and the belief that it is dishonest or 
deceptive is held by many users (Roberts and Parks, 1999).  Hence, the findings by 
Chen et al. (2001), when studying a romantic online game in Taiwan, found that the 
ability  to  explore  an  opposite  gender  was  somewhat  liberating,  although  tension 
experienced due to gender deception limited the degree of liberation.  Such tension is  
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experienced  whenever  a performer  keeps  secrets  that  are  incompatible with  their 
performance, termed “dark” secrets in Goffman’s (1959a: 141 142) terminology.   
 
Misrepresentations of this nature are examples of discrepant roles (Goffman, 1959a: 
141 166).  Such cases are often widely reported in academic and popular presses, 
and  seem  to  meet  the  need  of  the  popular  press  to  fill  the  public’s  appetite  for 
extraordinary  or  sensational  news;  Internet based  deception  seems  particularly 
newsworthy  when  one  user  has  been  wronged  by  another.    More  recently,    and 
contrary to Turkle’s (1995) claims that the Internet allowed younger users to work 
through  identity  issues  in  the  safety  of  their  own  home,  it  has  now  become  the 
sinister practice of paedophiles to exploit this possibility of misrepresentation online 
to prey on potential victims (O’Connell, n.d.). 
 
In  the  case  of  gender  misrepresentation,  it  appears  that  more  male  users  switch 
gender than  female users (Stone, 1991)
29, but not only  do male users present as 
female,  and  female  as  male,  but  there  is  also  the  opportunity  on  the  Internet  to 
present  an  “other”  gender,  neither  male  nor  female.    Mowbray  (2000)  suggests 
people do this for a range of reasons.  Little support is found for Stone’s suggestion 
that users present an other gender because they feel uncomfortable with either male 
or female genders.  The idea of the Internet as an “identity workshop” is a possible 
explanation, as is avoiding discrimination or harassment (Mowbray, 2000).  Siebers 
(2004)  suggests  that  gender  masquerade  may  be  an  attempt  to  avoid  a  spoiled 
                                                 
29 Stone makes this claim based on observations in a Japanese site, in which the ratio of male to 
female users is 4:1, while the ratio of male to female presenters is 3:1.  It is a mistake, however, to 
cite this as proof: for example, one could also arrive at these ratios if all female users masquerade as 
male and only 31% of males masquerade as female.  Further, it may not be possible to generalise from 
the particular community observed by Stone to the Internet as a whole.  
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identity; in the case of female users masquerading as male, this may be an attempt to 
avoid the stigmatised female identity (Whitty, 2002; c.f. Goffman, 1979).  However, 
as  the  majority  of  gender  misrepresentation  online  appears  to  be  in  the  reverse 
direction – more male users pretend to be female than female pretend to be male 
(Whitty,  2002)  –  there  are  probably  other  factors  that  may  also  lead  to  gender 
identity play online. 
 
While  the  name  “identity  play”  may  imply  a  trivial  nature,  Chen  et  al.  (2001) 
describe how this “play” is actually very serious, for example for cultural reasons.  
Drawing  on  Huizinga  (1950),  Rheingold  (1991:  373)  notes  that  play  is  “where 
cognition and culture meet”, and is the means by which culture is created.  Play is 
also  serious  because  the  experiences  of  users  engaged  in  identity  play  can  be 
profound and authentic, and identity play can have therapeutic value (Turkle, 1995), 
particularly for those who feel isolated or discriminated against in physical reality, 
and can lead to personal and social transformation (Turkle, 1999).  Of course, such 
transformations may not necessarily be positive: without the need to be accountable 
to the normal constraints of the “real” world, dysfunctional identities may be created 
online in association with like minded others (Simpson, 2005). 
 
In addition to identity play, expressions of true self are a further motivator for online 
identity deception (Joinson and Dietz Uhler, 2002).  If an Internet user is dissatisfied 
with their own identity they may be motivated to present a modified version.  This 
“true” self is how they would like others to perceive them, but also may involve an 
element  of  self discovery,  trying  on  new  identities  almost  as  if  they  were  new  
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clothes.    In  this  sense,  identity  play  and  expressions  of  true  self  are  somewhat 
related. 
 
It seems clear that identity play is common, at least among younger users, for whom 
self discovery is a particularly relevant activity.  For Danet (1996), there is no doubt 
that identity play is a common event in chat modes, while Shoham (2004) describes 
chat rooms as theatres in which users are social performers.  Huffaker (2004) reports 
on  how  teenagers  use  weblogs  to  explore  their  online  identities.    It  has  been 
suggested that the ability to experiment with identity is attractive to younger users, as 
identity issues become important during adolescence (Sjöberg, 1999).  The following 
transcript of an interview with some Swedish girls illustrates their appreciation of the 
ability to be somebody else when online: 
 
“When I chat, one is maybe not satisfed (sic) with something ... if one is 
not satisfed (sic) with one’s hair or something then one fantasises about 
the hair. If I want to have blond hair then I say that I have long blond hair 
or very short hair.  One can fantasise about the things one really wants. 
 
I am usually about 14 and 15, and one is totally perfect with everything, 
one is really rich, has an apartment in Florida.” (Swedish girls, quoted in 
Sjöberg, 1999: 127) 
 
However, not everybody agrees about the degree of identity play that occurs online.  
Chandler (1998) believes the consensus among researchers is that personal webpage 
authors  are  relatively  honest  when publishing  about  themselves.    Hancock  et  al. 
(2004) also suggest the level of misrepresentation online does not appear to be any 
greater than it is offline; their study in lying behaviour found that deception was 
highest on the telephone and lowest in e mail, and that levels of deception in face to 
face  and  instant  messaging  were  about  the  same.    Drawing  on  Baier’s  (1994)  
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analysis of trust, Goulding and Rooksby (1999) conclude that children in an online 
classroom  generally  do  not  create  wildly  fictional  personae.    Identity  play  is 
perceived as offensive when one does not reciprocate the personal integrity of others, 
and children trust each other to be themselves.  Likewise, Chester (2004) found no 
evidence of overt identity play in a study of an educational MOO for university 
students,  and  suggests  the  students  had  a  “strong  desire  for  authentic  self 
presentation”.  O’Connell (n.d.) also points out that people find it the “chameleon 
like” behaviour of adopting an online pseudonym and not linking their online and 
offline selves very difficult. 
 
Comparing these works reveals the importance of considering each situation in its 
own context.  In the case of Sjöberg’s analysis, the children were anonymous to 
other  users,  while  in  Goulding  and  Rooksby’s  analysis,  other  participants  were 
classmates.  It is not clear whether Chester’s participants were classmates, but it 
seems  likely.    A  student  is  unlikely  to  perform  a  role  in  which  they  have  an 
apartment in Florida, when they know that everybody in the audience knows that 
nobody present fits that description.  This is consistent with Goffman’s observations 
on the effect the audience has on a performance. 
 
Also  consistent  with  Goffman’s  observations  on  the  importance  of  audience  is 
MacKinnon’s (1995) point that a response from an audience is essential when online; 
cogito ergo sum is no longer a sufficient measure of existence
30.  Bruns (1998) takes 
                                                 
30  It  is  worth  noting  that  the  Cartesian  principle  cogito  ergo  sum  is  flawed  to  begin  with  (c.f. 
Suddendorf, 1999).  
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this point slightly further, noting that perhaps a better measure is videor ergo sum – I 
am perceived, therefore I am. 
 
When the spontaneity of online interaction breaks down, any interaction effectively 
ceases unless new messages are posted.  Once participants in an interaction become 
aware of the difference between where they are experientially and where they feel 
situational  pressure  to  be  (Ostrow,  1996),  maintaining  spontaneous  involvement 
becomes difficult, and interaction becomes contrived. 
 
Although  even  sincere  performances  may  suffer  from such  difficulties,  it  is  also 
possible that insincere performance can be achieved effortlessly.  Performance of 
other  identities,  whether  straight forward  misrepresentation  or  in  a  playful, 
exploratory sense, is an easy task because anticipatory socialisation allows us to slip 
into roles with which we have no experience, and perform them convincingly.  The 
mass  media  are  a  key  source  of  information  and  informs  the  anticipatory 
socialisation  process  (Weidman  et  al.,  2001),  such  as  television  providing  role 
models  for  children  and  adolescents  (Jordan,  1996;  Peterson  and  Peters,  1983; 
Weinberg et al., 1997). 
 
The Internet also performs mass media functions, however it is different to other 
media in that it allows anticipatory socialisation to run in the other direction; virtual 
environments  allow  anticipatory  socialisation  with  much  lower  risk  than  real 
environments (Schroeder and Lee, n.d.), allowing identity play as described above. 
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Regardless  of  the  motivation,  identity  misrepresentation  on  the  Internet  would 
probably not have surprised Goffman, who noted a relationship between anonymity 
and misrepresentation (Goffman, 1959a).  He makes the point that the relationship 
between appearances and reality is statistical; for the most part, performances are 
sincere, but there will always be a number of performances which are not. 
 
This is true just as much in face to face interaction as it is online, yet high profile 
cases such as these spark considerable discussion in the literature about the Internet’s 
capacity to facilitate identity exploration, perhaps in part because it seems that the 
possibility of misrepresentation online is greater than face to face.  Goffman notes 
the relationship between brevity of performance and the degree of misrepresentation:  
 
“There would appear to be a relation between the amount of modesty 
employed and the temporal length of a performance.  If the audience is to 
see  only  a  brief  performance,  then  the  likelihood  of  an  embarrassing 
occurrence will be relatively small, and it will be relatively safe for the 
performer, especially in anonymous circumstances, to maintain a front 
that is rather false.” (Goffman, 1959a: 221) 
 
Performances  online  are  often  fleeting,  and  thus  the  likelihood  of  less  sincere 
performance is increased.  Even in cases where performances are conducted before a 
regular  audience,  such  as  within  a  virtual  community,  the  likelihood  of  an 
embarrassing occurrence is still less than in face to face interaction.  “Maintenance 
of  expressive  control”  (Goffman,  1959a:  51)  is  easier,  as  there  is  virtually  no 
possibility of unmeant gestures or slips of the tongue.  Indeed, Bargh et al. (2002) 
have suggested that one’s “true self” is more accessible when communicating via the 
Internet than face to face. 
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Further,  online  performances  have  a  tendency  to  be  accepted  at  face  value,  as 
illustrated  in  a  case  described  by  Baker  (2001),  in  which  a  Usenet  user  by  the 
pseudonym  of  “Macho  Joe” portrayed  a  coarsely  homophobic  identity  to  stir  up 
other, unsuspecting users.  In fact, the success of such events, known as “trolls”, 
depends on the perpetrator’s identity being taken at face value. 
 
It  is  understandable  then  that  online  performances  might  be  accused  of  lacking 
sincerity, given the comparative ease with which misrepresentation is possible, and 
Baker’s example illustrates an insincere performance.  Goffman (1959a: 71) makes a 
key point, however, that “while persons usually are what they appear to be, such 
appearances could still have been managed”.   Further,  “[s]ome performances are 
carried  off  with  complete  dishonesty,  others  with  complete  honesty”  (Goffman, 
1959a: 71).  For Goffman, playing different roles at different times is not dishonest.  
It is also normal that the audience resists interpreting what they see as performed – 
performances depend on the belief that they are not performances to be successful 
(Kendall, 1998: 130). 
 
Why, then, does the possibility of misrepresentation online attract such attention?  
One possibility is that it may stem from the fact that identity is normally the product 
of an agreement with others.  It is our understanding of who we are, of who other 
people are, and other people’s understanding of themselves and of us.  Identity is 
negotiable; thus anyone who accepts a misrepresented identity has been wronged, 
because an implicit agreement to which they were a party was fraudulent (Romero, 
2003).    Further,  the  more  accurate  an  impostor’s  performance,  and  the  more  
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important the role being impersonated, the more threatened we feel by it (Goffman, 
1959a: 59).   
 
3.1.5.1  Webpages as performance 
Identity play and deception may also occur in webpages.  Personal webpages, by 
their very nature, display the author’s identity to the world.  Such pages often consist 
of objects  appropriated  from elsewhere, and in  the case of teenagers  are often a 
bricolage  (see  Lévi Strauss,  1974)  rather  than  a  composition  (Chandler,  1998; 
Chandler and Roberts Young, 1998).  Miller (1995b) also notes the way in which 
people use objects to communicate meaning about themselves and their lives, and 
notes  that  in  Goffmanian  terms,  creation  of  a  personal  web  page  is  merely  an 
example of backstage preparation (Miller, 1995a). 
 
Personal webpages are often intended to supplement other forms of interaction such 
as  chat  services  (Chandler  and  Roberts Young,  1998).    Web  pages  require 
considerable time and effort to create and have a permanence that other media such 
as chat services lack, and may form an anchor for identity.  Persistent online identity 
allows  mutual  trust  and  awareness, both pre requisites  for  the presence  of  social 
capital (Erickson  and Kellogg, 2000).    It should be noted as well that persistent 
identities can be anonymous, and a number of technologies have been developed that 
allow  for  persistent  virtual  identities  which  are  both  anonymous  and  private 
(Walters, 2001; Chewar et al., 2003). 
 
In cases where pages that are intended to supplement face to face interaction they 
are unlikely to be deceptive (Walker, 2000).  Nevertheless, there is a body of opinion  
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that web pages are a form of performance (Chan, 2000; Miller, 1995a; Kibby, 1997; 
Chandler, 1998; Cheung, 2000; Dominick, 1999; Bortree, 2005; Stern, 2004).  Given 
that young people have a strong desire to develop their own identity (Erikson, 1968; 
Kandell, 1998), the point in Döring’s (2002) review of the literature on personal 
home  pages  –  that  a  number  of  studies  (Buten,  1996;  Miller  and  Mather,  1998; 
Dominick, 1999) have found that most personal homepage authors are students – is 
hardly surprising. 
 
Even if homepage authors do not intend to stage a performance, they may be doing 
so unintentionally.  In Goffman’s (1959a: 2) language, homepages can both give and 
give off impressions, the former being the content of the webpage included by the 
author  with  the  intention  of  making  a  specific  impression.    The  latter  is  the 
impression the page gives off without the author being aware of it.  Indeed, the fact 
the webpage exists at all will make some impression on the audience. 
 
In  cases  where  the  author  is  constrained  by  specific  rules  or  guidelines  in  the 
construction  of  their  personal  webpage,  such  as  in  an  institutional  environment, 
authors  struggle  with  the  different  audiences  and  thus  the  different  personal  and 
professional identities that may be expected of them (Hess, 2002).  It should be noted 
that this particular aspect of personal webpage research has been neglected (Slevin, 
2000), and most of the work examining the relationship between personal web pages 
and identity has focused on younger users such as teenagers and university students. 
 
One activity particular to younger age groups is the construction of weblogs.  Over 
half the weblogs in existence are created by teenagers, and over 90% are created by  
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the under 30 age group (Perseus, 2003).  Huffaker (2004) suggests teenagers use 
weblogs in four ways to explore their identity. 
 
•  Through the disclosure of real world personal information; 
•  Though the choice of online names used; 
•  Through the choice of avatars; 
•  Through the use of emotive features. 
 
When used to disclose real world information weblogs, and presumably other genres 
of personal webpage as well, provide a more introspective mechanism for identity 
performance than interactive chat services, and provide a venue for exploration of 
one’s current identity, rather than the construction of completely new identities. 
 
However, Walker (2000) asserts that personal webpages can be used not only to 
describe  identity,  but  also  to  create  identity.    There  is  a  distinction  between 
“extrinsic” web pages – those that achieve a purpose that could also be achieved 
without involving the Internet, and “intrinsic” web pages – in which the Internet is 
essential for the purpose of the author.  Creation of intrinsic pages is more likely to 
be  motivated  by  the  desire  to  create  an  identity  statement.    Walker’s  analysis 
suggests that Internet identity has “a fleeting quality rarely present in face to face 
interaction” (Walker, 2000: 113). 
 
Yet Walker points out that even intrinsic webpages should not be viewed as illusory 
or deceptive, echoing Goffman’s point that performances should not be viewed as a 
form of deception.  
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“While the intrinsic pages do not lie within a network of relationships 
external to the Internet, they do sometimes provide an anchor for other 
Internet interaction (such as chat rooms).  These pages lack the free 
floating quality that  criticisms would imply,  embedded as they are in 
their  networks  of  hyperlinks  and  other  Internet  interaction”  (Walker, 
2000: 113). 
 
Here  Walker’s  analysis  contradicts  itself  –  on  one  hand,  Internet  identity  has  a 
“fleeting” quality, and on the other has persistence because it is rooted in either face 
to face or online relationships. 
 
Regardless of whether performances of online identity are fleeting or not, it is clear 
that the Internet offers opportunities for identity construction.  Identity construction 
involves the image displayed to others, and an idealised self in the mind of the actor 
(McCall and Simmons, 1966), and Walker stressed the point that the Internet offers 
opportunity  to  display  an  idealised  self  to  others.    In  personal  webpages, 
performance is conveyed by the content of the page; thus constructing a personal 
web page invites one to critically examine upon one’s own performance in the same 
way in which authors of other documents examine their work.  Even in other Internet 
services such as e mail, users have a moment to reflect before clicking the “send” 
button. 
 
This opportunity to reflect on one’s presentation, when combined with the ability to 
belong to many social milieux (Wellman and Hampton, 1999), may lead to self 
censorship  as  described  by  Roeder  (1997),  who  found  that  87%  of  users  who 
maintained an online diary reported censoring their own writing.  Cheung (2000) 
suggests that Goffman’s concept of audience segregation may help explain this, as  
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participants  worry  about  being  caught  out  of  character.    The  same  logic  could 
explain Chandler’s (1998) belief that most users are honest about themselves when 
publishing  on  the  web.    In  a  case  described by  Döring  (2002),  the potential  for 
multiple  audiences  is  acknowledged  by  explicitly  referring  to  four  different 
audiences.  Of course, the difficulty identifying who might be in the audience is a 
problem  that  affects  a  range  of  web  sites,  and  not  only  personal  web  pages 
(Rosenberger, 1998). 
 
Comparable  opportunities  for  editing  one’s  performance  in  this  way  are  rarely 
available in face to face interaction, although Jaffe et al. (1995) did find support for 
the notion that people will manage their projected identity if they have opportunity.  
This  is  a  central  tenet  of  Goffman’s  theoretical  framework,  although  Goffman 
himself was not the first author to observe this.  Charles H. Cooley (1922) described 
presenting an idealised self as an impulse, and the model for the idealised self is 
taken from the values of society at large. 
 
Thus, the finding of Miller and Mather (1998), that performance in personal web 
pages differs along gender lines, is not surprising.  Authors of personal webpages 
have greater opportunity to present an idealised self, and the idealised self is based 
upon a standard drawn from society’s values.  As Wynn and Katz (1997) point out, 
this  is  nothing  new;  it  happens  on  the  Internet  just  as  it  does  in  face to face 
interaction.  What is different is the extent to which it is possible. 
 
Even within the genre of personal webcam pages there is variation in the degree to 
which performance is possible.  Webcam pages are a genre of personal webpages,  
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and according to Miller (1999) are not necessarily a performance.  This is possibly 
true, for example in cases where the subject is unaware of the camera and is not in 
the presence of a physical audience.  While it seems unlikely that one would go to 
the effort of setting up a camera to film their own activity and then forget it exists, 
the operator of “JenniCam” claimed just such an experience in the initial period after 
the webcam went live (Snyder, 2000). 
 
Another perspective on webcam pages is given by Kitzmann (1999), who theorises 
that  webcams  may  actually  be  an  effort  to  secure  identity,  suggesting  that  the 
creators of such pages are even more conscious of identity issues than others.  In 
cases where operators run their webcam sites as a hobby, and not for economic gain, 
the purpose may well be identity construction. 
 
That this is true may be denied by the subject of the webcam.  For example, the 
operator of JenniCam, which was live from 1996 to 2004 (BBC News, 2004), denied 
even performing for the audience.  This does not mean that she was not in fact 
performing, as Snyder (2000) points out: the objective of her site was to create and 
display an image of a woman that countered that more often portrayed in popular 
media.    Rather,  it  simply  suggests  that  the  performer  is  unaware  of  their  own 
performance; that performances are presented unconsciously. 
 
In other categories, however, this is not so clear.  In the case of sites containing 
pornographic  content  and  operated  for  profit  –  probably  the  most  numerous  of 
webcam sites (Snyder, 2000) – it is unlikely that identity performances on such sites 
are  created  for  the  opportunity  for  the  performers  to  explore  hitherto  unknown  
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aspects of their own identity.  Yet it is still true that creators of such sites are very 
conscious of the identity images their sites present. 
 
Personal  web  pages,  and  their  sub category  of  webcam  sites,  are  not  simply  an 
example of vanity publishing but an outlet for people to convey images of who they 
are,  or  at  least  how  they  would  like  others  to  think  of  them.    Such  identity 
performance in web pages is likely to become increasingly important over time; one 
needs only to look at cosmetics and clothing markets to gain an idea of the force 
behind the urge to manage the impressions formed by others.   
 
3.1.5.2  Play with language 
Related to identity play is the way in which Internet users play with language while 
online.    Much  has  been  written  in  the  literature  about  the  use  of  paralinguistic 
devices such as emoticons and verb emoting, and online communication does have 
its  own  norms  and  procedures  (Wellman  and  Hampton,  1999).    Language  play, 
though, goes deeper than use of such simple devices.  Indeed, play is a “legitimate 
and conventional use of language”, and CMC users are noted to play not only with 
language,  but  within  language  (Warner,  2004;  Blashki  and  Nichol,  2005).    As 
Rheingold  (1991:  373)  pointed  out,  the  first  thing  people  do  when  using  virtual 
environments  is  to  start  playing.    Danet  et  al.  (1995)  describe  certain  IRC 
performances as “carnivals of wordplay”. 
 
Herring (1999) suggests that the occurrence of language play in text only CMC may 
be  due  to  reduced  levels  of  interactional  coherence.    Interactional  coherence  is 
defined by Tannen (1984: xiv) as “underlying organizing structure making the words  
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and sentences into a unified discourse that has cultural significance for those who 
create  or  comprehend  it”.    Without  appreciating  the  structure  that  frames 
communication, it is difficult to determine the meaning behind it.  Thus, Herring 
argues that the less structured nature of interactions in text only CMC gives users the 
freedom to engage in language play that is not found in other forms interaction. 
 
Because  CMC  is  often  text only,  text  takes  on  a  much  more  central  role  in 
interaction.  Language is the medium with which a person’s identity is expressed.  
Thus,  even  these  nicknames,  or  “nicks”  are  an  outlet  for  language  play,  as  a 
consequence of users engaging in identity play.  Bechar Israeli (1995), for example, 
describes the way in which IRC users are highly aware of language, and play with it 
in  a  “virtuoso  manner”,  and  asserts  that  users  identify  very  strongly  with  their 
username  and  are  reluctant  to  change  it,  preferring  contacting  others  via  stable 
nicknames than changing nicknames frequently.  Thus, although nicknames may be 
chosen playfully, they tend to be stable once adopted.   
 
Perhaps  this  is because  users become progressively more  aware  that  their  online 
personae  become  increasingly  traceable  to  their  offline  identity  as  relationships 
migrate offline (see Parks and Floyd, 1996; Hardie and Buzwell, 2006).  Thus, if an 
online persona persists over time, users may feel increasing attachment to it, which 
would lessen feelings of anonymity.   
 
Bechar Israeli (1995) documents two cases in which nicknames were taken by other 
IRC users,  causing distress for the nicknames’  original owners.   In one of these 
cases, other users changed their own nicknames in sympathy.  Danet et al. (1997)  
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also note playfulness with nicknames in IRC, but point out that play is inherent to 
computer mediated interaction in general, and can also be seen in other non written 
communication forms such as CB radio.   
 
For many users, the Internet is an inherently playful environment in which play with 
gender, identity and language all take place.  Play can be observed in many aspects 
of social interaction online (Danet, 2002), and includes not only play with text but 
graphical  forms  such  as  ASCII  and  ANSI
31  art  such  as  the  Chinese  New  Year 
celebrations cited by Kozar (1995) and greeting cards discussed by Danet (2002).  
While many reactions to identity play online have been negative, particularly those 
in the popular press, it is practically impossible to prevent (Douceur, 2002). 
 
3.1.5.3  Age-identity on the Internet 
While the previous sections describe numerous research reports of identity issues in 
online contexts, extensive search of the literature revealed only three studies of age 
identity among senior Internet users. 
 
Ito  et  al.  (2001)  conducted  their  investigations  within  the  SeniorNet  online 
community (see Furlong, 1989).  Since this community is designed to cater to the 
interests of seniors, it is not surprising that they noted discussion among community 
members about the nature of “senior identity”
32.  Such explicit discussion suggests 
                                                 
31 ASCII and ANSI art are forms of graphical expression composed of text, in which typed characters 
are arranged on the page such that they resemble an image.  ANSI art includes characters of different 
colours, and sometimes also includes primitive animation by using control codes to move the cursor. 
32 It is noted here that participants in Ito et al.’s (2001) study felt that “senior identity” was a label 
imposed from the outside.  In this study the term “age identity” is used, and does not imply any 
particular age group.  Indeed, all people have a sense of their own age, regardless of how old they are.  
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the potential one’s online audience has to affect age identity construction, but this is 
not explored in any depth by Ito et al., and there remains the possibility that this 
exchange was a one off that by pure coincidence occurred at the same time as the 
research observations. 
 
Lin  et  al.  (2004)  also  investigated  representations  of  age identity  in  discussion 
between  seniors  in  discussions  on  the SeniorNet  online  community.    While  they 
investigate  age identity  online  from  the  theoretical  perspective  of  social  identity 
rather than personal identity (see Section   1.4.1), Lin et al. identify a number of issues 
which also pertain to the performance of identity in a Goffmanian sense.  Online 
age identity negotiation was typically based on a number of themes; positive themes 
included a mind over body attitude, being active, wisdom and maturity, and freedom 
from responsibility.  Negative themes were physical decline, a sense of loss, and a 
preference for youth over ageing.  Health is a common topic in online talk between 
seniors, and is crucial in older users’ identity related communication.   
 
While Lin et al. investigate the construction of social identities in an interactive
33 
setting, Harwood (2004) investigated the construction of social identity in the non 
interactive setting of personal web pages.  Harwood placed particular focus on the 
grandparent role, a relational identity that comes with age, and does not offer any 
substantial discussion of the process through which identity is constructed online.  
One  interesting  point,  however,  is  that  explicit  age  disclosure  was  lacking  from 
Harwood’s data,  although presentation was framed in ways that indicated age in 
many cases – as one would expect in web pages performing the grandparent role. 
                                                 
33 The term interactive is used here to refer to interaction with people.  
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3.2  Conclusions 
While the previous chapter has explained the way in which research and commentary 
about  the  Internet  has  progressed  over  time  from  simple,  polarised  utopian  and 
dystopian  reactions  to  richer,  more  nuanced  understandings,  this  chapter  has 
described a similar progression in the theories that have been proposed to explain 
behaviour in computer mediated environments such as the Internet.  From simplistic 
theories  based  on  the  Cues Filtered Out  perspective  to  more  sophisticated 
approaches that emphasise the social aspects, such as Social Information Processing 
and the Hyperpersonal model, Internet and CMC theories have become increasingly 
sophisticated over time. 
 
Regardless of this progression, however, all of the theories examined above have 
their  analytical  basis  in  the  varying  degrees  of  anonymity  present  in  mediated 
interaction in comparison to face to face interaction.  Yet there are many dimensions 
to social interaction, and many characteristics of mediated interaction that may affect 
interaction, such as the ways in which the Internet affects perceptions of time and 
space. 
 
This  chapter  therefore  questions  the  need  for  discrete,  CMC specific  theories  to 
explain  human  behaviour  in  mediated  environments.    This  is  not  to  advocate  a 
theory free environment; as Sutton and Staw (1995) point out, theory is necessary to 
prevent  a  discipline  from  descending  to  its  “natural  resting  place  in  dust bowl 
empiricism”.  Rather than endeavouring to develop new theories, Internet research 
can benefit from the rich, mature and well developed body of theory from disciplines  
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such as sociology and social psychology that already exists, and take advantage of 
the opportunities to apply these approaches to Internet mediated interaction. 
 
In  particular,  Erving  Goffman’s  dramaturgical  framework,  based  on  theatrical 
metaphors, has been used as a basis for past research into both webpage construction 
and other Internet based forms of communication.  Users exploit language as a key 
way of performing identity in text based CMC, and people play both within and with 
language.  Creating web pages is another way of performing identity, and authors of 
personal web pages are able to create an idealised self. 
 
Dramaturgy  is  a  mature  and  widely  applicable  theoretical  approach.    The  same 
strength cannot be claimed for the body of theory developed to explain behaviour in 
computer mediated environments.  Much of the empirical data upon which these 
theories are based is the behaviour of an unrepresentative sample, and research into 
online behaviour tends to ignore certain age groups (Livingstone, 2003).  This is true 
of Internet “field” research, as early users of the Internet were much more likely to 
be  white,  male,  affluent,  educated,  and  young,  and  also  of  experimental  CMC 
research, which often used samples drawn from student populations, for example. 
 
As  stated  previously,  the  majority  of  empirical  Internet  and  CMC  research  has 
focused on younger adult or student populations and has largely ignored older adults.  
This is in a context of societies that are ageing and in which Internet use by older 
users is increasing.  Although early reports suggested an increasing divide between 
the  numbers  of  younger  and  older  users  (Bikson  and  Panis,  1999;  Bikson  and 
Bikson, 2001), this trend appears to have reversed in later years.  Older users are  
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now the fastest growing online population (Eastman and Iyer, 2005; Gilly et al., 
2003; Gietzelt, 2001; Pastore, 2001; Adams, 2001).  The number of Internet users 
over 65 doubled in the five years from 1999 (Barnett and Adkins, 2004) and by 
2006, 28% of people in the UK over 65 had home  Internet  access (BBC News, 
2006).  The trend towards increased numbers of older users is likely to continue as 
the Internet diffuses through wider society.  Not only are the numbers of older users 
increasing, the populations of many countries are aging.  In 2001 the first baby 
boomers turned 65 (Marwick, 1999), and one quarter of Australia’s population will 
be older than 65 by about 2030 (Foskey, 2001).  In the U.S., 22% of the population is 
expected to be over 65 by 2030 (Czaja and Hiltz, 2005), while in the UK, 14% is 
predicted to be over 70 by 2031 (Coleman, 1993).  Not only is the proportion of 
older adult Internet users growing, the base population is growing as well, further 
accelerating the rate at which the number of older users is growing. 
 
Yet  while  populations  in  most  (if  not  all)  western  societies  are  ageing,  the 
technological  infrastructure  to  support  increasingly  aged  populations  is  largely 
absent; Coughlin (2001) describes this as the “longevity paradox”.  Only recently 
have  governments  and  other  agencies  begun  to  investigate  seriously  the 
technological needs of aged societies, and in the case of the Internet, this must be 
attempted in the face of the dearth of relevant research noted above.  This problem is 
made all the more urgent by modern societies’ increasing reliance on the Internet to 
provide services, activities and functions. 
 
Finally,  while  it  is  tempting  to  assume  that  this  problem  is  only  temporary, 
pertaining only to the current elderly generation, it is likely that the speed of change  
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and introduction of new applications will ensure this problem persists.  Tomorrow’s 
elderly – today’s middle aged, basic Internet users – will likely find themselves in a 
similar position as those who have never used the Internet among older adults today. 
 
Further,  it  is  essential  that  older  citizens  engage  with  ICTs  as  much  as  younger 
generations  for  societies  to  be  true  information  societies  (Selwyn  et  al.,  2003; 
Bernard and Philips, 2000), and to avoid further technological exclusion of older age 
groups (Alpay et al., 2004).  Even though the levels of Internet use among older 
adults in Australia are comparatively high, ICT services do not necessarily meet the 
needs of older users: 
 
“It  is  essential  for  Australia  to  develop  communications  technology 
services which are capable of serving people across the life span.  Where 
definitions  of  ‘mainstream’  are  adopted  which  effectively  exclude  the 
majority  of  older  people  this  means  that  a  significant  and  growing 
proportion of the population is being missed in core policy and practice 
developments.” (Foskey, 2001: 12) 
 
As such policies affect people in their everyday life, their impact can be immense 
(Foskey, 2002).  Thus,  it is vitally important to expand the body of research on 
Internet use to rectify the bias towards younger age groups, to allow policies to be 
developed that take older users’ needs and concerns into account.  This project is a 
step towards addressing this imbalance, and examines Internet use by older users.  
The  next  chapter  examines  the  remaining  research  on  this  area  that  has  been 
conducted to date. 
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4  The Internet and Older Users 
 
4.1  A review of the literature 
Although not universally accepted (c.f. Dickinson and Gregor, 2006; Findlay, 2003), 
a large body of literature suggests that computer and Internet use can be of benefit to 
older  people  in  many  ways  (Coleman  et  al.,  1998;  Ramm  and  Gianturco,  1973; 
Danowski and Sacks, 1980; Chown, 1999; Cody et al. 1999; White et al., 2002; 
Namazi and McClintic, 2003; Blit Cohen and Litwin, 2005; Fozard, 2005), yet older 
people have historically been reluctant to take up the use of ICTs.  Although this 
reluctance  has  begun  to  change  in  recent  years,  older  adults  remain  under 
represented in ICT use in many countries.  One possible explanation is simply that 
older  people  perceive  new  technologies  to  provide  little  benefit  (Vuori  and 
Holmlund Rytkönen, 2005; Menchin, 1989).  Supporting this view is evidence that 
older  people  are  generally  willing  to  use  computers  (Rogers  and  Fisk,  2000; 
Rousseau and Rogers, 1998; Charness et al., 1992), and experience has shown that 
they  enjoy  the  challenge  of  becoming  regular  computer  users  (Namazi  and 
McClintic, 2003).   
 
A more common perspective interprets the reluctance of elderly users to adopt ICTs 
as  apprehension,  illustrated  in  Williamson’s  (1997)  observation  that  many  older 
adults begin  to believe  the  myth  that  they  are  incapable  of  learning  new  things.  
According to Ito et al. (2001: 18), it appears that “age identity probably trumps other 
cultural categories” when it comes to stereotypes about technology capabilities.  This 
is entirely consistent with social construction theories of the self (Goffman, 1959a;  
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Mead, 1934), which take the position that behaviour is greatly influenced by socially 
constructed self identity. 
 
The myth that seniors are incapable of using computer technology affects not just the 
behaviour  of  seniors  themselves.    Hazzlewood  (2004)  argues  that  it  is 
institutionalised  in policy,  research  and  service  sectors,  leading  to  it becoming  a 
“self fulfilling prophesy”.  An example of this is described by Dore (2006), who 
documents the case of a 75 year old who was refused an Internet connection due to a 
company policy not to sign up users over 70 without a younger relative present to 
explain contract details.   
 
Nevertheless, those older people who do use the Internet are more likely to believe 
that older adults are capable of learning new skills, particularly computer skills, than 
those  older  people  who  do  not  (Blit Cohen  and  Litwin,  2004).    These  findings, 
considered together, suggest that lack of belief in their own capability may inhibit 
some older people from using the Internet, a suggestion which is corroborated by 
Ellis and Allaire’s (1999) finding that computer anxiety is an important variable 
influencing older people’s intention to use computers, and the finding of Gilly et al. 
(2003) that openness to experience is a key reason behind Internet adoption among 
older users.  Further corroboration of the importance of anxiety and efficacy exists in 
findings  of  Sourbati  (2003)  and  Cody  et  al.  (1999).    Cody  et  al.  (2003)  also 
concluded that gender may have a subtle effect, and with Sourbati (2003) conclude 
that health problems are also likely to reduce interest in the Internet.  One final factor 
that may affect older adults’ intention to use the Internet is social contact – reduced  
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social  contact  is  probably  correlated  with  diminished  interest  in  going  online 
(Sourbati, 2003). 
 
Older adults usually have to adjust to the Internet when first beginning to use it, and 
often have to adjust to computer use in general – Williamson’s (1997) study revealed 
that  only  11%  of  older  adults  were  comfortable  using  computers,  for  example  – 
while this figure is likely to be higher today, it is still likely to be lower than other 
age groups.  This is in contrast to children and younger adults, for whom computers 
have always been a part of their life and who have not needed to make any special 
adjustments  (Wolak  et  al.,  2002).    The  effect  of  this  need  to  adjust  has  been 
compounded in the past by unsuitable interfaces and input/output devices, although 
this is beginning to change (Bucur and Kwon, 1999). 
 
Goodman et al. (2003) concluded that jargon and complexity are also significant 
barriers to older people, which is consistent with the finding of Selwyn et al. (2003) 
that the majority of older users only use  ICTs  for basic tasks, and not for more 
advanced activities such as electronic banking and so on.  The majority of elderly 
users appear to teach themselves how to use the Internet (Eastman and Iyer, 2004), 
and in order to progress to more advanced use Lam and Lee (2005) suggest training 
programs  are  necessary.    Training  can  also  help  to promote  usage  and  could be 
effectively delivered by public libraries or recreation facilities (Lee et al., 2003). 
 
Well designed  training  programs  can  result  in  large,  positive  changes  in  attitude 
towards the technology, at least in terms of searching the web (Kubeck et al., 1999).  
Groups such as computer clubs, where members are supported by peer tutors, are a  
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highly  effective way of increasing older users’ skills (Barnett and Adkins, 2004; 
Männikkö Barbutiu, 2003).  Tutors need not be from the same age group, either.  
The Teens Teaching Internet Skills project found that when teenagers taught Internet 
skills to elderly users, positive outcomes were experienced by both the teenagers and 
the older users (Kolodinsky et al., 2002).  While there is a wealth of literature on 
computer and Internet use by older adults to support education and learning, detailed 
coverage of this literature is beyond the scope of the current study, the focus of 
which is on social psychological impact of general Internet use. 
 
Historically  there  has  been  a  perception  that  older  people  are  intimidated  by 
technology, although this stereotype is challenged by several authors.  Elderly people 
generally have a positive attitude towards technology, and those who do use the 
Internet choose to do so because computers are associated with modern life, and 
because they recognise the potential benefits (Marwick, 1999; Alpay et al., 2004; 
White and Weatherall, 2000; Gietzelt, 2001).  Further, many older users choose to 
use the Internet so that they won’t be left behind (Gross, 1998; Gilly et al., 2003).  
Older users tend to humanise their computers by attributing human qualities to them 
(Blit Cohen and Litwin, 2004), which may be a way to adapt to computer use by 
making the machines less threatening. 
 
Once they become regular users of technology, the ability of older users does not 
differ from that of other age groups (Bucur et al., 1999).  After adapting to its use, 
many older users may become less anxious, and in some cases extremely positive 
towards computer technology (Campbell and Wabby, 2003; Richardson et al., 2002; 
Czaja and Sharit, 1998).  Billipp (2001) found that being introduced to computer use  
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was associated with improved self esteem and depression when assisted by a nurse 
trainer,  and  with  improved  self esteem  when  assisted  by  a  significant  other.  
Similarly, Cody et al. (1999) associate Internet use with increased connectedness and 
perceived social support, while stressing the importance of appropriate training in 
order to achieve these benefits. 
 
A topic on which a large proportion of the research into technology use by older 
adults has focused is accessibility, including the technical aspects of interface design 
for use by older adults and taking into account factors such as impaired vision and 
dexterity (c.f. inter alia Neustadt Noy, 2006; Zajicek, 2001; Hanson, 2001; Gregor et 
al.,  2004;  Wu  and  Van  Slyke,  2005;  Dichter,  2003;  Keates  et  al.  2004;  Fozard, 
2001).  However, this literature is not related to the current project. 
 
A large proportion of the available research into older people’s use of the Internet 
also investigates health and well being aspects, particularly in the areas of illnesses 
and diseases more common in older populations.  This is not surprising; while there 
are  many  health related  online  information  sources for  all  age groups  (Cline  and 
Haynes, 2001), health often becomes a more important issue for people as they get 
older and there are many sites that provide health information relevant to older adults 
(Madan and Bodagh, 2002).  Online services can be a useful source of information 
both for older users and informal carers (Furlong, 1989; Alexy, 2000; DeOllos and 
Morris, 1999 2000), and more and more older patients are making use of online 
health resources (Health and Medicine Week, 2003; Alpay et al., 2004).  Indeed, 
searching for health information is another of the reasons older people begin to use 
the  Internet  in  the  first  place  (Marwick,  1999;  Morrell  et  al.,  2000),  and  as  the  
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Internet becomes a standard means of acquiring medical information, it is likely that 
more older adults will be motivated to learn how to use the Internet (Campbell and 
Wabby, 2003).  Approximately 40% of respondents to a study described by Baker et 
al. (2003) reported using the Internet for this purpose.   
 
The relationship between patients and clinicians is changing due to the effects of the 
Internet, and the relationship between the two may be strained if physicians feel they 
are losing control as patients become more proactive in their own care (Levy and 
Strombeck, 2002).  However, access to information is not the only way the Internet 
is changing this relationship – access to clinicians via the Internet is also beneficial 
(Solomons, 2003), although it is noted that while interest is growing access to health 
care professionals via the Internet is not widespread (Bischoff, 2004).  Only 6% of 
respondents to Baker et al.’s (2003) study reported contact a health professional by 
e mail,  for  example.    While  not  referring  to  elderly  users  specifically,  there  are 
several recorded case studies of the provision of health care in this way (e.g. Sander, 
1996; Simpson et al., 2001; Turner et al., 2001).  Access to therapy services that may 
be automated may also be beneficial, particularly in cases where such treatments 
would otherwise be unavailable (Christensen et al., 2002; Christensen and Griffiths, 
2002) 
 
Further, it is beneficial to have access to online patient helpers with the same chronic 
disease (Solomons, 2003).  Madara (1997) refers to a “mutual aid self help online 
revolution”, describing the way in which many online communities have developed 
to allow just this kind of interaction.  Work by Barrera et al. (2002) suggests that 
such  communities  increase  the  perceived  social  support  available  to  the  patient,  
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which in turn leads to improved health outcomes, at least for patients with diabetes, 
and similar outcomes are suggested for cancer patients (Eysenbach, 2003; Landro, 
1999;  Penson  et  al.,  2002;  Forbriger,  2001).    Robinson  and  Turner  (2003)  even 
suggest that computer mediated social support for cancer patients can be superior to 
face to face support. 
 
Another key reason that older adults begin to use the Internet is to use e mail to keep 
in contact with family and friends (Adams, 2001), although it should be noted that 
this is a key driver not just for older users but for the Internet population in general.  
E mail is what attracts people to the Internet, and what gives them the perseverance 
to keep using it until something else grabs their attention (Kraut et al., 1998; Dancer, 
2000).  As well as distance from family members, mobility problems also lead older 
people to use the  Internet for social support (Wright, 1999;  Barnett and Adkins, 
2001) in the same way that the telephone is used for social participation and support 
by  many  older  people,  particularly  those  who  are  frail  or  disabled  (Williamson, 
1996; 1997).  However, the telephone is prohibitively expensive for long distance 
communication, particularly for those on low incomes (Williamson, 1996), and the 
Internet could potentially be more useful than the telephone in these circumstances.  
Email  has  been  identified  as  one  service  that  is  particularly  useful  in  this  sense 
(Climo, 2001; Nahm and Resnick, 2001), and it is reasonable to assume that other 
Internet  applications  would  also  be  beneficial  in  the  same  way.    If  older  adults 
among lower social classes tend to have less social support available to them (Krause 
and Borawski Clark, 1995), it may be that Internet use is of more benefit to them 
than those from higher classes. 
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However,  it  is  not  just  communication  with  family  members  that  attracts  older 
people to the Internet.  Another factor attracting older users to the Internet, as well as 
other  computer mediated  systems,  is  that  it  facilitates  social  interaction  with  a 
diverse range of people, including those of other generations, and can help older 
people feel more integrated into society (Wright, 2000; Adelman et al., 1987).  This 
is not surprising, given the significant body of literature that concludes that older 
adults use traditional media such as radio and television for interpersonal contact and 
participation in society (e.g. Graney and Graney, 1974; Turow, 1974; Wenner, 1976; 
and Bierig and Dimmick, 1979, cited in Kanayama, 2003). 
 
It is not clear, though, how beneficial Internet based socialisation for older adults 
actually is.  Featherstone (1995) suggests that CMC may beneficial for older adults 
because the visual anonymity it affords can avoid identification as an elderly person, 
while Kanayama (2000) observes that it can also avoid revealing embarrassing issues 
such as restricted mobility or communication abilities.  A number of studies have 
suggested that  Internet  access leads to improved social support for elderly users, 
including less loneliness, social isolation and depression (Kaspar, 2004; Nahm and 
Resnick, 2001; White et al., 1999, 2002; Clark, 2002; Blit Cohen and Litwin, 2004; 
Bradley and Poppen, 2003).  Being more involved with online life is also correlated 
with experiencing less life stress (Wright, 2000).   
 
However, online relationships among older users are often weak ties which may not 
contribute much in the way of social support (Wright, 1999).  This is not surprising 
given that the Internet is reportedly very suited to supporting weak ties, but opinion  
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is  divided  as  to  whether  it  can  support  strong  ties  equally  well  (Wellman  and 
Hampton, 1999). 
 
Online social contact does not necessarily pertain to exclusively online relationships, 
and contact with offline friends and family members is also a key benefit of Internet 
use for older adults.  This is particularly important for those who live on their own, 
including unmarried and childless elderly, who are typically more isolated and rely 
more on distant friends and relatives for social support than those who are married or 
have children (Romijn et al, 2002; Wu and Pollard, 1998). 
 
This is an important point because the availability of social support for the elderly in 
western countries is likely to decrease in general due to the decreased fertility of 
“baby  boomers”  and  as  these  generations  grow  older.    Thus,  it  is  increasingly 
important to understand how elderly users use the Internet to prevent future problems 
stemming from social isolation among the elderly. 
 
Wright (2000) suggests that older users online tend to have larger companionship 
networks; Blit Cohen and Litwin (2004) found that older Internet users tended to 
belong to larger social networks, both online and offline, and had increased social 
capital.  Kanayama (2003), for example, found that elderly Japanese users adapt well 
to  the  medium  and  use  it  to  construct  real  relationships  for  social  support  and 
companionship.  One should not assume that older adults in Japan always have a 
positive  attitude  towards  computers,  however:  Umemuro  and  Shirokane  (2003) 
found that while elderly Japanese who are positive to technology will become more 
positive through experience, those who lack confidence and dislike computers will  
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become more negative after computer experience.  An Australian study, however, 
found that attitudes to technology improved, generally becoming less anxious and 
more  confident,  after  a  program  to  introduce  older  adults  to  computers  and  the 
Internet (Irizarry et al., 2002).  
 
One  of  the  key  ways  in  which  Japanese  elderly  build  social  capital  online  is 
reminiscing about the past, through sharing memories and stories, which gives them 
a  greater  sense  of  connectedness  and  proximity  to  others  with  whom  they 
communicate.    This  is  interesting  when  contrasted  with  Blit Cohen  and  Litwin 
(2004), however, who found that among older people in Israel, those who used the 
Internet were more likely to think about the future, and it was non users who were 
more oriented to the past. 
 
The differences between these studies indicate that there will likely be differences 
from one country to another in the way elderly users respond to the Internet.  Such 
variation may stem from cultural differences, and may also be the result of economic 
differences, and in particular differences in the digital divide as discussed in Section 
  2.4.1.  For example, while access to health information has been a benefit to many 
elderly and their carers in western countries, in China the elderly and their care 
givers have limited access to computers (Lai et al., 2004). 
 
It is likely that differences between countries and cultures are not limited to older 
adults,  for  example  a  study  of  middle aged breast  cancer patients  found  that  the 
amount of social support derived from Internet use among breast cancer patients 
differs by race and ethnicity (Fogel et al., 2002).  
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Clearly, it is important to recognise the national and cultural context in any study of 
Internet use (McCurry et al., 2002).  This chapter provides an aggregate review of 
the  literature  available;  the  amount  of  literature  pertaining  to  individual  cultural 
contexts  is  much  lower,  especially  those  contexts  outside  the  U.S.    One  of  the 
advantages  of  employing  Goffman’s  theoretical  framework  is  that  his  “core 
sociology” is not specific to any particular culture (O’Neill, 1992). 
 
4.2  Research gaps 
Internet research conducted to date has neglected different sections of society; in 
particular older adults have been largely overlooked.  Yet the size of the population 
of  older  users  is  growing  rapidly, both  as  the  digital  divide  narrows,  and  as  the 
population ages.  ICT services increasingly need to meet the requirements of this 
growing population; hence, there is a need for Internet research that addresses this 
particular age group. 
 
Of the research that has been conducted to date, ergonomics and interface design, 
and health and well being implications have dominated discussions of Internet use 
by the elderly (see Xie, 2002 for a review).  A third area in which research into 
Internet  use  by  the  elderly  has  focused  is  the  use  of  ICTs  to  help  maintain 
independence and obtain social support.  This line of research has a long history, 
tracing back at least as far back as Ramm and Gianturco (1973).   
 
There is a gap in the research that has investigated the relationship between identity 
and  Internet  use,  in  that  elderly  users  have  not  been  represented.    This  is  not  
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surprising,  as  identities  based  on  age  have  received  little  attention  from  social 
psychologists in general, even without a focus on Internet use (Howard, 2000). 
 
This  project  hypothesises  that  findings  based  on  younger  age  groups  cannot  be 
generalised to elderly users, as ageing creates identities that one cannot experience 
earlier in life (Vincent, 1999).  Not only do younger people simply perform different 
roles to older people (for example, an adolescent would not normally play roles such 
as “grandparent” or “retiree”), but identity processes are not necessarily the same at 
different stages of a person’s life (for example, identity formation is much more 
significant in younger life than later on) (Bortree, 2005). 
 
Another  gap  concerns  methodology.    A  great  deal  of  CMC  research  draws 
conclusions  primarily  from  experimental  observations;  this  is  particularly  true  of 
work  based  on  psychological  perspectives  such  as  SIDE  or  Social  Information 
Processing theories.  For a more balanced understanding of the impact of CMC and 
Internet use there is a need for research based on non experimental methods and 
“naturalistic” observation (Kim, 2000; see also Ellison et al., 2006). 
 
This project goes some way to redressing these imbalances with its focus on older 
adults,  and  with  its  sociologically  based  framework.    Further  discussion  of  the 
research question investigated in this project is presented in the next chapter. 
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5  Research Question 
 
5.1  Research objectives 
Section    4.2 identified two gaps in the research.  First is the need to explore the 
relationship between Internet use and identity in elderly users, and second is the need 
for naturalistic research, as opposed to experimental research.  The latter guides the 
methodology for this project, described in Chapter   6, while the former leads to the 
following research questions: 
 
RQ1:  Do older Internet users experience the same identity processes as younger 
users when online?  
 
RQ2:  How are the identities of older Internet users affected by its use? 
 
The  first  question  is  proposed  to  investigate  the  hypothesis  that  online  identity 
processes among older users differ from those of younger users.  Essentially, this 
question seeks to determine if aspects such as identity play and misrepresentation are 
the same across age groups: 
 
RQ1A:  To what extent do older Internet users engage in identity play? 
 
RQ1B:  To what extent do older Internet users engage in misrepresentation? 
 
It should be noted that RQ2 uses the plural for both effects and identities.  In the first 
case, this is because it is not assumed that the effect will be singular or homogenous.   
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The project avoids a technological determinist perspective in which human beings 
have no agency of their own.  As explained in Chapter   3, this project acknowledges 
that technology and society mutually influence each other, and that effects in both 
directions are many. 
 
In the second case, the project reflects the multifaceted nature of identity.  The role 
one adopts when one is online depends upon the audience with whom one interacts, 
and the role identity performed by the Internet user will inevitably change from one 
interaction to another, just as it does in everyday life.  Consequently, the range of 
identities an individual performs will depend on the range of audiences with whom 
they communicate and the proportion of their interaction they spend online.  Many 
users,  including  elderly  users,  use  the  Internet  to  expand  their  range  of  social 
contacts (McMellon and Schiffman, 2002), and for these users the Internet can be as 
diverse as, and indeed more diverse than, face to face interaction
34. 
 
Such interaction with novel audiences may introduce new perspectives that influence 
a user’s perception of what defines a role.  This is likely to be particularly so in the 
cases of roles that individuals may otherwise encounter infrequently or not at all; for 
example, roles from different ethnic or class backgrounds, various sexual identities 
or identities of disability (Dell, 2001)
35.  Further, even if the audiences encountered 
online are not noticeably dissimilar to those encountered offline, there may still be 
                                                 
34 Haythornthwaite and Wellman (2002) note that the trend towards a networked society, in which 
personal connections are not limited by the boundaries of local community, pre dates the Internet, 
although the Internet has certainly accelerated its progression. 
35 An example of national differences in role expectations of the elderly is reported by Ryan et al. 
(2004), who revealed differences between Asian and Canadian stereotypes of old age: Asia exhibited 
less  stereotyping  of  the  elderly,  both  in  positive  and  negative  beliefs.    Similarly,  Westerhof  and 
Barrett (2005) identified differences in the way age identity is perceived between Germany and the 
United States.  
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significant differences in role expectations.  For example, people of the same age 
tend to go through the same formative experiences and thus share similar values and 
attitudes (Piirto, 1991).  People from other countries and other cultures are less likely 
to have gone through the same experiences, even if they are of similar age; hence, 
online social interaction with people in the same age group as oneself may lead to 
the negotiation of different role identities than offline interaction with people from 
the same age group. 
 
However, identity effects cannot be attributed to interaction with novel audiences if 
it transpires that they are experienced by users who only communicate online with 
people with whom they already interact via other media or face to face
36. 
 
Clearly it is not feasible in a single study to examine the impact of Internet use on 
every conceivable role identity an individual may perform over time, as the potential 
range  of  role  identities  is  practically  infinite.    Nevertheless,  some  types  of  role 
identity  are  widespread  and  deserve  attention.    For  example,  while  any  specific 
individual is unlikely to play the “professional poker player” role, gender roles are 
universal (while we may not all play the same gender role, we are all likely to play a 
gender role, and the number of gender roles is limited).   
 
It is not feasible within the scope of the present study to investigate  every such 
widespread  role  identity.    For  this  reason,  this project  restricts  its  scope  to  age 
identity, as in the following sub question: 
                                                 
36 This is not to say that interaction with novel audiences might not also facilitate changes in identity; 
merely that it clearly cannot have done so if a user does not interact with novel audiences in the first 
place.  
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RQ2A:  What effects does Internet use by older users have on age identity? 
 
Age identity has been verified as part of the self concept (George et al., 1980), and 
thus incorporates both the “me” and the “I”
37.  The theoretical approach guiding the 
current project thus heeds the advice of Sherman (1994: 409) that research into age 
identity should examine these “in equal detail”. 
 
The focus on age identity was selected because it is more likely to be one of the 
aspects  of  identity  susceptible  to  change  as  a  consequence  of  online  social 
interaction.  This hypothesis is made for two reasons.  First, despite the increasing 
ageing of western societies, “old age” is still a stigmatised identity (Richeson and 
Shelton, 2006; Hagestad and Uhlenberg, 2002; Hendricks, 2005), which may provide 
an  impetus  for  identity  effects.    Second,  Internet  use  has  been  associated  with 
improved self esteem among older users (see Section   4.1), which could indicate that 
identity effects occur as a consequence of Internet use
38. 
 
One possibility is that older Internet users’ perceptions of age identity are altered due 
to interaction with novel audiences.  Although the evidence is somewhat inconsistent 
(Gatz and Cotton, 1994), there is some suggestion that stress and life satisfaction are 
lower among those who see themselves as old (Logan et al., 1992), and Howard 
(2000) asserts that the development of more positive images of ageing should lead to 
                                                 
37 C.f. Section   1.1 for discussion of how identity is composed of these concepts. 
38 The terms self concept and self esteem have been used interchangeably (Shavelson et al., 1976), 
and psychology and sociology literatures also lack definitional clarity for the use of other terms such 
as “identity”, “self identity”, and so on.  This confusion is apparent not just between disciplines but 
also within them.  Nevertheless, despite the range of terms in use, the researchers involved investigate 
the same issue: the ways people perceive themselves and others.  
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more  people  identifying  as  old.    Thus,  if  interaction  with  novel  perspectives  on 
ageing can contribute to the development of more positive conceptions of old age, 
one might expect to see more identification with old age among those who use it.  As 
noted  above,  however,  this  can  be  discounted  if  users  only  interact  online  with 
people they already know.   
 
A similar possibility is that older Internet users exploit the anonymity of the Internet 
to avoid age related stigma, leading to changes in their age identity as a whole.  In 
other words, if older users engage in identity play relating to age identities, either 
proactively or by reactively embracing younger identities assigned to them
39, they 
may  consequently  experience  changes  in  age identity.    If  findings  from  RQ2A 
indicate consequences for age identity, but the findings from RQ1 indicate that older 
users  do  not  engage  in  identity  play  or  misrepresentation,  the  latter  of  these 
possibilities must be discounted, however. 
 
This research is exploratory, and other effects may also occur.  The research does not 
claim to catalogue the entire range of possible identity effects of Internet use among 
older adults, even within the aspect of identity investigated here (identity of ageing).  
The discussions above are simply hypotheses for the purpose of seeding the research; 
one has to start somewhere, and one must also keep an open mind and be alert to 
other  possibilities.    Finally,  it  is  stressed  that  these  hypotheses  are  not 
technologically determinist; identity effects are not inevitable, and where they occur 
                                                 
39 See Renfrow (2004) for a discussion of proactive and reactive  “passing” (adopting  a different 
identity to avoid stigma).  
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they are attributed to the changes in social interaction facilitated by the Internet, not 
to the Internet itself. 
 
Finally, just as it is not feasible to address every aspect of identity in a single study, 
it is also not possible to address every cultural context.  Therefore, the focus in this 
thesis is on Australia, although it is noted that similar studies should be conducted in 
other cultural contexts in the future. 
 
5.1.1  Notes on related theories 
The psychology literature contains several theoretical approaches which are related 
to  the  current  research.    These  are  identity  formation  theory  (Erikson,  1968), 
Gergen’s  (1991)  concept  of  the  Saturated  Self,  the  Novel  Stimulus  Hypothesis 
(Langer et al., 1976) and the Contact Hypothesis (Allport, 1954).  The relationship 
of these theories to the current research is discussed in the next two sections. 
 
5.1.1.1  Identity formation theory 
Orthodox identity formation theory contends that identity is negotiated early in ones 
lifespan, typically during  adolescence and early adulthood
40.   This assumption is 
contentious for a number of reasons.  First, the notion that identity is formed only 
when one is young is at odds with the concept of an age identity that develops later 
in life – for which there is ample evidence in the literature, such as George et al., 
                                                 
40 This may be a consequence of the research interests of those contributing to the literature.  A large 
amount  of  the  research  on  identity  formation  is  published  in  books  or  journals  with  a  focus  on 
adolescence (e.g. Adolescence, Journal of Adolescence, Journal of Youth and Adolescence, Youth and 
Society, etc.).  
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(1980).    Rentsch  (1997)  even  goes  so  far  as  to  describe  ageing  as  a  process  of 
“becoming oneself”. 
 
Second, it contradicts the role identity theory that forms the theoretical basis of the 
current research, which holds that identities are negotiated during social interactions 
that occur within social situations.  To assume that identities basically become static 
during adulthood infers that negotiation in social situations ceases. 
 
Finally, the assumption that identity formation occurs primarily in the earlier stages 
of  life  implies  a  power  imbalance  between  young  and  old  during  the  social 
negotiation of role identities.  That is, if the identities of older people are less able to 
change than those of younger people, younger people must be the ones who adapt if 
successful negotiation is to occur, yet there is no evidence of such an imbalance in 
the literature.  This is perhaps a propagation of the myth that “you can’t teach an old 
dog new tricks”.  
 
An  ancillary  hypothesis  to  those  discussed  above  is  that  contrary  to  identify 
formation theory, identity is not static in later life, and is capable of considerable 
change.  It is contended here that any event that significantly changes the nature of 
situations  in  which  a  person  interacts  socially  will  change  their  identity.    For 
example, the death of a partner, health problems, increased frailty or loss of ability 
associated  with  aging  or  the  arrival  of  grandchildren  all  have  the  potential  for 
significant influence on identity.  In the context of the current study, the use of and 
development of skills in using new technology stereotypically not associated with 
older people could alter an older person’s self concept.  
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If  analysis  of  RQ1  finds  that  older  users  experience  the  same  identity  effects  as 
younger  users  while  online,  doubts  must  be  cast  over  identity  formation  theory.  
Likewise,  if  older  users  experience  different  identity  effects,  but  still  experience 
changes in identity (RQ2), identity formation theory must be questioned.  Such a 
finding  would  illustrate  the  breadth  of  the  gap  between  sociological  and 
psychological understandings of identity. 
 
5.1.1.2  The Saturated Self 
In contrast to identity theory, Gergen’s (1991) concept of the “saturated self” takes a 
post modern  perspective  that  the  self  has  become  a  fragmented  multiplicity  of 
identities,  due  to  the  opportunities  afforded  by  modern  technologies  to  form 
relationships  with  a  vast  array  of  others.    Such  technologies  include  not  only 
communications technologies but travel and transport such as roads, railways and air 
travel. 
 
In many respects, Gergen’s approach has similarities with the theoretical approach of 
the  current  study.    In  particular,  Gergen  shares  a  focus  on  the  ways  in  which 
technology exposes the individual to potentially novel influences; however, while 
Gergen’s interest is in the person as a whole and how their identity may become 
“multiphrenic”, the current study takes as its focus the consequences for specific 
aspects of identity. 
 
Thus,  the  fundamental  difference  is  that  for  Gergen,  new  influences  lead  to  the 
creation of entirely new identities, and the plethora of new influences made possible  
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by technology has led to the fragmentation of the self into many, many identities.  
The current study takes the perspective that rather than the creation of wholly new 
identities, novel influences re mould existing identities into new forms. 
 
If the findings from RQ1A show that older adults’ identities engage in identity play it 
could be seen to support Gergen’s view.  That is, if older users take on radically new 
roles  while  online,  this  could  support  the  notion  that  new  identities  are  created.  
However,  if  identity  play  is  minimal,  it  would  seem  to  support  the  notion  that 
identities are not further fragmented by novel influenced, rather that they are simply 
modified. 
 
5.1.1.3  The Contact Hypothesis and Novel Stimulus Hypothesis 
The Novel Stimulus Hypothesis contends that being in the presence of others from 
groups  with  which  we  are  unfamiliar  makes  us  uncomfortable,  which  triggers 
negative feelings and lead to efforts to avoid the unfamiliar group.  This is consistent 
with  the  Contact  Hypothesis,  which  contends  that  one’s  liking  and  respect  for 
members of other groups is related to the amount of contact one has with those 
groups.  Both theories provide an explanation for the development of prejudice and 
stereotypes (Hale, 1998; Schwartz and Simmons, 2001). 
 
Although they take a parallel approach to the current study, both of these theories 
have an external focus, while the present study’s focus is internal.  That is, these 
hypotheses address the impact of novel audiences on the individual’s feelings about 
other people, rather than their impact on the individual’s own identity. 
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It is because of this different focus that it is not possible to extrapolate findings from 
the  current  research  to  these  related  theories;  if  findings  from  RQ2  indicate  that 
interaction with novel audiences contributes to intrapersonal identity effects, it is not 
possible to conclude that the individual’s feelings towards others have or have not 
changed.    Nevertheless,  there  is  clearly  a  great  deal  of  similarity  between  these 
psychological perspectives and the sociological framework upon which the current 
study is based.  Although far too great a task to attempt within the scope of a single 
thesis, the author has no doubt that reconciling the differences between psychology 
and sociology is a worthwhile goal – a point which was alluded to in Chapter 1
41. 
 
5.2  Significance of the research 
In a practical sense, this research is relevant to policy formation.  The increasing 
aging of populations in the western world increases the need to understand of how 
older  demographics  relate  to  Internet  use,  particularly  as  Internet  interaction 
becomes an important means for providing social support and other services to older 
adults.  If the findings from RQ1 indicate that there are differences between the ways 
in  which  Internet  use  affects  older  adults  and  the  community  in  general,  policy 
developments run the risk of being irrelevant to an important and growing section of 
the Internet population.  On the other hand, if older adults react in the same manner 
to other user populations, it is useful to determine this to validate policy.   
 
                                                 
41 An interesting entrée to such enquiry may be to further examine the results from RQ1, and the issue 
of identity play in general.  It may be that identity play is used by individuals as a way of ameliorating 
negative feelings about other groups to which they feel drawn, while mitigating the negative impact of 
their own “out group” status.  
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While RQ1 provides insight into the identity processes elderly users experience when 
online,  RQ2  provides  insight  into  the  consequences  of  such  processes.    The 
implications of potential changes to both identity of nationality and age identity are 
far reaching; such changes could have cultural, political and economic effects.  Thus, 
the implications of RQ2 for policy are also potentially wide ranging. 
 
This research is also significant in a broader sense.  Kelley (2000) noted a number of 
problems  facing  social  psychology  in  general,  including  a  lack  of  focus  and 
direction, and scattered and shifting goals.  Further, there is no general theory of 
social psychology.  In order to address this, Kelley recommends that future social 
psychological research should focus on social interaction among small groups, and 
should consider the situation in abstract terms. 
 
This project addresses these needs in several ways.  First, the focus is on social 
interaction  and  relationships  among  the  smaller  groups  that  typically  form  in 
Internet mediated  communications.    For  example,  longitudinal  analysis  of  the 
numbers  of  IRC  users  shows  an  average  of  approximately  three  users  per  IRC 
channel (Hinner, 2000).  Instant message systems are also designed for small groups, 
typically  dyadic  communication.    Group  size  in  email  communication  varies, 
although as group size increases the personal content of communication typically 
decreases     thus,  messages  sent  to  large  numbers  of  people  typically  consist  of 
forwarding jokes, chain letters, and so on.  Dell and Marinova (2002) suggest that 
difficulty ensuring audience segregation in Internet mediated environments fuels the 
trend towards smaller group communication online. 
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Second,  rather  than  using  a  theoretical  framework  which  is  applicable  only  to 
computer mediated  interaction,  this  research  investigates  social  situations  using 
Goffmanian dramaturgy, thus conforming to Kelley’s (2000) recommendation that 
situations  be  investigated  in  abstract  terms.    This  is  particularly  so  considering 
Meyrowitz’s (1990) extension of dramaturgy that abstracts situations as patterns of 
information access, rather than physically bounded events. 
 
Finally, this research furthers efforts to develop a universally applicable theory of 
social psychology be exploring an aspect of social interaction which has been largely 
ignored by empirical research; that is, online interaction among older adults. 
 
5.3  Related studies 
A  related  study  that  is  guided  by  dramaturgical  concepts  includes  Barnett  and 
Adkins’  (2004)  case  study  of  a  computer  club  for  older  adults,  which  used 
Goffman’s “performance team” metaphor as its basis.  However, the focus is on the 
contribution the Internet can make to the lifestyle of older adults; this focus is also 
present in Fugslang’s (2005) ethnographic case studies of two community centres’ 
computer training programs for elderly citizens.   
 
Also  related  is  Harwood’s  (2004)  examination  of  the  way  personal  webpage 
accounts  of  their  relationships  with  grandchildren  interact  with  role  identities  of 
grandparents.  The focus in Harwood’s study is how role identity, and in particular 
age identity and “grandparent” identity, is presented on personal web pages.  The 
effect of Internet use on these identities is not addressed.  Likewise, Lin et al. (2004)  
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investigate the construction of age identities in online discourse, however, discussion 
of the impact of Internet use on these identities is absent from their analysis. 
 
Kanayama’s (2003) ethnographic study of an online community of elderly Japanese 
Internet users focused on the way elderly users convey their messages in text based 
CMC and how they construct personal relationships with other users.  Kanayama did 
not address the impact on identity or roles per se (although she did provide some 
discussion of the way social support is provided to members by others in the online 
community, which may lead to changes in users’ understandings of their own role 
identities). 
 
A  similar  study  is  provided  by  Ito  et  al.  (2001),  who  conducted  a  year long 
ethnographic study of the SeniorNet
42 community.  The analytical focus of Ito et al. 
was  community  and  collective  identity,  rather  than  individual  identity,  and  the 
definition of identity implicit in their study is not the same as the present study (see 
Section   1.4.1 for discussion of the various uses of the term identity). 
 
The effect of Internet use on identity, as defined in the present study, is examined in 
Ling’s  (1999)  three  ethnographic  case  studies  of  Internet  use by  elderly  women, 
however, this study does not address age identity.  Ling suggests that the Internet 
does  not  change  the  role  description  of  elderly  people  in  society,  although  this 
conclusion is questionable.  He asserts that Internet use has not changed the nature of 
intergenerational  interactions  between  elderly  and  younger  family  members,  yet 
discusses  how  the  asynchronicity  of  e mail  communication  provides  for  more 
                                                 
42 SeniorNet is a popular online community for older users.  
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contact between generations.  Further, while he suggests that Internet use does not 
change the roles of older adults, he also discusses elderly roles such as care giver 
and empathetic listener, which older adults in his study seem able to perform more 
successfully due to this increased communication. 
 
Other than Ling (1999), no research has been found which examines the impact of 
Internet use on elderly users’ role identities.  Specific differences between this study 
and Ling’s work are that a) Ling examines intergenerational relationships, but does 
not directly address age identity; b) Ling focuses purely on email, while this study 
examines  multiple  forms  of  Internet  communication,  including  chat,  instant 
messages and email; and c) the scope of the present study is greater, compared to the 
small sample used by Ling, which is based on only three participants. 
 
The present study represents a hitherto unexplored topic, and makes a significant and 
valuable contribution to the research.  The paradigm guiding the research and the 
method used to conduct it are described in the next chapter. 
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6  Research Paradigm and Method 
 
6.1  Introduction 
Atkinson (1996) notes that research methods literature often contains inconsistent, 
overlapping or contradictory definitions for terms such as paradigm, research style 
and research method.  The distinctions between these concepts are blurred, and can 
be thought of as a continuum from theoretical to practical; while paradigms tend 
towards  the  theoretical,  methods  tend  towards  the  practical.    Nevertheless,  to 
facilitate future comparisons between this and other studies, and since these terms 
must  necessarily  be  discussed  in  the  following  sections,  some  definitions  are 
warranted. 
 
Following  Neuman  (1997:  62),  a  paradigm  is  a  “basic  orientation  to  theory  and 
research”, including the basic assumptions that guide a researcher and their beliefs 
about  what  constitutes  good  research.    Positivism  and  interpretivism  are  the  two 
paradigms most commonly identified, although Neuman recognises critical social 
science (also known as dialectical materialism, class analysis, or structuralism) as a 
separate paradigm. 
 
The current research, guided by symbolic interactionist theories, clearly sits within 
the interpretivist paradigm, central to which is the assumption that human beings are 
“social beings who create meaning and who constantly make sense of their worlds” 
(Neuman,  1997:  83).    Interpretivist  research  has  a  practical  orientation,  and  is 
concerned with how people manage their affairs and how they get things done. 
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However,  aside  from  the  relationship  between  interpretivism  and  symbolic 
interaction, the interpretivist frame is also appropriate for methodological reasons.  
While RQ1 is relatively straightforward, RQ2 proposes a methodological problem for 
positivist research.  This question is concerned with the consequences of Internet 
use; in essence, the impact of novel audiences and novel situations on identity.  To 
arrive  at  a  positivist  conclusion  that  identity  effects  have  occurred,  more  than  a 
single  set  of  observations  would  be  required  (see  Gershuny,  2002).    To  ascribe 
effects  as  a  result  of  Internet  use  by  comparing  a  single  set  of  observations  of 
Internet users with the general public would be erroneous; it may simply be that 
Internet users are different. 
 
An  obvious  improvement  would be  to  track  individuals  as  they  become  Internet 
users, and monitor any change that may occur during the process.  However, this is 
also  methodologically  problematic,  because  the  study  of  “newbies”
43  is  not 
generalisable to a population in which people are used to Internet communication 
and have passed the initial learning curve (Wellman and Hampton, 1999).  Thus, 
such a study would need to be longitudinal in nature, something which would place 
it beyond the time frame of most projects. 
 
The interpretivist frame, however, contends that people are intelligent beings – they 
must be in order to interpret and make sense of their surroundings.  Importantly, 
people are self aware and able to think in abstract terms.  You can ask them about 
the  past  and  what  they  anticipate  about  the  future.    In  the  current  study,  this 
alleviates the need for longitudinal study in order to assess if change has occurred. 
                                                 
43 “Newbie” is Internet slang for a user new to the Internet.  
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Interpretivism is often equated with the qualitative research style, although it is not 
the case that interpretivist research must necessarily be conducted in a qualitative 
style.  Quantitative research, which emphasises the measurement of the phenomena 
being  studied,  is  usually  deductive  in  nature.    That  is,  it begins  with  a  concept, 
develops an instrument to measure the phenomena, which results in numeric data for 
analysis.  In qualitative research styles, on the other hand, theory is often inductive 
and can be causal or non causal (Neuman, 1997). 
 
Which research methods are associated with quantitative and qualitative styles is 
generally  determined  by  the  nature  of  the  data  collected  and  analysed  by  each 
method.    Experimental  research,  content  analysis,  and  surveys  are  typically 
quantitative – although it should be noted that surveys need not produce quantitative 
data, depending on the design of the survey instrument.  Research conducted in the 
qualitative style often uses methods such as ethnography or conversational analysis. 
 
While it is difficult for the researcher to change their worldview to adopt one or 
another paradigm, it is easier to recognise that quantitative and qualitative data both 
have benefits, and as Neuman (1997) points out, quantitative and qualitative styles 
are complementary.  In the current project, a research design was chosen that adopts 
quantitative  and  qualitative  methods  where  appropriate,  the  logic  for  which  is 
described in the next section. 
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6.2  Choosing an appropriate research method 
At the outset, the intention of the project was to use a qualitative approach based on 
a number of individual case studies with data drawn from face to face, ethnographic 
interviews, however considerable difficulties were encountered in recruiting suitable 
informants  and  few  participants  were  obtained.    This  was  despite  appealing  for 
participants in a number of venues, including telecentres, presenting “sales pitches” 
at  beginners’  Internet  courses  at  a  local  community  college,  and  publishing 
newspaper advertisements in widely circulated local newspapers. 
 
Difficulty finding participants raised the spectre of a need to triangulate with other 
data sources.  Further, the data collection process with initial participants proved to 
be  extremely  time consuming  and  inefficient.    This  is  not  a  rare  issue  in 
ethnographic  research;  such  research  is  often  conducted  through  a  “wide angle 
research lens” in which almost any and every detail is recorded for later analysis.  
This  approach  has  many  benefits,  particularly  when  the  researcher  is  unable  to 
determine the relevance of material at the time of data collection.  However, such 
research also poses problems for the researcher in the amount of time and effort 
required to collect data which ultimately may not be of any use to the researcher, and 
can be a key drawback (Millen, 2000) – this problem certainly beset the researcher in 
the present project. 
 
It thus became apparent early on that more focus was required in order to prevent the 
project  scope  growing  beyond  that  which  could  feasibly  be  completed  within  a 
doctoral thesis.  In describing solutions to this problem, Millen (2000: 281) uses the 
metaphor of the telephoto lens, which narrows the field of view but also requires the  
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photographer to have a “pretty good idea where to aim the camera”.  Hence, the 
literature review and research question were revisited and refined, resulting in the 
questions posed in Section   5.1. 
 
Once this preliminary hurdle was cleared, the research method to be used became 
almost  an  automatic  choice;  research  methods  literature  typically  emphasises  the 
importance  of  choosing  a  research  method  that  is  appropriate  for  the  research 
objectives, and this study adheres to this principle as follows. 
 
Given  that  so  little  is  known  about  the  topic  being  investigated,  this  project  is 
exploratory in nature
44.  For this reason, and corresponding to the researcher’s initial 
expectations,  a  qualitative  research  style  was  appropriate  as  it  facilitates  deeper 
understanding than quantitative research, and affords the flexibility to respond to 
unexpected and new developments in the data.  The research is also guided by Kim’s 
(2000)  observation  that  the  field  of  Internet  social  interaction  research  is  in 
naturalistic  methods,  as  opposed  to  experimental  methods  (see  Section    4.2).  
Consequently,  qualitative  case  studies  were  chosen  as  the  method  by  which  this 
project was conducted.  Case studies are appropriate where deeper exploration is 
required and where little is already known (Yin, 1994). 
 
The case study is also a preferred method of symbolic interactionist theorists, the 
objective of which is to understand actors’ beliefs from their own perspective.  Often 
this will involve overt research, typically using interview data, although at times 
                                                 
44 The initial ambiguity that surrounded the project is considered by the researcher to be a by product 
of its exploratory nature.  While this project tackles one dimension (age identities), there are many 
more aspects that deserve research attention.  Thus, the project described in this thesis is only a single 
piece in a whole program of research.  
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covert research is used (as Goffman himself did on the Scottish island of Unst, while 
posing as a student of agricultural techniques). 
 
Overt research techniques are used to develop the case studies which make up the 
present study.  Given the topics of interest are participants’ identities, covert research 
would be problematic; as identity is socially negotiated, relying on direct observation 
could yield unreliable results because the presence of the researcher potentially alters 
the definition of the situation and thus influences the negotiation process.  This has 
implications  for  the  research  method  used  to  conduct  the  present  study,  and 
effectively requires the researcher to solicit data directly from participants, allowing 
the  data  collection  process  to  refer  to  situations  in  which  the  researcher  is  not 
present
45. 
 
While at first the intention was to conduct the study using qualitative case studies, 
early in the project it became apparent that a quantitative phase would be beneficial 
to  further  focus  the  qualitative  research.    Although  most  symbolic  interactionists 
accept  the  systematic  collection  of  data  using  a  range  of  methods  including 
ethnography,  interviewing,  introspection  and  surveys  (Fine,  1993),  some  are  less 
open  in  their  acceptance  of  quantitative  methods.    The  reasons  for  the  use  of 
quantitative methods in this study are discussed in the next section. 
 
                                                 
45 The nature of Internet research does allow the researcher to collect data without influencing the 
social interaction in some cases by “lurking”.  However, this limits the range of interactions to those 
conducted in the public sphere, and precludes two of the most common (if not the most common) 
forms of social interaction on the Internet today (email and instant messages).  
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6.2.1  Symbolic interactionism and quantitative research methods 
Symbolic  interactionism  is  a  distinctive  sociological  approach  largely  developed 
from the work of George Herbert Mead and developed by Herbert Blumer during the 
early  to mid twentieth century (Fine, 1993).  Interactionism came to be associated 
with  the  University  of  Chicago
46,  as  many  prominent  interactionists  were  based 
there; Goffman completed his higher degrees at Chicago and consequently is widely 
regarded as a symbolic interactionist (Ritzer, 1996). 
 
Despite  internal  debate  within  the  symbolic  interactionist  school  about  what 
interactionism actually is, Fine (1993) suggests that there is widespread acceptance 
of Blumer’s (1969) three premises of symbolic interactionism: people behave on the 
basis of the meaning things have for them; meanings arise through social interaction; 
and meanings change through social interaction.  In other words, people understand 
life through symbolic structures that are created and exchanged through interaction. 
 
While  Blumer’s  three  premises  might  be  widely  accepted,  his  status  as  the  sole 
arbiter of interactionism was not unanimously recognised (Fine, 1993).  In the mid 
twentieth century Manford Kuhn and later Carl Couch provided an alternative focus 
of activity, critical of the vagueness, imprecision and untestable nature of Meadian 
concepts emphasised by Blumer (Ritzer, 1996; Fine, 1993).  Kuhn and others at the 
University  of  Iowa
47  take  a  deductive  approach  to  symbolic  interactionism,  and 
employed surveys and questionnaires quite widely.  Everett Hughes and others also 
                                                 
46 It is incorrect, however, to assume that there is a coherent school of thought within the “Chicago 
School” (Becker, 1999). 
47 Kuhn is associated with the “Iowa School”, as it became known, although this term is perhaps 
misleading in the same way that “Chicago School” is misleading.  
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emphasised  empirical  methods  rather  than  the  theoretical  focus  of  Blumer  (Fine, 
1993). 
 
Another  criticism  of  symbolic  interactionism  in  the  past  has  been  that  it  is  too 
narrowly  focused  and  limited  in  content,  although  in  the  late  twentieth  century 
considerable efforts have been made to link interactionism with other areas, and it 
increasingly borrows from areas such as cultural studies, critical theory, Parsonian 
theory  and  developmental  psychology.    Further,  interactionism  is  increasingly 
borrowed from by other areas (Fine, 1993; Mutran and Reitzes, 1984). 
 
This  research  continues  this  trend  by  applying  Goffman’s  framework  to  online 
interaction, adding to a small but growing body of work (e.g. Jones, 2002; Cheung, 
2000; Kibby, 1997; Chandler, 1998; Walker, 2000; Kendall, 1998; Soukup, 2004; 
Shoham,  2004;  Dell,  2006;  Ellison  et  al.,  2006).    Thus,  symbolic  interaction  is 
strengthened by linkage to other areas, in response to past criticism, and Internet 
research  benefits  from  the  rich  and  mature  insights  offered  by  symbolic 
interactionism, as discussed in Section   3.1.3. 
 
A third criticism of symbolic interactionism is that interactionist research has been 
irrelevant to policy debates, largely because its followers have traditionally avoided 
statistical techniques (Fine, 1993).  Statistical data are often highly valued by policy 
makers  for  being  “objective”,  and  although  qualitative  understandings  are 
increasingly  acceptable,  it  is  still  easier  to  influence  policy  formation  with 
quantitative  methods.    Hence,  it  is  pragmatic  to  include  at  least  an  element  of  
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statistical analysis, even if one’s guiding framework is traditionally non statistical, 
such as Goffman’s and other symbolic interactionist approaches. 
 
Quantitative approaches can also enhance symbolic interactionist research (Ulmer 
and  Wilson,  2003;  Miller,  2000),  regardless  of  any  desire  by  the  researcher  to 
influence  policy  makers.    Yet  some  interactionists  fear  quantitative  research;  for 
example, Esposito and Murphy (2001) describe efforts to repackage Blumer’s ideas 
in ways amenable to quantitative methods as “adulteration” – peculiar, given that 
Blumer himself was known to use quantitative methods and explicitly advocated 
their use (Ulmer and Wilson, 2003).  Esposito and Murphy’s (2001: 297) fear is that 
by  incorporating  quantitative  methods  into  symbolic  interactionism,  it  becomes 
“merely a more sensitive variant of functionalism”
48.  This position is substantiated 
primarily by strict adherence to Blumer, but even if one agrees that Blumer shunned 
quantitative approaches, interactionists are divided about the degree to which they 
adhere to “Blumerian” symbolic interactionism, as discussed above. 
 
Caution must be exercised, however, when conducting quantitative research so that 
the researcher does not become tempted by “variable analysis”, in which human 
agency is overlooked and variables are treated as if they had agency themselves.  It is 
important not to overlook the importance of social processes and focus on contrived 
quantitative outcomes (Ulmer, 2001; Esposito and Murphy, 1999). 
 
                                                 
48  Functionalism,  and  its  later  variant  “structural  functionalism”,  is  the  sociological  tradition  that 
emerged from sociologists such as Émile Durkheim and Talcott Parsons.  Functionalism emphasises 
the function of social organisations, and is a macroscopic perspective.  Symbolic interactionists have 
criticised functionalism for overlooking individual thought and action.  
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Nevertheless,  those  who  oppose  quantitative  methods  at  all  costs,  claiming  that 
symbolic  interactionism  is  inherently  anti quantitative,  overlook  one  of  the  most 
basic principles of all research: that the method should be determined by the research 
question.   In denying a particular approach out of hand they perpetrate the same 
mistake made by policy makers who, as described above, have historically ignored 
qualitative research. 
 
Finally, one must keep in mind the naturalistic objectives of the current research, 
which encourage the use of any helpful form of data: 
 
“The naturalist employs any and all sociological methods, whether these 
be secondary analyses of quantitative data, limited surveys, unobtrusive 
measures,  participant  observation,  document  analysis,  or  life history 
constructions.  He will admit into his analyses any and all data that are 
ethically allowable.” (Denzin, 1971: 167) 
 
This  project  has  been  designed  with  these  concerns  in  mind,  and  combines 
qualitative and quantitative methods.  Quantitative data are used to indicate areas in 
which it is fruitful to conduct further qualitative investigations, as the lack of related 
prior  research  gives  very  little  illumination  of  “where  to  look  next”  (Ulmer  and 
Wilson, 2003).  Thus, the current project was conducted in two phases, which are 
described in the next two sections. 
 
6.3  Quantitative phase 
The quantitative phase involved the administration of a survey, conducted during 
August and September 2006.  A strength of surveys is that they allow the researcher 
to ask participants about their activities directly, rather than being forced to rely on  
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outside observation (Ulmer and Wilson, 2003).  This is of prime importance in the 
current research.  It is incompatible to examine identity – a self concept – without 
involving  the  contribution  of  those  actors  who  themselves  are  the  subject  of  the 
study.   
 
Among other things, surveys are appropriate for research about behaviour, attitudes 
and beliefs, and “self classification” (Neuman, 1997) and thus they are appropriate 
for  investigating  the  research  questions  described  in  Chapter    5,  in  particular  the 
issues of behaviour (RQ1) and identity (RQ2).  Behaviour is included explicitly in 
Neuman’s  list  of  areas  in  which  surveys  are  appropriate,  and  examples  used  by 
Neuman  to  illustrate  “self classification”  include  asking  survey  respondents  to 
describe their political leanings, social class, or religious background – all important 
bases of identity.   
  
While  a  survey  is  clearly  an  appropriate  method  for  this  project,  Section    6.2.1 
identified that the theoretical perspective used requires that this must be done with 
caution.  Ulmer and Wilson (2003) identify a number of conditions for the use of 
statistical analysis in symbolic interactionist research: 
 
1.  Using  quantitative  analysis  as  a  pre cursor  to  qualitative  study  of  social 
processes; 
2.  Recognising that quantitative analysis is not the same thing as empiricism; 
3.  Recognising that actors have agency, and that variables do not; 
4.  Recognising that causality lies in interpretive processes, not in variables or 
statistical models;  
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5.  Maximise  validity  by  minimising  the  conceptual  distance  between  the 
quantitative measurements and the phenomena being measured. 
 
This research project adheres to these principles in the following ways.  First, the 
phased nature of the study allows the quantitative phase to provide input to a richer, 
qualitative phase in which nuanced understandings are developed.  Thus, statistical 
analyses of the quantitative findings from the first phase do not attempt to establish 
causality,  but  identify  areas  to  be  empirically  investigated  during  the  qualitative 
phase.    Likewise,  by  using  the  quantitative  phase  to  seed  the  qualitative  phase, 
agency is investigated qualitatively and not attributed to the outcomes of statistical 
tests.    Finally,  development  of  a  suitable  survey  instrument  should  minimise  the 
“conceptual  distance”  between  the  measurements  and  the  role  identities  being 
assessed. 
 
A final note of caution for survey research is sounded by Gershuny (2002), who 
observes that a considerable volume of past survey research has required users to 
estimate how much time they spend on particular activities, yet users are generally 
unable to answer such questions (Gershuny, 2002).  
 
The surveys used in the quantitative phase of this study were developed with these 
concerns in mind.  Careful attention was paid to ensure that respondents would be 
able to respond to survey items asked, and firm conclusions are not drawn during the 
quantitative  phase.    More  considerations  regarding  the  survey  sample  and  the 
development of the survey instrument are presented in the following sections.  
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6.3.1  Sampling strategies for the quantitative phase 
The  sample  for  the  quantitative  phase  is  derived  from  the  research  questions 
discussed in Section   5.1.  Thus, the sample must be of older people who use the 
Internet.  The sample also should not be biased to inexperienced Internet users, as 
per previous  discussion  in  Section    6.1.    Finally,  the  sample  should  focus  on  the 
Australian cultural context. 
 
While this seems like a fairly straightforward sample to obtain, there are sampling 
difficulties that warrant discussion.  First, although this is a study of Internet use, 
there is no mechanism for random sampling on the Internet.  Random sampling of 
the general population is not cost effective when the target sample is elderly users, 
because they make up only a minority of the online population
49.  Obtaining access 
to subscriber lists of Internet Service Providers is also difficult as these organisations 
are normally reluctant to provide such information.  Subscriber lists from suitable 
print media publications, such as computer magazines, are not representative.  Thus, 
suitable samples often must be drawn directly from the Internet itself (McMellon and 
Shiffman, 2001).  While many contemporary social research projects are biased by 
the use of  Internet based samples (Skitka and  Sargis, 2005), the current study is 
specific to Internet users, so the impact of such bias is minimised. 
 
A  second  issue  the  research  must  confront  is  practical  problems  that  may  arise 
considering the target population is an aged population, such as those relating to 
mobility  or  disability.    While  such  problems  are  more  likely  to  affect  research 
                                                 
49  While  the  extent  to  which  the  elderly  are  an  online  minority  is  lessening,  it  was  nevertheless 
sufficient to render random sampling of the general population infeasible for this study.  
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conducted face to face rather than online, the researcher should still consider the 
potential of such issues to inhibit participation by those involved in the study. 
 
The sample for the quantitative phase was drawn from a number of different sources, 
as follows: 
 
•  Members of  a community organisation that provides  Internet  and computer 
training to seniors located in Mandurah, a coastal community on the southern 
fringe of the metropolitan area of Perth, Western Australia.  The organisation 
is a “SeniorNet” markedly similar to other SeniorNets in Australia and other 
countries.    The  organisation  holds  monthly  general  meetings  at  which 
approximately 50 – 60 members typically attend, and hosts training sessions 
for members twice monthly.  At the time the research was conducted it had 160 
members and an active electronic mailing list.   
 
•  Members of a retirement village computer club, also in Mandurah, described 
by members as a computer self help group.  The group holds a meeting once a 
month at which approximately 30 members attend.  The members of this club 
are quite diverse and range from novices to very experienced. 
 
•  Members of a retirement village computer club in Merriwa, north of Perth.  
The club is similar to the Mandurah club described above, and holds monthly 
meetings at which up to 50 members attend.  The club also provides computer 
laboratory facilities where members can improve their computing skills and 
access the Internet, and operates a wireless network throughout the village,  
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providing broadband Internet access to members at less than half the cost of 
the cheapest commercially available broadband service. 
 
•  Subscribers to the NEAT mailing list.  This is an Australian email list, the 
principle purpose of which is to share ideas and experiences relating the use of 
ICTs by seniors.  At the time the survey was administered, the list had been 
operating for over seven years and had approximately 60 subscribers. 
 
•  Subscribers to a second Australian email mailing list similar the NEAT list 
described  above.    VEAT  is  described  by  its  administrator  as  a  “Victorian 
NEAT”, and the two member lists may overlap. 
 
•  Recipients  of  the  monthly  newsletter  of  a  national  association  representing 
Australian seniors’ computer clubs.  The newsletter is distributed nationally to 
association clubs around Australia, and then within each club is distributed 
locally  to  club  members.    An  exact  figure  for  the  total  distribution  is 
impossible to obtain, and estimates provided by the association range from a 
highly conservative 500 recipients up to a highly optimistic 20,000 recipients. 
 
•  Visitors to an Australian online portal for seniors which attracts about 1,500 
visitors per day.  The portal contains information on a wide range of topics of 
interest to retirees and seniors, and also provides chat and discussion areas. 
 
It  is  noted  that  while,  for  the  reasons  described  above,  none  of  the  strategies 
described above have a focus on older adult Internet users who do not belong to any  
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organisations  or  online  sites  that  cater  specifically  to  this  demographic  category.  
However, it the possibilities for such users to test various age identity strategies and 
re negotiate age identity are consequently more limited.  Thus, it is argued here that 
any  sample  bias  thus  introduced  is  likely  to  yield  more  conservative  findings, 
therefore further increasing one’s confidence in any findings found to be significant. 
 
The instrument used in the quantitative phase is described in the next section. 
 
6.3.2  Development of a suitable survey instrument 
The  research  questions  described  in  Section    5.1  and  the  supporting  rationale  for 
these  questions  suggest  two  factors  to  be  captured  in  the  quantitative  phase: 
communication with diverse audiences and age identity.  Thus, the instrument used 
consists of two parts – one for each of these factors. 
 
Capturing information about communication with diverse audiences is simple and 
can be achieved by asking a number of questions about: with whom the respondent 
socialises while online, the characteristics of these people, and if and how they differ 
from  the  people  with  whom  the  respondent  would  normally  socialise  offline.  
Despite  inadequacies  in  representing  age identity  as  a  single  value  (see  Section 
  6.3.2.1 below), this part of the instrument also asked respondents to nominate the 
age group to which they belonged (young, early middle age, late middle age, early 
old age, or late old age).  This was necessary to allow exclusion of results from 
respondents who did not nominate themselves as old aged, hence not matching the 
desired sample.  This part of the survey is illustrated in Appendix A. 
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The section on age identity is not so straight forward, however, given the theoretical 
considerations discussed in Section   6.2.1.  There have also been few efforts to refine 
techniques  for  measurement  of  role  and  identity,  despite  the  centrality  of  such 
concepts  in  sociological  theory  (Callero,  1992).    Early  attempts  to  introduce 
quantitative measures into symbolic interactionist research revolved heavily around 
the Twenty Statements Test (TST) (Kuhn and McPartland, 1954).  The TST does not 
directly yield a quantitative measure, however, and when such a measure is derived 
from  the  TST  it  typically  does  not  incorporate  the  multidimensional  aspect  of 
identity,  and  may  even  completely  miss  the  role  identity  of  interest  (Burke  and 
Tully, 1977; McCall and Simmons, 1966). 
 
Other  popular  quantitative  methods  to  measure  identity  include  the  Index  of 
Adjustment  and  Values  (IAV),  the  Adjective  Checklist  (ACL),  and  Fiedler’s 
Semantic Differential Technique (FSD), none of which can be considered equivalent 
to the TST or to each other (Spitzer et al., 1966).  More recently, the Self Construal 
Scale (SCS) (Singelis, 1994) has been proposed, which is also not equivalent to the 
TST (Grace and Kramer, 2003). 
 
Indeed,  hundreds  of  similar  instruments  can  be  found  in  the  literature,  and 
comparisons  between  such  instruments  are  invalid  due  to  the  non equivalence 
between instruments (Wylie, 1961; Spitzer, 1969; Shavelson et al., 1976; Pervin, 
1978).    Some  instruments  derive  a  single  statistic  that  is  supposed  to  represent 
identity, losing any context or content, while others have no theoretical basis (Burke 
and  Tully,  1977).    In  many  cases,  instruments  have  been  developed  for  specific 
purposes and are not suitable for general purpose use (Shavelson et al., 1976).  
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In a manner very similar to the FSD, Guptill (1969) and later Burke and Tully (1977) 
proposed  using  the  semantic  differential
50  between  the  role  in  question  and  its 
counter role.  The Burke Tully method in particular has become relatively widely 
used and has spawned a number of variations (Mutran and George, 1982).  Callero 
(1992) improved the Burke Tully technique to avoid difficulties in the identification 
of  counter roles,  problems  stemming  from  its  use  of  adjectives  which  may  be 
difficult to distinguish by the respondent, and practical difficulties in administering 
the instrument.  
 
Callero’s technique assesses a single role identity and produces a single measure.  
This overcomes problems with past techniques, which reduce overall identity to a 
single  measure,  but  still  reduces  particular  role  identities  to  a  single  measure.  
Multiplicity of roles is avoided by not attempting to measure multiple roles with a 
single instrument; if multiple aspects of identity are to be assessed, as in the current 
study, multiple instruments can be used.  This technique is suitable for the current 
project, and a variation of it is applied to assess age identity.  Considerations specific 
to this aspect is provided in the next section. 
 
6.3.2.1  Measuring age-identity 
When measuring age identity specifically, past research has frequently used single 
item measures; that is, the instrument asks only a single question to determine the 
age identity  of  the  respondent.    For  example  a  survey  might  ask  respondents  to 
                                                 
50 See Osgood et al. (1957) for more information on the semantic differential technique.  
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categorise  themselves  as  “young”,  “middle aged”  or  “old”.    While  single item 
approaches are easy to implement, they are inappropriate because of the difficulty in 
ranking different categories (“old” or “aged”, for example), and because they often 
correlate with other factors such as health (George et al., 1980; Logan et al., 1992).  
Further, asking respondents simply to classify themselves in this way often produces 
little variation in responses, because the majority of older people classify themselves 
as middle aged (George et al., 1980; Kaufman and Elder, 2002). 
 
Thus, it is desirable that an instrument comprising of a number of different items is 
required, which raises the question of the items such an instrument should assess.  
Survey  instruments  are  not  trivial  to  develop,  and  rigorous  validation  of  an 
instrument  is  essential  if  conclusions  are  to  be  drawn  from  statistical  analyses.  
Within  symbolic  interactionism,  research  of  this  nature  typically  follows  the 
deductive tradition of Kuhn and not the inductive approach of Blumer, Goffman and 
others.  In the current project, quantitative data are used only to narrow down areas 
for  further,  qualitative  inquiry,  rather  than  to  provide  the  bases  for  the  study’s 
conclusions.  Hence, comprehensive validation of the instrument is not essential. 
 
Nevertheless, it is important that the survey instrument appraises a wide range of 
aspects of identity, to maximise the benefit of its use.  In practical terms, this equates 
to  the  survey  comprising  as  many  items  as  is feasible,  to  capture  as  complete  a 
picture of respondents’ identities as possible (Callero, 1992).  The items used in the 
current study have been derived from literature on age identity, particularly from 
George et al. (1980), Mutran and George (1982) and Russell et al. (2004). 
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Following  Guptill  (1969),  the  instrument  used  in  this  study  asks  respondents  to 
provide  comparisons  between  “middle aged  person”,  “old aged  person”  and 
“myself”.  Action items are used as well as adjectives, following the findings of 
Callero  (1992)  that  bipolar  adjectives  are  ambiguous  and  less  intuitive.    The 
instrument used is illustrated in Appendices B and C. 
 
6.3.3  Technical aspects of the survey development 
Due to unavailability of other means of contacting all the members of the sample 
described in Section 5.3.1, the survey was implemented as a web based survey.  A 
comparison of online and offline questionnaires in psychological research suggests 
that they are likely to be equivalent (Riva et al., 2003). 
 
The web survey  was implemented in ASP
51 and took approximately 30 hours to 
design and code, and revision after the pilot took approximately another 10 hours.  
The survey on comprised of 2,914 lines of code. 
 
Field validation is a technique in which user input is automatically checked before 
responses are recorded, and is often used to remind users to answer questions they 
have left blank.  This was deliberately omitted from the survey, as it was felt that 
users  may  deliberately  avoid  answering  certain  questions  if  they  feel  unable  to.  
Further, to use validation may have been a case of the cure being worse than the 
disease; while the occasional blank answer to an individual question does not greatly 
affect  the  quantitative  analysis  used  in  this  study,  field  validation  could  have  a 
                                                 
51 ASP (Active Server Pages) is a platform for developing web based applications.  
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negative impact on response rates if respondents become confused or frustrated by 
the survey application. 
 
The  survey  was  designed  to be  compatible  with  screen  resolutions
52  of  800x600 
pixels, to maximise the number of users able to view the survey.  At the time the 
survey was conducted, approximately 20% of Internet users still used the 800x600 
resolution  (W3Schools,  2006).    The  survey  was  tested  in  Internet  Explorer  and 
Firefox  web  browsers,  which  together  account  for  approximately  90%  of  users 
(W3Schools, 2006).  Because the target sample was elderly users, a 12 point Arial 
font  face  was  used;  sans serif  font  faces  and  12  or  14  point  font  size  are 
recommended by the National  Institute on Aging (2002) to help make web sites 
more accessible to older users. 
 
The survey code did record the user’s IP address
53 and date and time that the survey 
was completed.  A single cookie
54 was saved on the user’s browser to record the 
number of times the survey had been attempted.  This was done in order to detect 
respondents attempting to “rig” the results by completing the survey numerous times.  
It was decided to allow unlimited responses from the same computer and simply 
record the number of times a response had been submitted because of the possibility 
of multiple respondents sharing a computer.  A large number of responses submitted 
from the same computer in rapid succession would indicate unreliable data, however, 
                                                 
52  “Screen  resolution”  refers  to  the  number  of  pixels  available  on  the  user’s  computer  screen.  
800x600 indicates the screen is 800 pixels wide and 600 pixels high (other common resolutions are 
1024x768 and 1280x1024).  If a web page requires a large resolution it can be difficult for users with 
smaller resolutions to view the page. 
53 An IP address is a unique, numeric address used by computers connected to the Internet. 
54 “Cookies” are used by web servers and web browsers to store small amounts of information on the 
user’s computer.  All web browsers include the ability to disable the use of cookies if the user chooses 
to do so.  
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for fewer responses to be submitted from the same computer over time is feasible in 
situations where respondents share a computer to access the Internet. 
 
Concerns that the respondent’s IP address may be used to identify the respondent are 
unrealistic for three reasons.  First, while an IP address is unique, it is not a reliable 
indicator of a user’s identity
55.  Aside from the possibility that respondents may not 
necessarily complete the survey from their own computer, IP addresses are often 
dynamic and change from one session to the next (in cases where users connect to 
the Internet using dial up Internet access, this is almost certainly the case, and is also 
often true of broadband connections).  The second reason is that in order to improve 
performance, many users connect to the Internet using a proxy server
56; for many 
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) this is even mandatory and transparent to the user.  
The effect is that the IP address recorded by the survey will be that of the proxy 
server, not the user.  A third reason is that while it may be possible to trace an IP 
address to the company or organisation that owns it, such as an employer or ISP, it is 
impossible to identify the individual using that IP address without the cooperation of 
the address owner and organisations that own such addresses are typically reluctant 
to divulge such information. 
 
                                                 
55 Here, the word “identity” is not used sociologically and simply refers to discovering a user’s name, 
address, etc. 
56 A “proxy server” is a computer connected to the Internet that acts as an intermediary, receiving 
users’ requests and retrieving them on behalf of the users.  Requests are cached by the proxy; if a user 
requests a file already stored in the cache, the proxy retrieves the file from the cache rather than 
downloading the file again.  This results in faster download times, and cost savings in cases where 
users pay for downloads.  
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Nevertheless, to allay such concerns, regardless of the likelihood of tracing an IP 
address to a respondent, IP addresses were removed from responses once the data 
had been checked for unreliable answers. 
 
Before being deployed the survey instruments were pilot tested during July 2006 by 
six colleagues of the researcher, including useability experts, website developers and 
older Internet users.  Using pilot testers who were known to the researcher increased 
the likelihood of honest feedback due to the pre existing strong relationships with the 
researcher.    No  technical  problems  (for  example,  incompatibility  with  various 
browsers) were revealed during the pilot test, although some changes to the layout 
and  logic  flow  were  recommended  by  some  pilot  test  participants.    Several 
respondents to the pilot test also commented that they felt uncomfortable answering 
the  semantic  differential  questions, because  in  the  words  of  one  respondent,  “all 
people  are  different”.    Arguably,  this  discomfort  is  evidence  in  support  of  the 
research  method,  in  which  firm  conclusions  are  not  drawn  from  the  quantitative 
phase.  The value of the survey phase of this study lies in its ability to identity areas 
for further, qualitative investigation. 
 
The survey was modified to include some extra explanation of what was required of 
respondents, including stating explicitly that the questions were of people in general, 
and that there were no right or wrong answers.  The modified survey which was pilot 
tested again in July 2006 after the revisions were made.  The second pilot test group 
consisted of five colleagues of the researcher; different respondents were used for the 
second pilot test because the original respondents would have had difficulty being  
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objective  about  the  survey  after  the  first  pilot  and  subsequent  discussions.    The 
second pilot test received positive feedback and no subsequent changes were made. 
 
In order to boost response the survey rate, a prize consisting of a $50 gift voucher 
from an online book retailer was offered to a single participant drawn at random.  
Participants  were  asked  to  optionally  provide  a  name  and  email  address  after 
completing the survey if they wished to enter the prize draw.  Respondents’ names 
and contact details were not linked to their responses in any way, and this was made 
clear to respondents when asked to provide these details.  The data were stored as 
two  datasets  and  no  identifier  was  recorded  to  enable  potential  identification  of 
respondents.  The survey program code also included security features to prevent 
fraudulent or accidental multiple entries in the draw, such as a user clicking their 
browser’s “Back” button and resubmitting their details. 
 
Quantitative results were analysed using a range of statistical techniques, resulting in 
the identification of seven factors of age identity and of circumstances associated 
with  variance  of  age identity.    These  findings  then  formed  the  basis  for  the 
subsequent qualitative phase, discussed below. 
 
6.4  Qualitative phase 
The qualitative phase can be further decomposed into two stages.  In the first stage, 
the  impact  of  novel  audiences  on  elderly  Internet  users  was  investigated  using 
ethnographic  interviews.    In  the  second  stage,  online  field  observations  were 
conducted to confirm that conclusions drawn from the interviews were consistent 
with online events.  
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The sections below further document aspects of the qualitative phase of the research, 
including  ethnographic  interviewing,  sampling  strategies,  and  the  observation  of 
online behaviour. 
 
6.4.1  Ethnographic interviews 
Ethnographic interviews are the form used in the qualitative phase, and are described 
by Spradley (1979) as “friendly conversations” guided by a specific research agenda.  
The researcher must have a clear idea of what they are looking to find out; this is not 
to say the researcher should steer the interview to produce predefined results, but 
simply that the interview should be directed so as to reveal what people think and 
comparisons between their perspectives. 
 
For ethnographic interviews to be successful, the interviewer must make the purpose 
of the interview clear to the participant being interviewed.  Over time the questions 
become more  and more specific (Sorrell and Redmond, 1995).  Early  interviews 
generally consist of descriptive questions such as “grand tour” style questioning, for 
example “can you tell me about all the different things you do on the Internet?”.  
Such  questions  ask  informants  to  describe  spaces,  specific  time  periods,  events, 
people, activities or objects (Spradley, 1979). 
 
Subsequent questions become more explicit; structural questions are used to organise 
and  verify  information  gleaned  from  the  informant,  and  to  ask  for  explanations 
(Sorrell and Redmond, 1995; Spradley, 1979).  For example, one might ask “when 
writing an email, what are the kinds of things you might say?”.  Finally, contrast  
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questions can be used to help understand the meanings of words used by informants, 
and involve eliciting comparisons between different terms (Sorrell and Redmond, 
1995; Spradley, 1979).   
 
Judgement  must  be  exercised  by  the  researcher  to  decide  when  the  interview 
develops from one form of question to another, and often different types of questions 
will  be  used  concurrently  (Spradley,  1979;  Sorrell  and  Redmond,  1995).  
Ethnographic  interviewing  also  requires  trust between  interviewer  and  informant, 
and winning informants’ trust and allowing them to open up is a difficult process that 
must be tailored to each individual (Spradley, 1979).  It is for these reasons that it is 
impossible to stipulate in advance how ethnographic interviews will be conducted.  
To describe the processes and experiences of the qualitative interviews in a chapter 
entitled  Research  Design  and  Method  would  erroneously  imply  that  they  were 
planned  in  detail  before  the  interviews  were  conducted.    Since  these  processes 
emerged during the study, they are described later in Chapter   8. 
 
6.4.1.1  Some considerations about conducting interviews online 
The interviews were conducted using a combination of both face to face and online 
interviewing.  While the use of face to face interviews in qualitative research hardly 
requires justification, the use of online interviews does deserve some explanation. 
 
Clark  (2000)  cites  a  number  of practical benefits  to be  derived  from  conducting 
qualitative  research  online,  including  reduced  travel  and  transcription  costs,  and 
eliminating the need for synchronous interview times.  However, if the conduct of 
qualitative research online produced diminished understanding it would be cynical  
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and counter productive to pursue it simply to obtain these benefits.  The current 
project did not employ online methods simply to obtain practical benefits, however.  
Rather,  the  rationale  for  conducting  research  online  is  succinctly  expressed  by 
Crichton and Kinash (2003: online): 
 
“We  feel  it  is  essential  to  reinforce  the  notion  that  we  were  not  just 
working online because we could (technological imperative), but because 
online  interviewing  can  offer  something  that  face to face  methods 
cannot,  and  as  mentioned  earlier,  honors  the  field  in  which  the 
participants are working – the online environment.” 
 
Online  interviewing  can  actually  yield  deeper  understandings  than  face to face 
interviews.  This is due to the “hyperpersonal” nature of CMC and the increased 
intimacy made possible online (see Section   3.1.1.3).  It is also a fallacy that such 
benefits  might  only  be  derived  from  interviewing  younger  participants;  online 
interviews with elderly users are easy to conduct, and while sometimes may require a 
little more patience than interviews of younger users, there are many older users 
online who are willing to participate in research (Clark, 2002). 
 
Nevertheless,  Sade Beck  (2004)  notes  difficulties  caused  by  conducting 
ethnographic  interviews  online,  particularly  the  time lapse  between  thought  and 
writing, which is described by Sade Beck as a difficulty.  Yet in the current study, 
this was experienced as an advantage, as it enabled participants to provide fuller, 
more reflective answers.  Indeed, some participants explicitly took advantage of this 
characteristic: 
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“I can’t think of anything at the moment as far as seeing things in a 
different light.  I will have to think on that one.” (Jacqueline
57, email 
interview, 20/12/2006). 
 
While  the  temporal  aspect  of  online  interviewing  provides  participants  with 
opportunities, it posed difficulties for the researcher as the networked nature of the 
research served to increase time pressure.  In ethnographic research in which there is 
only a single, geographically bounded site, the researcher can devote all of their time 
to that setting but once a community  fractures into multiple sites, the researcher 
necessarily must divide their time between sites (Wittel, 2000).  Networks in general, 
and especially the Internet, increase the number of “sites” dramatically such that the 
researcher is unable to devote anything like the amount of time to each that they 
would  be  able  to  in  traditional  ethnography.    The  current  project  addressed  this 
problem by incorporating aspects of “rapid ethnography” and related approaches.  
These are discussed in more detail in Section   6.4.1.2. 
 
Aside from time, space can also present difficulties to the online researcher: another 
of Sade Beck’s (2004)  difficulties is users’ ability to move from site to site and 
change  identity.    This  was  not  a  problem  in  the  current  study,  as  all  users  had 
constant, unchanging contact details.  In fact, participants made efforts to ensure 
contact  was  not  lost:  one  respondent  notified  the  researcher  in  advance  that  her 
contact details were changing, while two others notified the researcher in advance 
when they would be offline for an unusually long period due to travel. 
 
                                                 
57 Pseudonyms have been used to protect the anonymity of participants.  A full list of participants’ 
pseudonyms is provided in Chapter   8 (Table 8).  
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Other problems as outlined by Clark (2002) to be aware of when conducting online 
qualitative research do not concern the current project.  The digital divide is not 
relevant  when  the  research  topic  itself  restricts  the  sample  to  Internet  users.  
Difficulty limiting access to information is a problem that faces all research whether 
conducted either online or offline, and must be guarded against regardless.  In the 
current study, informed consent was obtained from most participants in face to face 
settings before the research moved online.  In cases where this was not possible due 
to distance limitations, consent was obtained by email in advance.  Email was chosen 
as the medium to obtain consent in these cases because the greater social distance of 
initial  email  contact  provides  more  opportunity  for  participants  to  refuse  to 
participate if they are uncomfortable with the research.  Thus, email is less likely 
than other online tools to pressure otherwise unwilling participants into cooperation. 
 
Nevertheless,  there  are  limitations  of  online  qualitative  research  that  the  current 
study  was  required  to  address,  particularly  when  dealing  with  failure  of  the 
technology, such as non delivery of messages.  Such difficulties can be mitigated 
and are trivial, and given the benefits that can be derived from online interviewing, 
particularly in improving the quality of participants’ contributions, the use of online 
interviewing for the current study was clearly appropriate. 
 
6.4.1.2  “Rapid ethnography” and similar techniques 
Rapid ethnography has been proposed as a way of shortening the long time periods 
typically  required  of  ethnographic  research  (Millen,  2000).    Indeed,  rapid 
ethnographic techniques are believed by some to be a “key to ethnographic research 
for  practical  use”  (Lampl  et  al.,  2004:  9).    Such  techniques  are  becoming  
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increasingly  popular;  Human  Computer  Interaction  (HCI)  researchers  have 
effectively used rapid ethnographic techniques such as the “condensed ethnographic 
interview”  (Millen,  2000),  and  medical  researchers  have  used  Rapid  Assessment 
Procedures (RAP), an accelerated ethnographic technique, with considerable success 
(Scrimshaw and Hurtado, 1987). 
 
Rapid ethnography recommends the use of a team of researchers to reduce the time 
required to conduct the research (Millen, 2000; Lampl et al., 2004).  Clearly, the 
requirements  of  a  doctoral  degree  prohibit  employing  multiple  researchers.  
Nonetheless,  there  are  other  key  aspects  of  rapid  ethnography  which  aided  the 
current project.  First, it is essential that rapid ethnographic research makes use of 
triangulated data sources (Millen, 2000; Beebe, 1995).  The current project combines 
quantitative survey data with qualitative interviews and field observations. 
 
Second, rapid ethnography also pays particular attention to informant selection, and 
can include use of a research “field guide” (Millen, 2000) – a key informant with a 
wide range of contacts who is able to identify where and when to look.  The current 
study employed the participation of two key informants who can be considered in 
this way: one such informant provided logs of previous online interactions to aid the 
researcher in identifying and explaining relevant phenomena.  A second informant, 
who provided particularly insightful perspectives and was keenly interested in the 
project, facilitated the introduction of the researcher to other suitable participants.  
 
As  well  as  key  informants  such  as  these  two  examples,  the  use  of  “liminal 
informants” (Millen, 2000) – new or fringe community members – was employed.   
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Such  informants  are  valuable  because  they  often  are  more  aware  of  interesting 
patterns or unusual events than complete “insiders”. 
 
Finally, group elicitation techniques can be used to more rapidly understand user 
attitudes  and  behaviour  (Millen,  2000).    This  technique  is  very  well  suited  to 
studying Internet based interaction, as much interaction often occurs in groups such 
as chat systems or online communities.  The current project makes use of group 
discussions in two public online communities for both collection of supplementary 
interview data and field observations. 
 
6.4.1.3  Sampling strategies for the ethnographic interviews 
The  interview  stage  faced  the  same  sampling  issues  as  the  quantitative  phase, 
primarily  in  the  identification  of  suitable  participants,  or  “informants”  in 
ethnographic terminology.  These issues have already been documented in Section 
  6.3.1.  Sampling in this stage was additionally complicated, however, by the fact that 
random sampling is not necessarily desirable in qualitative research.  Participants 
who  are  inarticulate  pose  real  problems  for  the  researcher  (Denzin,  1974),  an 
example of which was experienced in the current study.  When the researcher first 
met  one  particular  participant  he  was  passionate  and  talkative,  however  it  later 
became obvious that while extremely enthusiastic, he had almost nothing to say.  
Responses were  extremely  short, often limited  to only  a  few words, such that it 
became almost impossible to ask questions.  This participant ultimately had to be 
tactfully removed from the sample and debriefed. 
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Participants from different backgrounds may also not share the same values as the 
researcher, and may give “neither respect nor credence” to social science (Denzin, 
1974).  This was also experienced in the case of another participant who became 
suspicious about the motives of the research, believing it to be commercial in nature 
and citing concerns about being “locked into a buying survey”.  While it was unclear 
what led to such concerns, it was clear that this person would not be  a suitable 
participant and he was therefore excluded from the study. 
 
Further, probabilistic sampling methods give no guarantee that all possible cases will 
be represented in the data.  This problem can be solved by the use of theoretical 
sampling (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), in which all possible variations are captured, 
but  in  which  the  sample  is  not  necessarily  representative.    Thus,  informants  are 
chosen  in  order  to  meet  specific  criteria,  rather  than  at  random  from  the  target 
population.    In  the  current  study,  informant  selection  requires  the  individuals 
included in the sample to meet the following criteria: 
 
•  Articulate and self aware 
 
Informants must be able to express themselves effectively, and must be able to 
think reflectively in order to provide insightful data. 
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•  Exposed to a range of novel audiences 
 
Given the centrality of audience novelty in the hypotheses proposed in Section 
  5.1, a number of informants exposed by the Internet to varying levels of novel 
audiences are required. 
 
•  Engage in different levels of Internet use 
 
It  is  plausible,  if  not  likely,  that  the  degree  to  which  Internet  use  affects 
identity negotiation is influenced by the amount of time the individual spends 
using the Internet.  Thus, “Internet use” is not a simple, true false distinction, 
but a continuum.  Informants thus need to be selected to represent a range of 
levels of Internet use. 
 
•  Represent a range of appropriate age groups 
 
As explained in Section   1.4.2, age identities are diverse.  It is thus important to 
ensure informants are selected to represent this diversity. 
 
Informants  meeting  these  criteria  were  drawn  from  two  sources.    First,  during 
August and September 2006 the researcher visited three community organisations in 
Perth,  Western  Australia  that  provide  computer  and  Internet  support  to  senior 
citizens and appropriate participants were recruited.  These organizations were the 
first three organizations included in the list of sources used to obtain a sample for the 
quantitative phase (see Section   6.3.1).  Second, the survey used in the quantitative  
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phase contained a concluding section in which respondents were optionally able to 
provide their email address and indicate if they were interested in follow up contact 
to participate further in the study.  A number of participants were contacted this way. 
 
6.4.2  Observation of online behaviour 
Field observations may occur in public or private places.  On the Internet, public 
places are those services or applications that are publicly accessible, such as Usenet 
and IRC.  Conversely, private places are those services in which communication is 
private, such as email, ICQ and various instant message services.  Observation of 
online behaviour constitutes the field research of the current study, and suggests the 
collection and analysis of logs of online interaction in public places found on the 
Internet during April – June 2007. 
 
Given the vast volume of Internet communication that also takes place in private 
places,  it  is  desirable  to  also  observe  this  communication.    One  alternative  is  to 
analyse  communication  logs  from  private  places  as  email  or  instant  messages 
provided by a cooperative participant.  This raises ethical concerns about not only 
the  privacy  of  participants,  but  also  the  privacy  of  those  with  whom  they 
communicate, whose messages may be shared without their knowledge.  Although 
such problems are not insurmountable, the solution may lead to participants altering 
their behaviour in the knowledge it may be analysed later.  This problem is known as 
the “Hawthorne Effect”
58 and of course does not only affect online research. 
                                                 
58 It is worth noting that critical examination of the original Hawthorne studies actually revealed little 
evidence of the so called Hawthorne Effect (Jones, 1992).  Nevertheless, the effect is theoretically 
consistent with dramaturgical thinking.  By making social actors aware that they are being observed, 
one alters the audience and thus alters the behaviour of the performer.  An empirical example of this  
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Another option is for the researcher to engage in participant observation and analyse 
their  own  experiences.    This  is  considered  no  less  ethical  than  the  theoretically 
minded  researcher  reflecting  on  their  own  participant  observations  in  any  other 
aspect  of  life,  and  as  long  as  the  ethical  principles  described  in  Section    6.5  are 
adhered to, this method is acceptable.  It is with these thoughts in mind that this 
method  of  observing  online  behaviour  in  naturalistic  settings  was  chosen  as  the 
method to be used to validate conclusions drawn from the ethnographic interviews 
previously described.  A method for documenting these observations is described in 
Section   6.6. 
 
6.5  Ethical concerns 
This project was approved by the research ethics board and was guided by the Code 
of Conduct for Research at Murdoch University   Nevertheless, guidelines or codes 
of ethics cannot provide answers to all of the ethical issues that may emerge during 
research.    This  is  especially  so  in  interview based  qualitative  research,  in  which 
ethical dilemmas that were not anticipated during the research design phase may 
emerge during the research (Orb et al., 2000).  While relevant codes must obviously 
be  followed,  the  researcher  must  be  prepared  to  solve  ethical  dilemmas  without 
recourse to such a resource.  Three guiding ethical principles must be considered 
while  determining  how  to  deal  with  such  situations  as  they  arise:  autonomy, 
beneficence, and justice (Frankel and Siang, 1999; Orb et al., 2000). 
                                                                                                                                          
is  supplied  by  Futrell’s  (1999)  ethnography  of  a  city  council,  in  which  councillors  tailored 
performances  not  only  for  those  present  at  council  meetings,  but  for  those  who  might  examine 
historical records such as minutes, transcripts, etc.  Thus, whether the effect is proven or not, it is 
prudent not to include analysis of communication logs in the current study as there is at least some 
possibility such analysis would be flawed.  
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This issue is particularly acute in online social research, which challenges research 
review  boards  at  many  institutions.    The  rapidity  of  technological  change  and 
emergence  of  the  Internet  has  out paced  researchers’  abilities  to  understand  and 
address the moral issues pertaining to its use (Keller and Lee, 2003).  Thus, in the 
current  study,  adherence  to  the  three  guiding principles  is particularly  important, 
each of which is discussed below. 
 
6.5.1  Autonomy 
In practical terms, autonomy is reflected in the practice of informed consent (Frankel 
and  Siang,  1999).    Due  to  the  research  topic  being  investigated,  challenges  to 
obtaining informed consent stem from two aspects of the study. 
 
First, informed consent may be difficult to obtain in research of elderly people, and 
researchers  studying  older  adults  must  be  particularly  careful  to  ensure  that 
vulnerable participants are not exploited to ensure that research itself does not fall 
into disrepute.  Yet there is also the risk that by being overly protective of vulnerable 
subjects, to the point that the researcher becomes paternalistic and undermines their 
best interests, contravening the principle of beneficence (Schafer, 2001; Orb et al. 
2000). 
 
Second, informed consent is difficult to obtain in the study of online communities, as 
participants may not fully comprehend the consequences of consent (Reid, 1996).  
Although referring specifically to MUD communities, this concern could also apply  
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to the study of “SeniorNet” type organisations which provide a basis for sampling in 
the current study. 
 
In the current study, voluntarily answering the survey in the quantitative phase is 
considered representative of consent.  Informed consent is particularly relevant to the 
qualitative  stage  of  the  research  as  this  required  much  more  involvement  from 
research participants.  Given the requirement that participants be articulate and self 
aware, the risk that participants not understand to what they were consenting was 
considered minimal. 
 
6.5.2  Beneficence 
This  principle  requires  researchers  maximise  the  benefit  to  participants  while 
minimising the dangers (Frankel and Siang, 1999).  In cases where the benefit occurs 
at the level of society as a whole, maximising the benefit of the study largely occurs 
after the study has concluded – it is the researcher’s responsibility to communicate 
findings to those with most to gain from the knowledge created during the research. 
 
In contrast, minimising harm, or risk of harm, is an aspect of the study itself and in 
the  current  study  this  implies  anonymity.    To  achieve  anonymity  in  quantitative 
research is simple; the act of removing names from a data set is trivial and can be 
done quickly.  While anonymity in practically all research is necessary if one wants 
to publish one’s findings, true anonymity is much harder to achieve in qualitative 
research  as  eliminating  distinctive  characteristics  from  individuals’  responses  is 
difficult (Murphy and Dingwall, 2003). 
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Consequently,  qualitative  researchers  must  acknowledge  that  there  is  a  real 
possibility  that  anonymity  may  be  breached.    It  is  the  responsibility  of  anybody 
conducting  such  research  to  employ  all  known  techniques  in  research  (and 
subsequent publication) to maintain the anonymity of participants involved in the 
research.    While  participants  could  consent  to  being  identified  or  data  could  be 
gathered covertly, these are undesirable solutions to the anonymity problem.  Instead 
we must rely on the diligence of the researcher to maintain anonymity at all times 
(van den Hoonaard, 2003). 
 
Aside from difficulties ensuring anonymity, the risk of harm that may arise as a 
consequence of participation in online studies is comparatively low in comparison to 
face to face studies, but there are a number of key differences between online and 
face to face studies that do have ethical implications – absence of researcher, data 
security and guaranteed debriefing all warrant ethical consideration (Nosek et al., 
2002). 
 
6.5.3  Justice 
The principle of just research requires that particular individuals or groups do not 
bear an unjust proportion of the burdens of being associated with the research.  If an 
individual or group does not stand to benefit from the research, they should not be 
expected  to  carry  the burden  of participation  (Frankel  and  Siang,  1999).    In  the 
current study, this means that older adults should derive benefits at least proportional 
to their participation. 
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Section    5.2  explained  the  significance  of  the  research,  principal  of  which  is  its 
usefulness to policy makers.  While the researcher cannot guarantee that relevant 
policy that has been informed by this research will benefit older adults, as long as 
one believes that policy makers have at heart the best interests of those affected by 
their policies,  one  can  assume  that policies  informed by  this  research  will be  of 
benefit to those groups involved in its participation. 
 
Culturally insensitive assessment instruments have also historically been a problem 
in social research.  All too often it is assumed that instruments developed in western 
cultures can be applied to non western groups, even where the suitability of such 
measures to minority groups has not been demonstrated (Gil and Bob, 1999; Dana, 
1996).  The current study did not aim to investigate a non western sample, so this 
was  felt  unlikely  to  present  problems.    Nevertheless,  the  semantic differential 
technique used has been shown to be reliable across a wide range of ethnic and age 
groups.  Further, the quantitative stage was a precursor to qualitative research, in 
which participants were able to provide their perspectives without the constraints of 
any particular instrument. 
 
6.6  Units of analysis 
There is actually very little literature that provides advice on units of analysis for the 
study of the Internet.  Perhaps the only prominent report is by December (1996), 
which addresses this issue from the perspective of the media and communication 
studies discipline.  December’s paper identifies four basic units of analysis, the most 
macroscopic of which is “media space” – essentially the Internet at large.  A “media 
class” is a particular class of application, such as the web, chat services, and so on,  
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while a “media object” is something one can observe, such as a particular webpage.  
The remaining two units overlay other dimensions on top of these three basic units.  
A “media instance” is a media object at a particular time, and a “media experience” 
is a user’s perception of a set of media instances. 
 
None of these are appropriate for the sociological approach of the current study as 
they  focus  on  the  technology  itself,  rather  than  the  people  who  use  it  and  the 
interactions  that  are  mediated  by  it.    As  this  study  is  guided  by  symbolic 
interactionist thinking, in which the basic units of analysis are the social act and the 
self, these are appropriate units of analysis and are clearly well aligned with the 
research questions described in Chapter   5: 
 
•  RQ1 focuses on the social act, as identity play and misrepresentation occur 
within the context of social acts.  Thus, this study collects and analyses data 
on social acts that occur within Internet interaction, to determine the extent to 
which these phenomena occur. 
 
•  RQ2 focuses on the self, as the objective of this question is to determine the 
effect of Internet use on different aspects of the self (specifically, age and 
nationality role identities).  Thus, this study makes use of data on these role 
identities, gathered directly from participants. 
 
“Specimens” of the first unit of analysis should be obtained with consideration of 
temporal, ritual and moral characteristics of the community being studied.  In the 
case of social acts, care should be taken to ensure temporal sequence of interactions  
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is preserved, and such specimens should be analysed from both the perspective of 
theory and from the points of view of the participants in the interaction (Denzin, 
1974). 
 
Denzin’s recommendations are particularly well suited to online field observations, 
as transcripts and logs of online social interactions are easily recorded and by their 
nature  preserve  most  of  the  elements  Denzin  proposes,  including  speech  and 
behaviour patterns and the “appearance” of actors (see Chenault, 1998).  Depending 
on  the  particular  technological  platform  in  use,  actors’  appearances  can  be 
determined from profiles made available by the platform, and may even be judged 
from personal web pages for which actors provide a URL. 
 
Logs of online social interaction also typically record the times each actor enters and 
leaves an interaction, how actors respond to others in the interaction, the objects 
(albeit virtual objects) responded to by each actor in the interaction, and the features 
of the interaction. 
 
The  second  basic  unit  of  analysis  in  symbolic  interactionist  research  is  the  self, 
which is examined in this study via role identities.  It was noted in Section   5.1 that 
while the self is a much broader concept than specific role identities, it is not feasible 
in a single study to examine such a broad concept in its entirety, thus the emphasis in 
this study is focused singly on age identity.  The two units of analysis used in this 
study interact as roles are performed by the actors present in social acts. 
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6.7  Summary 
This  research  project  is  conducted  in  two  phases  using  both  quantitative  and 
qualitative methods.  The qualitative phase is further subdivided into two stages.  
The flow of research activity, from quantitative survey to qualitative interviews and 
finally to field observation, is illustrated in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Research phases and methods 
 
This project is designed from an interpretivist perspective, and employs a symbolic 
interactionist approach.  The study makes use of quantitative and qualitative data, 
and although symbolic interactionists are divided in their acceptance of quantitative 
methods,  their  use  in  the  current  study  is  well grounded  and  consistent  with 
interactionist thought. 
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The quantitative data are collected using a questionnaire made up of two parts.  The 
first contains questions designed for the purpose of collecting data describing the 
audiences  with  whom  respondents  communicate,  and  the  second  contains  an 
improved variation of the semantic differential technique made popular by Burke 
and Tully (1977).  This technique has been used successfully in previous research on 
age identity,  and  is  a  well established  interactionist  technique  for  providing 
measures of role identity.  The Burke Tully method has been thoroughly tested and 
is widely used, and often forms the basis for scientific conclusions in its own right.  
In this study, however, the survey is used to provide insight and guide the subsequent 
qualitative phase.    This  is  consistent  with  the  interpretivist  approach  used  in  the 
study, in which a deeper understanding of how social actors construct meaning is 
desirable 
 
The two phased approach also allows the research to address a concern raised within 
ethnographic research.  Traditionally, ethnography was based on the idea of locality, 
but as communications media such as the Internet have become increasingly popular 
the  notion  of  a  geographically  bounded  ethnography  has  become  increasingly 
tenuous (Wittel, 2000).  Just as the boundaries of an ethnographic site cannot be 
bounded in purely physical terms, neither can they be bounded purely virtually.  The 
implication for this research is that in understanding the ways role identities are 
negotiated, one must consider the whole range of audiences with whom an individual 
negotiates those identities. 
 
This issue was discussed at length in Section   3.1.3, in which it was argued strongly 
that the separation between online and offline is artificial and unrealistic.  In fact, the  
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artificiality  of  such  a  distinction  is  fundamental  to  the  research:  the  hypotheses 
discussed in Section   5.1 are based on the notion that the audiences with whom the 
individual  negotiates  role  identities  can  exist both  online  and  offline.    Thus,  the 
research  must  acknowledge  the  full  range  of  participants’  audiences  in  order  to 
discern how the introduction of Internet audiences influences identity negotiation. 
 
This is achieved by the quantitative phase, which assessed the extent to which the 
Internet has introduced novel audiences to users.  Some users may not interact with 
novel  audiences  at  all,  while  others  may  be  heavily  involved  with  Internet 
correspondents.    Differences  in  the  experiences  of  users  with  varying  levels  of 
audience  novelty  are  investigated  qualitatively  using  ethnographic  interviews.    It 
must be stressed, however, that while ethnographic methods provided guidance for 
the research, this project is not in itself ethnography; the purpose of ethnography is 
to document a culture – a collective – while in the current study the focus is on the 
self  –  an  individual.    Finally,  the  conclusions  drawn  from  the  interviews  are 
validated using field observations collected using participant observation techniques. 
 
Discussions of the quantitative and qualitative phases are presented in the next two 
chapters.  
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7  Quantitative Phase 
 
7.1  Introduction 
This chapter reports the results of the quantitative phase of the study, in which data 
were gathered from respondents using the survey described in Appendices B and C.  
The  chapter  is  organised  as  three  sections.    First,  a  description  of  the  survey 
respondents is presented and the potential for communication with novel audiences 
is  discussed.    Second,  age identity  measures  are  documented  and  analysed  using 
frequency counts, percentages, cross tabulations, and statistical significance testing.  
Third, conclusions drawn from these analyses are related to the guiding theoretical 
framework, and issues for further qualitative investigation are proposed. 
 
7.2  Description of survey respondents 
The survey was conducted online during August 2006 to October 2006.  Sampling 
and recruitment strategies used for this phase were discussed in Section   6.3.1.  The 
survey  attracted  82  responses,  although  after  non elderly  and  non Australian 
responses  were  eliminated  from  the  responses  there  were  48  respondents 
remaining
59.  All statistics described in this section are calculated on the basis of a 
total sample size of 48.  It is impossible to calculate a response rate in percentage 
terms due to the uncertainty surrounding the size of the total population to whom the 
survey was advertised. 
 
                                                 
59 It was impossible to exclude such responses from the sample due to the survey being web based.  
These responses have been excluded from analyses because they do not match the desired sample 
characteristics.  
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Although 48 is a somewhat small sample, this is not particularly surprising given that 
people are increasingly reluctant to respond to surveys (Porter, 2004; Dey, 1997).  
Nevertheless, this response level is satisfactory for the following reasons.  First, low 
response rates are only problematic when there is a difference between respondents 
and non respondents that leads the researcher to an incorrect conclusion (Tull and 
Hawkins, 1993).  As explained in Chapter   6, the purpose of the quantitative phase is 
exploratory and its purpose is not to provide evidence for final conclusions but rather 
to raise questions for further investigation.  Where conclusions are drawn from the 
quantitative data they are based on results that are statistically significant
60. 
 
The gender breakdown of respondents is illustrated in Figure 3.  Slightly more than 
half of the respondents (n=26, 54%) were female and slightly less were male (n=21, 
44%).  Only one respondent chose not to disclose their gender.   
 
 
Figure 3: Gender of survey respondents 
 
                                                 
60 In fact, the smaller sample size is in this case an advantage, as an over sized study can yield 
statistically detectable results for effects of little scientific importance (Lenth, 2001). 
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In contrast to the popular perception that older people use the Internet only sparingly, 
Figure 4 shows that most survey respondents used the Internet to communicate with 
social contacts at least quite often.  Only one respondent reported never socialising 
with others online and only ten respondents (21%) reported that they “hardly ever” 
socialise online.   Fifteen respondents (31%)  reported they socialise online “quite 
often”,  ten  (21%)  reported  they  socialise  online  “frequently”,  while  four  (8%) 
reported they do this “all the time”.  Eight respondents (17%) did not answer this 
question.  There was no statistically significant variation between male and female 
responses to this question (t = 0.696, p = 0.491). 
 
 
Figure 4: Internet communication frequency of respondents 
 
Further,  approximately  one  third  of  respondents  (31%,  n=15)  indicated  that  they 
communicate  online  with  people  they  did  not  otherwise  know  (Figure  5).    This 
suggests that again in contrast to popular belief, it is not only younger users who use 
the  Internet  to  seek  new  social  contacts  and  indicates  that  the  Internet  has  the 
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potential to introduce older users to novel social influences and therefore to novel 
identity negotiation effects.  Gender had no statistically significant effect on Internet 
socialisation with strangers and thus on its potential to affect identity negotiation. 
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Figure 5: Internet socialising with strangers 
 
Of those who socialise with strangers online, the most popular ways of meeting new 
people online was via people they already know (n=5) and via online meeting places 
such  as  chat  services  or  discussion  fora  (n=5).    Meeting  strangers  through  the 
conduct of genealogy research was also cited by three respondents.  Notably, online 
dating was only cited by one respondent.   
 
While a reasonably large proportion of respondents may use the  Internet to seek 
contact with strangers, those strangers may not necessarily be geographically distant 
(Figure  6).    Almost  half  the  respondents  reported  that  most  of  their  online 
communication  was  with  people  either  mostly  or  all  in  the  same  country:  eight  
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(17%) respondents reported that all of their regular  Internet contacts were in the 
same country, and 15 (31%) reported they were mostly in the same country. 
 
Nevertheless, a fair proportion of respondents communicate with people from other 
countries, suggesting the potential for novel influence.  More than one third reported 
that  most  of  their  online  communication  is  with  people  overseas:  seven  (15%) 
reported about half of their online communication partners were in other countries, 
and  another  ten  (21%)  reported  most  were  in  other  countries.    No  respondents 
reported  that  all  of  the  people  they  contacted  regularly  were  overseas.    Seven 
respondents did not respond to this question.  There was no statistically significant 
variation between male and female responses to this question. 
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Figure 6: Nationality of online communication partners 
 
While it is quite common for older Internet users to communicate with users from 
other countries, in most cases the people with whom they communicate are of the  
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same ethnic background (Figure 7).  Nineteen respondents (40%) reported that all of 
their communication partners, and a further 20 (42%) reported that most of their 
communication partners are of the same ethnic background.  Only one respondent 
reported  that  about  half  of  their  communication  partners  were  from  other  ethnic 
backgrounds, while seven respondents did not respond to this question.  Gender had 
no significant effect on this result. 
 
The uncertainty involved in intercultural and interethnic communication can lead to 
fear or anxiety and thus create apprehension about communicating with others from 
different cultural or ethnic backgrounds (Neuliep and McCroskey, 1997).  This can 
also influence computer mediated and Internet mediated communication (Kwok et 
al., 2001), perhaps explaining the reluctance exhibited by the respondents in this 
study to interact with people from other ethnicities. 
 
Another possibility is simply that the methods with which older Internet users make 
new  contacts  online  are  unlikely  to  facilitate  contact  with  people  from  different 
ethnic backgrounds, for example if the virtual communities to which they belong 
have ethnically homogenous membership, or if they use the Internet to communicate 
primarily with distant family members.  Clearly, there is a need to determine with 
whom  older  users  communicate  most,  and  how  these  contacts  are  formed  – 
something investigated further during the qualitative stage. 
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Figure 7: Ethnicity of online communication partners 
 
Unsurprisingly,  such  apprehension  is  clearly  not  present  when  it  comes  to 
communication with people from other age groups.  It is quite common for older 
Internet  users  to  communicate  online  with  people  from  other  age  groups.    Six 
respondents (12%) reported that they communicate only with people from the same 
age group, and 13 (27%) reported that they communicate mostly with people from 
the same age group.  A further 13 (27%) reported that half the people with whom 
they frequently communicate online belong to other age groups, and another four 
(8%)  reported  that  most  of  their  communication  partners  were  from  other  age 
groups.  One respondent reported that all their frequent communication partners were 
from other age groups.  Seven respondents did not answer this question.  Gender had 
no significant effect on this result. 
 
However,  the  extent  to  which  online  interaction  with  other  age groups  might 
influence identity negotiation is unclear, given that respondents would likely interact 
with people of all age groups in everyday life, either family members or elsewhere.  
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Figure 8: Age of online communication partners 
 
It is also common for older Internet users to communicate online with people of the 
opposite sex.  Respondents’ sex was combined with responses to the question in 
whether the people they communicate with most frequently were all male, all female, 
or some combination in between the two,  revealing whether communication was 
with people who were mostly the same sex or opposite sex.   
 
Only two respondents (4%) reported that all their frequent online communication 
partners are of the same gender, and only 14% respondents (29%) reported that most 
of the people with whom they frequently communicate online are the same gender.  
Twenty two respondents (46%) reported the breakdown to be about equal, and only 
two respondents (4%) reported most of their frequent online communication is with 
people of the opposite sex.  No respondents reported that all of their frequent online 
communication partners are of the opposite sex.  Seven respondents did not provide 
this information. 
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Figure 9: Gender of online communication partners 
 
As with age, this result should come as no surprise.  Given that people in western 
societies are male and female in approximately equal proportion.  If one were to 
choose communication partners at random, one would expect a similar result, so the 
potential for impact on identity negotiation is questionable. 
 
7.2.1  Potential for novel influences 
The results reported in the previous section suggest that there exists a reasonable 
potential  for  online  communication  to  expose  older  Internet  users  to  novel 
influences.  In general, they use the Internet quite frequently, and about one third of 
older users communicate with strangers online.  A considerable proportion of them 
also  communicate  with  users  from  other  countries  and  age  groups,  and  of  the 
opposite sex
61. 
                                                 
61 The term “sex” here is used here to avoid being distracted by debate about the social construction of 
gender and the impossibility of dichotomous gender (see Jay, 1981).  While the author acknowledges 
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While communication with people of different age and sex may not be particularly 
novel, given the likelihood of interaction with such groups in everyday life, the high 
level of interaction with people from other countries is particularly noteworthy when 
one considers the geographic separation of Australia from neighbouring countries in 
comparison to other regions around the world.  In Australia it is unusual to encounter 
residents of other countries, while elsewhere it might be comparatively common; 
particularly  where  distances  between  countries  are  relatively  small  and  crossing 
national borders is relatively easy.  Nevertheless, the majority of older Internet users 
communicate with people mostly from the same ethnic background, so the impacts 
of Internet use on identity may be subtle. 
 
In summary, preliminary examination of the audiences with whom older Internet 
users  interact  while  online  suggests  that  the  potential  for  novel  communication 
exists.  In the next section, analysis of respondents’ age identities is presented, and 
statistical testing is conducted to determine if interaction with people from other 
countries, ethnicities, age groups and sex is correlated with changes in age identity. 
 
7.3  Analysis of age-identity scores 
In this section a measure of respondents’ identification with “old age” is determined 
using  a  technique  based  on  the  Burke Tully  method.    This  technique  asks 
respondents to describe their general perception of the role identity in terms of 24 
                                                                                                                                          
the merit of such discussion, it would not be useful for the present task of determining the degree of 
audience novelty to which an Internet user is exposed, since such social construction would occur in 
both online and offline worlds.  
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opposing characteristics
62.  This is preferred over simply asking respondents how 
closely they identify with the “old age” role because respondents’ interpretation of 
that role will vary, producing incomparable results.  By ensuring that all respondents 
rate the same 24 characteristics, results are able to be compared. 
 
The 24 characteristics were rated using a 7 point Likert scale because odd numbered 
scales allow respondents a neutral option that is impossible in even numbered scales 
(Callero, 1992).  While respondents were unaware of the numeric values, the 7 point 
scale used equated to values between  3 and +3.  Thus, neutral characteristics are 
assigned a value of 0, while characteristics which are strongly identified with the role 
are assigned ±3. 
 
It is noted here that the 7 point Likert scale used by Callero (1992) actually contains 
values on the following scale:  4,  3,  2, 1, 2, 3, 4.  This scale has the unfortunate 
side effect that even neutral items are assigned a score of 1, and thus still contribute 
to the final measure of age identity.  This is corrected for in the present study by 
assigning neutral items a score of 0. 
 
Respondents  were  then  asked  to  rate  themselves  according  to  the  same 
characteristics.  The role ratings were multiplied by the self ratings, producing a set 
of  scores  ranging  from   9  to  +9.    This  has  the  effect  of  weighting  self ratings 
                                                 
62 The current study required respondents to rate old age in terms of attributes such as respected/not 
respected, helpless/powerful, and so on.  As described in Section   6.3.2.1, the opposing characteristics 
used  in  the  current  study  were  derived  from  relevant  literature  (George et al.,  1980;  Mutran  and 
George, 1982; Russell et al., 2004).  
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according to their importance in the role.  Characteristics that are strongly identified 
with the role, and with which the respondent also strongly identifies, achieve high 
scores (i.e. up to ±3 × ±3), while characteristics that are perceived as either neutral to 
the role or neutral to the individual are assigned a value of 0.   
 
These weighted scores represent the strength with which the respondent identifies 
with the role identity, in terms of each characteristic.  Callero (1992) notes that the 
resulting  scale  is  not  linear,  as  certain  values  are  impossible  (multiplying  two 
integers between 1 and 3 cannot produce 5, 7 or 8).  However, summing these scores 
results  in  a  single  measure  representing  the  strength  with  which  the  respondent 
identifies  with  the  role  identity  as  a  whole.    In  the  current  study,  in  which  24 
characteristics were assessed, the score for identity has a theoretical range of ±216, 
and which is a linear scale. 
 
Finally, it is noted here that the scales for respect, influence, being pioneering and 
being happy were all inverse in relation to remaining items (listed in full in Figure 
11).  These four items were inverted in the analysis so that all survey items produced 
a positive score if the respondent answered in a positive way. 
 
The mean average age identity score calculated for respondents was 47 (SD = 43; 
n = 48).  The lowest score was  20, while the highest was 175.  The distribution of 
age  identities  is  shown  in  Figure  10.    That  the  vast  majority  of  responses  were 
positive and reasonably high indicates that the characteristics assessed by the survey 
are indeed associated with old age, and supports the previous research from which 
they  were  drawn  (George et al.,  1980;  Mutran  and  George,  1982;  Russell  et  al.,  
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2004).    The  24  survey  items  assessing  age identity  are  also  considered  reliable 
(Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.875). 
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Figure 10: Distribution of age-identity scores 
 
A comparison of the average score for each item as it relates to old age and middle 
age is presented in Figure 11.  This graph indicates that respondents perceived old 
age to be characterised to be worse than middle age in most respects, including being 
less  respected,  being  less  influential,  more  helpless,  moving  much  more  slowly, 
being more sickly, being more hunched and more wrinkled, being slower on the 
uptake and slightly less active, looking more to the past, being less effective, being 
much shakier, being much more likely to be single and live alone, and being more 
tired. 
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Old age  and  middle age  were  perceived  as  approximately  equal  in  terms  of  the 
degree of security and confidence experienced by the person. 
 
Finally, old age was perceived as better than middle age in terms of having been 
much more pioneering, being less grumpy, being slightly more valued, having much 
more freedom, being slightly more useful, more satisfied and much happier. 
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Figure 11: Comparison of perceptions of old-age and middle-age 
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In the next two sections, respondents’ individual age identity scores are analysed 
using  statistical  testing  to  determine  if  interaction  with  novel  audience  has  any 
perceptible effect. 
 
7.3.1  Testing for effect of novel audience on age-identity 
In the interactionist perspective there are innumerable ways in which an audience 
can be novel, and it is not feasible to examine all the possible roles which may be 
represented in a novel audience; however, certain aspects of audience novelty are 
prominent candidates for research attention.  In particular, the Internet allows users 
to communicate easily with people from other countries and cultural backgrounds 
where  little  opportunity  would  otherwise  exist;  therefore,  this  thesis  focuses  on 
interaction with people from different countries and ethnicities.   
 
Further,  in  comparison  to  face to face  interaction  a  high  proportion  of  online 
communication is with people of the opposite sex, and therefore a third area of focus 
is on such interaction.  Finally, one’s peers tend to be people of similar age, and thus 
the thesis has a fourth focus on interaction with people from other age groups.   
 
7.3.1.1  Interaction with people from other countries 
Section    7.2  identified  interaction  with  people  from  other  countries  as  an  area  in 
which the potential for impact of interaction with novel audiences was high.  To 
investigate this further, the group of respondents who reported that at least half their 
regular online communication was with people from other countries was compared 
with  the  group  of  respondents  who  reported  that  most  or  all  of  their  regular  
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communication was with people in the same country.  The results of this comparison 
are shown in Table 3. 
 
  Most interaction with people 
from the same country 
Most interaction with people 
from other countries 
Mean  40  47 
Standard Deviation  34  53 
Table 3: Same-country and other-country communication bias: comparison of identity scores 
 
A t test for equality of means between these two groups revealed that there was no 
significant  difference  between  age  identities  (t  =  –0.494,  p = 0.625).    However, 
Levene’s test for equality of variances revealed that interaction with people from 
other countries is significantly correlated at the 5% confidence level with greater 
variation in age identity (F = 4.260, p = 0.046).  This indicates that the two groups – 
those who interact with people mostly from their own country, and those who do not 
– are not equivalent. 
 
This result can be interpreted in two ways, in which causality flows in differing 
directions.    In  the  first  interpretation,  it  could  be  assumed  that  there  is  some 
underlying characteristic of the more diverse group that draws them to interact with 
people from other countries.  For example, it may be that those who feel very old, 
thus scoring high on the age identity scale, are drawn to communicate with people 
from other countries.  Likewise, people who feel young, and thus score low on the 
scale,  may  also  be  drawn  to  communicate  with  people  from  other  countries  for 
another, perhaps unrelated reason. 
 
However, Figure 12 indicates that this explanation is unlikely.  If it were the case 
one would expect to see two clusters of age identities among those who interact with  
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people  from  other  countries:  one  cluster  would  appear  to  the  left  of  the  graph, 
representing those who feel young, while another representing those who feel old 
would appear to the right.  Yet this is not so: the distributions of both those who do 
and do not interact much with people from other countries are similar. 
 
 
Figure 12: Scatterplot of age-identity by novel country 
 
An alternative explanation is that communicating with people from other countries 
might affect  age identity  without prescribing the direction of the  effect.  This is 
consistent  with  symbolic  interactionist  theory:  when  online  communication 
introduces users to new audiences the identity negotiation process is altered.  That 
there is no impact on the direction of such effects is not surprising; such a result 
would imply that technology determines the outcome and deny the human actor any 
agency  in  their  own  interactions.    However,  the  difference  in  variances  may  be 
because the group that interacts with the wider range of audiences experiences a 
wider range of identity effects. 
 
7.3.1.2  Interaction with people of other ethnicities 
Although Section   7.2 identified this as an area in which the potential for identity 
effects  was  minimal  due  to  minimal  interaction  with  people  of  other  ethnicities,  
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testing for equality of means and equality of variances was conducted to confirm 
these suspicions.  The results of this comparison are shown in Table 4. 
 
  All interaction with people of 
the same ethnicity 
Some interaction with people 
of other ethnicities 
Mean  41  45 
Standard Deviation  46  40 
Table 4: Same-ethnicity and other-ethnicity communication bias: comparison of identity scores 
 
A  t test  revealed  no  significant  difference  in  mean  between  respondents  whose 
frequent online communication is entirely with people of the same ethnicity, and 
people who communicate with at least some people of other ethnicities (t = –0.294, 
p = 0.770).  There was also no significant variation in variance between the two 
groups (F = 0.325, p = 0.572). 
 
7.3.1.3  Interaction with people of other age groups 
Although Section   7.2 argued that interaction with people of other age groups was 
most likely not a novel influence in most cases, Hale (1998) suggests that elderly 
people lacking high levels of contact with other elderly people may be unable to 
identify with other elderly, and more likely to identify with younger people.  Thus, 
following Hale (1998) one might expect higher interaction with elderly people to be 
more associated with higher age identity scores.  This was not borne out in the data, 
however.    The  results  of  the  comparison  between  those  respondents  who 
communicate mostly with people of the same age group and those who communicate 
with people of other age groups is shown in Table 5. 
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  Most interaction with people of 
the same age group 
Most interaction with people of 
other age groups 
Mean  34  50 
Standard Deviation  42  43 
Table 5: Same-age group and other-age group communication bias: comparison of identity 
scores 
 
A t test for equality of means between those respondents who communicate online 
with users mostly or all belonging to the same age group showed no  significant 
difference to users who do not (t = –1.251, p = 0.218).  There was also no significant 
variation in variance between the two groups (F = 0.907, p = 0.347)
63. 
 
7.3.1.4  Interaction with members of the opposite sex 
Finally,  interaction  with  members  of  the  opposite  sex  was  tested  to  confirm  the 
suggestion in Section   7.2 that this would have little or no impact on age identity.  
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 6. 
 
                                                 
63 It is noted here that while mediated interaction with people of other age groups does not appear to 
have any significant effect on perception of self, other research has suggested that intergenerational 
interaction does have a significant effect on perceptions of others (Pinquart et al., 2000).  If one 
accepts that  most people experience sufficient interaction  with people of other age groups that it 
cannot be considered “novel”, the question must be asked why Pinquart et al. arrived at the findings 
they did.  One possibility is that they required people to cooperate on a task, rather than simply 
interacting; in other words, the “depth” of interaction is important.  While shallow interaction with 
others of different age groups is common both online and offline, deeper interaction may be rare in 
both cases.  
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  All interaction with people of 
the same sex 
Some interaction with people 
of the opposite sex 
Mean  49  39 
Standard Deviation  43  43 
Table 6: Same-sex and opposite-sex communication bias: comparison of identity scores 
 
A t test revealed that this was indeed the case; there was no significant difference 
between those respondents who frequently communicate mostly with members of the 
same  sex,  and  respondents  for  whom  at  least  half  their  frequent  communication 
partners were members of the opposite sex (t = 0.775, p = 0.443).  There was also no 
difference in variance between the two groups (F = 0.107, p = 0.745). 
 
7.3.2  Summary of effect of novel audience on identity 
No significant effects on age identity were associated with interaction with people of 
different ethnicities, age groups or the opposite sex, as discussed in Sections   7.3.1.2 
to   7.3.1.4 above.  It is important to stress that the testing above does not necessarily 
imply that interaction with people of other ethnicities, age  groups or sex has no 
impact on age identity, however.  These findings cannot preclude the possibility that 
there may be some people for whom interaction with people of different ethnicity, 
age group or sex does indeed have an impact on identity negotiation.  It can only be 
concluded that such outcomes are not sufficiently commonplace to be detected in the 
current sample.  Short of testing the entire population – as opposed to a sample of it 
– this will always be the case. 
 
As  anticipated  in  Section    7.2,  interaction  with  people  from  other  countries  is 
associated with an impact on age identity; one possibility is that interaction with 
people from other countries can lead to greater variation in identification with the  
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identity of “old age”.  The way in which online interaction with people from other 
countries influences identification with old age is thus identified as something to be 
investigated in the qualitative phase of the project. 
 
The  findings  from  the  quantitative  phase  are  also  useful  in  another  way.    The 
similarity between the theoretical approach anchored in symbolic interactionism and 
used  in  this  study  and  the  Contact  Hypothesis  was  briefly  discussed  in  Section 
  5.1.1.3,  where  it  was  suggested  that  unifying  both  theoretical  frameworks  was 
desirable but beyond the scope of a single thesis.  The findings above provide a 
valuable clue in the direction such research might take. 
 
When it was first proposed by Allport (1954), the Contact Hypothesis was simple: 
that exposure to people who were different would result in greater familiarity and 
better  understanding,  and  thus  result  in  reduced  prejudice.    The  theory  has 
subsequently been refined by a growing number of preconditions which must be met 
in order for novel contact to improve relations (Brickson, 2000).  The preconditions 
are a reflection of the importance of understanding the context when understanding 
the effects of novel contact.  This echoes the findings from the quantitative phase of 
the  present  study,  in  which  contact  with  novel  audiences  does  not  produce 
predictably positive or negative outcomes; rather, the nature of the outcome is likely 
to be dependent on the nature of the interaction, as each case of interaction with a 
novel audience is unique. 
 
This is particularly noteworthy when considered in conjunction with an experiment 
conducted by Chen (1998), which tested the possibility that email interaction with  
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audiences in other countries could lead to increased sensitivity to the cultures of 
others.  The experiment found no statistically significant difference between pre 
condition and post condition tests of intercultural sensitivity, but unfortunately an 
analysis of variance was not conducted.  This leaves open the tantalising possibility 
that although there was no change in average, the exchange of email with users in 
other countries might contribute to greater variance, due to an expanded range of 
interaction contexts.  Such a result would directly mirror results from the present 
study. 
 
Consequently, when understanding the impact of interaction with people from other 
countries, the qualitative investigation referred to above should heed the contexts of 
such interactions.   
 
7.3.3  Factor analysis of age-identity scores 
As well as identifying interaction with people from other countries as a key area for 
investigation,  the  quantitative  phase  also  provides  the  basis  for  understanding 
identity related experiences of older Internet users, by recognising underlying factors 
of age identity.  These factors were identified as follows. 
 
Although the characteristics assessed by the survey instrument in Appendix C were 
based on previous literature (George et al., 1980; Mutran and George, 1982; Russell 
et al., 2004), there is the possibility that multiple survey items assessed the same 
underlying  aspect  of  age identity.    In  order  to  determine  if  this  was  the  case, 
bivariate correlations were conducted between survey items. 
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A large number of characteristics were correlated, significant to the 5% significance 
level.  These correlations are listed in Appendix D.  The high level of intercorrelation 
between  characteristics  did  indeed  suggest  that  a  smaller  number  of  underlying 
factors  were  present,  and  therefore  a  factor  analysis  was  conducted  to  identify 
underlying factors.  The Principal Components factor analysis method and Varimax 
rotation  method  were  used  and  factors  with  Eigenvalues
64  greater  than  1.0  were 
extracted, resulting in seven factors as described in Table 7.  Together these seven 
factors account for 75% of the variance in respondents’ age identity scores.  A full 
list of the rotated component scores is illustrated in Appendix E. 
 
Factor No.  Factor Name  Eigenvalue  Most associated with 
1  Activity  7.163  Free 
Active 
Satisfied 
Confident 
2  Value to others  2.933  Valuable 
Useful 
Effective 
Happy 
3  Respect from others  2.262  Respected 
Influential 
Secure 
4  Health  1.737  Healthy 
Not hunched 
Steady 
Don’t live alone 
5  Strength  1.528  Pioneering 
Powerful 
Not single 
6  Energy  1.314  Move quickly 
Quick on the uptake 
Look to the future 
Not tired 
7  Outward appearances  1.058  Cheerful 
Not wrinkled 
Table 7: Summary of seven factors of age identity 
 
                                                 
64 Eigenvalues indicate the amount of variance accounted for by each factor.  The higher a factor’s 
Eigenvalue, the more variance is explained by the factor.  Although the Eigenvalue at which factors 
are retained or ignored is somewhat arbitrary, extracting factors with Eigenvalues greater than 1.0 is 
recommended by Kaiser (1960).  This is the most widely used approach, and thus is also the approach 
used in this study.  
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The first factor was associated with being free to do things and with being active; it 
was thus decided to name this factor Activity.  This factor was also associated with 
being satisfied and with being confident; this factor appears valid, as it is likely that 
one would feel satisfied if one was free to engage in activities one enjoyed.   
 
The second factor was associated with feelings of being valuable to others, of being 
useful, effective, and happy.  The researcher felt it was intuitively true that these 
characteristics are all related, supporting the validity of this factor.  The name Value 
to others was chosen as it accurately represents these characteristics. 
 
The  third  factor  was  associated  with  feeling  respected by  others,  influential,  and 
secure.  Respect and influence are related, and thus this factor appears valid.  It is 
also intuitive to the researcher that if one felt they had the ability to influence and 
earn respect from others one would also feel more secure.  This factor was named 
Respect from others. 
 
The fourth factor, named Health, was associated with feeling healthy, steady, and not 
hunched – all clearly related to one’s physical condition, suggesting that this factor is 
valid.  This factor was also associated with not living alone.  Initially this appears 
anomalous, although one might feel less health related fear if one lives with others – 
for example, the fear of being injured in the home and not being discovered would be 
greatly reduced. 
 
The fifth  factor was associated with feelings of having been a pioneer, of being 
powerful, and not being single.  This factor was thus named Strength.  The first two  
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of these three characteristics are obviously related, again suggesting this factor is 
valid.  Not being single may also be related to feelings of strength, as loved ones – 
particularly a life time partner – can be a source of support for many people. 
 
The sixth factor was named Energy, as it was associated with moving quickly, being 
quick  on  the  uptake,  not  being  tired,  and  looking  to  the  future.    Again,  these 
characteristics  all  appear  to  overlap  to  a  considerable  degree,  so  this  factor  is 
considered valid. 
 
The  seventh  and  final  factor  was  associated  with  being  cheerful  and  not  being 
hunched.  Of all the factors this was the least convincing, had an Eigenvalue only 
just above 1.0 and was associated with the fewest characteristics.  Nevertheless, both 
cheerfulness and not being hunched have a commonality in that both reflect how 
others  see  us,  rather  than  how  we  see  ourselves.    Thus,  this  factor  was  named 
Outward appearances. 
 
7.4  Conclusions from quantitative phase 
The quantitative phase identified interaction with people from other countries as an 
area in which identity effects are likely, supporting the theory that interaction with 
people  from  novel  audiences  can  affect  the  identity  negotiation  process.    Seven 
factors which might be affected by interactions with novel audiences were identified: 
Activity,  Value  to  others,  Respect  from  others,  Health,  Strength,  Energy,  and 
Outward appearances. 
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Thus, the qualitative phase of this research project described in previous sections 
should be sure to investigate interaction with people from other countries, and should 
determine  the  mechanisms  by  which  these  seven  factors  are  affected.    This 
investigation is documented in Chapter   8. 
 
A final remark is that the semantic differential approach has shown considerable 
promise as a method for investigating age identity issues, and may also be suitable 
for investigating other aspects of identity.  Chapter   10 recommends further research 
in this area.  
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8  Qualitative Phase 
 
8.1  Introduction 
The previous chapter identified seven factors of age identity that may be affected by 
interactions with novel audiences, particularly from other countries.  This chapter 
describes the results of a qualitative investigation into the ways in which age identity 
may be affected, based on interviews with relevant participants.  Thus, the previous 
chapter articulated what might be affected, while the current chapter describes how it 
can be affected. 
 
To this end, qualitative interview data are described systematically leading to the 
researcher’s interpretation of the processes and  factors that influence the identity 
negotiation process  among  elderly  Internet  users.   Participant perceptions  of  key 
concepts are discussed, including perceptions of age  and identity related issues and 
their experiences of Internet use.  These data are analysed using domain analysis, a 
technique which is useful for examining qualitative data when used in conjunction 
with other, usually quantitative, data (Atkinson and Abu El Haj, 1996). 
 
The following section documents the interview process, while Section   8.3 describes 
the domain analysis technique in more detail.  This is followed by presentation and 
discussion  of  the  findings  from  this  phase  in  Section    8.4,  and  conclusions  are 
detailed  in  Section    9.3.    Finally,  this  chapter  closes  with  some  reflections  on 
qualitative research in Section   8.6. 
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8.2  The interview process 
While  Section    6.4.1  notes  that  ethnographic  interviewing  techniques  were  used, 
detailed  description  of  the  interview  process  was  omitted.    Such  description  is 
provided here. 
 
The interviewing method used in this study has two “distinct but complementary” 
processes:  developing  rapport,  and  eliciting  information  (Spradley,  1979:  78).  
Rapport  development  commenced  upon  making  first  contact  with  prospective 
participants  –  in  most  cases  this  was  in  face to face  meetings  at  one  of  the 
organisations identified in Section   6.3.1
65.  In a few cases, participants were recruited 
from  survey  responses;  the  final  stage  of  the  survey  included  a  facility  for 
respondents to provide an email address if they were interested in follow up contact 
for  further  involvement  in  the  study.    In  these  cases  rapport  development 
commenced with the initial email contact. 
 
Rapport development is a time consuming process, and this is exaggerated when 
conducting  interviews  by  email  as  it  takes  longer  to  develop  the  same  level  of 
closeness in a relationship when online than face to face.  However, it is arguably 
possible to develop closer connections over time than would be possible face to face 
(see  Section    6.4.1.1).    It  is  the  researcher’s  impression  that  this  almost  certainly 
occurred  with  at  least  three  participants,  and  is  likely  with  a  number  of  other 
participants. 
 
                                                 
65 These organisations were visited during the quantitative phase, at which time potential participants 
interested in participating in the subsequent qualitative phase were recruited.  
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A sign that rapport is still developing and that participants are not yet completely 
comfortable with the relationship is when informants fear that they don’t meet the 
expectations of the researcher (Spradley, 1979).  This was evident in the case of 
several participants who commented that their contributions might not be of much 
help.  In a handful of cases this persisted for some time, and more than six weeks in 
one case.  In all such cases the researcher was careful to reinforce that their messages 
were indeed useful, and eventually all participants appeared to the researcher to be 
confident that their input was indeed valuable to the researcher. 
 
Once  apprehension  is  overcome,  ethnographic  interviews  usually  give  way  to  a 
period  of  exploration  (Spradley,  1979).    During  this  time  both  participant  and 
ethnographer test the relationship, both attempting to determine what the other is like 
and  what  they  really  want  from  the  research  process.    It  is  important  to  give 
participants opportunity to explore the relationship; the researcher employed three 
techniques suggested by Spradley to facilitate this. 
 
First,  key  points  were  repeatedly  explained  to  participants  to  reduce  uncertainty 
about the researcher’s objectives.  This was employed periodically, although not so 
frequently as to become distracting or annoying to participants.   
 
Second, restating what participants said was used to verify that the researcher had 
interpreted  the  participant’s  words  appropriately,  however  it  also  had  a  more 
profound effect: repeating the participants’ contributions signalled to them that the 
researcher was indeed absorbing what they had said, and that the content of their 
messages was important.  This contributes to the rapport development process, and  
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encourages participants to contribute further.  In one case, a participant even began 
restating their own messages
66. 
 
Third,  where  possible  the  researcher  avoided  asking  participants  to  explain  their 
contributions using words like “what did you mean?” or “why did you say that?”.  
Such questions can convey the implicit meaning that the participant has not been 
clear, or has not explained themselves sufficiently (Spradley, 1979).  Instead, when 
the  researcher  required  more  information  participants  were  asked  to  provide 
examples, such as “can you tell me about a time when that happened?”.  This had the 
added advantage of yielding richer data from the participants – contributions did not 
consist only of participants’ perceptions, but revealed actual events that lead to those 
perceptions. 
 
After  exploration,  most  of  the  participants  moved  to  stages  of  cooperation  and 
participation, in which they are comfortable with the relationship and accept the role 
of “teaching” the researcher (Spradley, 1979).  While this can take months in face 
to face research, it appeared to the researcher to happen more quickly with some 
participants.  Indications that this stage has been reached include participants asking 
the researcher questions and correcting the researcher, both of which began to occur 
with some participants within only a few weeks.  Thus, while the early stages of the 
rapport building  process  may  take  longer  in  online  research,  it  appeared  to  the 
researcher that in some cases, closeness developed rapidly after a degree of trust had 
developed between researcher and participant. 
                                                 
66 It is noted here that almost all email software packages provide the ability to quote messages when 
replying  to  them,  however  this  is  so  commonplace  it  is  probably  not  perceived  significantly  by 
recipients.  Restating participants’ words here refers to explicitly copying them into the text of new 
messages and referring to them directly.  
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Once rapport had developed, key information was elicited by scaffolding discussion 
around  a  number  of  key  concepts  that  were  identified  during  the  conduct  of  the 
literature  review,  and  which  were  selected  for  their  relevance  to  the  research 
questions.  To remind the reader of the exact nature of these questions, they are 
repeated here from Section   5.1. 
 
RQ1:  Do older Internet users experience the same identity processes as younger 
users when online?  
 
RQ1A:  To what extent do elderly Internet users engage in identity play? 
 
RQ1B:  To what extent do elderly Internet users engage in misrepresentation? 
 
RQ2:  What effects does Internet use by elderly users have on their identities? 
 
RQ2A:  What effects does Internet use by elderly users have on age identity? 
 
The key concepts around which the interviews were structured are as follows: 
 
•  Performance 
•  Identity play 
•  Misrepresentation 
•  Ageing 
•  Old age and middle age  
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•  Adulthood 
•  Internet communication 
•  Internet friends vs. “real” friends 
 
Successful  completion  of  the  research  project  required  that  discussion  of  these 
concepts  would  yield  useful  data  for  answering  the  research  questions.    The 
relevance of these concepts to the research questions is as follows.   
 
Question RQ1 addresses the identity processes that are experienced during online 
social  interaction.    In  particular,  this  question  seeks  to  determine  if  older  users 
engage in identity play (RQ1A) and misrepresentation (RQ1B).  Thus, the first three 
items on the list above – performance, identity play and misrepresentation – are 
included to ensure data gathered from the participants specifically addresses these 
concepts.  The research also intends to assess the effect Internet by older adults has 
on their identities (RQ2), and age identity in particular (RQ2A).  It is for this reason 
that the items ageing, old-age vs. middle-age and adulthood are included.  Finally, 
although they are not necessarily central to specific research questions, the remainder 
of the terms on the list – Internet communication and Internet friends vs. “real” 
friends – present themselves as central concepts to the research and it is thus prudent 
to include them. 
 
It is noted here that identification of these concepts was done only to provide an 
initial structure for the interviews and to ensure that a range of relevant topics were 
explored with each participant.  Richer understandings of participants’ perspectives  
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were gained where appropriate by exploring participants’ responses and encouraging 
them to expand on their comments using the questioning techniques described above.   
 
The  interviews  yielded  496  email  messages,  comprising  over  200,000  words, 
although initial portions were essentially rapport building and was not as useful as 
later data for analytical purposes.  Collection of interview data was stopped for each 
concept when it appeared participants had run out of things to say about relevant 
topics,  although  occasionally  topics  were  revisited  when  the  value  of  doing  so 
became apparent during subsequent discussions.  These data were analysed using the 
technique described in the next section.  
 
8.3  Analytical method 
There  are  few  guidelines  to  follow  when  assessing  the  soundness  of  qualitative 
techniques, and the same criteria that would be applied to quantitative studies do not 
apply to qualitative research (Van Maanen, 1979; Malterud, 2001).  Although based 
Atkinson and Abu El Haj’s (1996) articulation of Spradley’s (1979) domain analysis 
method, these authors do not offer significant discussion of the characteristics of 
good quality qualitative research.  Hence, this study has been informed by the widely 
adopted and “particularly helpful” (Seale, 2002) advice of Lincoln and Guba (1985), 
who describe qualitative research in terms of four criteria: credibility, transferability, 
dependability and confirmability. 
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As  per  Lincoln  and  Guba’s  recommendations
67,  credibility  in  this  study  is 
established  by  prolonged  engagement  with  participants  and  by  triangulation  of 
sources and methods, including cross referencing interview findings with subsequent 
field observations.  Also as per Lincoln and Guba’s recommendations, transferability 
is established by providing thick description. 
 
The  analytical  method  employed  is  a  three stage  method  that  was  structured, 
systematic  and  rigorous  and  is  outlined  below  to  allow  readers  to  assess  the 
dependability and confirmability of the research, which Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
describe using the metaphor of an audit process.  
 
 
Figure 13: Systematic qualitative analysis method 
 
The first stage, consisting of domain analysis of interview data on key concepts, was 
conducted using the method described by Atkinson and Abu El Haj (1996).  This 
                                                 
67 Lincoln and Guba’s recommendations are revisited in more detail in Chapter   10.  
Domain analysis 
of each literature 
concept 
Identification of domains 
Construct taxonomy of sub-categories 
Specifying the components 
Relating the domains 
Develop model  
of literature  
concepts 
Verification of 
model 
Identify relationships between  
literature concepts 
Arrange relationships in model 
Relate model to field observations 
Triangulate with quantitative results  
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method  is  well suited  to  the  current  project  as  it  is  based  on  Spradley’s  (1979) 
widely adopted approach to qualitative research, which also informed the interview 
process.  In Spradley’s terms, the domains used were analytic domains; these are 
more helpful than folk domains when the meanings in a situation are not recognised 
by participants,  and  involve  the  researcher  identifying  meaningful  categories  and 
patterns in the data and assigning terms to them, rather than using terminology from 
the participants’ argot (Neuman, 1997). 
 
The  literature  topics  were  grouped  together  where  topics  were  related  and  each 
grouping was analysed individually.  Three groups were created: literature concepts 
relating to age were grouped together, as were topics related to Internet use, and 
dramaturgical concepts.  Figure 14 illustrates the relationships between these three 
groups, and is in essence a graphical representation of the relationships between the 
central concepts of the research questions. 
 
The method used to investigate the three groups comprised of four steps.  In the first 
step, key topics, or “domains”, were identified from the participant interviews.  This 
process  commenced  with  emergent  coding  of  the  interview  transcripts,  in  which 
codes are allowed to emerge from the data and a priori code definitions are not 
imposed.    Atkinson  and  Abu  El  Haj  (1996)  suggest  line by line  coding  for  this 
process.  While this is appropriate for transcriptions of recorded interviews in which 
each line is a conversational turn, line by line coding of email interview transcripts 
has  the  significant  problem  that  it  is  extremely  unlikely  that  each  line  of  the 
transcript forms a coherent unit.   
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Figure 14: Groupings of literature concepts 
 
 
An alternative to coding line by line coding is to code individual sentences.  This 
approach is sometimes called coding syntactical units, because it relies on syntactical 
criteria to distinguish each unit.  As Rourke et al. (2001) note, however, objective 
identification of individual sentence units can be difficult due to the idiosyncratic 
nature of online communication, in which written communication is infused with the 
informal and less structured flavour of oral communication.  This was certainly the 
case in the current project; while some participants wrote in a highly formal style 
much  akin  to  letter writing,  others  were  highly  informal  and  conversational  in 
nature. 
 
A  similar  approach  is  to  code  messages  paragraph by paragraph.    This  too  has 
difficulties caused by the style and nature of online communication – a single code  
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may span multiple paragraphs, or conversely a single paragraph may span multiple 
codes.  In the current study, messages from some participants were composed of 
long, rambling, albeit insightful paragraphs, while others were very terse.  Clearly, 
adopting a paragraph coding approach would not be suitable in this case. 
 
Henri (1991) notes that the unit of meaning is necessarily lodged in the meaning of 
texts, and not in syntactical structures such as words, sentences or paragraphs.  This 
increases  the  potential  for  coding  subjectivity  (Rourke  et  al.,  2001),  and  is  thus 
problematic in some research, especially that following the positivist paradigm.  The 
current project follows an interpretivist paradigm and acknowledges that subjectivity 
on  the  part  of  the  researcher  is  inevitable  and  unavoidable;  nevertheless,  it  is 
important to minimise the impact of the researcher’s interpretation and allow the 
participants’  perspectives  through  as  much  as  possible.    Howell Richardson  and 
Mellar (1996) recommend the researcher bear in mind the purpose of participants’ 
remarks – where the purpose changes, a new unit of meaning is created.  This is the 
approach adopted in the current study. 
 
Each interview was thus coded and the topic of discussion recorded.  It is noted here 
that  using  multiple  coders  to  independently  code  the  data  would  have  helped  to 
validate  the  coding  system  used,  however  this  was  not  possible  due  to  the 
requirements of the doctoral program being studied, specifically the requirement that 
the researcher be the sole investigator in the project.  Nevertheless, the codes used 
were chosen carefully and the researcher made every effort to ensure the codes were 
valid. 
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Careful  analysis  of  the  coded  record  helped  to  ensure  that  the  domains  derived 
accurately  reflected participants’ perspectives,  and  not  the  researcher’s  own bias.  
This is particularly important in dramaturgical research, in which the researcher must 
be sincere in addressing subjects’ views of the world, which are, after all, the subject 
of analysis (Messinger et al., 1962). 
 
The second step involved identifying sub categories within each of the domains, in 
essence constructing a taxonomy of domains and their sub categories.  Using the 
participants’  own  words  as  much  as  possible  maximises  representation  of  the 
participants’ views, as opposed to the researcher’s. 
 
The third step is described by Atkinson and Abu El Haj (1996) as specifying the 
“components” of each sub category; essentially summarising the interview contents 
into the various categories identified in the previous two steps.  During this step 
quotations from the interview data were thus categorised, so that participants can be 
reported  in  their  own  words
68.    Inevitably,  there  were  some  cases  where 
classification was difficult; these were noted for future reference. 
 
The fourth and final step in the domain analysis method is to identify relationships 
between the domains and categories identified in the first two steps.  The quotations 
identified in the third step facilitated this process; difficult cases noted in the third 
step were particularly useful here, as the source of the difficulty was often that a 
                                                 
68 Sherman (1994) also notes that the use of verbatim quotations in age identity research enhances the 
understanding of the aging process from the point of view of middle aged and older adults.  
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quotation overlapped multiple categories, often highlighting a connection between 
them. 
 
After the domain analysis of each literature concept was completed, a model of the 
literature concepts was constructed.  Relationships between literature concepts were 
identified from areas of similarity between the three taxonomies created during the 
domain  analyses,  and  from  participants’  comments.    The  resulting  model 
summarised the key ways in which each of the three concepts influences the others.  
The model was verified by comparing it with field observations, and with follow up 
interviews with key informants to confirm it accurately reflected their experiences.  
Finally,  the  evidence  gathered  during  the  qualitative  phase  was  reviewed  to 
determine if the model could plausibly explain changes in the seven factors of age 
identity identified during the quantitative factor analysis (Section   7.3.3). 
 
8.4  Findings and discussion  
This  section  records  the  findings  from  the  interviews  and  subsequent  domain 
analyses.  It begins with a description of the interview participants (Section   8.4.1), 
followed by the data analysis.  This analysis commences with a discussion of the 
domain analysis of each of the literature concepts (Sections   8.4.2 to   8.4.4), and is 
followed by discussion of a model of these literature concepts (Section   8.4.5).  This 
model is verified in Section   9, and final conclusions from the qualitative phase are 
discussed in Section   9.3. 
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8.4.1  Description of interview participants 
The participants were chosen to represent a range of usage patterns and backgrounds, 
while  still  meeting  the  requirements  discussed  in  Section    6.4.1.2.    Each  of  the 
participants is described in Table 8.  Note that pseudonyms are used rather than 
codes to preserve anonymity while retaining readability. 
 
Pseudonym  Description 
Judith  Judith is a key informant, and is a retiree in her seventies.  During her working life, 
Judith worked for a large, international corporation where she was exposed to 
computers, including an internal communication system similar to today’s 
electronic mail systems. 
Ruth  Ruth is a key informant in her seventies.  She is married and retired from her 
position as office manager of a medical practice in 1986.  She had very little 
experience with computers until buying one in 1997/1998, at which point she 
immediately sought Internet access.  Ruth participates extensively in senior online 
communities, and uses email, chat systems and discussion boards. 
Thea  Thea, another key informant, is an artist in her seventies.  Thea has used computers 
since 1992, and first began using the Internet when she and her (now deceased) 
husband retired in 1999, primarily to communicate cheaply with children living 
overseas. 
Robin  Robin is a retired British migrant who first began to use the Internet in the 1990s to 
communicate with family in Scotland, primarily because email is much faster than 
the two to three weeks it took for letters to be delivered.  Robin is highly skilled 
computer user and uses a range of services, including instant messages and 
webcam services.  She is also a coordinator at a local seniors’ computer club. 
Grace  Grace is a married retiree in her sixties who uses the Internet extensively for social 
interaction, not because she is unable to socialise in other ways but simply because 
she greatly enjoys it.  Grace is not considered a key informant as she is not 
particularly verbose or insightful in comparison to other participants, but she is 
considered a field guide (see Section   6.4.1) and helped to introduce the researcher 
to other participants and field sites. 
Kylie  Kylie is a semi retired accountant who first began to use the Internet in January 
2006, after resisting it for many years.  Initially she used the Internet extensively 
due to ill health, but during the course of the project decided she was spending too 
much time online and decided to cut back the amount of time she spent 
participating in online discussion areas.   
Sharon  Sharon is married, and a semi retired clerical worker, formerly a hair dresser.  She 
is a relatively heavy Internet user, and regularly uses the Internet for social 
interaction.  She corresponds regularly in instant message systems and bulletin 
boards with online friends ranging from teenage to retirement age, and from a 
range of countries. 
Dave  A retired widower who had used computers extensively towards the end of his 
career, did not wish to disclose his age but was estimated by the researcher to be in 
his seventies or eighties.  Dave is still physically active and his use of the Internet 
for social interaction consists primarily of sending short notes to friends and family 
because it is faster than the postal system and cheaper than telephone calls.  He is 
also interested in genealogy research.  
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Pseudonym  Description 
Bernice  Bernice is in her late fifties, and has worked with the aged in nursing and with the 
University of the Third Age (U3A).  She uses the Internet mainly to communicate 
with family and friends.  Although she is not a particularly heavy Internet user, 
Bernice is also involved in genealogy which brings her into contact with other 
genealogy researchers around the world. 
Jacqueline  Jacqueline is a retiree who uses the Internet to communicate primarily with family 
and friends.  She is valuable as a “liminal” informant (see Section   6.4.1) as she is a 
member of a computer club and consequently is close to a large number of older 
Internet users, but although she is a regular Internet user and has experience in a 
wide range of communication services, she does not use these heavily. 
Natalie  Natalie is an amateur writer in her 60s with significant health problems that restrict 
social activity.  She uses the Internet for social interaction and to discuss health 
related issues, and participates in a variety of online fora.  Natalie is also interested 
in genealogy research and uses the Internet for this purpose. 
Barbara  One of the youngest participants, Barbara is in her 50s and is a single mother due 
to widowhood.   She has previously used online dating sites to meet people, but 
gave up chatting online after a while due to a number of disappointing experiences. 
Anne  Married and in her late fifties, Anne has limited mobility due to multiple hip 
replacement operations.  She has used the Internet since her son moved overseas in 
1993 as it was the most convenient form of communication, and since has 
extensively used many different Internet communication tools.  In the past, Anne 
has been involved as a volunteer running a chat service for seniors and is currently 
the program manager for a community group which introduces the 60+ age group 
to computers and the Internet. 
Joyce  Joyce is retired and has been online for more than a decade and although a busy 
person she uses the Internet daily.  Joyce uses email, MSN and ICQ and contacts 
strangers from around the world, but these contacts are usually limited to small 
talk and do not become too personal. 
Table 8: Descriptions of interview participants 
 
Interviews with these participants were structured around eight concepts drawn from 
the  literature  review.    The  following  sections  document  the  analysis  of  these 
literature concepts, beginning with a domain analysis of ageing. 
 
8.4.2  Domain analysis of age-related topics 
This section documents the domain analysis of participants’ responses to age related 
topics.  As described in Section   8.3, this commences with identification of domains, 
then sub categories of each domain and construction of a taxonomic analysis of the 
domains and sub categories.  The interview contents are then summarised into the 
different  domains  and  their  sub categories,  and  finally  the  relationships  between  
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domains are analysed, drawing on the contents of each domain and sub category.  
The next section commences the description of this process. 
 
8.4.2.1  Identification of age-related domains 
This process began with preliminary analysis of participants’ reactions to age related 
topics, in which emergent coding was used to sort participants’ comments into ten 
topics.   
 
Table 9 identifies these topics, and illustrates typical comments within each topic. 
 
Physical Decline: 
Loss of physical strength, loss of good looks, health problems (diabetes, arthritis), dependence on 
others, being in pain, memory problems, forgetting appointments, curtailed activities (can’t go 
skiing, cycling, shower instead of bath) 
Social Contact / Isolation: 
Being sidelined, proximity of family, babysitting grandkids, death of partner, forced to be self 
reliant, having fewer friends, friends dying, using email for social contact 
Staying Young: 
Don’t think I’m old, 18 in 80 year old body, don’t want to look old, not thinking about ageing, 
fighting ageing, only as old as you feel 
Staying Active: 
Travel, driving long distances, gardening, continue to make a social contribution, limited by health 
and money, activity keeps you younger, U3A 
Money: 
Having more or less money, being financially stressed (or not), need money to travel 
Inevitability: 
Life as journey, ageing is inevitable, Shakespeare’s 7
th age of man, can’t stop ageing, 
“everybody’s doing it!” 
Free Time: 
More spare time, no children to raise, working part time, time for voluntary work 
Fears and Worries: 
Dependence on others, loss of dignity, inconvenience to others, physical safety 
Satisfaction / Dissatisfaction: 
Contentment, best part of life, love new technology, enjoy each day, “ageing is the pits”, “not too 
bad” 
Generation Gap: 
Generation gap, different social attitudes, opinions depend on age, “older and wiser”, some older 
people are rude 
Table 9: Preliminary list of topics discussed in relation to age 
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The first category groups together comments with a focus on Physical Decline due to 
ageing.  This was the most common category and such comments were made by all 
interview participants.  Other categories that were frequently invoked by participants 
were Staying Young, Staying Active, and Social Contact / Isolation; comments in 
each  of  these  categories  were  made  by  nearly  all  participants.    The  remaining 
categories  –  Money,  Inevitability,  Free  Time,  Fears  and  Worries,  Satisfaction  / 
Dissatisfaction, and Generation Gap, were invoked less frequently.  As per Atkinson 
and Abu El Haj’s method, these categories were analysed further to identify broad 
themes,  or  “domains”,  in  which  the  preliminary  topics  above  can  be  grouped 
together.  These domains are illustrated in Table 10.   
 
Health problems and physical deterioration 
Activity 
Emotional responses 
Social contact or isolation 
Personal resources 
Table 10: Primary domains in relation to ageing 
 
The  first  domain,  Health  problems  and  physical  deterioration,  encompasses  the 
bodily and mental frailties that develop as one ages.  Declining physical ability was 
frequently cited as characteristic of ageing.  It is not surprising that this domain was 
so prevalent; Logan et al. (1992) note that health is strongly associated with age 
identity.  The following comment is typical of participants’ sentiments: 
 
“Right now, to me, I think it means that my body is slowing down and 
wearing out.  I'm getting more and more ‘creaky’, and certainly don't 
have the stamina that I once did.” (Ruth, email, 9/11/2006). 
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Physical  decline  often  manifests  itself  in  health  problems,  as  in  the  following 
example: 
 
“Don’t ski, cycle, walk, dance anymore.  Am often in constant pain.  … 
Diabetic, so can’t enjoy the kinds of food many people do” (Kylie, email, 
8/11/2006). 
 
The loss of physical capability is often accompanied by the loss of mental capability, 
particularly memory, as in the following examples: 
 
“Forgetting  things  –  especially  appointments  –  I  now  have  to  keep  a 
diary” (Robin, email, 13/11/2006). 
 
“memory is fading – once I never had to rely on shopping lists” (Judith, 
email, 7/11/2006). 
 
Declining physical appearance, both of oneself and of others, was a common theme: 
 
 “I don’t mind being old, but don’t want to LOOK old.” (Sharon, email, 
20/11/2006). 
 
“There seems to be far less really attractive members of the opposite sex 
around as one ages.  I have only ever had one man in my life but it didn't 
stop me admiring the beauty in nice physiques and good looks in other 
men.  It is like seeing flowers wilt in a vase – just another fact of ageing I 
guess” (Judith, email, 7/11/2006). 
 
Finally,  a  consequence  of  increasing  physical  frailty  is  becoming  increasingly 
dependent on others: 
 
“I am pretty fit for my age and I do things the same as I did before so I 
dont (sic) really think to (sic) much about ageing.  Having said that I do 
use other people to do the heavy work that I once did.”  (Dave, email, 
17/11/2006). 
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“having  to  rely  on  ones  (sic)  own  recourses  to  some  extent  is  very 
challenging when old and alone.  Then I have always been a capable 
person, but the weakening of ones (sic) physical strength takes a bit of 
coming to terms with.  Everything now takes three times as long as it 
used to do to do (sic). I am lucky that I am not financially stressed and 
could  pay  to  get  things  done  but  delegating  stuff  I  used  to  easily 
accomplish is hard to do.”  (Thea, email, 10/11/2006). 
 
The second domain, Activity, encompasses staying active and staying young.  The 
increased  free  time  that  comes  with  retirement  can lead  to  inactivity,  which  can 
contribute to a decline in mental and physical health
69.  Participants were aware of 
the importance of keeping busy, as illustrated in the following comments: 
 
“I keep active and try to take care of myself so feel pretty good most of 
the time” (Sharon, email, 20/11/2006). 
 
“the ageing population still have a need to use their grey matter (or shall 
I say their white matter)” (Bernice, email, 11/11/2006). 
 
“I find that my sculpture, Singing, Painting, Writing and Church keep me 
very busy” (Thea, email, 10/11/2006). 
 
Some  participants  took  pride  in  staying  active,  demonstrated  in  the  following 
comments,  and  illustrating  the  link  between  well being  and  staying  active  in 
retirement.  
 
“[h]ere I am, to be 71 next March, and I’m getting ready to make a four 
hour drive to ‘baby sit’ for a couple of days with an almost 18 year old 
granddaughter.  Then drive another four hours for a week long painting 
workshop  –  painting  large  non objective,  mixed  media  pieces 
(watercolor, acrylic, ink, collage), not sweet little old lady oil pictures of 
flowers.” (Ruth, email, 9/11/2006). 
 
                                                 
69  It  is  noted  here  that  helping  seniors  to  keep  active  is  a  prominent  theme  in  many  relevant 
government policies and many organisations and social clubs exist in western societies to support 
such activities, helping to counter any negative consequences of increased free time.  
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“I  still  work  in  my  home  and  do  some  heavy  gardening,  vegetables, 
raspberries, roses, I have grandchildren and I babysit all day Saturdays” 
(Kylie, email, 8/11/2006). 
 
In distancing herself from a “sweet little old lady”, Ruth’s comment above suggests 
that staying active might also be associated with staying young.  This attitude was 
common among participants, and is neatly summed up in the following comment: 
 
“I don’t think of myself as old because I am doing and learning much 
more now than I ever did” (Jacqueline, email, 11/11/2006). 
 
The third domain contains the Emotional responses to ageing and related issues, 
including being content – or discontent – in one’s old age, as well  as fears and 
concerns such as fear of dying, not wanting to become an inconvenience to others, 
and worries about loss of dignity or becoming dependent on others.  While some 
participants  summarised  ageing  positively,  the  majority  expressed  negative 
emotions.  The following comments are representative of the range of responses. 
 
“To me has been the best part of my life” (Grace, email, 8/11/2006). 
 
“Ageing is the pits” (Kylie, email, 8/11/2006). 
 
“Ageing  …  not  something  one  looks  forward  to”  (Robin,  email, 
13/11/2006). 
 
“I  am  ageing  –  Oh  gee  how  painful,  complicated”  (Bernice,  email, 
11/11/2006). 
 
“Sometimes I find it hard to believe that I am now one of the ‘senior’ 
generation and can’t understand where my youthful days went.” (Judith, 
email, 11/11/2006). 
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The last comment above hints obliquely at an attitude that was prevalent – that one is 
still young on the inside.  The following quotation summarises such comments well: 
 
“Whatever ones (sic) age on the outside we are all about 18 in our minds. 
Only the body is wrinkled or bald. You have to do a conscious double 
think  sometimes  to  try  not  to  be  too  outrageously  inappropriate  in 
behaviour.” (Thea, email, 14/11/2006). 
 
There  is  an  apparent  paradox  between  this  “young  on  the  inside”  attitude,  and 
frequent comments about the generation gap between young and old.  On the one 
hand, older adults might often like to forget about their age, on the other they’re 
acutely aware of their place in their own generation, as in the following example: 
 
“[T]he chasm that divides the younger generation seems to grow bigger 
and wider every year.  This is in social attitudes, morals and selfishness.  
All these things are so different to when I was in my 20’s and it is only 
age that dictates it.” (Judith, email, 7/11/2006). 
 
None of the participants cited a fear of death,  and several respondents explicitly 
rejected  the  idea  that  they  were  afraid  of  dying.    However,  while  not  discussed 
frequently by participants, several raised fears about the loss of dignity that comes 
with dependency on others, as illustrated in the following examples: 
 
“You may become dependant (sic) on others for your daily needs, your 
personal needs, and that in turn means a loss of dignity to my mind.” 
(Natalie, email, 22/11/2006). 
 
“I don’t fear death, only being relieved of any choice of what I eat or 
when  I  go  to  the  toilet  or  die  by  outside  sources”  (Thea,  email, 
10/11/2006). 
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This is reminiscent of the fear of helplessness described by Nilsson et al. (2000) as a 
characteristic of feeling old.  As Nilsson et al. note, though, there is a difference 
between being old and feeling old, so it is not surprising that fears such as those 
described above were not common among participants, given that many reported still 
feeling young. 
 
Notable was the number of comments that were categorised within the preliminary 
topic of “inevitability”; this was included in this domain as such comments were 
interpreted  by  the  researcher  as  primarily  representing  a  coping  strategy:  by 
acknowledging that ageing is inevitable, people are able to put it out of their mind, as 
there is little point obsessing about something one cannot change. 
 
“the ageing process is something we can’t avoid, no matter how many 
creams and potions may appear claiming to hold back the tide of time” 
(Natalie, email, 22/11/2006). 
 
“Ageing… not something everybody is happy to talk about, nobody likes 
to think of getting old and dying, but it’s one of those things we can’t 
stop from happening” (Natalie, email, 22/11/2006). 
 
“Ageing – everyone’s doing it!” (Anne, email, 21/22/2006). 
 
The  fourth  domain  covers  aspects  of  Social  contact  or  isolation.    Comments 
describing loneliness and declining opportunities for social contact were common.  
Loneliness is often associated with the death of one’s partner and one’s friends, and 
also with living great distance from family members, such as when children live 
interstate  or  overseas.    Social  isolation  is  also  a  product  of  declining  physical 
capability, resulting in inability to participate in social events. 
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 “Being alone is a huge challenge.  I always thought my husband and I 
would grow old together.  I have rarely ever slept in a room on my own 
let alone a house as I was one of 4 children.” (Thea, email, 10/11/2006). 
 
“Ageing also means that your friends are ageing too and start to die, 
bringing home mortality to those who try to pretend it can’t happen to 
them.” (Natalie, email, 22/11/2006). 
 
“Don’t drive.  Am bored easily.” (Kylie, email, 8/11/2006). 
 
(Due to ill health) “The image in my head of a lively septuagenarian isn’t 
going to manifest itself!” (Natalie, email, 22/11/2006). 
 
Nevertheless, increased free time due to retirement does allow greater contact with 
family, as noted in the following comment. 
 
“More time to spend with your family” (Robin, email, 13/11/2006). 
 
The final domain covers Personal resources, including money, time and assistance 
from others.  While not raised frequently, there were enough comments on such 
matters to justify its inclusion as a domain in its own right.  People’s financial status 
in  retirement  will  vary  as  a  result  of  the  different  lives  each  individual  leads.  
However, comments about money were common, indicating its importance as an 
issue as people age. 
 
“I have less money” (Kylie, email, 8/11/2006). 
 
“I guess ‘aging’ is pretty much whatever you want it to be – at least as 
long as your health and money permit.” (Ruth, email, 9/11/2006). 
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Assistance from others is also increasingly important in old age, as physical decline 
and  frailty  lead  to  increased  reliance  on  others.   This  can  contribute  to  negative 
emotional responses discussed above. 
 
“I do use other people to do the heavy work that I once did” (Dave, 
email, 17/11/2006). 
 
“having  to  rely  on  ones  (sic)  own  recourses  to  some  extent  is  very 
challenging when old and alone.” (Thea, email, 10/11/2006).
70 
 
Technology – particularly computer technology and Internet – is a resource in the 
sense of this domain, and its usefulness in promoting social contact among older 
adults is well documented in the literature (e.g. Adams, 2001; Wright, 1999; Barnett 
and Adkins, 2001).  Technology is also a source of activity – and enjoyment – in its 
own right.  For example:   
 
“When I was mid forties I would never have thought I would be this 
savvy with technology as I had no interest in photography or computers 
as  I  didn't  have  time.  It  was  knitting  and  crochet  that  were  in  the 
forefront of my mind and a pattern was a challenge, also I was working 
and had a family to look after, now it is how can I beat the computer or 
how can I improve that photo.” (Jacqueline, email, 16/11/2006). 
 
Finally,  retirement  is  generally  accompanied  by  an  increase  in  free  time,  and  is 
sometimes also accompanied by an increase in financial means – particularly if one 
has fewer financial commitments and has planned for retirement via superannuation 
or similar schemes. 
 
                                                 
70 Although it is not clear whether this participant intended “rely on one’s own resources”, or “rely on 
one’s own recourse”, either statement would imply challenges caused by lack of support from others.  
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The interrelationships between these five domains are discussed in the next section, 
in which a domain taxonomy of ageing is presented. 
 
8.4.2.2  Taxonomy of age-related subcategories 
The second stage of Atkinson and Abu El Haj’s (1996) method is to identify sub 
categories in each domain.  In this stage, rather than merely relying only on the 
preliminary topics identified in Section   8.4.2.1, the actual text from the interviews is 
sorted into the primary domains.  This “groups actual phrases together and allows the 
identification of the sub categories to emerge directly from the interviewee’s own 
words” (Atkinson and Abu El Haj, 1996: 439).  The taxonomic analysis of ageing is 
presented diagrammatically in Figure 15. 
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8.4.2.3  Relationships between age-related domains 
The final stage in the domain analysis approach employed in this study is to identify 
relationships between domains by scrutinising interview data to identify statements 
that  relate  one  domain  to  another.    A  number  of  relationships  between  the  five 
different  domains  relating  to  ageing  were  thus  identified,  and  are  illustrated 
diagrammatically in Figure 16 (page 232). 
 
The health problems and decline in physical capabilities and appearance that usually 
accompany ageing can lead to negative emotional responses in their own right, as 
indicated in Figure 16 and illustrated in the following comments: 
 
“I won’t bother listing all the possibles, nor the ones I have now, because 
to be honest, it’s too depressing!” (Natalie, email, 22/11/2006). 
 
“The negatives – looking in the mirror and seeing how you look now 
compared with when you were younger” (Robin, email, 13/11/2006). 
 
Physical deterioration can also limit the amount and choice of activities that people 
engage  in  as  they  age  (Figure  16).    An  example  of  this  is  provided  in  Kylie’s 
comment  that  “[o]steoarthritis,  all  over,  has  curtailed  a  lot  of  physical  activity” 
(email,  8/11/2006).  This can lead to negative emotional responses as staying active 
fosters social contact, which in turn is conducive to a positive emotional response.  
The importance of social support in old age is well documented in the literature, as 
noted in Section   4.1.   
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If one becomes socially isolated, the importance of resources is amplified (Figure 
16).    Technology  resources,  particularly  the  Internet,  can  provide  a  means  to 
maintain  existing  and  develop  new  social  and  family  ties.    Technology  can  also 
become a source of activity in its own right, leading to more positive emotional 
responses.  Increased time resources can also allow one to be increasingly active, 
particularly if health and financial circumstances permit, as illustrated in Figure 16 
and in the following examples: 
 
“I’m healthy enough to do the things I want to, took up golf this year.  
Never had the time or money before.” (Sharon, email, 20/11/2006). 
 
“More time to do voluntary work – this I feel is very important in older 
people – as by giving you are rewarded in so many ways.  One of the 
most important is you don’t sit at home worrying about your health and 
yourself.” (Robin, email, 13/11/2006). 
 
Thus, the emotional response one has to ageing can be positive or negative.  It is 
influenced by one’s health and available resources, both of whose effects may be 
mediated by activity and social contact or isolation.  Computer technology, and the 
Internet in particular, are resources that provide a source of activity and facilitate 
social interaction.  The relationship between ageing and the Internet is the central 
theme in this thesis, and thus a domain analysis of Internet related topics is provided 
in the next section.  These are  combined with  an analysis of  guiding theoretical 
concepts to produce a model of the ways in which Internet use and ageing influence 
each other (Section   8.4.5). 
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8.4.3  Domain analysis of Internet-related topics 
This section documents the domain analysis of participants’ responses to Internet 
related  topics,  and  is  structured  in  the  same  way  as  the  previous  section:  it 
commences with identification of domains and sub categories within each domain, 
and then the construction of a taxonomic analysis of the domains and sub categories.  
Finally, the relationships between domains are analysed. 
 
8.4.3.1  Identification of Internet-related domains 
This  process  began  with  preliminary  analysis  of  participants’  reactions  to  topics 
related  to  Internet  communication,  in  which  emergent  coding  was  used  to  sort 
participants’  comments  into  11  topics.    Table  11  identifies  these  topics,  and 
illustrates some typical comments within each topic. 
 
The first category, Impact on friendships, groups together comments with a focus on 
pre existing offline friendships, and was commonly discussed by participants.  Most 
comments in this topic referred to keeping in touch with family and friends, but a 
small number of comments were made that that Internet use can also interfere with 
offline friendships. 
 
The  category  of  making  New  friends  online  was  also  common.    Although  some 
participants did report forging such friendships through chat systems such as ICQ, 
this  was  uncommon.    Typically,  such  friendships  were  made  through  online 
communities  with  a  focus  on  the  aged,  such  as  SeniorNet  (see  Ito  et  al.,  2001; 
Furlong, 1989).  
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Impact on friendships: 
Emailing line dancing friends in the same district, arranging to visit friends in the eastern states, 
keeping in touch with friends and family, instant messages with children, maintain long distance 
friendships, Internet can interfere with other friendships. 
New friends: 
Expand circle of friends, friends on SeniorNet, meeting people and learning about other cultures, 
Internet friends, virtual friends. 
Depth of contact: 
“Instant closeness”, less closeness if you’ve never met, meeting face to face is better, carefully 
composed messages include more information, Internet friends will never replace real friends, 
Internet communication usually more serious, Internet communication usually more trivial, 
Internet communication less spontaneous, Internet friends can become real friends. 
Anonymity/text only: 
Not sure if messages were received, being ageless online, hard to explain yourself with text, effect 
of visual anonymity on message content. 
Social inclusion: 
Mobility problems, less lonely after going online, the need to share thoughts and experiences, 
“humans need human contact”, email becomes more valuable as one gets older. 
Support: 
Breast cancer support group, friends “care if you are sick or lonely”, “much better than 
psychotherapy!”. 
Something to do: 
Gives me something to do, writing poetry in a web forum, like reading a magazine, keeps your 
mind active. 
Information: 
Learn more about different places, do research for travel, search the local library catalogue, “the 
first place I go any time I have a question”, genealogy research, search for health information, 
forums are a source of information. 
Centrality: 
Use it a lot, should use it more, at a loss when the computer is down, Internet addiction, cannot 
imagine life without a computer, spend too much time on the computer. 
Convenience: 
Almost immediate response, not limited by distance, faster than “snail mail”, doing business from 
home, wouldn’t be able to find the time for face to face alternatives. 
Fear: 
“The dreaded mouse”, “got burned once, so am wary”, sister defrauded by an Internet friend. 
Table 11: Preliminary list of topics discussed in relation to Internet communication 
 
Depth  of  contact,  in  which  participants  expressed  opinions  about  whether  such 
connections  are  as  deep  as  face to face  connections,  was  the  most  commonly 
discussed topic.  Opinion on this matter was divided: some participants felt that the 
Internet allows deep and intimate connections between people, while others felt that 
this was unlikely.  Some participants were ambivalent on this matter: for example, 
one participant stated that Internet friends are a poor substitute to real friends, and  
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yet later described a close friendship – with an Internet friend she has never met – as 
“real” friendship (Grace, email, 12/12/2006). 
 
The impact of the visually anonymous, text only anonymity on communication was 
felt  to  be  pertinent  by  some  participants,  although  was  not  universally  raised.  
Comments were made that it was easier to misinterpret messages, and care would 
often be taken to compose thoughtful and detailed messages in asynchronous media 
such as email.  It was also felt that the anonymous nature of the Internet allowed 
participants to be “ageless” – as message recipients cannot immediately tell one’s 
age unless one chooses to disclose it
71. 
 
Social inclusion and Support are related but were coded into separate topics as it was 
felt that there is a qualitative difference between using the Internet to seek support 
for some specific issue, often an illness, and using it to seek social contact in general. 
 
The category entitled Something to do refers to the use of the Internet as an activity 
in  its  own  right,  either  through  non interactive  activities  such  as  web surfing  or 
interactive activities such as spending time in chat sites or discussion services. 
 
Information refers to searching for information on a particular subject.  Common 
subjects  are  health  information,  information  for  genealogical  research,  and 
information  about  hobbies.    This  category  is  differentiated  from  the  Internet  as 
                                                 
71 The term “ageless” is used here to mean simply the omission of age markers from one’s personal 
front, and is distinguished from the sense in which it is used by Kaufman (1986), and subsequent 
authors, in which it refers to a deeper denial of ageing of oneself and others.  
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simply something to do because the motivation is finding information, rather than 
passing time and staying active. 
 
Centrality groups together comments that indicate the Internet plays a central role in 
the participant’s life.  The fact that older people are often willing and open to use 
computers  has  already  been  discussed  in  this  thesis  (see  Section    4.1).    The 
prominence of comments about the centrality of computer and Internet technology in 
participants’ comments suggests that willingness often translates into frequent use, 
and  in  some  cases  perhaps  even  over use.    The  second last  topic,  Convenience, 
provides an explanation for this.  The Internet has been touted as a more convenient 
way of doing many things, and many participants commented on this aspect of the 
technology. 
 
The final topic, Fear,  was not commonly discussed but comments that indicated 
some kind of fear were significant in the way they stood out from the rest of the 
interview data.  While most comments were positive in nature – indeed, most of the 
comments in the categories above were highly positive – fearful comments were 
made periodically.  Typically, such comments reflected fear of the technology itself, 
for  example  fear  of  breaking  the  computer,  and  fear  of  people  that  might  be 
encountered via the Internet.   
 
These eleven categories were analysed further to identify broad domains.  These 
domains are illustrated in Table 12.   
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Fear 
Perceptions of the medium 
Motivation 
Activity 
Relief 
Table 12: Primary domains in relation to Internet communication 
 
The first domain, Fear, refers to the fears that elderly users might have about using 
technology, and about disclosing information about themselves to strangers on the 
Internet.  Naturally, one would not expect participants in the sample of the current 
study of senior Internet users to be afraid of computer technology, as by definition 
they are most likely to be enthusiastic towards computer technology.  However, they 
did report fear of the technology among their contemporaries, as in the following 
examples: 
 
“I still have to correspond with some people by snail mail as they either 
haven’t a computer or are still scared of the technology.” (Thea, email, 
1/9/2006). 
 
“I still cannot understand my friends here in Mandurah who say that the 
Internet would not interest them at all.  I must admit it is scary at first so 
perhaps they are just afraid they will fail?” (Judith, email, 30/11/2006). 
 
Jerin and Dolinsky (2001) report that older users tend to be more cautious when 
participating in online dating, although not necessarily for reasons of physical safety; 
online dating was perceived as no more dangerous than traditional blind dating in 
Jerin and Dolinsky’s study, for example.  The present study identifies perceived lack 
of closeness in comparison to face to face contact as a reason older users might be 
reluctant to get involved in online relationships, such as those precipitated through 
online dating, as illustrated in the following example:  
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“I have on a few occasions looked at the dating sites but would be far too 
cautious to get involved.  I like to see the expression in someone’s eyes 
to know if they are Dinkum.” (Thea, email, 18/9/2006). 
 
Finally, some participants were mindful of the permanence of text – compared to the 
ephemerality  of  speech  –  leading  to  being  cautious  online,  as  illustrated  in  the 
following example. 
 
“One needs to be careful about what one writes in e mail or on line.  
Somewhere, somehow, somebody you don’t know about might read it.  
That  sounds  like  paranoia,  and  I’m  not  really  that  way.    But  I  can’t 
believe how stupid some of these folks are when they’re so surprised that 
their e mails are published all over the world.” (Ruth, email, 6/12/2006). 
 
The second domain, Perceptions of the medium, relates to users’ perceptions of the 
medium of Internet communication.  Communicating via the Internet has different 
qualities  to  other  media  such  as  the  telephone  or  face to face  communication, 
particularly increased anonymity due to its textual nature, and the differences were 
not lost on participants.  For some, this can lead to communication on the Internet 
being  perceived  as  more  distant  and  remote  in  comparison  to  face to face 
communication.  Judith’s comparison with reading a book belies her frame of mind 
when using the Internet: she does not approach it expecting to form deep personal 
connections.    Her  objective  is  temporary  escapism  rather  than  incorporating  the 
people she meets into her life: 
 
“When receiving emails I can relate to both happy and sad stories but 
feel I can keep myself a bit more remote than if I were face to face with 
this  person.   I  can  sympathise  with  when  reading  an  email  or  enjoy 
another's lucky fortune but it does not go down as deeply as if we were 
looking at each other in person.  Wonder why that is?  Maybe to me it is 
like reading a book and know it is not really part of my life? (Especially  
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with  e pals  whom  I  have  never  met  in  person).”  (Judith,  email, 
8/4/2007). 
 
Similarly, some other participants perceived “Internet friends” as shallow, online 
only  friendships  in  contrast  with  “real”  or  “true”  friends,  as  in  the  following 
examples. 
 
“To me internet friends seem to be artificial” (Dave, email, 10/12/2006). 
 
“[A]n internet friend for the most part will not really miss you for long if 
you stop writing, they  will just think  you  aren’t interested any more.  
And will go on to bigger and better things.  A true friend will worry and 
try  to  contact  you  if  you  are  not  communicating.”  (Sharon,  email, 
11/12/2006). 
 
“Internet friends are caring also, but they don’t have that connection that 
really touches your life.” (Sharon, email, 11/12/2006). 
 
Even when participants didn’t share such perceptions, they may have sensed them 
among their peers, as in Ruth’s example: 
 
“Anyhow, it is funny sometimes when I want to tell an IPF [In Person 
Friend] something that a VF [Virtual Friend] said, and I feel that I have 
to explain that this is a VF, and how I happen to have a VF.” (Ruth, 
email, 6/12/2006). 
 
One  participant  also  perceived  a  temporary  quality  of  many  online  friendships, 
which she compared to friendships formed in caravan parks: 
 
“I find that these sort of friendships formed on the Net remind me very 
much of travelling around Australia in the caravan (something we did for 
20 years).  We made some very good friends for the period of our stay in 
a certain place but never heard from them again once we had gone our 
separate ways.  The Net isn’t really that much different to caravan parks  
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– strangers meet, form friendships for a period and then depart.” (Judith, 
email, 14/9/2006). 
 
Nevertheless,  Internet  friends  can  become  true  friends,  although  one  participant 
observed  that  it  takes  time  and  effort  to  overcome  the  distance  and  anonymity 
described above: 
 
“Yes, I think internet friends can become real friends.” (Sharon, email, 
12/12/2006). 
 
“I  think  it  takes  a  bit  of  personal  time  and  effort.”  (Sharon,  email, 
12/12/2006). 
 
Thus, one’s Motivation for using the Internet – the third domain – influences the 
potential for developing true friendships.  A range of motivations for social Internet 
use  underpin  its  use  by  participants  in  this  study,  including  compensating  for 
loneliness, and isolation from family and friends, and saving money.  Participants’ 
views appear to be aligned with those held by the wider community: most of the 
motives observed by Bakardjieva and Smith (2001) also pertain to social isolation, 
and cost comparisons with traditional media are often touted as a key advantage of 
Internet  communication,  so  it  is  not  surprising  that  this  would  be  reported  by 
participants. 
 
If one is not motivated to spend time and effort to develop Internet friendships, one 
is of course less likely to develop such friendships.  Such unwillingness may stem 
from  fear  of  Internet  friendship  –  consider  Thea’s comment  (page  239)  that  she 
would be  “far too  cautious to  get involved” via  Internet dating sites.   Similarly, 
unwillingness to get involved may stem from scepticism about Internet friendship, as  
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in the first of the following examples, or may simply be because the user is not 
seeking close personal contact, as in the second and third. 
 
“I don’t think the internet will ever replace real friends for me as you 
need face to face contact.  It is hard to explain yourself sometimes with 
text and if it is put the wrong way i[t] can be taken the wrong way.  At 
least if you are face to face you can explain yourself or if you make a 
mistake  you  can  get  out  of  it  a  bit  quicker  with  an  explanation.” 
(Jacqueline, email, 28/11/2006). 
 
“Most conversations are to do with questions about country, weather, 
what  the  places  are  like  etc.    Sometimes  I  bar  them  if  they  get  too 
personal.” (Joyce, email, 4/9/2006). 
 
“[In real life] if you give out good vibes, you tend to get them back.  This 
might all be different in a chat room, as if I found someone was getting a 
bit too familiar, I would back off a bit” (Robin, email, 21/3/2007). 
 
In the case of attitudes such as these, older Internet users’ Internet use is likely to be 
limited to activities such as entertainment, searching for information or contacting 
family and friends.  This domain describes the ways in which Internet use is an 
Activity  in  its  own  right,  and  combines  the  Something  to  do  and  Information 
categories  described  above.    The  Internet  is  often  used  by  older  users  to  follow 
specific  interests,  of  which  an  example  is  health  information.    In  particular, 
participants searched for health information to inform themselves about illnesses and 
treatments they had been prescribed, as in the following example. 
 
“the wonderful (???) diabetes specialist gave me a drug called Avandia 
to take once a day. 
 
I looked it up on the internet, and it can cause heart disease????  Isn’t 
that wonderful!!  Am NOT taking that. 
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While on the internet I found those diabetic drugs that have been taken 
off the market by the FDA as people were dying from damaged livers.  
And heart attacks.” (Kylie, email, 23/3/2007). 
 
This  is  hardly  surprising;  previous  research  has  shown  that  searching  for  health 
information is a common Internet activity, and 60 – 80% of WWW users search for 
health information online, contributing to the rise of the “expert patient” (Powell et 
al., 2003).  In this respect at least, participants appear to behave in much the same 
way as the Internet population at large.   
 
Another  type  of  information  that  is  commonly  the  subject  of  searches  among 
participants is genealogy; this is also not surprising as other studies have shown it to 
be one of the more common interests of elderly users (Saunders 2004). 
 
“I’ve researched my family tree, and ‘connected’ with my past – found 
my dad’s line back to 1444.” (Sharon, 24/11/2006). 
 
“I thought it would be a good idea to go on the net and use email instead 
of mail to our overseas friends.  I then started to have a look at what was 
on the internet and that got me going into searching my family tree.” 
(Dave, email, 14/11/2006). 
 
Dave’s  reference  to  using  email  to  communicate  with  family  and  friends  is  also 
typical of many older users (Hilt and Lipschultz, 2004).  As well as searching for 
information and communicating with family and friends, passing the time can be a 
reason for Internet use, as in the following comparisons to reading a magazine or 
watching television: 
 
“Liven things up for an hour or two like reading a magazine.” (Thea, 
email, 7/12/2006). 
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“This  is  the  first  place  I  go  anytime  I  have  a  question  that  I  need 
answered.  It’s an incredible resource.  And I really do believe it helps 
keeps our minds active and working.  It’s certainly better than the drivel 
that  passes  for  commercial  television  nowadays.”  (Ruth,  email, 
5/3/2007). 
 
Ruth’s point is that it is superior to television because it is active, in contrast to the 
passivity  of  watching  television.    This  was  a  very  common  sentiment  among 
participants, as in the following examples: 
  
“[C]hatting with friends on forum boards does give me something to do, 
and  keeps  my  mind  active.    I’ve  even  been  writing  poems  on  FFF.” 
(Kylie, email, 24/11/2006). 
 
 “Internet is great to talk to [others], improve your knowledge, and in 
general keep your mind active.” (Dave, email, 10/12/2006). 
 
If  users  do  not  subscribe  to  the  belief  that  the  Internet  is  shallow  form  of 
communication they are more likely to seek friendship and social support online.  In 
this way the Internet can provide Relief from some burden or difficulty.  In some 
cases the primary concern can be loneliness due to the death of a partner: 
 
 “[Widowed people] are also much more likely to go to chat sites, again 
because  of  loneliness  and  a  need  to  share  thoughts and  experiences.” 
(Robin, email, 28/11/2006). 
 
“Most ‘older people’ do not go out looking to chat on the internet, unless 
of course they do not have partners when loneliness often tempts people 
to look for  communication  elsewhere.” (Robin, email, 2/3/2007). 
 
This was not common among participants, a result which may well be a consequence 
of the methods used to recruit participants for this study, in which organisations such 
as seniors’ computer clubs and retirement villages were enlisted to make contact  
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with  suitable  participants.    It  is  likely  that  participants  recruited  through  such 
methods do not experience a lack of social support, hence the feeling of Robin – a 
retirement  village  resident  and  computer  club  member  –  that  such  behaviour  is 
infrequent.  However, the following example does illustrate that some older users do 
indeed use the Internet to counter loneliness at times. 
 
“I have heard recently from one forum member about how less lonely 
she is since she joined the forum” (Kylie, email, 24/11/2006). 
 
For  those  who  do  allow  themselves  to  form  friendships  online,  anonymity 
contributes to the development of such relationships: 
 
“[O]nce someone gets involved with another human over the internet it is 
very easy to answer questions and discuss topics, because you feel you 
ar[e]  never  likely  to  meet  the  person  anyway”  (Robin,  email, 
28/11/2006). 
 
Such friendships can develop into very close relationships, even though they may 
have never met each other away from the Internet, as illustrated in the following 
example. 
 
“I have met none of them.  Bella we have been writing for 5 years and 
send Christmas/birthday presents to husbands as well as each other. This 
Christmas she has sent chocolates to my grandchildren as well.” (Grace, 
email, 12/12/2006). 
 
As well as providing a means to overcoming emotional or psychological difficulties, 
the Internet can also help the elderly overcome physical barriers to social interaction 
such as mobility or hearing problems, as illustrated in the following comments: 
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“If  I  were  in  good  physical  shape  and  could  walk  more  than  a  few 
blocks, I would not be sitting at the computer as much or at all” (Kylie, 
email, 24/11/2006). 
 
“If my physical self deteriorates, I will rely on the computer much more” 
(Kylie, email, 24/11/2006). 
 
“In  some  ways  the  internet  is  a  poor  substitute  for  face  to  face 
conversations but still in my case better than the phone because of my 
deafness.” (Thea, email, 14/9/2006). 
 
The Internet’s ability to provide an avenue for social contact to those with mobility 
or  health  problems  is  not  only  appreciated  by  those  with  such  ailments.    Other 
seniors whose interaction is not so constrained also appreciate this aspect of Internet 
communication: 
 
“I'm more impressed that folks who are deaf, or who are wheelchair 
bound or otherwise severely limited in mobility have such a wonderful 
window to the world (the computer in general, not just SeniorNet).  They 
might otherwise be very isolated, but with the internet, can literally have 
access to the world.  A wonderful thing!” (Ruth, email, 2/3/2007). 
 
A third reason for seeking support online is illness, as illustrated in the case of one 
participant who sought support after being diagnosed with breast cancer: 
  
“When  I  was  diagnosed  with breast  cancer  in  January  2005,  the  first 
place I went for information and support was to the "Bosom Buddies" 
discussion on SeniorNet.  These women are incredibly supportive and 
amazingly honest.” (Ruth, email, 22/9/2006). 
 
Given  the  increasing  health  problems  that  accompany  ageing,  it  is  likely  such 
motivation could affect much of older adults population.  This can be extremely 
valuable even when other avenues for support are available.  Online support groups 
can also have advantages over support from family and friends, by allowing seniors  
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to “[talk] … to someone whose (sic) been there” (Ruth, email, 23/2/2007), and can 
surpass the support provided by face to face support groups: 
 
 “I went to one local in person support group, but did not get the instant 
closeness  and  helpfulness  that  I  got  on  SeniorNet.”  (Ruth,  email, 
1/2/2007). 
 
Clearly, Internet use can be beneficial to older adults, and many of the participants’ 
comments  illustrate  interrelationships  between  the  domains  of  Internet 
communication.    This  is  examined  in  diagrammatic  form  in  the  next  section,  in 
which a domain taxonomy of Internet communication is presented. 
 
8.4.3.2  Taxonomy of Internet-related subcategories 
As noted at the beginning of Section   8.4.3, the next step in the domain analysis of 
Internet  communication  was  to  construct  a  taxonomy  of  the  domains  and  sub 
categories.  This is presented diagrammatically in Figure 17. 
 
This taxonomy implies a flow from top to bottom, in which participants’ fears and 
perceptions  of  Internet  communication  influence  their  motivations  for  using  the 
Internet.  In summary, those users who have negative beliefs about the Internet, such 
as  it  being  a  poor  comparison  to  face to face  interaction,  are  less  motivated  to 
engage  in  activities  that  can  provide  benefits  such  as  alleviating  loneliness  or 
accessing social support.  The relationships in this taxonomy are illustrated further in 
the following section.  
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8.4.3.3  Relationships between Internet-related domains 
Figure 18 (page 249) illustrates the relationships between the domains pertaining to 
Internet related  communication.    This  section  describes  these  relationships  by 
drawing on comments from interview participants. 
 
Older users’ motivations for using the Internet are affected by whatever fears they 
may hold about the technology (Figure 18).  Overcoming fear of the technology can 
allow  motivations  to  surface;  in  this  case  of  the  example  below  it  allows  email 
communication with family and friends.  This echoes Aula’s (2005) observation that 
once initial fear of Internet technology was overcome, older users are motivated to 
use email due to it being cheaper and faster than letter writing. 
 
“Older people are really scared of the technology and its only by constant 
nurturing and one on one communication you manage to persuade them 
that they can master ‘the dreaded mouse’ and it won’t always fly off the 
screen  uncontrollably,  once  they  do  this  they  begin  to  communicate 
mostly  through  email  and  mostly  with  their  families.”  (Robin,  email, 
30/11/2006). 
 
The fear that one’s opinions might be archived and then used against you can also 
inhibit some users’ intention to participate in discussion groups or other online social 
fora, as in the following example. 
 
“If there were a McCarthyism or Communist regime, how easy to make a 
list of email addresses to finger.  Even when you order online.  Your 
preferences  of  hobbies  and  lifestyle  can  be  used  to  target  you  for 
advertising.  I have only written online opinions to reputable things like 
Greypath Seniors Forum and to NEAT.” (Thea, email, 4/10/2006). 
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This reluctance to disclose information to others can be a barrier to seeking and 
obtaining relief  and social support online (Figure 18).   This was not  widespread 
among participants, yet another source of apprehension about the people one might 
encounter  online  was  common.    Few  participants  had  met  people  they  first 
encountered online, and cynicism about relationships formed online was frequently 
raised by participants.  On being asked why she was sceptical about meeting Internet 
friends, one participant described her sister’s bad experience forming a relationship 
with an Internet friend: 
 
“One reason, my sister met a guy online who seemed really great, she 
ended up losing her home, her car, her job all because of him.  That was 
3 years ago, and she’s just getting back on her feet.” (Sharon, email, 
12/12/2006). 
 
This provides an example of the way a person’s fears can make them unwilling to 
seek anything beyond trivial social contact online.  Given that Internet based frauds 
and scams are often reported in commercial media, it is likely that many (if not most) 
older people have heard of such cases. 
 
As well as fears about the technology or of the people one might encounter when 
using  it,  if  an  individual  perceives  Internet  friendship  as  inferior  to  face to face 
friendship,  they  will  not  be  motivated  to  seek  deep  connections  online.    The 
following  quotation  succinctly  encapsulates  why  this  individual  tries  to  limit  her 
participation in online social interaction: 
 
“I believe meeting at the coffee shop is better for my mental health” 
(Kylie, email, 24/11/2006). 
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On the other hand, the potential to make new friends can be a motivating factor when 
people  have  positive  perceptions  of  Internet  friendship.    Judith  knew  from  her 
experience  during  her  working  life  that  online  communication  could  be  very 
rewarding; consequently, she arranged Internet access as soon as she heard about it 
in the early 1990s. 
 
“In  1980  after  joining  IBM  in  Sydney  as  a  mag  card  operator,  the 
company soon progressed to main frame computers and had world wide 
communication  with  all  its  branches  via  DISOSS  (which  I  would 
describe  as  an  internal  form  of  the  Internet).    Being  a  touch  typist  I 
enjoyed this form of communication immensely and often would chat 
with my contemporaries in different countries.  After my retirement in 
1987 I missed this new age communication and, as soon as I heard about 
the  Internet  being  available  for  public  use,  just  had  to  upgrade  my 
personal  computer  (a  PC  XT)  and  join  the  big  world  of  information 
technology again.” (Judith, email, 8/9/2006). 
 
Judith’s experience also illustrates the way in which Internet communication can 
allow older adults to share social support:  
 
“[W]e had so many interests in common and when her second husband 
decided  to  donate  a  kidney  to  his  son  who  was  in  renal  failure,  we 
exchanged many worries, tears and prayers but it was the relief and joy 
we all felt when the transplant was a success that brought us all closer 
together” (Judith, email, 12/9/2006) 
 
In another example, Ruth, who shares Judith’s belief that online friendship can be 
useful and rewarding, describes how a breast cancer support group provides a very 
supportive atmosphere for members to exchange support with others with the same 
illness, as well as other unrelated difficulties. 
 
“The women (and an occasional man) in the group don’t seem (to me) to 
pull any punches.  We talk about very personal things, and I’ve never 
heard anybody be judgemental.  We’ve all been fairly free in giving our 
opinions  about  specific  events  or  possibilities,  and  we  don’t  always  
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agree.  And it's always done in a friendly, caring manner, with no "loud 
voices" and no ugly comments.   
    
We’ve  had  a  couple  of  near  divorces  in  the  group,  with  the  others 
supporting  our  friend.    And,  when  the  couple  reconciled,  just  as 
supportive for the new start.” (Ruth, email, 23/2/2007). 
 
Previous  studies  have  reported  the  use  of  the  Internet  by  older  people  for 
entertainment and information seeking reasons, yet lamented how little is known of 
its use to obtain social support among the elderly (Wright, 2000).  Dickinson and 
Gregor (2006: 751) correctly assert that “simply because some people have benefited 
from computer use it does not follow that everyone will benefit”, and the analysis 
above provides an explanation why.  Social support can indeed be obtained online 
and this has been observed both in and by participants, but whether this is likely in 
any individual case will depend on that individual’s fears about computers and the 
Internet, and their attitudes towards online social interaction. 
 
Similarly,  Bakardjieva  and  Smith  (2001)  suggest  that  there  is  a  link  between 
individuals’  “social biographical  situations”  and  the  ways  in  which  they  use  the 
Internet.  This thesis reinforces  and supplements this suggestion by stressing the 
importance  of  perceptions  of  Internet  communication.    When  older  people  have 
positive beliefs about the kind of relationships that can be formed online and the 
support that can be obtained, their motivation to use the Internet can also extend to 
seeking friendship and social support.  This can yield benefits such as relief from 
social isolation, loneliness or other emotional difficulties.  In cases where negative or 
critical beliefs are held, users are of course not motivated to seek social support 
online. 
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The final area in which domain analysis was conducted pertained to identity.  This 
process is documented in the following section. 
 
8.4.4  Domain analysis of identity-related topics 
This  section  is  the  final  of  the  three  domain  analyses,  and  records  the  domain 
analysis of participants’ responses to topics pertaining to identity, such as identity 
performance, identity play and misrepresentation.  It is structured in the same way as 
the previous two sections: it begins with identification of domains and sub categories 
within each domain, and then presents a taxonomic analysis of the domains and sub 
categories.  The section concludes with an analysis of the relationships between the 
domains. 
 
8.4.4.1  Identification of identity-related domains 
Identification of domains relating to identity commenced with a preliminary analysis 
of participants’ reactions to relevant topics.  As in the previous two domain analyses, 
emergent coding was used to sort participants’ comments into eight topics.  Table 13 
lists these topics and provides illustrations of typical comments within each topic. 
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Anonymity: 
People use the anonymity of the Internet to pretend they are something they’re not, no one knows 
if you’re deaf, “no one knows if it’s true or not”, they will never meet you, you can tell anyone 
anything about yourself and they might or might not believe you, no one knows if you have your 
teeth out. 
Misrepresentation: 
My memory isn’t good enough to be a good liar so I stick with the facts, got conned buying stuff 
online, scamming is rife on the Internet. 
Omission: 
Like touching up a photo, don’t feel like telling people, not serious, not the same as 
misrepresentation. 
Romance: 
Have used a couple of Internet dating sites to meet new people, “what a waste of time to actually 
meet them”, people looking for more than friends, dating sites can be used by unscrupulous 
people, tried out a site called Senior Friend Finder, only chat with women who have no reason to 
impress me. 
Performance: 
Playing up to others expectations of me, “going along with it” in online discussions, behaving 
with “good manners” in online discussions, different online personas, choosing which emails to 
forward and to which people. 
Impression: 
Categorising people by their occupation, formal vs. informal tone of messages, trying to be a 
“nice” person online, don’t want to seem “priggish”, “in an email one is judged by the quality and 
content of your written words”. 
Agelessness: 
Being ageless attracts a broader range of friends, avoiding patronising stereotypes of the aged, 
working online makes me feel younger, enables focusing on the personality rather than the person. 
Self opinion: 
Macho behaviour to compensate for low self esteem, “they are certainly lacking something in their 
life to play such games”, insecure people pretending to be something they’re not, unhappiness 
with oneself leading to pretence. 
Table 13: Preliminary list of topics discussed in relation to identity 
 
Anonymity  was  used  to  group  comments  that  referred  to  the  anonymity  of  the 
Internet.  As this is one of the most obvious differences between Internet and face to 
face  communication,  it is  not  surprising  that  many comments  were  made  in  this 
regard.  This caused some coding difficulty because many comments in other topics 
also  alluded  to  the  effects  of  anonymity,  and  particularly  comments  describing 
misrepresentation.    After  much  consideration,  Misrepresentation  and  Anonymity 
were  coded  as  separate  topics.    This  was  done  to  preserve  the  emphasis  in 
misrepresentation on pretending to be something one is not, typically in a cynical 
way, in comparison to anonymity’s emphasis that in online communication, much 
about  a  person  remains  unknown  unless  they  choose  to  disclose  it.    Likewise,  
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Omission was also coded as a separate topic to preserve its emphasis on the agency 
of the user – while anonymity occurs regardless, omission is the result of a deliberate 
decision  not  to  divulge  information.    This  was  felt  by  participants  as  being 
qualitatively different from and less serious than misrepresentation. 
 
Romance categorises comments that refer to people having romantic intentions when 
communicating online.   Most of the comments in this topic were disparaging of 
Internet dating or from the perspective of an observer rather than a participant.  None 
of  the  participants  expressed  any  interest  or  satisfaction  with  seeking  romance 
online. 
 
Performance included comments that referred to aspects of performance in the sense 
described in Section   3.1.4.  This includes comments about the expectations of others 
and the way such expectations influence behaviour, behaving differently for different 
online audiences, and the ways in which different personae are created for different 
audiences and situations.  In other words, comments which allude to the ways in 
which the different roles occupied by participants influence their behaviour. 
 
Impression  refers  to  comments  that  disclose  concerns  about  the  impression  one 
creates, or the impressions created by others.  Impressions of any kind are included 
in this topic, but it was felt that the topic entitled Agelessness
72 be separated so as to 
maintain their focus on age, rather than generic processes through which impressions 
are  formed.    Comments  describing  agelessness  were  those  which  referred  to  the 
ability of participants to avoid being identified by their age. 
                                                 
72 Discussion of agelessness also occurred in Section   8.4.3.  
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The  final  topic,  Self  opinion,  referred  to  comments  about  the  self esteem  or 
insecurities of others.  Such comments were entirely negative, and always associated 
with misrepresentation or romance.  No participants made any reference to others 
having positive self esteem; the consequences of self opinion seemed invisible while 
such  opinions  are  positive,  and  are  only  revealed  to  participants  when  low  self 
opinions trigger adverse behaviours.   
 
These eight categories were analysed further to identify three broad domains.  These 
domains are illustrated in Table 14.   
 
Anonymity 
Appearance to others 
(Dis)satisfaction 
Table 14: Primary domains in relation to identity 
 
The  first  domain,  anonymity,  obviously  refers  to  the  impact  of  anonymous 
communication.    Comments  about  anonymity  were  common,  although  the  high 
proportion of communication with people already known to participants limited the 
amount  of  anonymity  they  experienced.    Not  surprisingly,  comments  about 
anonymity  were  also  prominent  in  participants’  comments  about  Internet 
communication  (Section    8.4.3);  that  the  topic  would  resurface  in  discussions  of 
identity indicates its overall significance to older Internet users. 
 
Those  who  did  communicate  with  strangers  commented  on  a  number  of 
consequences of anonymous communication.  First, even if communication partners 
are  already  known  to  each  other,  if  they  have  not  met  face to face  the  visually  
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anonymous nature of most Internet communication can inhibit communication due to 
the difficulty in judging the boundaries of acceptable conversation.  This can have 
the result that communication with strangers can tend to be more formal in tone, as 
opposed to the greater intimacy that research on younger users suggests. 
 
“I think its (sic) harder online because of not being able to feel the mood 
of the person and see their body language.  When a bit of fun and banter 
comes into emails it is usually with a person known or at least met.  In 
that case one can visualize them getting a laugh and responding as in real 
time.” (Thea, email, 27/3/2007). 
 
“one is more formal if you cant (sic) see the response to your comments 
in the expression on your hearers (sic) face.” (Thea, email, 28/3/2007). 
 
Robin felt that reticence to communicate freely when faced with uncertainty may be 
an issue of gender and generation: 
 
“Women of my generation and slightly older were never brought up to be 
particularly confident in any aspect of life, the old adage you must be 
seen and not heard and don't talk back to your elders etc, so when dealing 
with on line chat and familiarity, they don't have the ability to say what 
they think in case people think they are being forward.  Not the done 
thing in their opinion.” (Robin, email, 12/4/2007). 
 
Thus, the same anonymity that is widely believed to be liberating for the young can 
be constraining for the old.  Of course, it is not the anonymity or the age that is 
actually important, but the feelings of the users themselves.  In this case, Thea and 
Robin’s comments illustrate how people’s concerns about the perceptions of others 
influence can inhibit online behaviour. 
 
The  inverse  of  this  situation  is  that  anonymity  can  also  alter  the  perceived 
trustworthiness  of  others,  thus  discouraging  communication  with people  who  are  
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more visually anonymous.  Sharon, for example, gravitates towards communication 
with others who have posted photographs of themselves because she feels they are 
“more real”: 
 
“No one on line knows if it’s true or not.  Unless I post photos of myself.  
Which I did.  I tend to drift towards those who have done that maybe 
because I feel they are more real.  More truthful.  Altho they, and I, could 
have  posted  photos  of  other  people  who  look  nothing  like  we  do.  
Internet reality is a hard thing.” (Sharon, email, 12/12/2006). 
 
Thus, anonymity can lead to reluctance to communicate openly for fear of being 
thought of by others as being too forward, and can create distrust of others, further 
reducing older users’ propensity to communicate.  On the other hand, it is perceived 
by older users as less threatening, and allows them to discuss ageing issues more 
openly.    A  further  effect  of  anonymity  was  that  it  offered  the  opportunity  to 
manipulate one’s appearance to others, a possibility that was enjoyed by several 
participants. 
 
In Goffmanian terms, this equates to creating idealised performances – performances 
that portray an ideal rather than the reality (Goffman, 1959a) – and many older users 
managed their personal front to achieve this by choosing not to reveal their age.  
Judith, for example, used the term “ageless” to describe the way she hides her age 
when online. 
 
“I rather feel that I am "ageless" when conversing with others online.” 
(Judith, email, 28/10/2006). 
 
 “I would like to seem 'ageless' on the internet as I think [it] attracts a 
broader range of friends” (Judith, email, 17/2/2007). 
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Subtle editing of personal front in this way is not the active creation of new identities 
but simply the creation of idealised performance.  Similarly, the ability to hide other 
discrediting information can be appreciated by older users: 
 
“It is the fact that no one knows you are deaf that appeals to me in using 
emails” (Thea, email, 27/2/2007). 
 
“We are vain.  We want to be beautiful.  Our wanting to be younger is 
very much initiated and worsened by the media; and thus the general 
feeling about the importance of and emphasis on youth in the general 
society in the Western world.  We are pushed toward the idea that youth 
is great, great, great, and forget that getting older is a normal part of our 
lives.  In short, we want to stay young.” (Kylie, email, 3/4/2007). 
 
Further, Kylie’s comment is a clue that while young users are often motivated to 
engage in identity play because they are trying to work out their place in the world 
(Sjöberg, 1999), for older users the principle reason behind subtle manipulation of 
identity may be avoiding age stigma.  Although age may be kept secret, these are not 
“dark secrets” (Goffman, 1959a: 141) and the performance is sincere; discrediting 
information is withheld to allow the performer to emphasise authentic aspects of the 
self other than those subject to stigma. 
 
As well as the motivation to avoid being perceived unfavourably by others, there is 
also the desire to avoid unfavourable perceptions of oneself; identity negotiation thus 
involves not only the shaping of one’s role as understood by others, but as it is 
understood  by  oneself.    This  process  is  characterised  by  drawing  comparisons 
between people, and through this negotiation process people engaged in interaction 
approach consensus about who they are expected to be in reference to everyone else. 
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Identity  is  what  distinguishes  people  from  each  other;  this  sense  of  the  word  is 
shared with other meanings, such as that implied by an “identity card”.  The roles 
and attributes we use to identify ourselves are far more detailed than the simplified 
information on such a card, but the principle remains the same.  Thus, to be cast into 
the role of “old” implies a comparison with those that are not.   The  feelings of 
agelessness  experienced  by  some  users  might  be  the  result  of  not  comparing 
themselves to others: 
 
“Obviously no one knows if you have your teeth out or your nightwear 
on when emailing so perhaps one is more relaxed and therefore unaware 
of ones (sic) age.  If on the other hand one is out face to face one might 
compare oneself to others and feel perhaps that the best had passed by.” 
(Thea, email, 23/3/07). 
 
Of  course,  the  ability  to  manipulate  one’s  appearance  to  others  can  also  lead  to 
misrepresentation.  Comments such as the following were common: 
 
“I could easily tell you that I'm the manageress of a large computing 
company who liases with clients all over the world, then go on to give 
examples which would be completely false.” (Robin, email, 5/12/2006). 
 
“There is a good chance they will never meet you.  I guess it is like 
living in a fantasy world you are making out you are someone else.” 
(Grace, email, 13/12/2006). 
 
Indeed, the potential for misrepresentation is something of  which  all participants 
were acutely aware.  Participants universally held the view that misrepresentation 
would be motivated by dissatisfaction with one’s life; comments describing low self 
opinion  were  common,  although  other  sources  of  dissatisfaction  might  prompt 
people to take advantage of vulnerable people. 
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“I think a lot of people aren't happy with themselves so think they have 
to make themselves appear different than they are.  Maybe they feel no 
one will like them as themselves.” (Sharon, email, 12/12/2006). 
 
 “My question to you would be – why would you misrepresent – and the 
only answer I could conclude would be to deceive.  Again we get back to 
the point of lonely vulnerable people” (Robin, email, 5/12/2006) 
 
However, none of the participants believed this was common among older adults, 
corroborating Dillon’s (2002) findings based on a study of SeniorNet users that in 
comparison to the Internet population in general, online performance by older users 
tends not to be for the purpose of “posturing for effect” (Dillon, 2002: 296).  In other 
words, misrepresentation to impress others is uncommon among older users. 
 
Indeed,  only  participant  who  reported  first hand  knowledge  of  such 
misrepresentation occurring: 
 
“over the years I have communicated with 'strangers' via the internet   
and some of them have turned out to be very strange indeed.” (Barbara, 
email, 14/10/2006). 
 
“to  answer  your  query  about  "strange"  is  that  the  people  use  the 
anominity of the internet to pretend that they are something that they are 
not.” (Barbara, email, 17/10/2006). 
 
Barbara’s experience was that such misrepresentation was motivated by a desire to 
form romantic or sexual relationships: 
 
“Being single (widowed) I have used a couple of internet dating sites to 
meet new people.  All good intentions and I followed the protocol that 
the  dating  sites  have  recommended  –  e mail  and/or  chat  online,  then 
telephone conversations and then the actual physical meeting and in the 
meantime have swapped pics.  There have been quite a few that have not 
gone past the e mail/chatting stage   couldn't string me than a couple of  
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words together, then telephone conversation (thank goodness for mobile 
phones) and a very few rare ones have got to the coffee stage.  I have 
never felt physically threatened but oh what a waste of time to actually 
meet them.” (Barbara, email, 17/10/2006). 
 
Similar  sentiments  from  participants  were  discussed  in  the  domain  analysis  of 
Internet related topics (Section    8.4.3), in which it was concluded that relief from 
loneliness can be obtained online if the individual user perceives the Internet as a 
useful source of such relief.  Barbara’s comments provide an illustration of the way 
in which such perceptions can change over time in response to online experiences
73.   
 
The  three  domains  discussed  here  –  anonymity,  appearance  to  others,  and 
(dis)satisfaction – are closely related.  The ways in which this is so are discussed in 
the next section. 
 
8.4.4.2  Taxonomy of identity-related domains 
Consistent with the domain analyses of ageing and Internet communication, the next 
step in the domain analysis of identity related domains was to construct a taxonomy 
of the domains and sub categories.  This is presented diagrammatically in Figure 19. 
 
This taxonomy describes how in some cases, anonymity can inhibit communication 
by making it difficult to judge the boundaries of acceptable communication.  In the 
face of such uncertainty, users might retreat to simple or formal conversation.  On 
the other hand, anonymity facilitates management of one’s appearance to others, 
particularly by keeping one’s age secret.  This may be done to avoid stigma or to 
                                                 
73 Sharon’s description of her sister’s experience, also discussed in Section   8.4.3, further illustrates 
this point.  
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Figure 20: Relationships between domains relating to identity 
 
attract  a  wider  range  of  friends;  the  desire  to  do  so  may  thus  stem  from 
dissatisfaction, such as loneliness, or a desire to feel younger.  More sinister is the 
use of anonymity to misrepresent oneself online, perhaps in an attempt to impress 
potential  romantic  partners,  or  to  take  advantage  of  others  who  are  vulnerable.  
These relationships are summarised diagrammatically in the next section. 
 
8.4.4.3  Relationships between identity-related domains 
Figure 20 illustrates the relationships between the domains relating to identity.  The 
simplicity of the diagram reflects the straight forward nature of the issues in this 
area.    First,  the  figure  illustrates  the  way  in  which  anonymity  can  facilitate  the 
management of one’s appearance to others by withholding information that might be 
discrediting.  This can be motivated by dissatisfaction with one’s self, for example 
because of stigma associated with age.  Managing one’s personal front in this way  
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may, but does not necessarily, lead to reciprocal effects on the original source of 
dissatisfaction. 
 
Section   8.4.4.1 has already described some of the ways in which anonymity allows 
older users to manage their appearance to others and provided examples of it from 
participants in the current study.  This is hardly controversial; the exploitation of 
Internet  anonymity  to  manipulate  one’s  appearance  to  others  has  been  a  central 
theme in research on computer mediated and Internet communication for decades.  
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that some older users also take advantage of 
this  characteristic  –  it  is  not  something  limited  to  the  young,  upon  whom  past 
research is generally based. 
 
The ways in which older users take advantage of this possibility appear to differ 
from the ways in which younger users do so.  While younger users experiment with 
different roles and lifestyles (Lenhart et al., 2001; Sjöberg, 1999), for example by 
pretending to be someone else (Gross, 2004), none of the participants in the current 
study  of  older  users  reported  such  behaviour  and  most  felt  such  behaviour  was 
uncommon among their peers.  Yet there is some similarity in the way young and old 
users manage their personal fronts.  In both cases, dissatisfaction with one’s age can 
be  a  motivating  factor
74:  while  some  participants  in  the  current  study  achieve 
agelessness by hiding their age, younger users sometimes pretend to be older (e.g. 
Sjöberg, 1999; Berson, 2000).   
 
                                                 
74 Such dissatisfaction likely stems from the fact that both the young and the old have lower status 
than people in midlife (Graham and Baker, 1989).  
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Management of personal front can in turn lead to changes in the dissatisfaction that 
originally  motivated  it,  as  illustrated  in  Figure  20  and  in  the  following  detailed 
insight provided by one informant: 
 
“Now communicating on line, I still recognize the need for acceptance.  
However, in some ways it is easier (on line).  I do not feel old at all when 
on line. 
 
I think my friends on [seniors’ bulletin board] FFF may be surprised to 
know how old I am.  I am much older than [another user’s name] for 
example.  (And it is a secret (my age) of course) 
 
When I talk to new people, or to strangers they very often will judge me 
by how I look.  I have wrinkles, I am older looking, certainly no one 
whistles. 
 
As I think I already told you one time or another, that I still feel young, I 
do not feel old – my mind does not feel old, I do not see my inner self as 
old.  I have to remind myself that I cannot do this or that anymore.  My 
body may be old but not me.  Sometimes I am surprised that I am a 
senior  (sic) 
 
So working on line, makes me feel younger 'all the way around', no one 
can see me, I even chose a young name – [username].  I believe I really 
enjoy that feeling.  I can express myself in the same way as  I think, 
which is 'young.'  At least I perceive myself as young, and it could be 
that people who know me well are saying:  'Wow, is she ever an old 
crab.'” (Kylie, email, 23/3/2007). 
 
Kylie’s online experience is typical of the way women experience age in general.  
Stuart Hamilton (1998) found that the majority of women feel that looking younger 
is important and leads to feeling younger; thus, the Internet simply provides a way in 
which older women can easily manage the way they appear, so as to feel younger. 
 
A number of topics have recurred during the three domain analyses described here 
(Sections   8.4.2 –   8.4.4), indicating interrelationships between these domains.  The 
second stage of the systematic qualitative research method employed in this study  
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(Figure 13) is to relate the domains to each other.  This is addressed in the next 
section. 
 
8.4.5  Model of literature concepts 
In this section, a model is presented based on the results of the domain analyses 
above, and drawing on the taxonomies of the individual domain analyses of each 
concept  area  (Figures  13,  15  and  17).    This  model  summarises  the  main  effects 
between ageing, Internet communication and identity.  There are no doubt countless 
many relationships between these three concepts; the model captures only the most 
important of these.  A diagram of the model is presented below in Figure 21. 
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Consequences of ageing lead to “feeling 
old”, feeling “young at heart”, or similar
Isolation, boredom, 
health concerns 
motivate Internet use
Online activity can 
alleviate isolation and 
boredom
 
Figure 21: Model of literature concepts 
 
It must first be stated that the model is not linear, and illustrates three ways in which 
ageing, identity, and Internet communication are interrelated (identified in Figure 21 
by a number enclosed within a circle).  This cyclic, iterative character indicates that 
there  is  a  temporal  aspect  to  identity  change,  as  each  individual’s  age identity 
evolves in response to online events that occur over time.   
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First, health problems and physical decline can restrict a person’s activity and can 
alter the degree of social isolation they experience, leading to emotional responses 
which can be positive or negative or an ambivalent combination of both, and may be 
characterised  by  feelings  of  fear,  contentment,  boredom  and  loneliness.    Varied 
responses such as these affect an individual’s motivation to use the Internet
75; in 
other words, ageing affects the purposes for which users’ access the Internet.  For 
example, loneliness may lead to friend seeking behaviour, whilst contentment with 
one’s relationships and social connections is less likely to produce such an outcome.  
Boredom may motivate online activities such as using the web chat rooms to pass the 
time,  while  concern  about  health  might  motivate  the  user  to  seek  out  health 
information. 
 
Internet use can in turn affect the original emotional response that prompted it; for 
example, the lonely may form friendships online, or their loneliness might be further 
exacerbated by exclusionary online communities.  The bored may find new interests 
or might find the Internet even more boring, people worried about their health might 
be  calmed  or  further  alarmed,  and  such  outcomes  may  have  consequences  for 
identity.  Such consequences illustrate that the trigger for identity change can be 
serendipitous and unanticipated.   
 
                                                 
75 It is noted that understanding the processes by which motivation is translated into action goes far 
beyond the goals of the current study.  It is true that although intuitive, the relationship between 
motivation  and  behaviour  is  complex,  and  while  it  is  widely  studied  in  psychological  literature, 
psychologists  have  found  this  gap  “difficult  to  bridge”  (Baumeister,  1996:27).    This  study, 
sociological in nature, does not attempt to fill the gap.  For current purposes it is sufficient to know 
that motivation does influence behaviour; the intention of the study being to investigate the effects on 
identity when that behaviour includes Internet based social interaction.  
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The potential of each individual to be exposed to such events is affected by their 
perceptions of Internet communication, which affect the ways in which they use the 
Internet.  If the Internet is perceived as trivial or too difficult to learn they are of 
course unlikely to use it.  Likewise, if they hold the belief that communication on the 
Internet is shallow, that the Internet inhibits communication, or if they have a distrust 
of  strangers  on  the  Internet,  they  are  unlikely  to  seek  meaningful  social  contact 
online
76.   
 
On  the  other  hand,  if  people  believe  they  are  capable  of  using  the  Internet 
successfully and that it is worth using they will be motivated to do so.  Similarly, if 
they believe that the Internet can sustain meaningful social contact they are more 
likely to seek friendship online and social isolation or boredom may be lessened as a 
consequence. 
 
This  illustrates  the  importance  of  each  person’s  individual  context  when 
understanding  how  the  Internet  might  influence  their  identity:  some  people  are 
simply not predisposed, due to their beliefs about the Internet and their emotional 
response to ageing, to seek meaningful social contact online.  In such cases identity 
effects are likely to be minimal, since identity is socially constructed. 
 
In other cases, where older people feel no such barriers to online communication, 
they are more likely to seek meaningful social interaction online.  If such cases are 
motivated by unhappiness or dissatisfaction with old age and still feeling “young on 
                                                 
76 People who reject Internet communication inevitably fall outside the scope of this study, given its 
focus  on  online  social  interaction  in  the  elderly.    Chapter    10  recommends  further  research  to 
determine if the two populations – those who do and those who do not use Internet communication – 
are otherwise equivalent.  
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the  inside”  or  “young  at  heart”,  the  anonymity  afforded  by  the  Internet  may  be 
exploited to create an ageless personal front (Figure 21, relationship 2).  This in turn 
can  contribute  to  feeling  younger,  and  possibly  lessening  the  original  source  of 
dissatisfaction. 
 
Anonymity  also  helps  facilitate  the  creation  of  situations  in  which  in depth 
discussion  of  age identity  issues  is  fostered  (Figure  21,  relationship  3).    Such 
discussions  are  motivated by  dissatisfaction  with  ageing  or being  old,  and  many 
online support groups exist in which members exchange social support relating to 
age related concerns.   
 
Both relationships 2 and 3 illustrate identity change as a result of dissatisfaction with 
one’s current age identity.  Thus, identity change can be driven by internal pressures 
as  well  as  by  serendipitous  external  events  as  described  above.    These  may 
accumulate  chronologically,  resulting  in  identities  that  drift  over  time.    These 
internal  and  external  drivers  of  identity  change  are  discussed  in  more  detail  in 
Section   10.3. 
 
The model proposed here thus encapsulates three aspects of Internet communication 
that are relevant to ageing and identity.  First, people may turn to the Internet to 
mitigate some of the practical consequences of ageing, which may in turn influence 
some of the causes of these practical consequences.  Second, the Internet can allow 
management of personal front in ways that would be difficult or impossible in other 
methods  of  interacting  socially,  leading  to  experiencing  agelessness.    Third,  the 
Internet  can  facilitate  discussion  of  age related  issues,  which  may  lead  to  novel  
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insights or feelings about one’s own age.  Together, these three points form the basis 
of  the  conclusions  from  the  qualitative  phase,  and  are  elaborated  upon  in  the 
following section. 
 
8.4.6  Contribution of dramaturgy to the model 
The  model  presented  in  the  previous  section  owes  much  of  its  creation  to  the 
dramaturgical framework described in Section   3.1.4; it would have been difficult to 
achieve this result had the thesis been guided by other theoretical frameworks.  Cues 
Filtered Out (CFO) perspectives, described in Section   3.1.1.1, would have limited 
the analysis to the information that is, and is not, transmitted between Internet users.  
Yet  the  current  study  has  revealed  that  identity  is  influenced  by  users’  offline 
contexts, backgrounds, emotional states, and the range of social situations in which 
they interact. 
 
Social Identity Deindividuation (SIDE) theory, described in Section   3.1.1.2, with its 
focus on group membership and stereotypes would have focused the researcher’s 
attention on social identity rather than individual identity (see Section   1.4.1).  Yet the 
thesis reveals that identity effects are deeply personal and cannot be considered only 
at a group level.  Further, stereotypes imply fixed, preconceived notions of identity 
and would not have been useful in analysing identity change. 
 
Social  Information  Processing  (SIP)  and  the  Hyperpersonal  model,  described  in 
Section    3.1.1.3,  are  based  on  uncertainty  reduction  and  would  not  have  helped 
understand  participants’  views  of  themselves  as  much  as  it  would  have  helped 
understand the ways they seek to understand others.  As with CFO theories, SIP and  
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Hyperpersonal models also have a focus on the information transmitted, and would 
offer  little  assistance  in  understanding  how  this  information  is  perceived  and 
understood. 
 
In contrast, the focus of Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor on the way identities are 
negotiated during social interaction closely matches the model’s emphasis on the 
relationship between online interaction and identity, most evident in relationships 2 
and 3 (see Figure 21).    Indeed, impression management central to relationship 2 
draws on Goffman (1959a) explicitly. 
 
Of course, impression management would likely be identified by other theoretical 
frameworks,  and  indeed  many  studies  of  Internet  use  have  focused  on  this 
phenomenon.  The impact of dramaturgy is that it draws the researcher’s attention to 
the fact that this is not necessarily sinister or unusual as it has been portrayed in 
previous  studies.    In  fact,  impression  management  is  a  normal,  inescapable 
characteristic of all interaction and plays a major role in identity formation.  Thus, 
relationship 2 is bi directional, something that would likely have gone unnoticed has 
the thesis been guided by other theoretical frameworks. 
 
Similarly, Goffman’s distinction between front and backstage interaction focuses the 
researcher’s attention on the different effects social interaction can have on identity, 
even if such interactions are with the same people.  This would have been difficult to 
conceptualise  within  other  theoretical  frameworks  that  ignore  the  user’s  wider 
context. 
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Roles,  a  fundamental  concept  in  dramaturgy,  were  also  useful  in  understanding 
participants’  identities.    Thinking  about  identity  in  terms  of  a  role  focused  the 
researcher’s attention on the effect a person’s age might have on others’ expectations 
of them and of their thoughts about themselves.  Nevertheless, the concept of role is 
static in dramaturgy, and although useful for analysing identity in general, it did not 
greatly help to understand temporal aspects such as identity change. 
 
Thus,  this  section  concludes  with  the  observation  that  although  Goffmanian 
dramaturgy  aided  the  study  of  identity  in  many  ways,  it  became  clear  that 
dramaturgy did not capture the concept of identity change particularly well.  This 
shortcoming is elaborated upon in the final chapter. 
 
8.5  Conclusions from qualitative phase 
The  qualitative  phase  of  this  study  has  resulted  in  a  number  of  conclusions 
embedded in the taxonomic analyses illustrated in Figures 15, 17 and 19.  These 
have been combined to produce a model which depicts the relationships between age 
and ageing, Internet communication, and identity (Figure 21, described in detail in 
Section   8.4.5). 
 
A central theme expressed in this model is that in order to understand the ways in 
which Internet use affects identity – and in particular age identity – in older Internet 
users, it is crucial that one understands the individual’s emotional response to ageing 
and their feelings about their own identity.  These responses and feelings will affect 
the reasons for which older users go online.  Once online, anonymity can allow users  
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to manage their personal front, and fosters situations in which in depth discussion of 
age related issues can take place.  Thus, the identity negotiation process is altered. 
 
A  conclusion  in  which  anonymity  plays  an  important  part  might  be  considered 
reminiscent of the CFO approaches that are entirely based on anonymity and which 
were discredited in Section   3.1.1.1, due to their flawed underlying assumption that 
social information is removed from interaction.  The focus in this study on context 
reveals  their  mistake:  CFO  theories  completely  ignore  the  relevance  of  users’ 
emotional states, motivations and unique circumstances. 
 
The findings from the qualitative phase also have echoes in those of Swickert et al. 
(2002), who conclude that a user’s personality will influence the ways in which they 
use the Internet.  The similarity is that both studies acknowledge that the context of 
the individual is of great importance when trying to understand the ways in which 
people use the Internet, and thus the consequences of its use.  The difference is that 
while Swickert et al. attribute differences in preference to underlying personality 
traits  such  as  extraversion,  neuroticism,  agreeableness,  openness  and 
conscientiousness,  this  study  clearly  indicates  that  such  preferences  can  also  be 
affected by serendipitous events, temporal emotional conditions and identity related 
(dis)satisfaction
77.   
 
                                                 
77 Another difference is that Swickert et al. examine university students,  while the current study 
examines  older  Internet  users.    The  lack  of  research  on  older  samples  has  already  been  clearly 
identified in earlier chapters.  
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As  well  as  research  conclusions,  the  qualitative  phase  resulted  in  the  researcher 
coming to some personal conclusions about the nature of qualitative research.  These 
are documented in the next section. 
 
8.6  Some final reflections on qualitative research 
In Chapter 1 it was observed that completing this thesis was a personal journey for 
the  researcher;  this  was  most  true  of  the  qualitative  phase  as  the  researcher’s 
previous research experience had been entirely quantitative.  A number of sources of 
discomfort were encountered during the project. 
 
While  they  were  enjoyable  discussions  in  their  own  right,  in  some  cases  the 
researcher  experienced  difficulty  keeping  interviews  directed  towards  areas  of 
relevance to the project.  This is apparently a common issue in qualitative research: 
 
“It is a common experience for investigators to carefully craft interview 
questions, only to have participants respond with lengthy accounts – long 
stories that appear, on the surface, to have little to do with the question.” 
Riessman (2001: 695, emphasis added). 
 
Of course, as Riessman points out, such answers may appear on the surface to have 
little to do with the question, but may actually have some deeper relevance.  Indeed, 
it  was  this  realisation  that  eased  much  of  the  researcher’s  disquiet  about  the 
interviews and allowed much richer data collection to occur than would otherwise 
have been the case. 
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Analysis of the interview data so collected was also a source of difficulty, not least 
due to the range of analysis techniques which are available.  This is not to imply that 
the range of techniques available is especially broad, but simply that in contrast to 
statistical  methods  for  the  analysis  of  quantitative  data,  there  is  no  “right”  or 
“wrong” method for analysis of qualitative data.  It was only after a comment from a 
colleague  that  “in  the  end,  all  qualitative  analysis  is  about  sorting  data  into 
categories”  (R.  Jarman,  2006,  pers.  com.)  that  the  researcher  was  able  to  dispel 
concerns  about  choosing  the  “right”  method  and  settle  on  domain  analysis,  a 
methodical and rigorous technique originally developed in public health research. 
 
Nevertheless, coding was challenging, particularly given the unstructured nature of 
the data.  The researcher frequently agonised over decisions of which code to assign 
to various blocks of text, and also how to group codes together into domains.  The 
coding process proved to the researcher a fundamental characteristic of qualitative 
interview research: that it cannot be purely objective.  (This is reported in much of 
the research literature, of course, but it is through the conduct of such research that 
the researcher knows it to be true, as opposed to merely learning it from others.)  
Objectivity  is  impossible  because  the  researcher’s  preconceptions  and  biases  are 
unavoidably  embedded  in  the  research  through  the  very  act  of  deciding  which 
questions to ask and which direction to steer an interview; the data collected are thus 
filtered by the researcher’s perspectives of what is relevant and important. 
 
Thus, it is essential that the researcher be aware of their own preconceptions and 
recognize  when  they  may  be  at  risk  of  jumping  to  conclusions.    Conducting 
interviews by email is beneficial in this regard because it allows the researcher time  
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to  think  and  reflect  before  asking  questions,  and  because  the  interview  is  not 
constrained by a fixed time period, allowing the researcher to revisit topics at later 
times if need be.  
 
Despite  these  discomforts,  the  researcher  is  convinced  that  the  findings  of  the 
qualitative phase could not have been achieved by quantitative methods alone.  The 
importance  of  actors’  intentions  and  motivations,  in  particular,  is  central  to 
interpretivist  research,  in  contrast  to  positivist  sociology’s  emphasis  on  social 
structures (Abercrombie et al., 1994). 
 
Of course, this does not imply that quantitative research is unnecessary.  Indeed, the 
triangulation  of  qualitative  and  quantitative  methods  in  this  study  helps  give 
increased  confidence  in  the  final  conclusions  arrived  at  in  this  research.    This 
triangulation formed part of the process in which the model previously described was 
verified; this verification is presented in the following chapter. 
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9  Model verification 
 
The  model  developed  in  the previous  chapter,  illustrated  in  Figure  21,  identifies 
bidirectional relationships between Internet communication and ageing and identity.  
The relationship with ageing is typified by the mitigation of practical consequences 
of  ageing,  while  the  relationship  with  identity  is  characterised  by  two  strategies 
employed by older users: first, the creation of situations in which discussion of age 
related  issues  occurs,  and  second,  impression  management  to  create  ageless 
performances. 
 
In order to verify the model, these issues are considered below in conjunction with 
field  observations.    Field  observations  were  taken  from  two  sites  –  both  online 
communities aimed at older users.  Where necessary, data from follow up interviews 
with key informants are also considered.  Further, a comparison is also made with 
the quantitative phase.   
 
The first community, SeniorNet, is a large online community that has been operating 
since March 1986 (Furlong, 1989).  SeniorNet is a large, non profit organisation and 
states its mission as “to provide older adults education for and access to computer 
technologies to enhance their lives and enable them to share their knowledge and 
wisdom” (SeniorNet, 2007).  To this end the organisation supports approximately 
200 community based learning centres in which people 50 years and older are able 
to develop computing and telecommunications skills.  The organisation also operates 
a large online community, within which more than 500 different discussion boards  
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operate.  SeniorNet is the largest online community for older adults, and receives 
over two millions hits per month
78. 
 
The second community, Friendly Faces Forum, is a smaller community with 44 fora 
in  the  forum  index  and  approximately  100  active  users  at  the  time  of  writing.  
According  to  the  site  administrator,  users’  ages  range  from  40  to  87,  while  the 
majority of users are over 50.  The vast majority of users come  from Australia, 
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States.  The site is described as “a place 
to  chat  about  different  subjects,  play  games  and  in  general  enjoy  each  other’s 
company” (Friendly Faces Forum, 2007); discussion tends not to focus on serious 
topics, although a number of meaningful discussions do regularly take place.   
 
9.1  Relationship between Internet communication and ageing 
The  model  asserts  that  a  person’s  emotional  response  to  ageing  affects  their 
motivation to use the Internet.  The emotional responses that will prompt Internet use 
can  be  both  positive  and  negative,  and  their  influence  on  motivation  will  be 
moderated by each individual’s circumstances.  Much of the following discussion 
describes  how  negative  responses  to  ageing  motivate  Internet  use,  and  although 
informants agreed that this is common it must now be noted that this is not always 
the case.  For example, negative emotional responses to ageing (or anything else) can 
actually  provoke  behaviour  which  may  lead  to  isolation.    Such  an  outcome  is 
difficult to observe in the field, as the only evidence to be observed is the person’s 
                                                 
78 The term “hits” refers to the number of visits received at the website.  
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absence.  However, this has been verified by key informants, as in the following 
verbatim examples: 
 
“I know that some days if I am feeling well and happy I will forward on 
many emails that I think are interesting.  If I am a bit grumpy I find 
myself deleting them and not bothering to forward them on.” (Judith, 
email, 22/4/2007). 
 
“Some  like  my  sister  wouldn't  think  of  going  online  to  distract  from 
aches and pains or loneliness. (She is an intellectual but still feels these 
swings) What she calls curling up and sucking finger As a child does is 
how  she  weathers  it.  (duties  still being  done  on  automation).”  (Thea, 
email, 24/4/2007). 
 
Thus, a negative response to ageing may actually inhibit Internet communication.  
Cases in which people are unmotivated to use the Internet at all are obviously outside 
the scope of a study of Internet use, although it is noted that Internet use itself is a 
continuum rather than a dichotomy.  This continuum ranges from employing the 
Internet in many aspects of one’s life to rejecting it completely; thus, the model’s 
assertion is that one’s response to ageing will influence the range of tasks for which 
the Internet is used, rather than simply whether it is used at all.   
 
Consequently, the discussion below focuses on cases in which a person’s response to 
ageing leads them to use the Internet in some way.  This response may be negative, 
as  in  the  examples  of  boredom  or  loneliness,  or  positive,  as  in  the  following 
example: 
 
“when one feels good why waste it on a yucky chore, better to contact 
friends online.” (Thea, email, 24/4/2007). 
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Nevertheless, while the above example describes feeling good, the domain analysis 
of ageing revealed three primarily negative concerns: health and physical decline, 
social isolation, and inactivity.  The model asserts that emotional responses to these 
factors can prompt the individual to seek support online, which in turn may have 
emotional effects on the individual.  All key informants agreed with this proposition 
and felt that it concurred with their own experiences.  Such effects may be positive, 
with some older users going online to counter the disappointing aspects of ageing, as 
Thea describes: 
 
“I would try contacting friends if possible via email as it is less strenuous 
than  visiting.    Much  of  what  seniors  do  involves  a  bit  of  physical 
discomfort but we press on regardless.  Aging is a fact no matter how we 
whistle in the dark.” (Thea, email, 24/4/2007). 
 
The benefit for users like Thea is that interesting messages “can take you right out of 
the doldrums” (email, 23/4/2007).  Field observations
79 revealed evidence of this 
beyond the interview participants, as in the following example: 
 
 
Field Observation 1: Improvement of a user’s life due to online interaction  
 
This also alludes to a key principle in the model, that Internet use can be a response 
to the negative consequences of ageing.  In order to verify the model’s description of 
the consequences of this use, the following discussion presents field observations 
                                                 
79 Usernames have been obscured to preserve anonymity of the posters.  
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and informants’ perspectives on concerning social isolation, the need to stay active, 
and health concerns.   
 
9.1.1  Isolation 
First, the relationship between social isolation and Internet use are examined.  Field 
Observations 2 and 3 (below) provide examples of how loneliness can prompt older 
users  to  search  for  meaningful  social  contact  online.    Indeed,  one  occasionally 
encounters  usernames  in  both  field  observation  sites  that  specifically  refer  to 
loneliness or isolation, further illustrating how loneliness can be a key motivator for 
going online. 
 
 
Field Observation 2: Loneliness prompting Internet use 
 
 
Field Observation 3: Internet use benefiting the lonely 
 
Field Observation 3 directly acknowledges the connection between loneliness and 
Internet use and takes the perspective that Internet use is beneficial – such views are 
common in both sites examined – and hints obliquely at a point made during the 
domain  analysis  stage:  that  each  individual’s  thoughts  and  feelings  about  the  
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technology will affect their use of it.  In this case, the author of Field Observation 3 
clearly  has  a  positive  perception  of  Internet  communication,  and  thus  would  be 
inclined to seek social contact online. 
 
While  field  observations  illustrating  positive  perceptions  of  the  technology  were 
common, one cannot reasonably expect to see messages from people whose fears of 
Internet  communication  prevent  them  from  going  online.    Nevertheless,  Field 
Observation 4 provides evidence that such fears do indeed affect some older users: in 
this case the user was able to overcome their apprehension; in other cases they may 
not. 
 
 
Field Observation 4: Apprehension about online social interaction sites 
 
The  model  indicates  a  bidirectional  relationship  between  isolation  and  Internet 
communication; once an individual has been motivated to communicate online, such 
communication can affect the factor that originally motivated the communication.  
The user in Field Observation 4 hints at this with the indication that they found it “so 
funny [they’ll] go back”.  Another example is illustrated in Field Observation 5, in 
which a user motivated by shyness appreciates the “lovely welcome” extended by 
others. 
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[Interim messages omitted] 
 
Field Observation 5: A warm welcome extended to a new user 
 
Particularly poignant in this example is the final line: “a smile from anyone makes 
you smile to[o]”, which encapsulates the way online exchanges of support can help 
older adults deal with challenges raised by ageing.  This line is a signature that is 
automatically appended at the end of any messages posted by the user, and is not 
present in the lonely user’s first message.  Users on Friendly Faces Forum change  
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their  signatures  regularly  to  reflect  their  feelings  at  the  time;  in  this  case,  the 
signature is a response to the welcome extended to the shy newcomer.  
 
Welcoming,  supportive  discussions  are  frequently  encountered  on  Friendly  Faces 
Forum; indeed, a large part of the forum’s raison d’être is to provide a friendly, 
supportive online environment in which older adults can socialise.  Similarly, many 
of  the  general  purpose  discussions  on  SeniorNet  also  take  on  a  supportive, 
welcoming tone; however, it is noted that this is not always the case, as illustrated in 
Field Observations 6 and 7. 
 
 
[Message contents on other topics omitted] 
 
[Message contents on other topics omitted] 
 
Field Observation 6: Being ignored online 1 
 
Field Observation 6 suggests that isolation may be quite a common occurrence in 
cases where online discussions are dominated by coteries or cliques.  In this case the 
users  affected  persevered;  however  this  may  not  always  be  so,  as  in  Field 
Observation 7. 
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Field Observation 7: Being ignored online 2 
 
Events such as these might serve to increase the feelings of isolation that motivated 
the user to seek social contact online
80.  Messages such as the one above are rare; it 
is improbable that a user, feeling excluded, would take the time to posting a message 
to say so.  Thus, it cannot be concluded simply from the lack of such messages that 
exclusion is uncommon as an outcome.  Nonetheless, key informants felt that closed 
groups that exclude others were rare.  For example: 
 
“The discussions I frequent are not what I'd call "cliquey".  They seem to 
be quite welcoming to anybody new who happens to show up.  At least 
as long as they participate in a general spirit of friendliness and keeping 
to  the  subject  of  the  discussion  (with,  of  course,  occasional  
diversions  ).” (Ruth, email, 15/5/2007). 
 
Field Observation 7 also indicates that users may continue to search for the “right” 
online venue rather than being put off altogether, further suggesting that a long term 
increase  in  isolation  is  unlikely,  and  field  observations  revealed  that  community 
members  at  both  sites  take  care  to  ensure  new  members  are  welcomed  where 
possible; both sites have areas for new users to introduce themselves, and messages 
from new users are invariably met with a welcome from at least one community 
member, as illustrated in the following observations. 
                                                 
80 It must be acknowledged here that in a small number of cases, Internet use in itself can occasionally 
constitute “isolative avoidant use”, thus leading to increased social isolation (Mitchell et al., 2005).  
Internet abuse of this kind is a mental health issue, however, and is beyond the scope of this thesis.  
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Field Observation 8: Welcoming new users 1 
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Field Observation 9: Welcoming new users 2 
 
In contrast to the welcoming environment of the field sites observed, exclusion of 
older users is almost systemic in other areas, such as online dating sites: 
 
“The only place where I have found some age exclusion are looking at 
dating  sites.  Although  theoretically  one  could  search  for  a  partner 
between 60 and 80. the number is very small and the men always think 
they deserve someone (preferably asian, because of an outdated belief 
they  are  more  subservient)  and  ten  years  younger  than  them.”  (Thea, 
email, 12/5/2007). 
 
The virtual world is much the same as the physical world, and different locations 
appeal to different people.  Thea’s comment reveals that without knowledge of the 
online locations that might appeal to her, the  Internet can indeed be an isolating 
place.  It is possible that welcoming, supportive atmosphere in the field sites may be  
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atypical of the Internet in general.  Nevertheless, Judith also notes that exclusion is 
uncommon, even in areas used typically by other age groups:  
 
“My answer would be that if they do [feel excluded] it is of their own 
making in being too stuffy.  The chat sites I have been into have all been 
very friendly and accepted me as one of them.  Quite a few say that they 
have a grandmother of my age and like to compare me with her.  Some 
of  them  are  most  impressed  when  I  tell  them  my  interests  are  table 
tennis, line dancing, etc and helping others with their computers.  They 
sometimes say I must be very "with it" which is just wonderful for my 
ego.” (Judith, email, 15/5/2007). 
 
In Goffmanian (1963b) terms, both field sites are examples of “safe” areas for the 
stigmatised and provide opportunities to work through stigmatised identities
81 and 
for providing mutual support.  In this sense, these sites fulfil a similar function to 
focus  groups,  which  also  provide  participants  a  safe  environment  to  share  their 
experiences,  ideas  and  beliefs  with  others  of  similar  stigma  (Schulze  and 
Angermeyer, 2003). 
 
It is important here to note that those with whom stigma may be safely shared are not 
necessarily similarly stigmatised themselves.  Goffman uses the term “the wise” to 
describe those who  extend sympathy towards the stigmatised, in  contrast to “the 
normals”  –  those  who  assign  stigma.    The  wise  often  work  in  vocations  or 
professions that support the stigmatised such as carers or nursing (Porter, 1998) – a 
phenomenon that was evident in both field sites. 
 
                                                 
81 Discussion of the relationship between identity play and working through stigmatised identity has 
also been presented previously in Section   8.4.4 (pp. 260 – 265).  
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It is summarised here that although the potential for increased isolation does exist, it 
does  not  appear  to  be  a  widespread  occurrence.    Both  field  sites  observed  are 
extremely welcoming, and although areas where heated debate do occur it takes time 
and effort to reach them – at which point the new user is already a part of the online 
community.  Exclusion may occur unintentionally where individuals are ignored in 
general  conversation,  although  this  too  appeared  uncommon  in  both  field  sites.  
Increased social isolation may also occur where older users seek inclusion in areas 
which are less welcoming by nature. 
 
9.1.2  Staying active 
The second aspect of ageing revealed in the domain analysis stage was a need to stay 
active, and the model described previously indicates that Internet communication can 
provide a source of activity and stimulation.  Perhaps the most obvious example of 
this link is the way in which boredom can drive Internet use, demonstrated in Field 
Observations 7 to 9, below. 
 
 
 
Field Observation 10: Boredom prompting Internet use 1 
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[Interim message 1171 omitted] 
 
Field Observation 11: Boredom prompting Internet use 2 
 
 
Field Observation 12: Boredom prompting Internet use 3 
 
In each of these examples users give boredom as the reason behind going online.  As 
having  less  social  connections  can  reduce  the  opportunities  for  activity,  the 
implications  of  Internet  communication  on  social  isolation  are  related  to  the 
implications  for  boredom  and  inactivity.    Given  the  generally  positive  impact 
Internet communication  has on social isolation it is not surprising that responses 
from other users indicated boredom can also be mitigated: for example, “you won’t  
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get  bored  here”  (Field  Observation  10)  or  “no  way  to  be  bored  here”  (Field 
Observation 11). 
 
As  well  as  simply  keeping  occupied,  Field  Observation  13  provides  a  further 
demonstration  of  how  older  users  value  the  opportunities  for  mental  stimulation 
provided by Internet social interaction. 
 
 
Field Observation 13: Desire for mental activity prompting Internet use 
 
Nevertheless, as with social isolation, it is important to remember that negative as 
well as positive effects on activity are possible.  For example, Field Observation 14 
illustrates that Internet use can lead to feelings of guilt about being inactive.  Such 
observations are rare, although as with social isolation, rarity of field observations is 
not necessarily evidence that such outcomes are rare since users in such a position 
may simply be inclined to reduce the amount of time spent online. 
 
 
[Message contents on other topics omitted] 
 
Field Observation 14: Guilt about time spent online  
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Key informants believed it was possible to feel guilty about time spent online, but 
none felt guilty themselves or felt that time spent online was wasted:  
 
“I've not heard any social/for fun computer user express guilt for the time 
spent on the computer.  The only time I heard something approaching 
that was from a 'holier than thou' non computer user saying "I certainly 
wouldn't want to spend all that time playing games", etc., etc.” (Ruth, 
email, 15/5/2007). 
 
“I  know  my  sister  will  sometimes  bewail  the  fact  she  wasted  time 
playing Mahjong but is it really wasted time to relax and play as if we 
were children again. Duty has long been drummed into older people's 
perception of worthwhile but to take time to smell the roses is also a 
good  thing  whether  they  are  real  or  virtual  flowers.”  (Thea,  email, 
15/5/2007). 
 
The  extensive  satisfaction  apparent  in  many  older  Internet  users,  considered  in 
conjunction with only limited potential for negative feelings about time spent online, 
allows  the  researcher  to  conclude  that  the  Internet  is  indeed  a  useful  source  of 
activity for older adults for whom inactivity is perceived as a problem.  Thus, it is 
concluded here that this aspect of the model is reliable. 
 
9.1.3  Health 
The third key aspect of ageing is health and physical decline.  Field observations 
revealed that discussion of health related topics is prevalent among older users.  For 
example, the Health Matters area of SeniorNet was the most popular discussion area 
and  had  145  active  discussions  at  the  time  of  writing,  most  of  which  contained 
hundreds  of  messages  each.    This  was  considerably  more  than  the  second most 
popular  area,  Travel  Topics  &  SeniorNet  Gatherings,  which  contained  only  93  
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discussions.  Further, although not as dominant as at SeniorNet, Health was also a 
popular topic in Friendly Faces Forum, where it was the tenth most popular of 44 
different fora.  
 
Users routinely exchange information, advice and support about health conditions 
within such fora.  An illustration of this is shown in Field Observations 15 and 16.  
Both of these demonstrate the way in which users health problems are the focus of 
activity, and the way in which they receive support online that may in turn affect the 
way they deal with their health problems.  In other words, health – a consequence of 
ageing – influences Internet use, which in turn influences the way the individual 
perceives their own health. 
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[Interim message 61 omitted] 
 
Field Observation 15: Discussion of health problems 1 
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Field Observation 16: Discussion of health problems 2  
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Field Observation 16 continued 
 
Similar exchanges can frequently be observed in both field sites, yet not all health 
outcomes are positive.  A possible negative outcome is a form of hypochondriasis 
termed  “cyberchondria”,  also  known  as  “Internet  printout  syndrome”,  in  which 
excessive use of Internet sources of health information fuels health anxiety
82 (Powell 
et al., 2003; Stone and Sharp, 2003).  As with social withdrawal, this phenomenon is 
                                                 
82 A similar relationship also exists between health anxiety and other media (c.f. Salkovskis et al., 
2003).  
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difficult to observe in the field as anonymity makes it impossible for the researcher 
to distinguish it from genuine illness
83. 
 
Given  the  prevalence  of  health related  discussion  topics  in  seniors’  online 
communities, the fact that hypochondriasis is estimated to occur in between 4% and 
9% of the general population (Videbeck, 2004), and the fact that accessing health 
information via the Internet can make hypochondriasis worse (WebMD, 2002), it is 
likely that online discussion does contribute to increased health anxiety among at 
least some older users.  All the key informants agreed with this, and agreed with the 
suggestion  that  it  is  due  to  the  complexity  and  amount  of  health  information 
available: 
 
“Frankly, I'd be surprised if that didn't happen.  Not just on SeniorNet, 
but anytime somebody looks up some symptoms on the internet, he/she'll 
find way more information than can be understood and digested.” (Ruth, 
email, 16/5/2007). 
 
The  extensive  amount  of  health related  communication  evident  in  the  field 
observations verifies that health is indeed one of the main aspects of ageing that 
influences  Internet  communication.    Consequences  can  be  both  beneficial  and 
detrimental:  field  observations  also  identified  social  support  benefits,  but  key 
informants testify that possible increases in health anxiety may also occur. 
 
                                                 
83 It is acknowledged that hypochondriasis is itself a genuine illness.    
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9.1.4  Conclusion 
The discussion above, based on field observations and comments from informants, 
shows that where reactions to ageing encourage social Internet use, the consequences 
of such use can be both positive and negative, but tend to be positive.  Thus, it is 
concluded here that the model previously described does reliably explain the two 
way relationship between Internet communication and ageing.  This relationship is 
characterised by Internet communication yielding generally positive consequences 
for social isolation, loneliness and inactivity.  As well as a facilitating social activity, 
it is also common that searching for health information and online discussion of 
health related topics becomes a source of activity in its own right as health becomes 
an increasingly important issue. 
 
Chapter    3  noted  that  the  effects  of  Internet  use  depend  on  the  context  of  the 
individual; the analysis above illustrates how this is so.  It is clearly important to 
recognise the importance of context at an individual level, rather than macroscopic 
social and cultural contexts: people with different experiences pertaining to isolation, 
inactivity and health problems will explore it in different ways, yielding different 
results. 
 
The next aspect of the model to be verified is the relationship between ageing and 
identity; this is conducted in the following section. 
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9.2  Relationship between Internet communication and identity 
The model  asserts that  two strategies are  commonly employed by older users in 
relation to Internet use and identity.  The first of these is to engage in impression 
management to create ageless performances, and the second is to create situations in 
which ageing is explicitly and extensively discussed.  Anonymity is central to both 
of these strategies: in the former, it allows older users to remove age markers from 
their personal front in ways they cannot achieve offline, and in the latter it fosters 
open,  intimate  and  frank  discussion  that  is  rare  in  face to face  interaction  (c.f. 
Joinson, 2001). 
 
Older  users  themselves  are  aware  of  the  potential  created  by  anonymity  for 
misrepresentation,  although  this  is  not  perceived  to  be  particularly  common,  as 
illustrated in Field Observation 17: 
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Field Observation 17: Awareness of the potential for misrepresentation 
 
While  misrepresentation  among  older  users  may  be  uncommon,  management  of 
personal front not the same thing.  While both involve adjusting aspects of one’s 
performance to create a particular impression, in the case of misrepresentation it is 
done so to create an impression that is spurious or “phony” (Goffman, 1959a), such 
as if older users were to claim to be young. 
 
Clearly, misrepresenting one’s age is not the same thing as merely not advertising it.  
Indeed, Goffman (1959a) notes that there are many social contexts in which people 
are expected to disguise their age.  The model asserts that in the case of Internet  
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communication, this is done to avoid being ignored, and to avoid age stigma and 
stereotypes
84. 
 
A survey of 50 personal profiles on Friendly Faces Forum suggested that just under 
half the users displayed no age markers (27 did display markers; 23 did not).  The 
profile illustrated in Field Observation 18 is typical of those who did not divulge any 
age information in their profile: the avatar
85 chosen is clearly not a realistic depiction 
of  themselves  (although  it  does  present  a  youthful  image  which  is  likely  not 
representative  of  their  age),  and  the  occupation  and  interests  are  only  vaguely 
described. 
 
 
Field Observation 18: A profile with no age-markers 
 
Those  who  did  provide  clues  to  their  age  typically  did  so  by  describing  their 
occupation  as  “retired”.    Less  common  were  references  to  grandchildren  or  the 
length of their marriage.  Similarly, a sample of 50 personal profiles of SeniorNet 
                                                 
84 Gerlander and Takala (1997) assert that the Internet allows users to create ageless identities, but cite 
no evidence describing whether this actually happens, nor reasons for it to occur. 
85 An avatar is a graphical representation of the user.  While it is possible to use a photograph, the vast 
majority of Internet users choose avatars that are not accurate visual representations of themselves.  
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users also revealed 27 users who did, and 23 who did not divulge age markers in 
their  profiles,  although  in  the  case  of  SeniorNet,  those  who  indicated  their  age 
typically did so by the inclusion of a photograph. 
 
Nevertheless, field observations of user profiles in sites especially designed for older 
users  could  be  considered  somewhat  incongruent  as  the  very  fact  that  a  user  is 
present at such a site at all could be considered an age marker.  Thus, it cannot be 
reasonably  concluded  simply  from  analysis  of  such  profiles  that  agelessness  is 
common.  Indeed, such conclusions could not reliably be concluded from analysis of 
any communication in a senior oriented venue. 
 
Yet it is also not possible to make conclusions about agelessness from observations 
in other venues, either, as the anonymous nature of the Internet enables people to 
effectively remove any age markers from their personal front without detection – in 
contrast  to  physical  reality,  in  which  age  markers  are  notoriously  difficult  and 
expensive to conceal, and in which evidence of concealment can often be found if 
one looks closely.  Thus, there is no way of telling which users who lack online age 
markers are older, and which are not. 
 
Therefore, verification of this aspect of the model relies on follow up interviews 
with key informants and an online discussion with members of one of the field sites, 
combined with field observations.  This process revealed that many members of the 
Friendly Faces Forum hide their age, yet deny doing so. 
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The prevailing attitude in the community that hiding one’s age is pointless, that it is 
better  to  “accept  it  gracefully”,  and  that  a  person’s  age  is  not  important.  
Nevertheless, much of their online performance was ageless.  There was the absence 
of age markers from profiles noted above, and the predominance of abstract or non 
representative  avatars  such  as  cartoon  images,  animals  and  so  on
86.    Emoticons, 
which are frequently used by most community members, are also extremely abstract 
and represent humans as genderless, raceless and ageless (Antonijevic, 2006). 
 
Further, the messages posted by community members exhibit the same strategy of 
agelessness.  For example, in the Coffee Shop, the most frequently visited forum in 
which members exchange general “chit chat”, messages typically include very few 
age  markers.    Indeed,  they  often  diverge  markedly  from  stereotyped  images  of 
ageing – consider Field Observation 19 for example.   
 
                                                 
86 This contradiction was also true of their offline behaviour.  For example, many discussed physical 
appearance and admitting to using hair dye to look younger, and several participated in a forum on 
“anti aging  health  and  beauty  products”,  in  which  they  made  statements  such  as  “[w]e  are  all 
interested in anti aging” and “I am into the anti aging stuff”.  Yet these same people rejected any 
suggestion that they hide their age.  
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Field Observation 19: A message that diverges from stereotypes of old age 
 
Yet it is clear from other forums in the same community that in many cases, such 
stereotypes  do  indeed  describe  its  members  quite  accurately.    The  health  forum 
includes discussions of age associated conditions such as arthritis, diabetes, strokes 
and knee replacements, and the hobbies forum includes discussion of stereotypical 
“old” hobbies such as crocheting and needlework. 
 
The point here is not to prove or disprove the validity of certain age stereotypes, but 
to  illustrate  that  in  the  cases  of  many  individuals  in  which  such  stereotypes  are  
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relatively accurate, there is still a tendency to perform ageless or “non old” identities 
as described in the model.  Participation in the community can also make users feel 
younger, a point made explicitly by one of the users illustrated in Field Observation 
20. 
 
 
Field Observation 20: Online social interaction contributing to feeling younger 1 
 
It is not only one’s own acts of impression management that can influence feelings 
of  age.    For  example,  Field  Observation  21  illustrates  a  message  in  which  a 
SeniorNet user playfully “photoshops”
87 another user’s face onto a cartoon, along 
with the face of a young woman.  The man in the illustration replies that this makes 
him feel young again; even if his comment is not to be taken literally in this case, 
this exchange demonstrates the potential for effects on how one perceives age. 
 
                                                 
87 Adobe Photoshop is a popular software package that allows users to manipulate graphical images.  
The term “photoshop” is commonly used online as a verb to describe the use of image manipulation 
software to modify photographs and other images.  
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[Interim messages 757 – 758 omitted] 
 
Field Observation 21: Online social interaction contributing to feeling younger 2 
 
In addition to engaging in impression management to control perceptions of age of 
oneself and others, the second strategy employed by older users is to create situations 
in which age related issues are discussed.  This aspect of the model focuses on the 
way anonymous communication provides an environment in which older users can 
discuss ageing in more open and intimate ways than would otherwise occur face to 
face.   
 
Observations of the field sites revealed ample evidence of this; indeed, the very fact 
that such sites exist could even be considered evidence.  At the time of writing, for 
example, SeniorNet had 12 different discussions within the “Retirement Living and 
Issues”  category,  six  within  the  “Working  Seniors  and  Careers”,  and  other  
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discussions  on  related  topics  such  as  grand parenting.    These  were  all  popular 
discussions, all of them containing hundreds of messages. 
 
The messages illustrated in Field Observation 22 (below) are typical of the kinds of 
exchanges that occur in these discussions.  This particular discussion forms a kind of 
team backstage preparation area, in which older users exchange advice on how to 
manage their personal front in face to face encounters. 
 
 
Field Observation 22: Discussion about coming to terms with ageing 1 
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Field Observation 23 provides another example of the way older users can explore 
aspects  of  their  age identity  in  the  safety  of  an  online  environment,  and  receive 
support and reassurance from others. 
 
 
[Interim messages 147 151 omitted] 
 
Field Observation 23: Discussion about coming to terms with ageing 2 
 
Backstage discussions also allow older users to debate the nature of the age roles into 
which they have been cast.  In Field Observations 24 and 25, the topic examined is 
the way older people are often overlooked in society, and ideas on how to deal with 
this issue. 
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[Message contents on other topics omitted] 
 
[Message contents on other topics omitted] 
 
Field Observation 24: Discussion of media portrayal of old age 1 
 
 
[Interim messages 698 699 omitted] 
 
Field Observation 25: Discussion of media portrayal of old age 2  
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It is unlikely that discussions of such depth would occur in offline situations, at least 
in the experience of one key informant: 
  
“Growing old is certainly not a major topic with the seniors with whom I 
mix.  Of course when one of us succumbs to some ailment or loses a 
partner  there  is  the  usual  commiseration  about  growing  old  (what  a 
bugger!) but we don't tend to dwell on the bad parts.” (Judith, email, 
9/5/2007). 
 
Thus, it is concluded here that the third and final aspect of the model – that the 
Internet fosters situations that promote the discussion of ageing and age identity – is 
valid.   
 
9.3  Relating the model to the age identity factors from the quantitative stage 
The  final  stage  of  the  qualitative  phase  is  to  establish  that  the  model  plausibly 
explains  how  online  social  interaction  contributes  to  changes  in  age identity.  
Chapter   7 identified seven factors of age identity (see Table 7, p. 201).  Thus, the 
model  should  be  able  to  account  for  changes  to  each  of  these  factors.    Further, 
Chapter   7  revealed  that  those  who  communicate  with  a  diverse  audience,  in 
particular with people from other countries, have a greater variance of age identity 
than those who do not.  Thus, the model should be able to account for a range of 
changes, as opposed to a change in a single direction. 
 
It is important to note here that interaction with people from other countries is related 
to more extensive social Internet use; those participants who interacted with people 
from other countries also tended to use the Internet to make new friends, while those  
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who do not interact with people from other countries tend to communicate only with 
existing  friends  and  relatives.    This  is  hardly  surprising;  it  is  difficult  not  to 
encounter people  from  other  countries  when  using  Internet based  communication 
systems such as chat services, bulletin boards, and so on. 
 
Consequently, it may be that identity effects are not due to interaction with people 
from other countries per se, but simply a result of exposing oneself to interactions 
with a diverse range of people – regardless of their nationality.  This is raised in 
Section   10.5 as an issue for further research. 
 
It is also important to note here that the seven factors are not equally important: 
factors nearer the top of the list account for more variation in age identity than lower 
factors.  Thus altering one’s feelings about activity will result in greater impact on 
age identity  than  altering  one’s  feelings  about  one’s  appearance  to  others,  for 
example. 
 
It  is  with  these  thoughts  in  mind  that  the  following  sections  draw  on  comments 
solicited from community members of one of the field sites to verify that these age 
identity factors can indeed be affected by the three relationships described in the 
model (Figure 21, page 269).  For each factor it is shown that outcomes may be 
positive,  resulting  in  less  identification  with  old age,  or  negative,  resulting  in 
increased identification with old age. 
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9.3.1  Activity 
Internet use can be a valuable source of activity for older users, particularly in cases 
where social interaction is otherwise constrained by health or mobility problems.  
Section   9.1.2 showed how Internet use may help older users to feel more active, or 
alternatively,  feel  guilty  about  the  amount  of  time  spent  online  (c.f.  Figure  21, 
Relationship 1). 
 
Most community members with whom this issue was discussed felt that time spent 
online was valuable, and that it did make them feel active – an outcome which would 
lead to decreased identification with old age.  The following comment was typical: 
“Never feels like time wasted as am always learning something”. 
 
However, a minority of members described feeling inactive.  One noted the need to 
prioritise  things  so  that  Internet  use  did  not  interfere  with  other  activities,  while 
another reported problems with Internet addiction and “would rather find some real 
people  to  be  with”.    These  counter examples  demonstrate  that  although  positive 
outcomes for activity may be common, Internet use can also lead to negative feelings 
also occurring. 
 
9.3.2  Value to others 
Loneliness  and  social  isolation  can  lead  to  feeling  less  valued by  others.    Thus, 
isolated older users who achieve social inclusion through Internet communication 
may experience an increased sense of their value to others (c.f. Relationship 1).  On 
the  other  hand,  as  Section    9.1.1  showed,  the  outcome  may  not  necessarily  be  
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positive.  In cases where individuals encounter online communities that are exclusive 
and unwelcoming of outsiders, an individual may experience increased isolation, and 
thus feel less valued by others. 
 
This was corroborated by community members, who felt that their sense of their 
value  to  others  is  easily  influenced  by  online  social  interaction  and  that  such 
influence could be either positive or negative.  One member noted they feel less 
valued  after  being  ignored  by  others,  particularly  their  friends,  although  several 
noted that it depends on the site – some are “cliquey”, while others are not. 
 
Thus, it is likely that a large part of the influence on this factor of age identity will 
hinge on which sites the user is aware of.  Users who discover friendly, supportive 
sites are likely to feel more valued and thus identify less with old age than users who 
discover exclusionary sites and feel less valued by others. 
 
9.3.3  Respect from others 
Respect from others is also achieved through social interaction, and the impact may 
be particularly significant if one goes from being socially isolated to having a large 
network of supportive online friends (c.f. Relationships 1 and 3).  Further, users may 
feel more respected as a result of avoiding ageist stigma (Relationship 2). 
 
There was empirical support that this factor can be affected by Internet use, and most 
community members felt more respected by others when online.  One community 
member even described a system of “green stars” awarded for popular contributions 
to a particular site as “tangible evidence” that they are respected.  However, another  
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noted that others are sometimes not respected, and still another worried that their 
online presence might disrespect others by “encroach[ing] on others” by “hogging 
the board”. 
 
As with value to others, it is likely that the impact of social Internet use on user’s 
perception of others respect for them depends on the sites and discussions they visit, 
as field observations revealed dramatic differences in the way participants treat each 
other in different discussion areas in both sites: differences were particularly marked 
between discussions on political topics and more general chit chat. 
 
9.3.4  Health 
Many  community  members  searched  for  health  information  (Relationship  1)  and 
participated in in depth discussions about health related topics (Relationship 3), and 
often described outcomes such as feeling better about their own health in comparison 
with  others,  and  being  armed  with  more  complete  information  about  their  own 
medical conditions.  None reported feeling worse off as a result of discussing health 
related topics online. 
 
Thus, it is concluded here that one’s perception of one’s own health relative to others 
can be influenced by Internet interaction.  Although Section   9.1.3 referred to reports 
in past research of cases of “cyberchondria”, such cases are still rare and indeed were 
not detected during the verification stage.  Thus, the verification stage revealed no 
confirmatory evidence that perceptions of one’s health can be negatively affected. 
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9.3.5  Strength 
This factor was most associated with feelings of being pioneering and powerful.  It is 
possible that computer or Internet use alone may induce such feelings in some older 
people.  This will remain the case until Internet use among older adults is as common 
as in other age groups, and thus no longer be noteworthy. 
 
Nevertheless, this factor may  also be affected by  the interactions that take place 
online; community members reported this occurring in a variety of ways, such as 
sometimes  feeling  “inept”  when  being  unable  to  solve  problems,  to  not  being 
intimidated, to enjoying “mastering” the Internet.  Several members also noted that 
some sites are easier to use than others; this is another illustration of how the impact 
of Internet use will be largely continent on circumstantial aspects, already noted in 
discussion of previous factors (c.f. Sections   9.3.2 and   9.3.3). 
 
This  range  of  outcomes  for  this  factor  corroborates  the  model’s  assertion  that 
Internet  use  can  influence  age identity  factors  in  both  positive  and  negative 
directions, yielding lower or higher identification with old age. 
 
9.3.6  Energy 
Energy was associated in the factor analysis (Section   7.3.3) with being “quick on the 
uptake”, looking to the future, with not being tired.  The majority of community 
members experienced positive outcomes from Internet use in this regard: comments 
about loving the challenge, keeping one’s brain active, that the Internet “keeps me on  
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my toes” were common.  Indeed, one even reported feeling more awake trying to 
find answers to puzzles and so on. 
 
Yet  one  reported  that  sometimes  the  Internet  can  be  tiring,  particularly  when 
“flooded with too much input”.  Thus, it is concluded here that although the impacts 
of Internet use this factor are often positive and thus contribute to less identification 
with old age, it can also sometimes contribute to negative effects and thus increased 
identification with old age. 
 
9.3.7  Outward appearances 
The  model  asserts  that  older  users  sometimes  conceal  age  markers  from  their 
physical appearance (Relationship 2).  Community members were very aware of the 
lessened  importance  of  outward  appearance  while  interacting  online,  and  it  is 
possible  that  being  able  to  present  an  ageless  identity  may  contribute  to  less 
identification with old age vis à vis this factor of age identity. 
 
Nevertheless,  apart  from  one  comment  that  “I  usually  don't  go  on  the  computer 
unless I am showered, dressed and ready to face the day”, community members were 
unconcerned by their physical appearance, and none reported changed feelings as a 
result of Internet use.  It may be that presenting ageless performances while online 
may not necessarily alter one’s feelings about outward appearances when offline.  
Another possibility is that as a largely non visual medium, Internet communication is 
irrelevant to outward appearances. 
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As this factor also accounts for the least variation in respondents’ age identity scores 
(c.f. Eigenvalues in Table 7, page 201), variation in perceptions of one’s outward 
appearance would have only minimal impact on one’s age identity as a whole. 
 
9.3.8  Summary 
Other than outward appearances, examples of the influence of Internet interaction on 
all  other  factors  of  age identity  were  found  in  field  observations,  and  with  the 
exception  of  health,  examples  of  both  positive  and  negative  effects  were 
documented.    This  was  particularly  evident  in  the  case  of  factors  with  a  higher 
contribution to age identity: activity, value to others, and respect from others.  As 
well as these field observations, experiences related by interview participants and 
field site community members also support the view that factors of age identity can 
be influenced by Internet use. 
 
Thus,  it  is  concluded  here  that  the  model  does  provide  a  mechanism  in  which 
variations in age identity can be caused, such as those described in Chapter   7.  A 
summary of the verification of the model as a whole is presented in the next section. 
 
9.4  Summary of model verification 
It is concluded here that the model described in Section   8.4.5 is consistent with both 
field observations and the quantitative phase.  Section   9.1.1 provided illustrations of 
isolation  motivating  Internet  use,  and  Internet  social  interaction  consequentially 
leading to decreased isolation in some cases, and increased in others.  Section   9.1.2 
provided illustrations of Internet use as a source of activity, but also a source of guilt  
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about  perceived  inactivity  due  to  time  spent  online.    Section    9.1.3  illustrated 
extensive discussion of health issues in online communities for seniors, which in 
many cases may ease concerns, but in others may lead to increased health anxiety.  
Section    9.2 illustrated that some older users present online performances that are 
ageless and diverge from stereotyped images of ageing, and that such performances 
likely  diverge  from  their  performance  in  face to face  interaction.    Further,  older 
users  often  engage  in  in depth  discussion  of  ageing  in  ways  that  are  unlikely  in 
offline  interaction,  and  this  discussion  can  help  them  come  to  terms  with  their 
ageing. 
 
Given  that  all  of  the  relationships  describing  the  interaction  between  Internet 
communication and ageing and identity have been verified, it is therefore concluded 
here  that  the  model  itself  is  sound.    These  observations  and  conclusions  also 
corroborate the point made in Section   8.4.5 that age identity effects may be triggered 
by inner dissatisfaction and by external factors such as characteristics of the online 
environments one stumbles upon. 
 
Having identified factors of age identity in the quantitative phase, developed a model 
of  the  interaction  between  Internet  communication  and  ageing  and  identity,  and 
examined ways in which these interactions may  influence said factors, it is now 
appropriate to answer the research questions posed in Chapter   5 and consider areas 
for further inquiry.  This is conducted in the following chapter. 
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10 Conclusions and Areas of Future Research 
 
This  chapter  discusses  the  implications  of  the  analyses,  both  quantitative  and 
qualitative,  and  provides  answers  for  the  research  questions  posed  in  Chapter    5.  
Some  implications  for  dramaturgical  theory  are  discussed,  and  areas  for  future 
research are proposed.  First, however, the chapter commences with a brief review of 
the issue of causality. 
 
10.1  Revisiting the question of causality 
The  quantitative  phase  (c.f.  Section    7.3.1.1)  posed  the  question  of  whether 
interaction with audiences from other countries leads to identity effects, or whether 
those older Internet users drawn to interact with audiences from other countries are 
unrepresentative of the majority.  Perhaps the best answer is that both explanations 
are true. 
 
In support of the latter  option one can argue that older users who seek out chat 
services, bulletin boards and so on are early adopters within their age group and may 
not be typical of older users as a whole.  In Robin’s experience as a volunteer at a 
seniors  computing  club  and  as  a  senior  herself,  the  majority  of  older  users  are 
reluctant to use the technology; those who seek out communication services are few: 
 
“You do of course get the odd exception to the rule and find people who 
go looking for different aspects of computing and even try buying on 
ebay and internet banking, but in my opinion very few of them will go to 
a chat room without prompting.” (Robin, email, 30/11/2006). 
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On the other hand, the qualitative phase revealed that one’s emotional response to 
ageing and dissatisfaction with one’s identity may motivate older users to go online 
and  may  lead  to  age identity  effects,  particularly  as  consequences  of  managing 
personal front and experiencing feelings of agelessness, and of explicit discussion of 
identity related issues in online venues.  Both of these are facilitated by the text 
based and anonymous nature of the Internet. 
 
The situation is thus a complex one – as are most social systems.  Causality appears 
to flow in both directions, which is characteristic of a feedback cycle.  Internet use 
can influence identity formation, and identity  can influence the desire  to use the 
Internet.  With this in mind, the following section turns to providing an answer for 
each of the research questions. 
 
10.2  Addressing the research questions 
This section draws on the findings reported in Chapter   8
88 to answer the research 
questions  posed  in  Chapter    5.    This  commences  with  a  discussion  of  identity 
processes, and follows with a discussion of the effects of Internet use on identity. 
 
10.2.1  Identity processes 
The first research question, and its two related sub questions, focused on the identity 
processes older users experience when online.  The two sub questions are examined 
first in order to provide an answer to the over arching question. 
                                                 
88 The reader is reminded that the quantitative phase was not intended to yield definitive answers to 
the research questions; its purpose was only to guide more detailed qualitative inquiry.  Thus, in 
addressing the research questions it is appropriate to look to Chapter   8 for evidence.  
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RQ1A:  To what extent do elderly Internet users engage in identity play? 
 
Older users do engage in performance when online, in essentially the same manner 
as Goffman’s (1959a, 1963a) studies of face to face social behaviour suggest: they 
manage  their  personal  front  to  avoid  stigma;  topics  of  discussion  are  carefully 
selected  to  respect  propriety  and  situational  norms;  language  is  affected  by  the 
audience with whom they interact.  However, none of this constitutes identity play, 
defined in Section   3.1.5 as creating and performing new identities. 
 
Identity play is described by many authors as a kind of “identity workshop” (c.f. 
Bruckman, 1992).  Originally this term referred to the experimentation with identity 
that occurs within online role playing games, but it can be equally applied to other 
online  social  environments.    Past  discussions  of  identity  play  are  typically 
underpinned by  the  notion  that  the  anonymity  of  the  Internet  allows  undesirable 
aspects  of  a  user’s  character  to  be  hidden  from  the  audience,  and  favourable 
characteristics  presented.    This  includes  the  implicit  assumption  that  old  age  is 
something  to  be  avoided  via  identity  play,  for  example  in  Lee’s  (1996:  online) 
suggestion that “an invalid senior citizen can become a robust teen”. 
 
If this were so, one might expect that identity play would be rampant among elderly 
users, yet the observations of the current study contradict this.  Despite predictions 
by some that technological advances will allow the elderly to “creative life styles, 
psychological  growth  and  for  the  radical  reconstruction  of  identity”  (Polivka, 
2000:228), none of the participants in this study expressed any desire for such radical  
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identity play; at most, the only identity manipulation involved concealing  age to 
avoid stigma.  Further, while all participants were aware of the potential for users to 
create new identities, none believed this was common among their peers. 
 
The  answer  to  RQ1A  is  thus  that  elderly  users  engage  in  identity play  only  to  a 
minimal  extent.    The  next  sub question  examined  the  related  issue  of 
misrepresentation: 
 
RQ1B:  To what extent do elderly Internet users engage in misrepresentation? 
 
There  can  be  no  clear cut  definition  of  what  constitutes  misrepresentation,  as  it 
depends on standards of acceptable behaviour which vary from one social group to 
another and from one time to another: 
 
“[M]odifications  of  one’s  personal  front  that  are  considered 
misrepresentative one year may be considered merely decorative a few 
years later, and this dissensus may be found at any one time between one 
subgroup in our society and others.” Goffman (1959a: 61). 
 
In the current study, the key difference between identity play and misrepresentation 
is the performer’s intent.  While identity play is a benign act, often engaged in for 
purposes  of  self discovery,  misrepresentation  is  more  sinister,  in  which  the 
performer seeks to deceive in order to obtain some advantage in a way which is 
unacceptable or frowned upon. 
 
None of the participants had misrepresented themselves, and only one participant 
had  first hand  experience  of  misrepresentation  by  others.    This  individual’s  
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experience  was  that  such  misrepresentation  was  motivated  by  a  desire  to  form 
relationships, misrepresenting themselves in ways in which they believe are likely to 
impress  a  potential  partner.    None  of  the  participants  had  encountered  radical 
misrepresentation of the type illustrated by the examples in Section   3.1.5, however. 
 
Thus, as with the previous question, the answer to RQ1B is that the extent to which 
older  users  engage  in  misrepresentation  is  minimal.    These  two  answers  help  to 
provide an over arching answer for RQ1. 
 
RQ1:  Do older Internet users experience the same identity processes as younger 
users when online?  
 
To answer this question it is useful to consider the answers to the two sub questions 
in conjunction with prior studies of younger age groups.  Given that identity play and 
misrepresentation are uncommon among older adults, it is tempting to conclude that 
online identity processes among older adults are not the same as in younger users.  
However,  the  extent  to  which  it  is  common  among  younger  users  is  debatable: 
Section    3.1.5  noted  a  number  of  authors  that  have  disputed the  claims  that  it  is 
widespread.   
 
Nevertheless, the majority view among studies of  younger users is that play and 
misrepresentation are common, and thus it appears that identity processes among 
young and old users differ.  It is important, though, to remember the importance of 
context.    Chapter  8  concluded  that  one’s  online  activity  is  influenced  by  one’s 
emotional response to ageing, one’s perceptions and beliefs about the technology,  
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and whether one is dissatisfied with their identity.  Differences between young and 
old users likely stem from differences in these aspects, rather than from simply being 
younger or older per se. 
 
It is therefore unwise, and indeed impossible, to make definitive statements about 
whether  older  Internet  users  experience  the  same  online  identity  processes  as 
younger  users.    The  answer  to  RQ1  is  hence  a  cautious  “in  general,  no,  but  it 
depends”,  noting  first  that  many  older  users  will  typically  not  have  the  attitudes 
toward technology that are held by younger users and second that it is unlikely that 
younger users will share their elder counterparts’ feelings about ageing or indeed 
their own age.  Nevertheless, some cases will inevitably remain in which younger 
and older users may share similar feelings about both technology and age. 
 
10.2.2  Effects of Internet use 
Given the conclusions above, that online identity processes for young and old users 
will differ, attention is now directed to the effects of Internet use on older users.  As 
with  the  previous  issue  of  identity  processes,  the  sub question  will  be  examined 
before turning to the over arching question. 
 
RQ2A:  What effects does Internet use by elderly users have on age identity? 
 
Age identity  was  determined  in  the  exploratory  quantitative  phase  to  be 
characterised  by  seven  factors,  documented  in  Section    7.3.3:  Activity,  Value  to 
others, Respect from others, Health, Strength, Energy, and Outward appearances.  
Section   9.3 related these factors with the model developed in the qualitative phase,  
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and determined that although age identity can be affected by Internet interaction, the 
nature of that impact depends on chance events and circumstances that occur during 
each individual’s online experiences, and on the characteristics of the online sites 
visited by each individual. 
 
Therefore, it cannot be said that Internet use by elderly users will lead to specific 
age identity consequences per se.  Instead, it can only be concluded that decreased 
identification with old age is common in cases where users encounter welcoming 
and supportive online communities that: 
 
•  Allow the user to feel more active and socially included; 
•  Increase their feelings of value to and respect of others; 
•  Allow them to feel better about their own health; 
•  Allow them to feel stronger and more energetic; 
•  Diminish the importance of outward markers of being “old”. 
 
Of course, not all online communities or services will yield such results.  In cases 
where contrary results occur, the user may experience increased identification with 
old age. 
 
Section   5.1 acknowledged that it is not feasible in a single study to investigate the 
myriad aspects of identity that may affect older users and that only age identity is 
investigated in this study.  The findings from RQ2A can be abstracted to answer RQ2 
as follows. 
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RQ2:  What effects does Internet use by elderly users have on their identities? 
 
Two  possible  outcomes  for  age identity  were  hypothesised:  first,  that  interaction 
with  novel  audiences  would  lead  to  renegotiated  age identities,  and  second,  that 
exploiting the anonymity available online would allow older users to avoid stigma 
and create new identities for themselves.  The results suggest that both of these are 
true  to  some  degree:  older  users  engage  in  backstage  talk  online  to  redefine 
understandings of old age, and some users also experience agelessness when online. 
 
The answer to RQ2 is thus that the Internet alters not only the audience with whom 
one negotiates identity, but also mediates the negotiation process and creates new 
backstage situations in which identity can be explored.   
 
10.2.3  Policy implications 
These findings have a number of implications for policies that promote the use of 
communications technology to increase quality of life among older adults.  Social 
isolation and loneliness are factors that affect older persons’ quality of life (Cattan et 
al., 2005), and are even major risk factors for mortality from widely various causes 
(Estes, 2001: 153).  The harm that isolation can cause is now increasingly recognised 
in international policies and health strategies (Cattan et al., 2005), and efforts to 
reduce isolation among older adults have been made in many countries. 
 
Communications technology can be used to reduce isolation; Troy (1999) notes that 
ageing  populations  will  require  policy  efforts  to  ensure  that  access  to 
communications continues throughout retirement and old age.  Historically this has  
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equated  to  telephone  communications,  but  as  convergence  between  telephone 
networks and the Internet progresses, and as services are increasingly accessed by 
computer mediated  means,  the  requirement  to  provide  access  to  communications 
will increasingly imply access to the Internet. 
 
Policies that advocate Internet use by older adults to alleviate problems associated 
with social isolation, loneliness and boredom are not new.  This thesis recommends 
that such policies recognise that the outcomes will not be the same in all cases, 
however; in particular there are four factors such policies should accommodate. 
 
First, the study has shown that at least in some cases the Internet can be a useful 
means to provide social contact in ways that go beyond simply a new means of 
transmitting  telephone  calls.    It  is  also  clear,  though,  that  measures  to  promote 
Internet based social interaction are unlikely to succeed if individuals do not have 
positive perceptions of Internet communication or if they fear or distrust those they 
may encounter online. 
 
Prior  research  has  recommended  training  programs  be  provided  to  encourage 
Internet use among older persons (White et al., 2002; see also Foley, 2002), and has 
the benefit of increasing older users’ confidence using the technology.  However, 
older adults are more motivated to participate in Internet skills training when they 
can see the benefits of Internet use; training programs therefore need to illustrate the 
benefits of Internet use to maximise the opportunity for such benefits to be achieved 
(Melenhorst et al., 2001).   
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This  study  illustrates  that  training  programs  should  also  address  older  people’s 
concerns  about  Internet  communication,  such  as  fears  of  being  exploited  by  the 
online misrepresentation of others, or beliefs that online social interaction is shallow 
or meaningless.  If older users’ confidence in their sociotechnical skills is increased 
in addition to their technical skills, the social benefits of the Internet may be more 
readily achieved. 
 
Second,  it  should  not  be  assumed  that  Internet  access  will  automatically  lead  to 
improved  social  connection.    This  study  identifies  that  the  potential  for  social 
exclusion exists in online environments just as it does in physical environments; 
something which may be particularly damaging to vulnerable individuals in whom 
social isolation is already felt acutely.  It is therefore recommended here that where 
Internet technology is promoted to lessen social exclusion, efforts be made to ensure 
that welcoming online environments are available and made known to relevant users. 
 
Third, given the high proportion of older users who use the Internet to search for 
health information, the risk of inaccurate information causing damage is potentially 
high.  Schemes that promote Internet use among older adults should therefore ensure 
the development of skills in discerning reliable from unreliable sources of health 
information.  Further, such schemes should include an emphasis on searching for 
information on the frequency of medical conditions, to avoid “cyberchondria” or 
“Internet printout syndrome” (see Section   9.1.3). 
 
Fourth,  this  study  has  revealed  that  online  environments  encourage  in depth 
discussion of age related issues, and this fact can inform the policy creation process.   
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Similar to Foskey’s (2002) assertion that mailing lists are a practical and useful way 
to allow older voices to be heard, this thesis recommends that other online fora – 
particularly  asynchronous  discussion  boards  –  can  also  be  used  to  achieve  this 
outcome. 
 
These recommendations can be summarised as follows: 
 
•  Policies  to  promote  Internet  use  in  older  adults  must  recognise  that  the 
outcomes will not be the same in all cases. 
•  Promotion of Internet use should take steps to counter negative perceptions 
about the Internet. 
•  Training programs must address sociotechnical  as well as technical skills, 
including discerning reliable from unreliable sources of information. 
•  Programs that promote social Internet use in older adults should ensure that 
suitable venues for social interaction are available and made known to users. 
•  Policy development should take advantage of online discussions to include 
older adults in policies that affect them. 
 
As  well  as  practical  policy  implications,  the  findings  also  have  theoretical 
implications  for  dramaturgy,  particularly  with  respect  to  the  nature  of  identity 
change.    These  are  discussed  in  the  following  two  sections;  the  first  of  which 
discusses the catalysts for identity change, and the second of which relates this to 
dramaturgical theory. 
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10.3  Catalysts for identity change 
Søren Kierkegaard once famously said that life can only be understood backwards, 
but it must be lived forwards, suggesting that to understand who we are we must 
examine the cumulative effect of our lives’ events.  Identity is not determined in 
advance, but is the result of our experiences, and perhaps has more in common with 
improvised theatre than scripted interactions (Sawyer, 2001). 
 
In some cases, identity change may be relatively rapid; Klapp (1969) uses the term 
“symbolic disturbance” to describe the kind of radical identity change that occurs 
when an individual makes a sudden break from the past.  Further, “these searches for 
self location [can] lead individuals outside their established channels of interaction 
and into radically different ones” (Bankston et al., 1981: 281). 
 
In the current study, that such searches lead to new interactions is captured in the 
model which maintains that one’s Internet use may be prompted by the consequences 
of ageing, and particularly one’s emotional response to it (Figure 21, Relationship 1).  
For example, retirement, widowhood and the death of close friends can leave one 
socially isolated and desiring new social contact which may be achieved by Internet 
use
89.  Evidence of this was seen in the current study in cases of participants who 
reported seeking companions online due to loneliness, and in cases where boredom – 
which can be understood as having few or no satisfying roles to perform – drove 
people to search for activity online. 
 
                                                 
89 Intimate (not necessarily romantic) relationships help guard against the trauma of social losses in 
role and interaction (Lowenthal and Haven 1968), and hence the urge to seek social contact online 
may be particularly strong in cases where intimacy is not available to the individual.  
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In  other  cases,  identity  change  may  be  a  much  more  gradual  process,  and  the 
disturbance may be far less dramatic.  Retirement, for example, may be a gradual 
process, as in the case of several participants who had eased the transition via semi 
retirement.  It was also observed during the domain analysis of ageing that staying 
active in retirement is important to avoid the boredom associated with “cliff edge” 
retirement.  In many cases even widowhood may not be sudden or unexpected. 
 
Whether  rapidly  or  less  so,  such  influences  accumulate  over  time
90  and  as  time 
passes our identities inevitably change.  Ageing itself implies the passage of time and 
therefore  implies  identity  change.    As  Section    8.4.5  noted,  the  force  for  identity 
change may come from within, such as when an individual is dissatisfied with their 
identity and actively seeks to negotiate new identities, or from without, such as when 
an unplanned event necessitates some adaptation. 
 
An example of the former, internal force for identity change is found in the tendency 
for some older Internet users to be “ageless” in their online performances.  This was 
described in Section   8.4.4 as an attempt to avoid age related stigma, although stigma 
is of course not the only reason an individual may be unhappy with their identity.  
The use of the Internet as a backstage area to discuss age related issues (Figure 21, 
Relationship 3) may be caused by innumerable sources of dissatisfaction; physical 
appearance, ill health, pain and loss of strength, and even concern about turning into 
a “miserable old grouch” were all observed to trigger such discussions during the 
                                                 
90 As the American physicist John Wheeler once joked, “time is nature’s way to keep everything from 
happening all at once”.  
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field observation stage.  And like actors developing a character, this backstage work 
often has an element of authorship about it. 
 
As well as internal dissatisfaction, identity change can also be prompted by external 
forces.  Identity change of this nature is not motivated by a conscious discontent with 
one’s self, but by the chance interactions that happen in daily life.  This is reflected 
in the conclusion from the quantitative phase that novel social interaction can lead to 
unpredictable identity change.  This was commonplace enough in the case of online 
interaction  with  novel  audiences  from  other  countries  to  produce  a  statistically 
significant result, but there is no reason to suspect that other novel interactions might 
not also have similar consequences. 
 
An illustration of this was provided during the interviews, in which Judith related an 
event that stuck in her memory: after she had not been online for some time, a much 
younger  Internet  friend  telephoned  to  check  that  she  was  okay.    This  surprised 
Judith, who until that point had not realised how interested in her this Internet friend 
had been, and becoming  conscious of this made her more  cautious and reserved 
when online.  Of course, events such as these are serendipitous and unpredictable 
and  cannot  be  generalised  from  one  person  to  another.    The  importance  of  this 
example is to illustrate that the way a person interacts with others, and the identities 
they  negotiate  with  others,  are  influenced  by  the  chance  events  they  experience 
during their lives. 
 
Internet use, and computer use more broadly, can themselves be the chance events 
that contribute to identity effects.  In another example from the interview phase,  
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Jacqueline described the difference between how she is now, an adept Internet user 
in her sixties, as “rather a big change” from how she was during her forties.  In 
particular, Jacqueline credits technology use with improving her mental “sharpness”, 
although whether she is actually sharper now than before is not actually the point; it 
is that she feels sharper, again highlighting that changes in the way individuals feel 
about themselves can be brought about by unpredictable
91 events that occur during 
their lives.   
 
Thus, over time a person’s identity changes, the forces for which can be internal 
dissatisfaction or chance external events.  The implication of this observation for 
Goffman’s theory of dramaturgy is discussed in the following section. 
 
10.4  Contribution to dramaturgical theory 
Goffman’s  work  is  not  above  criticism.    Giddens  (1984)  argued  that  he  lacked 
scientific rigour, for example, while Meyrowitz (1985) argued that he often gave his 
most important points only minor treatment at the end of paragraphs and sometimes 
even only referred to them implicitly.  Nevertheless, Goffman is widely regarded as 
a thinker of the highest quality and his work is greatly reputed; both Giddens and 
Meyrowitz draw on Goffman’s work within their own (Ling, 2005) and Meyrowitz 
in particular has spent considerable effort extending Goffman’s theories to address 
mass media (e.g. Meyrowitz, 1990). 
 
                                                 
91  In  Jacqueline’s  case,  having  a  computer  was  not  her  own  decision  and  began  only  when  her 
husband bought one.  Had he not done so, it is likely she would not have learnt to use one.  
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A  deeper  problem  with  Goffmanian  dramaturgy  is  his  characterisation  of  social 
interaction as “episodic or repeated interactions rather than … sustained interplay” 
(Glaser and Strauss, 1964: 675).  Although Goffman (1963a: 18; 1959a: 106) implies 
the passage of time when he notes that performances in situations are temporally 
bounded  by  a  beginning  and  an  end,  this  only  recognises  the  short term.  
Consideration of a longer term temporal aspect of identity – that identities evolve as 
events unfold sequentially – are largely unacknowledged in his work
92 (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1964), as indeed they are in sociology generally (Charmaz, 1991).   
 
As well as the temporal boundaries of situations, time is also implied in Goffman’s 
(1959a) discussion of regions and region behaviour (Zerubavel, 1979), for example 
in his observation that an executive’s private office can sometimes be front stage and 
at other times be backstage.  Again, however, this does not entail any change in the 
role definitions the executive presents in the front stage and prepares for in the back 
stage; it simply infers that the two regions are separated chronologically,  yet the 
identity  negotiations  that  occur  in  one  interaction  may  alter  the  executive’s 
understanding of his own role in future interactions. 
 
Ezzy (1998a, 1998b) addresses the lack of a temporal dimension to the interactionist 
understanding of identity by drawing on Ricoeur’s hermeneutic theory of narrative 
identity
93.  In doing so, Ezzy acknowledges the relationship between narrative and 
identity, noting that a narrative understanding of identity incorporates temporality.  
                                                 
92 It is noted here that Goffman’s (1959a) discussion of belief in the part one is playing, which is said 
to  oscillate  between  disbelief  and  belief,  does  imply  changes  that  occur  over  time,  but  does  not 
acknowledge change in the identity one plays – only their belief in it. 
93 Ezzy cites English translations of Ricoeur (1984, 1985, 1988, 1991, 1992).  These citations are 
repeated in the references of this thesis to aid interested readers, but they have not been used in the 
conduct of this thesis.  
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Yet although Ezzy (1998a) examines Goffman’s (1961) text Asylums, he does not 
discuss any of Goffman’s other works, including those in which the dramaturgical 
framework  is  developed.    This  raises  the  tantalising  possibility  that  a  sequential 
concept could beneficially be incorporated into Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor, 
thus providing the hitherto absent temporal aspect. 
 
The previous section described identity change as a progression over time in which 
identities negotiated by individuals evolve in response to both internal and external 
changes.    In  keeping  with  the  life as theatre  nature  of  Goffman’s  dramaturgical 
metaphor, this progression can be understood as “character development”, in which 
the  roles  each  of  us  plays  evolve  over  time.    Our  characters  are  not  static  and 
unchanging, but dynamic constructs that evolve in response to events that occur over 
the course of one’s life
94. 
 
In the case of internal stimuli, identity change is the focus of the actor’s actions.  
Goffman  himself  provides  an  example  in  his  (1963b)  work  on  stigma,  which 
addresses  identity  change  as  an  inner  force  in  which  the  discredited  and  the 
discreditable adjust their identities to deal with their stigma. 
 
As Ezzy (1998a) points out, identity change as a consequence of external stimuli is 
described by Goffman’s (1959b; 1961) concept of the “moral career”, which refers 
to the progressive changes to an individual’s identity as a result of moving through 
                                                 
94 In a social science parallel to physics’ Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the exact nature of identity 
is arguably unknowable since the research process may influence the identity negotiation process; it is 
almost certainly the case that certain roles are unobservable due to the researcher’s presence, age 
identity is unlikely to be affected in such a way.  While identities are dynamic constructs that evolve 
over time, they are generally stable in the short term such that the researcher’s presence is unlikely to 
prevent the current research from yielding reliable results.  
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various roles or social positions.  Goffman’s analysis focuses on the stories mental 
patients may use to explain their circumstances and is closely related to his work on 
stigma.  Yet the concept of lives as trajectories that adapt to what Thoits (1991) 
terms “identity relevant experiences” is relevant to anybody and is not specific to 
mental patients.   
 
Although his analyses of stigma and moral career indicate that Goffman was aware 
of the potential for identity to evolve in response to both internal perceptions and 
external events, he did not articulate this aspect of identity in dramaturgical terms, 
and  describing  identity  change  in  terms  of  character  development  is  therefore  a 
significant contribution to dramaturgical theory. 
 
Thus, the theoretical contribution of this research can be summarised accordingly: 
the  concept  of  character  development  can  be  incorporated  into  Goffman’s 
dramaturgical metaphor to address its temporal deficiency.  Social interactions are 
not repeated replicas of the same exchange; they change over time, and the identities 
of the actors present change with them.  This change may be sudden and dramatic, or 
slow  and  gradual.    The  force  which  drives  individuals  to  improvise  their 
performances and thus develop their characters may be an internal dissatisfaction 
with their current identity, or may be in response to external stimuli as individuals 
adapt their performances to changed circumstances. 
 
This proposition can help to explain contradictory results from past research, which 
has been inconclusive about the level of uninhibited behaviour in computer mediated 
interaction (Bordia, 1997).  Given that behaviour is greatly influenced by the role  
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one adopts in a given situation, uninhibited behaviour may be interpreted as actors 
breaking free from the constraints of roles with which they feel dissatisfied, and thus 
providing dramatic examples of character development. 
 
That  spectacular  identity  change  of  this  nature  is  infrequent  is  consistent  with 
literature reports that uninhibited behaviour, including flaming
95 and organisational 
disloyalty, is uncommon (c.f.  Lea and Spears,  1991; Hiltz et al., 1989).   Bordia 
(1997)  also  notes  that  studies  which  conclude  uninhibited  behaviour  is  more 
prevalent are typically based on student samples – a group that is more likely to be 
working through identity issues (Bortree, 2005). 
 
Similarly,  identity  play  can  also  be  explained  using  the  metaphor  of  character 
development.    The  higher  likelihood  of  younger  people  facing  identity  issues  is 
reflected in frequent observations of identity play among younger users, in contrast 
to the current study, which found relatively little incidence of identity play among 
older users.   
 
Finally,  the  extension  of  the  dramaturgical  metaphor  to  include  character 
development poses a challenge for future research: 
 
“In  short,  theory  constitutive  metaphors  are  ‘invitations  to  future 
research’: they serve to introduce terms without specifying the defining 
characteristics of the referent of the term, but instead leave it open for the 
routine business  of  scientists  to  discover  the  yet unspecified  essential 
properties of the referent in question.” (Cummiskey, 1992: 28). 
 
                                                 
95 It is noted that flaming does not necessarily constitute uninhibited behaviour as in some situations it 
may be considered acceptable, even expected.  Many online discussions of political issues routinely 
become quite heated, for example.  
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The  use  of  character  development  as  a  referent  is  thus  an  invitation  to  conduct 
research into the essential properties of character development, thus explaining how 
internal pressures and external events contribute to personal identity change.  The 
current  study  has  also  focused  on  change  in  age identity  within  online  social 
interaction,  and  wider  studies  of  character  development  are  warranted.    Such 
projects, along with a number of more specific research topics identified during the 
course of this research, are documented in the following section. 
 
10.5  Future research 
Research begets research, and this study has been no exception.  After analysis of 
online  social  interaction,  the  previous  section  proposed  the  concept  of  character 
development as an extension to Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor.  Examination of 
a wide range of social contexts and forms of social interaction is required in order to 
substantiate  character  development  as  a  phenomenon  that  underlies  identity 
formation in general. 
 
This may consist of new studies, but also includes reinterpreting extant research.  In 
particular, the sizable body of research on identity play, particularly among young 
users, should be re examined in the context of character development.  A thorough 
understanding of the causes of various behaviours may be particularly valuable as 
there has been considerable debate on the need to protect younger users, especially 
children and teenagers, from exploitation as they work through identity issues online. 
 
As well as these very broad recommendations, a number of more specific issues for 
future research are here recorded:  
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•  The  semantic  differential  approach  used  in  Chapter    7  was  found  to  be  a 
particularly useful tool to investigate issues of identity difference and identity 
change.  It is felt that this technique has much to offer age identity research, 
and future research employing this method is recommended. 
 
•  This project has a focus on age identity, although as pointed out in Section 
  5.1 there are many other widespread role identities that may be affected by 
online social interaction.  Further research into the impact of Internet use on 
these role identities is recommended. 
 
•  Section   8.4.5 noted that given this study’s focus on online social interaction, 
older  people  whose  perceptions  and  beliefs  about  Internet  communication 
cause them to avoid online social activity unavoidably fall outside the scope 
of the study.  For the results from the current study can be generalised to this 
population, further research is required to determine if the two groups are 
otherwise equivalent for the purposes of this study; that is, to determine if 
emotional responses to ageing and identity processes are the same for both 
social Internet users and non users.   
 
If such research concludes that the findings could be generalised to social 
non users should they became social users, the findings of the current study 
could inform policies encouraging increased social use of the Internet among 
older adults.  On the other hand, if the two groups are not equivalent, the 
current study’s findings could not be used in this way.  
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•  Similarly, to more accurately determine the proportion of older users who 
avoid  online  social  interaction  due  to  fear  and  distrust,  a  quantitative 
investigation  is  required  into  the perception  of Internet  frauds  and  scams, 
particularly among older adults, and how this influences their Internet use. 
 
•  The model presented at the conclusion to the second phase identified that 
one’s emotional response to ageing may motivate Internet communication, 
but due to its qualitative nature did not seek to quantify how many people 
would be motivated in this way.  Future research is therefore recommended 
to determine the proportion of older adults that, when facing difficulties due 
to ageing, are inclined to seek social support online.   
 
•  Section    9.3  noted  that  it  is  not  necessarily  interaction  with  people  from 
different  countries  that  is  significant;  such  interaction  is  typically  a 
consequence of extensive use of the Internet for social interaction.  Indeed, 
users who seek out new friendships online may find it inevitable that they 
encounter people from other countries.  Research is recommended here to 
confirm the assumption that it is the diversity of the audience with whom one 
interacts that is responsible for identity effects, not the nationality. 
 
Additionally, some suggestions for further research are made in the following section 
in which some concluding remarks are presented. 
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10.6  Concluding remarks 
It  is  naïve  to  assume  that  any  study  is  perfect,  and  every  study  inevitably  has 
limitations as a consequence of theoretical issues such as the choice of methodology 
and  paradigm,  and  of  practical  issues  such  as  the  field  setting,  practicality  of 
obtaining  an  appropriate  sample,  the  needs  of  study  participants  and  over riding 
ethical concerns. 
 
This thesis takes an interpretivist standpoint, which assumes that reality is interpreted 
by the observer.  Further, the thesis documents largely naturalistic research, the need 
for which was identified in Chapter   4.  Lincoln and Guba (1985, 301 327) describe 
four  criteria  which  can  be  used  to  assess  the  “trustworthiness”  of  naturalistic 
research.    These  are  noted  in  Table  15,  along  with  their  equivalents  in  non 
naturalistic research: 
 
Naturalistic research  Non-naturalistic research 
Credibility  Internal validity 
Transferability  External validity 
Dependability  Reliability 
Confirmability  Objectivity 
Table 15: Criteria for assessing naturalistic research 
 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest a number of techniques to ensure that each of the 
criteria for trustworthy naturalistic research is maximised.  Credibility in naturalistic 
research refers to demonstrating the “truth value” (Lincoln and Guba, 1985: 294) of 
the research, and can be maximised by ensuring prolonged engagement as this gives 
the researcher time to learn the culture of the social system being studied, to detect 
distortions of the self or the participants, and to build trust (Johnson, 1997; Lincoln 
and Guba, 1985).  Interviews in the current study took place over many months,  
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during which time the relationship between researcher and participants evolved from 
formal  and  distant  “researcher participant”  association  to  friendships  between 
equals.  The purpose of prolonged engagement is to render the researcher open to 
multiple influences; in this study the researcher has been witness to a spectrum of 
participants’  moods  and  feelings  –  as  have  the  participants  been  witness  to  the 
researcher’s.    The  depth  achieved  as  a  consequence  of  this  approach  helped  the 
research to satisfy one of the key tasks of interpretive research: “seeking meaning in 
context” (Klein and Myers, 1999: 73). 
 
Credibility can also be  improved with persistent observation, in which  important 
observations  are  distinguished  from  those  that  are  unimportant.    This  involves 
identifying common phenomena, but also recognising that common events are not 
always  important.    Likewise,  atypical  phenomena  may  sometimes  be  significant.  
Persistent observation is what gives depth to research, and requires examining things 
in detail.  This principle was provided by the domain analysis technique employed in 
the study, which guides the researcher through several iterations of analysis in which 
the researcher becomes more and more intimate with the data.  Further, Atkinson and 
Abu El Haj (1996) recommend reading the data through several times before even 
beginning the domain analysis, so that the researcher can be as familiar with the data 
as feasibly possible.  This advice was followed before each of the domain analyses 
commenced. 
 
Triangulation of sources, methods and investigators can also increase the credibility 
of naturalistic research.  Obviously, the requirements of doctoral study proscribe the 
researcher from engaging the services of other researchers, so this has not been done  
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in the current study; it is recommended that future research triangulate researchers in 
studies where this constraint does not apply.  While limited to a single researcher, 
this  study  did  employ  both  quantitative  and  qualitative  sources,  including  both 
interview data and field observations, and this boosts the credibility of the findings 
of this study. 
 
Finally, the final stage in which the model was compared with field observations and 
verified with follow up interviews with key informants establishes credibility (Koch, 
1994), and achieves what Lincoln and Guba (1985: 313) seek to obtain with their 
concept of “referential adequacy”. 
 
The second criterion, transferability, is compared above to external validity but is 
different to this concept in key ways.  Indeed, in the strict sense it is impossible: “the 
naturalist cannot specify the external validity of an inquiry; he or she can provide 
only  the  thick  description  necessary  to  enable  someone  interested  in  making  a 
transfer  to  reach  a  conclusion  about  whether  transfer  can  be  contemplated  as  a 
possibility” (Lincoln and Guba, 1985: 316). 
 
In other words, it is up to the reader of naturalist research to decide if the conclusions 
from  a  study  can  be  generalised  to  other  situations,  and  up  to  the  researcher  to 
provide enough description to allow them to do so.  The current study has employed 
thick description both while developing the model and while verifying it. 
 
Further,  even  if  the  reader  judges  a  study  to  lack  generalisability  it  can  still  be 
worthwhile, since even purely descriptive studies that offer no attempt to generalise  
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can  make  valuable  contributions  to  the  collective  process  of  knowledge 
accumulation; “formal generalization, whether on the basis of large samples or single 
cases, is considerably overrated as the main source of scientific progress” (Flyvbjerg, 
2006: 226). 
 
It is noted here that one area in which the study is likely not transferable would be to 
a situation of largely male users, due to the female bias in the current study as a 
result of the difficulty finding relevant participants (documented in Sections   6.3.1 
and   6.4.1.3).  The participants are otherwise unremarkable, and the researcher sees 
no reason to prevent the findings being transferred to female individuals with similar 
contexts.    However,  further  study  investigating  older  male  users  is  here 
recommended. 
 
The  third  criterion  is  dependability,  which  Lincoln  and  Guba  (1985)  describe  as 
being achievable using an audit process.  Drawing on the metaphor of a financial 
audit, this can be understood as ensuring that the research process and its outcomes 
are authentic, and the purpose of which is to ensure fairness of representation.  As it 
is improper to audit oneself, the establishment of dependability is up to the reader.  
Koch (1994: 978) advocates the inclusion of “signposts” to indicate the basis for 
decisions when reporting qualitative research to facilitate auditing by the reader; the 
current  study  adheres  to  this  and  makes  every  attempt  to  document  the  research 
process  and  explain  the  basis  of  conclusions.    Explicitly  recording  the  research 
approach  being  used  also  improves  the  overall  quality  of  research  by  avoiding 
confusion  in  the  reader  regarding  credibility  and  authenticity  of  the  findings 
(Cutcliffe and McKenna, 1999).  
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The final of the four criteria is confirmability, which in Table 15 above is compared 
to objectivity in non naturalistic research.  In this project, interpretivist and therefore 
subjective in nature, confirmability must be understood in terms of “intersubjective 
agreement”  (Lincoln  and  Guba,  1985:  292).    Intersubjective  agreement  can  be 
achieved at least in part with the use of multiple participant perspectives, as has been 
the case in this study  and therefore providing  confirmability.   This also elevates 
participants  from  mere  providers  of  information  to  a  position  in  which  their 
interpretations are important, thus satisfying Klein and Myers’ (1999) criterion that 
qualitative research recognise participants’ role as analysts and interpreters.   
 
This  does  not  imply  that  any  study  in  which  participants  do  not  agree  lacks 
confirmability; in most areas of life there will be disagreement from time to time.  It 
was noted above that part of the researcher’s task is to identify common phenomena, 
and  as  most  of  the  conclusions  in  this  study  have  been  based  on  areas  of 
commonality it is felt that the research demonstrates confirmability with respect to 
intersubjective  agreement  of  participants.    This  does  not  mean  to  say  that  some 
analysis of atypical phenomena implies lack of confirmability, but a project in which 
everything was interpreted as atypical probably would do.  (Indeed, for something to 
be atypical there must exist at least one common type.) 
 
Indeed, as Guba and  Lincoln themselves later realised, there are difficulties with 
relying on intersubjective agreement to provide credibility.  It is difficult to reconcile 
with relativism the argument that an interpretation is more valid or credible if it is 
shared by many people, and if extended this notion begins to support the positivist  
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view that there is only one accurate interpretation
96.  In response to this realisation, 
Guba and Lincoln (1989, 1994) introduced a fifth criterion, authenticity, for good 
qualitative research. 
 
Authenticity can be demonstrated if the research exhibits “fairness” – representing 
the range of different realities.  The current project does not attempt to hide the range 
of participant perspectives, and indeed contrasts them where appropriate, and thus 
can lay claim to this criterion.   
 
Fairness is also closely related to participant verification of the research conclusions 
as  it  allows  participants  to  check  whether  their  positions  have  been  accurately 
portrayed (Seale, 2002).  This aspect of qualitative research is widely recommended 
under  different  names;  Neuman  (1997:  370)  uses  the  term  “member  valid”  and 
Johnson (1997: 283) uses “participant feedback”, for example.  In the current study 
this is provided for in two ways.  First, in the follow up interviews with participants 
in  the  verification  stage  (Chapter    9).    Second,  it  is  a  central  aspect  of  the 
interviewing technique employed in this study, which involved restating participants 
own  comments  in  order  to  ensure  that  they  were  correctly  interpreted  by  the 
researcher, and to ensure that where researcher has introduced their own theoretical 
terms and constructs to the analysis that it was done in a manner consistent with 
participants’ perceptions.   
 
                                                 
96  Further,  as  Cutcliffe  and  McKenna  (1999)  point  out,  intersubjective  agreement  between 
experienced researchers also poses practical difficulties.  First, qualitative research is often conducted 
in areas where there is an absence of theory, which makes finding experienced or expert researchers 
difficult and unlikely.  Second, outside researchers are likely to interpret the data differently if they 
have not been intimately involved in all stages of the data collection process.  
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Finally, despite all of these considerations, one must be mindful that “naturalistic 
inquiry operates as an open system; no amount of member checking, triangulation, 
persistent  observation,  auditing,  or  whatever  can  ever  compel;  it  can  at  best 
persuade” (Lincoln and Guba, 1985: 329, emphasis in original).  The researcher thus 
hopes that the reader has been persuaded.  
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Appendix A – Quantitative Instrument for Assessing Novel 
Audiences
97 
 
The following questions were used to determine the extent to which respondents 
interact with novel audiences in Internet social interaction, and were asked as part of 
the instruments on age and ethnic identity. 
 
1.  What gender are you? 
 
Female 
Male 
 
2.  In which country do you live? 
 
3.  Which best describes your age group? 
 
Young 
Early middle age 
Late middle age 
Early old age 
Late old age 
 
4.  Do you use the Internet to socialise with people you do not know? 
 
No 
Yes 
 
If so, how do you meet new people on the Internet? 
 
I meet new people via people I already know 
I search for new people using the search features of chat systems 
I meet new people by joining chat services 
I use online dating services 
Other 
 
5.  Are the people you socialise with online the type of people you socialise with 
offline? 
 
Yes 
No 
 
If not, how are they different? 
                                                 
97 Web based versions of the instruments in Appendices A – C were administered in the study.  
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6.  Of the people you socialise with the most with on the Internet, how often do 
you communicate with them offline? 
 
Never 
Hardly ever 
Quite often 
Frequently 
All the time 
 
7.  Of the people you socialise with the most with on the Internet, where do they 
live? 
 
All are from the same country as you 
Most are from the same country as you 
About half are from the same country as you 
Most are from other countries 
All are from other countries 
Don’t know 
 
8.  Of the people you socialise with the most with on the Internet, what is their 
ethnic group? 
 
All are from the same ethnic group as you 
Most are from the same ethnic group as you 
About half are from the same ethnic group as you 
Most are from other ethnic groups 
All are from other ethnic groups 
Don’t know 
 
9.  How old are the people you socialise with most on the Internet? 
 
All are from the same age group as you 
Most are from the same age group as you 
About half are from the same age group as you 
Most are from other age groups 
All are from other age groups 
Don’t know 
 
10.  What gender are the people you socialise with most in the Internet? 
 
All are male 
Most are male 
About half are male and half are female 
Most are female 
All are female 
Don’t know  
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Appendix B – Web Instructions for Semantic Differential 
Questions 
 
The  following  instructions  were provided  to  respondents before  commencing  the 
semantic differential questions in Appendix C. 
  
For each of the remaining questions, you are asked to compare two types of people 
according to a number of attributes.  
Please select a response from A to G, depending how strongly you agree with each 
attribute. 
For example: 
 
Compared to people in general, babies: 
  A  B  C  D  E  F  G   
Are tiny  ●  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are huge 
Are independent  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ●  Are dependent 
Sleep a lot  ○  ○  ●  ○  ○  ○  ○  Do not sleep a lot 
 
Please note the questions are in general, and of course there will always be people 
who are different.  
In the example, the person completing the survey has answered "C" to reflect a belief 
that some babies do not sleep very much, and there are some adults who do.  There 
are no right or wrong answers   the survey objective is to find out what people think. 
Please click Next to proceed to the questions. 
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Appendix C – Quantitative Instrument for Assessing Age-
identity 
 
The following semantic differential questions were asked three times, and require 
respondents  to  compare  “old aged  people”,  “middle aged  people”  and  “I”  with 
“people in general”.  The example below illustrates the first of these; the remaining 
two are omitted for purposes of brevity. 
 
For each of the following items, please indicate how you think old-aged people compare 
to people in general. 
 
Compared to people in general, old-aged people: 
  A  B  C  D  E  F  G   
Are respected  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are not respected 
Have more influence  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Have less influence 
Were pioneers  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Were not pioneers 
Are helpless  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are powerful 
Move more slowly  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Move more quickly 
Look older than they feel  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Do not look older than they feel 
Feel younger than they are  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Feel older than they are 
Are sick  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are healthy 
Worry about dying  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Do not worry about dying 
Are stooped  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are not stooped 
Are grumpy  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are not grumpy 
Are wrinkled  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are not wrinkled 
Are slow on the uptake  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are quick on the uptake 
Are insecure  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are secure 
Are not valuable  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are valuable 
Are not free to do things  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are free to do things 
Are inactive  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are active 
Are not useful  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are useful 
Look to the past  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Do not look to the past 
Are ineffective  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are effective 
Are dissatisfied  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are satisfied 
Are shaky  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are steady 
Lack confidence  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are confident 
Live alone  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Do not live alone 
Are single  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are not single 
Are tired  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are not tired 
Are happy  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  Are sad    
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Appendix D – Bivariate correlations of age-identity factors 
 
First characteristic  Second characteristic  Pearson 
Correlation 
Significance 
Am satisfied  Am confident  0.746  0.000 
Am secure  Am satisfied  0.694  0.000 
Am valuable  Am effective  0.686  0.000 
Am free to do things  Am confident  0.678  0.000 
Am respected  Have influence  0.642  0.000 
Am valuable  Am useful  0.594  0.000 
Am free to do things  Am active  0.587  0.000 
Am healthy  Am not tired  0.582  0.000 
Move quickly  Am quick on the 
uptake 
0.580  0.000 
Am cheerful  Am happy  0.578  0.000 
Am satisfied  Am not single  0.577  0.000 
Am free to do things  Am satisfied  0.572  0.000 
Am useful  Am effective  0.567  0.000 
Am active  Am useful  0.558  0.000 
Am active  Am confident  0.558  0.000 
Am secure  Am confident  0.554  0.000 
Am confident  Am not single  0.553  0.000 
Was a pioneer  Am satisfied  0.553  0.000 
Am effective  Am confident  0.551  0.000 
Am cheerful  Am secure  0.526  0.000 
Am effective  Am satisfied  0.523  0.000 
Am healthy  Don’t live alone  0.522  0.000 
Am valuable  Don’t live alone  0.516  0.000 
Am quick on the 
uptake 
Am effective  0.510  0.000 
Don’t live alone  Am not single  0.504  0.000 
Have influence  Am effective  0.504  0.000 
Am cheerful  Am effective  0.500  0.000 
Am not hunched  Don’t live alone  0.496  0.000 
Am cheerful  Am valuable  0.494  0.000 
Am secure  Am effective  0.481  0.001 
Am cheerful  Am satisfied  0.475  0.001 
Am free to do things  Am not tired  0.466  0.001 
Am quick on the 
uptake 
Am valuable  0.463  0.001 
Am valuable  Am not single  0.462  0.001 
Am active  Am not single  0.459  0.001 
Am healthy  Am not hunched  0.454  0.001 
Am valuable  Am satisfied  0.451  0.001 
Am quick on the 
uptake 
Am useful  0.446  0.001  
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First characteristic  Second characteristic  Pearson 
Correlation 
Significance 
Am cheerful  Am not tired  0.445  0.002 
Have influence  Am secure  0.444  0.002 
Am healthy  Am not single  0.443  0.002 
Am valuable  Am confident  0.441  0.002 
Was a pioneer  Am not single  0.441  0.002 
Am healthy  Am satisfied  0.439  0.002 
Have influence  Am cheerful  0.431  0.002 
Am active  Am satisfied  0.428  0.002 
Look to the future  Am effective  0.427  0.003 
Am free to do things  Am useful  0.424  0.003 
Am healthy  Am effective  0.419  0.003 
Am healthy  Am confident  0.410  0.004 
Am healthy  Am free to do things  0.408  0.004 
Am steady  Am not tired  0.406  0.004 
Am powerful  Am not single  0.405  0.004 
Was a pioneer  Am healthy  0.404  0.004 
Look to the future  Am happy  0.402  0.005 
Am powerful  Don’t live alone  0.400  0.005 
Am useful  Am confident  0.400  0.005 
Am free to do things  Am not single  0.397  0.005 
Am healthy  Am steady  0.397  0.005 
Am secure  Am happy  0.396  0.005 
Am confident  Don’t live alone  0.392  0.006 
Am secure  Am free to do things  0.392  0.006 
Am satisfied  Am not tired  0.389  0.006 
Am valuable  Am free to do things  0.386  0.007 
Am powerful  Am healthy  0.383  0.007 
Have influence  Am confident  0.381  0.008 
Was a pioneer  Am secure  0.380  0.008 
Am cheerful  Am not single  0.379  0.008 
Am effective  Don’t live alone  0.378  0.008 
Am not hunched  Am steady  0.378  0.008 
Move quickly  Am not tired  0.377  0.008 
Am effective  Am happy  0.376  0.009 
Am secure  Am valuable  0.372  0.009 
Am free to do things  Am steady  0.370  0.010 
Have influence  Am satisfied  0.369  0.010 
Am not hunched  Am quick on the 
uptake 
0.366  0.011 
Am quick on the 
uptake 
Don’t live alone  0.363  0.011 
Am confident  Am not tired  0.362  0.011 
Am secure  Am not tired  0.356  0.013 
Am effective  Am not single  0.355  0.013 
Am effective  Am not tired  0.355  0.013  
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First characteristic  Second characteristic  Pearson 
Correlation 
Significance 
Am quick on the 
uptake 
Am not tired  0.355  0.013 
Am valuable  Am active  0.355  0.013 
Am secure  Am useful  0.353  0.014 
Am useful  Am satisfied  0.353  0.014 
Am cheerful  Am not wrinkled  0.352  0.014 
Am free to do things   Am effective  0.352  0.014 
Am powerful  Am quick on the 
uptake 
0.351  0.014 
Was a pioneer  Am effective  0.342  0.017 
Have influence  Am valuable  0.341  0.018 
Am powerful  Am confident  0.339  0.018 
Am active  Am effective  0.339  0.019 
Am cheerful  Am confident  0.338  0.019 
Am quick on the 
uptake 
Look to the future  0.338  0.019 
Am useful  Don’t live alone  0.335  0.020 
Am free to do things  Don’t live alone  0.334  0.020 
Am valuable  Am happy  0.334  0.020 
Am cheerful  Am useful  0.332  0.021 
Am respected  Am secure  0.329  0.022 
Am respected  Am effective  0.329  0.023 
Am secure  Am not single  0.328  0.023 
Am healthy  Am quick on the 
uptake 
0.326  0.024 
Have influence  Am happy  0.326  0.024 
Am healthy  Am secure  0.318  0.028 
Am healthy  Am valuable  0.317  0.028 
Was a pioneer  Am confident  0.317  0.028 
Move quickly  Am active  0.315  0.029 
Have influence  Am steady  –0.310  0.032 
Am active  Am not tired  0.309  0.032 
Am steady  Don’t live alone  0.309  0.032 
Have influence  Was a pioneer  0.309  0.033 
Am respected  Am satisfied  0.308  0.033 
Move quickly  Am steady  0.308  0.033 
Have influence  Am not single  0.306  0.035 
Am not single  Am not tired  0.305  0.035 
Am healthy  Am cheerful  0.300  0.038 
Move quickly  Look to the future  0.297  0.040 
Am respected  Am confident  0.297  0.041 
Am healthy  Am active  0.294  0.042 
Was a pioneer  Am valuable  0.294  0.043 
Am valuable  Am not tired  0.293  0.043 
Am useful  Am steady  0.289  0.047  
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First characteristic  Second characteristic  Pearson 
Correlation 
Significance 
Am quick on the 
uptake 
Am steady  0.288  0.047 
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Appendix E – Factor analysis rotated component matrix 
 
Factor 
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
Respected  0.186   0.084  0.819  0.012  0.110   0.173   0.094 
Influential  0.040  0.311  0.750   0.050  0.289   0.115  0.055 
Pioneering  0.124   0.051  0.237  0.101  0.778  0.069  0.236 
Powerful  0.168  0.222   0.103  0.341  0.481  0.075   0.453 
Move quickly  0.122  0.112   0.274  0.088  0.029  0.809   0.112 
Healthy  0.409   0.038  0.127  0.566  0.301  0.346  0.158 
Not hunched   0.045  0.027  0.023  0.883  0.029  0.051  0.050 
Cheerful  0.261  0.492  0.167   0.067  0.171  0.034  0.666 
Not wrinkled   0.114   0.019   0.140  0.165  0.189   0.056  0.762 
Quick on the uptake  0.009  0.535   0.037  0.294  0.053  0.622   0.035 
Secure  0.471  0.205  0.497  0.008  0.116  0.071  0.381 
Valuable  0.280  0.712  0.098  0.249  0.221  0.148  0.135 
Free  0.809  0.129  0.025  0.192   0.013  0.106  0.070 
Active  0.750  0.186   0.057  0.021  0.115  0.035   0.192 
Useful  0.489  0.724   0.006  0.077   0.080  0.010   0.115 
Look to the future   0.188  0.102  0.581  0.126   0.273  0.596   0.043 
Effective  0.285  0.593  0.437  0.041  0.238  0.353  0.044 
Satisfied  0.674  0.162  0.251   0.047  0.495  0.004  0.193 
Steady  0.456   0.016   0.149  0.535   0.445  0.275   0.081 
Confident  0.752  0.201  0.289  0.072  0.292  0.037   0.104 
Don’t live alone  0.165  0.367   0.025  0.693  0.256  0.084   0.004 
Not single  0.430  0.220  0.061  0.245  0.601   0.073  0.068 
Not tired  0.540   0.025  0.058  0.042  0.065  0.590  0.329 
Happy   0.125  0.555  0.413   0.061   0.205  0.087  0.414 
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Appendix F – Glossary of Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 
BBS  Bulletin Board System/Service.  An electronic equivalent of 
a  traditional  bulletin  board,  on  which  users  can  post 
messages for other users to read. 
 
CFO  Cues Filtered Out.  This term describes various early theories 
of Computer Mediated Communication which attributed the 
outcomes  of  online  social  interaction  to  the  lack  of  body 
language, tone of voice, and so on. 
 
CMC  Computer Mediated Communication. 
 
Doc  Doctor (abbreviation). 
 
Esp  Especially (abbreviation). 
 
FTP  File  Transfer  Protocol.    A  protocol  used  to  transfer 
computers  from  one  computer  to  another  over  TCP/IP 
networks (such as the Internet). 
 
ICT  Information and Communications Technology. 
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ICQ  “I Seek  You”.  An application that provides the ability to 
send private,  instant  messages  from  one person  to  another 
across the Internet. 
 
IP  Internet  Protocol.    The  underlying  protocol  that  governs 
communication between devices connected to the Internet. 
 
IRC  Internet Relay Chat.  A system which allows users to send 
short text messages to one another, either individually or to 
all other users in a “channel”.  There are many IRC servers 
around  the  world  and  each  server  may  offer  dozens  or 
hundreds of channels. 
 
ISP  Internet  Service  Provider.    Any  company  that  provides 
Internet access to subscribers. 
 
MMORPG  Massively  Multiplayer  Online  Role Playing  Game.    Large 
multi player role playing games accessed via the Internet, in 
which players take on the role of a character and interact with 
other players’ characters.   
 
MOO  MUD, Object Oriented.  A MUD implemented in an object 
oriented manner. 
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MRI  Magnetic  Resonance  Imaging.    A  medical  imaging 
technology, and a less harmful alternative to CT scans and 
traditional x rays. 
 
MUD  Multi  User  Domain/Dungeon.    Text based  online  role 
playing games that were the precursor to MMORPGs. 
 
Q&A  Questions and Answers. 
 
RA  Rheumatoid Arthritis. 
 
SIDE  Social Identity DEindividuation.  A theory which attempts to 
explain  the  psychological  impact  of  Internet  use, 
characterised by deindividuation and increased identification 
with the social group. 
 
SIP  Social  Information  Processing.    A  theory  of  Computer 
Mediated Communication which contends that it is possible 
to achieve the same intimacy as face to face interaction. 
 
SMS  Short  Message  Service/System.    A  system  that  allows  the 
transmission  of  short  text  messages  via  mobile  phone 
networks. 
 
SN  SeniorNet.  
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Sr  Senior (abbreviation). 
 
TCP/IP  Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol.  See IP. 
 
Telex  An early type of electromechanical telegraphy network used 
to transmit telegrams. 
 
Thro  Through (abbreviation). 
 
TWX  See Telex. 
 
Usenet  An  early  text based  discussion  system  resembling  a  cross 
between bulletin board and electronic mail, in which users 
post  messages  to  public  “newsgroups”  stored  on  servers.  
Messages are transmitted from one server to another using a 
protocol similar to that used to transmit private email. 
 
VoIP  Voice over IP.  A technique of encoding audio signals such 
as telephone calls and transmitting them over IP networks, 
often the Internet. 
 
WebTV  A system which allows users to browse the  Internet using 
their  television.    Although  it  does  not  have  the  same 
functionality  as  a  traditional  computer,  it  is  a  low cost  
  364 
alternative  for  Internet  access.    WebTV  was purchased by 
Microsoft Corporation in 2001 and renamed MSN TV. 
 
WWW  World  Wide  Web.    A  system  that  allows  users  to  access 
“pages” of information, multimedia and other services on the 
Internet via web browser software.  Browsers in common use 
include Internet Explorer and Firefox. 
 
Yrs  Years (abbreviation). 
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